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PREFACE

HEN, many years ago, the writer of this book first

began to interest herself in the problem of the Court Jew, she

was still convinced that Jewish history gave evidence of a

steady course of progress. Though she was acquainted with

the seesaw nature of human history periods of enlighten-
ment being followed by periods of political conservatism and

religious intolerance and though she was aware of the dark,
irrational elements in human nature ever in revolt against

spirit and civilization, she was nevertheless certain that reason

and humanity would win in the end. Sharing in two differing
cultural heritages, the Jewish and the German, she did not feel

the tension of such a relationship as a perplexing inner conflict

and contrast; this dual heritage served rather to enrich her

being and to broaden her LebensgefuehL She was therefore in

a position to study, from a positive historical standpoint, the

chief problems that interested her, namely, the emancipation
of the Jews, that is, the process of their becoming an integral

part of the political, economic and social life of the State, and

the assimilation of the Jews, that is, the process of their self-

adaptation to the culture and spirit of their surroundings.
She was particularly intrigued by the history of the Court

Jews because of their colorful and adventurous careers. Her

imagination was excited by the story of their sudden rise

to power and their even more sudden fall. Her human and

psychological interest was aroused by the peculiar character

of these strong-willed men who, through their intelligence and

energy, through their money and importance, through chance

and good fortune, were able to rise above their coreligionists.

She was even more concerned with the problem of the
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economic and social progress of these men, whose progress
was closely connected with the development of the German
States away from their medieval patrimonial character and

towards fully developed legal and economic structures. Thus

many Jewish financiers, whose interests coincided with those

of the princes and their states, were among the most prominent
advisors to the princes and helped prepare the way for the

new State over the opposition of the patriciate and the nobility.

The other aspect of this process of assimilation was the reac-

tion of Christian society to the entrance of the Jews into its

ranks, that is, the attitude of the various classes, corporations
and organizations to a group which, until that time, had not

been admitted into their circle.

But the writer felt that the problem of the Court Jews
merited attention not only in its political and social aspects.

They were for her a typical and symbolic phenomenon of

general Jewish historical development. By understanding
their fate one could at the same time understand the fate of

the European Jew who attempted to create a synthesis of two

different worlds, without surrendering his identity. One could

watch his efforts to become integrated into the economic and

civil life of the people of which he had become a part. The
Court Jews appeared to her to be forerunners of emancipation
and their history to represent the early period of this movement.

The world in which we live has changed in the meantime

and with this change our historical Wdtbild wdt view of

how our world has come into being has also changed. The
sudden transformation of all our conditions of life has given
us a new perspective and enables us to understand more clearly

than formerly, not only the inner connection between the

changing form of a State and its changing economy and

society, but also the close connection between Jewish fate and

such historical developments. We have realised how the

changing of a democracy into a dictatorship, a free economy
into a planned economy, a humanitarian and liberal conception
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of the world into a medieval caricature, can drastically affect

the position of the Jews. This new experience and awareness

has made us revise our old historical standpoint so that we no

longer look upon emancipation as the end of a long process
which led to a kind of symbiosis between two national groups.
Even if we remain cognizant of the far-reaching results of this

process by which ghetto Jews became European Jews, we tend

to look upon the era of emancipation as only one of the many
decisive periods in Jewish history.

Since we no longer see any principle of gradual progressive

development in the course of history, we begin to believe that

the very basis of historical life is continuous change . . . that

everything is in flux, that everything dies in order that it may
be reborn.

This dying and rebirth is more marked in some epochs than

in others, usually in periods of revolution and radical political,

social and economic change. Such periods have not only
transformed the life of nations, but also deeply influenced the

fate of the Jews. Examples of such periods are the era of the

German Reformation, and of the English, American and French

Revolutions.

The Period of Absolutism was also a time of radical change.

It marked the transition from feudalism to absolutism, from

Imperium to national State, from medieval economy to a

money and credit economy, from traditionalism to early

capitalism, from scholastic theories and canonical law to

natural law, from a corporative society to one composed of

autonomous individuals.

We attempt in this study to investigate the effect of changing
historical relationships on the Jews, because we believe that

this will make it possible for us better to understand the

institution of the Court Jew, who was a product of that period

of transition and transformation. Only that particular his-

torical conjuncture, namely, the period of Court Absolutism

and of mercantilism or early capitalism a period in which
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people had lost faith in old institutions and had not yet

developed a new way of life and a new conception of things

could have given rise to a phenomenon like the Court Jew who
combined in himself certain traits characteristic of the Middle

Ages with others characteristic of modern times.

The Jew of the nineteenth century represented a mature and

well-developed type. The processes of emancipation and

assimilation had gone as far as they could under the circum-

stances, and the Jew had absorbed the spiritual and cultural

values of the world around him. The Jew of the baroque

period had a more difficult task and a harder destiny. No one

led him; no school or university guided him; there was no

mighty spiritual movement, such as existed at the time of

Moses Mendelssohn, to carry him along. The doors of educa-

tion and culture were still closed to him. He was plunged,
without any preparation or period of transition, into a com-

pletely different culture that was fundamentally stranger to

him than the culture of the period of Enlightenment or of the

nineteenth century was to his descendants. While he still was

not in a position to absorb all the spiritual values of his century
and to work out a synthesis between them and the values of

the ghetto, he was, on the other hand, able to devote all his

energies to economic activity and to make a full contribution

in this sphere. In this way the Jew created for himself the

material basis on which the struggle for political, social and

spiritual emancipation could be waged.
It has been said that social and economic revolutions pre-

cede intellectual ones, that the material situation of a society

must be changed before men are ready for a spiritual revolu-

tion. This was the very task the Court Jews accomplished.

By transforming the economic situation of the Jews, they
shattered the social foundations of the ghetto and made their

coreligionists of the following generations receptive to the new
ideas of their time- If there had been no Moses Benjamin
Wulff, Court Jew in Dessau, there would have been no Moses
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Mendelssohn; if there had been no Juspa von Geldern, Court

factor in the Palatinate, there would have been no Heinrich

Heine; if there had been no Baruch Simon, Court Jew in

Cologne, there would have been no Ludwig Boerne. Ephraim
and Itzig, the Berlin mint-masters, prepared the way for the

Jewish Enlightenment in the eighteenth Century; Oppen-
heimer, Wertheimer, Eskeles and d'Aguilar, Court purveyors
in Austria, made the famous Viennese salons possible.

Each generation sees its nation's past in a different light, for

the historical concepts and personal experiences of each genera-
tion are different. Our generation was destined to review,

revise and reinterpret our past once again, not only because

we have uncovered new historical sources which have enriched

our knowledge, or because we could use better methods of

historical and psychological research than previous generations,
but because we have gone through experiences which no Jew
in the last two hundred years had known.

This experience should not make us in a kind of escap-
ism romanticize the past and become sentimental about the

"good old days/* On the contrary, the tragedy and inexorable-

ness of our present experiences should lead us to view our past
more objectively than before, so that we may understand

those forces of our history which once formed and eventually
transformed us. We shall then perhaps recognize which of

these forces have still remained alive in us and have continued

until this very day to exist in us as invigorating and creative

elements. An awareness of these forces cannot change our

destiny, but an attempt to understand our road through the

centuries can make our destiny easier to bear. A wise man
once said: "What one can understand he can endure."

This work is based principally on studies made during the

years 1920-1938 in the archives of almost everyone of the

German Staats- and Stadtarchiven, in Ansbach, Berlin, Breslau,

Danzig, Darmstadt, Duesseldorf, Frankfort on the Main and
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Frankfort on the Oder, Halberstadt, Heidelberg, Karlsruhe,

Koblenz, Koenigsberg, Magdeburg, Muenster, Nuernberg,

Stettin, Stuttgart, Tuebingen, Wolfenbuettel and Wuerzburg.

With a deep sense of loss I wish to pay tribute here to the

memory of Dr. Otto Hirsch, one of the noblest martyrs of

German Jewry. He made untiring efforts, even though he

was continuously persecuted and often in jail, not only to pre-

serve the life of the German Jews, but their cultural and

spiritual heritage as well. With an almost prophetic insight

into the future, he asked me as far back as in the spring of

1935 to collect, in all the Prussian State Archives, as many
Jewish documents as possible in order that the generations to

come may remain aware of the thoughts, the deeds and the

fate of their ancestors. At his suggestion, Dr. Leo Baeck,
then the President of the Reichsvereinigung der Juden in

Deutschland, carried this idea into effect despite the restric-

tions the Nazi government imposed on Jewish research. I owe
it to the heroism and idealism of those two great men and to the

unselfish assistance and encouragement of Dr. Jakob Jacobson,
then the Director of the Gesamtarchiv der deutschen Juden^ that

I could fulfill my task in that most critical period.

First and foremost this book belongs to my husband, Eugene
Taeubler, who, more than any other academic teacher, has

profoundly influenced my historical concepts and methods and

guided me through the many stages of research and writing
ever since the time he founded the Forschungsinstitut of the

Akademie fuer die Wissenschaft des Judentums in Berlin,

Without his constructive counsel, his wise comments, his

countless criticisms, his inspiration and collaboration, this

volume would not have been written in its present form.

I wish to take the opportunity of expressing my great obliga-
tion to Dr. Jacob R. Marcus at whose suggestion this mono-

graph was undertaken. Though I had planned for a long time

to utilize the material I was happy to have saved from certain
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destruction, the tragic fate of German Jewry was so stunning
as to inhibit me from stirring up the memories of the past.
Dr. Marcus' interest in my work, and especially in the history
of the German Jews, encouraged me at last to continue my
studies. His kindness and aid and the generosity and courtesy
of the Jewish Publication Society and of Dr. Maurice Jacobs,
until recently the Society's Executive Vice-President, made

possible the publication of this book, even as they made pos-
sible the appearance of my historical novel, The Spirit Re~

turneth) some years ago.
I am grateful to Dr. Ralph Weiman for the exacting pains

he took in translating the difficult German text, and for his

patient and understanding cooperation. I am also indebted

to Dr. Solomon Grayzel who read, reread and revised the

English manuscript, carefully and methodically checking many
details in the text and the notes, and giving me out of his

wide knowledge invaluable and efficient assistance in seeing
the book through the press.

I record my sincere thanks to Dr. Franz Landsberger for

helpful information regarding matters of art and my deep

gratitude to the officials and employees of the Library of the

Hebrew Union College: especially to Miss Frieda Englander
and Mr. Moses Marx, who also read part of the galley proofs,
for their courteous assistance in facilitating my use of the

Library's books and magazines. I wish to thank Mrs. Berta

Lauter, secretary to the American Jewish Archives, for her

kind and ever willing help in reading the first translation and

the galley proofs, as well as Miss Pauline Kolsky, secretary
to Dn Marcus, who also readily assisted in translating and

proofreading.
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INTRODUCTION

JL H E period which we designate as the epoch ofcourt abso-

lutism and early capitalism and which extended from the end
of the Renaissance until the period of Enlightenment created a

new Weltanschauung, a new type of individual, new economic
and political views and new forms of social organization. No
longer was there a unified political and religious world, pro-
tected by the secular sword of the Emperor and the religious
sword of the Pope. In place of a universal monarchy and a

universal Church there arose strong individual, autonomous

states, each contending with the other, and independent reli-

gions and sects, each struggling against the other. For the all-

dominating idea of supporting and defending the Church which

alone had the power of granting salvation, there was substi-

tuted the idea of supporting and defending the European
balance of power. The universal conception of an absolute,

positive law was superseded by the belief in natural law. The
belief in Revelation was replaced by the belief in Reason.

The ideal of poverty gave way to the lust for possessions*
The moral conception of the State, founded on the teachings
of the Church Fathers, was supplanted by the conception of

the power of the State, the welfare of the State, the interest

of the State, that is, by the Staatsraison.

This idea of Staatsraison, which during the succeeding cen-

turies separated ethics and politics and endowed the State with

an importance it had never possessed until then, became the

most revolutionary force of the period. Princes and peoples,

philosophers and publicists, officials and economists, all subor-

dinated themselves to it. It controlled the economy and domi-

nated society. It made the ruler as mighty as God, free of any
l
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restrictions and endowed with absolute powers. It subjected

the people, a unified, unprivileged mass, to the stern will of the

head of the State. It compelled him to demonstrate his own

power and greatness, which was identified with the power and

greatness of his State, by expanding and enlarging his terri-

tory and to demonstrate his might and glory again and again

by conquering other states and subjugating their populations.

For the sake of this conception of Staatsraison endless wars

were fought during that century, wars of reunion and succes-

sion, of coalition and devolution. Because of this conception
of Staatsraison, kingdom was played off against kingdom,
lands and cities were exchanged or sold, colonies were disposed

of, inheritances were pawned, treaties made and broken.

For the sake of political power the whole nature of the State

had to be changed and reshaped. The prince had to put an

end to the religious, cultural and economic independence of

the various units in his country, units governed by an aris-

tocracy or a patrician class, and he had to consolidate them

into a unified State.

One of the first tasks was to reorganize the entire adminis-

trative system. With the help of devoted officials who believed

in the Roman legal theory of the unrestricted power of the

State and were well acquainted with the contemporary concepts
of natural law, he had to take away the sovereign rights pos-
sessed by the separate governments of the various estates of

the realm and to place all these prerogatives under his own
direct control.

The break with the Middle Ages was most marked in the

economic sphere. An economic system based on the Bible, the

Church Fathers and Canon Law gave way to an active and

ruthless State capitalism which attempted to control trade and

business from above by means of laws, regulations, concessions

and protective measures. Mercantilism, which was closely

bound up with absolutism, was a bold attempt to solve, not

only economic problems, but also problems of domestic and
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foreign policy and of governmental organization and constitu-

tion. At no other period had economic theory, which was at

the same time political theory in the fullest sense, been so

closely connected with practical politics; and, conversely, never

had the actual administration of the State been so governed

by the principles of economic theory.
Mercantilism has been called a system of national agricul-

ture, national trade, national industry and national fiscal pol-

icy. This description is meant to emphasize the struggle of

the State for power and external and internal independence:
external independence in that it formed a separate economic
and political unit; internal independence in that it substituted

strong, unified economic bodies for loosely connected corpora-

tions, organizations and estates.

In order to achieve this independence for the State mercan-

tilism needed to increase the wealth of the nation. For this

reason trade and industry were encouraged, the number of

inhabitants was increased, the financial system was improved,
taxes were made higher, the monetary system was reorganized
and domestic industry was protected from foreign competition,
that is to say, the export of raw materials and the import of

finished products were prohibited and all forces that were in a

position to produce wealth were aided the merchant, the

tradesman, the manufacturer, the banker.

This new attitude towards money, this desire for gold as a

means of making the State strong and prosperous, was the

chief characteristic of absolutism. The amassing of wealth

became the guiding principle in political economy. The theor-

ists of mercantilism taught that the duty of princes was to

secure wealth, gain money and to keep it in the nation. The

Ministry of Finance, they explained, was the heart of the

State; the circulation of money was the bloodstream of the

political body.
The problem of population played an equally important

role. The proponents of absolutism wanted the State to en-
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courage immigration and called attention to the close relation-

ship between population and production and between the

number of a State's inhabitants and its might.
This complete change in the political and economic structure

of the State led, not only to a new conception of the Jew, but

also to a complete transformation of his political and economic

position. As soon as trade was no longer condemned, as it had

been in the Middle Ages, taking interest no longer prohibited

and the merchant no longer compared to a thief and a pirate,

it was natural that the Jewish money-changer and tradesman

should be looked upon in a different light.

If one considered the persecution of religious groups and

sects as a measure harmful to trade and believed, as many of

the mercantilists did, that the decline of Spain was due to the

expulsion of the Jews and that Holland owed her superiority

in trade to the immigration of Jews, then it became self-evi-

dent that in order to create a flourishing trade and a sound

economic structure one should encourage the settlement of

Jews and practice tolerance towards them.

The medieval feudal State, which was subordinated to the

Church and dependent on its canons, had excluded a group
which was, in its opinion, composed of infidels. Their position

in medieval law was that of foreigners. Medieval society ex-

cluded them from almost all professions. As property of the

ruler they were in need of his personal protection, for which

they had to pay heavy taxes. They provided, as did the other

regalia, an indispensable source of revenue ever at the ruler's

command which he could at his discretion also sell to other

feudal powers or give as security to his creditors*

In the period of absolutism the great importance of the

Jewish problem was recognized. It was transferred from the

religious to the political sphere and in this way secularized*

It became, for the first time in the history of the diaspora, a

political problem.
For by favoring public as against private interests^suppress-
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ing the nobility and organizing a new officialdom, creating a

standing army in place of a mercenary force and centralizing

the administrative government, the absolutist ruler dissolved

the old ties of society and replaced them with new ones which

were more desirable from the viewpoint of state administration.

The Jew, too, found the factors of absolutism and mercantil-

ism acting as powerful reagents upon the ties and bonds of

his life. For the first time the State, in bringing all its sub-

jects into direct relationship with itself, made a place for the

Jews in the complicated order of its social structure* By
taking away from the feudal lords the Judenregal, placing the

Jews under the state officials and specifying the rights and

duties of the Jewish taxpayers, the absolutist ruler changed
his medieval relationship to the Jews. They ceased to be ap-

purtenances of the ruler, serfs of the chamber (Kammer-

knechte)) just as they ceased to be dependent on the favor and

caprices of the feudal powers.
The mercantilist economic policy had a similar influence.

By considering the Jews as important factors in its commercial

policies, by drawing them into the financing of trade compa-
nies and colonies, by entrusting them with factories, banks,

agencies and monopolies and by using them to stimulate im-

port and export, the State made the Jews important pillars of

the expanding economy.
These tendencies which led to the emancipation of the Jews

in Holland, their return to England and to a more favorable

position in France were realized to the fullest extent in Ger-

many. Here we can see the most striking change in the policy

toward the Jew.
The western countries, under the leadership of monarchs

and statesmen like Richelieu and Colbert in France, William

of Orange in Holland and Cromwell in England, became power-
ful unified states and their economic life was stimulated and

intensified by the discovery and founding of overseas colonies.

Germany, on the other hand, was left weakened by the Thirty
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Years' War. The Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation,

which had once theoretically and actually been the center of

Europe, was now only a concept or, as it has been described,

a chimera, a skeleton whose parts were joined together, not by

nerves, but by wire threads and were not capable of movement.

The Emperor, who had once been the powerful and undisputed
ruler of the Empire, was now only titular head of this strange
structure that could be called neither a republic nor a mon-

archy. Through the treaty of Westphalia the two hundred

and forty territories of various sizes that comprised the Empire
had received full liberty and full sovereignty and were given
the power of concluding treaties with other rulers, of waging
war and of conducting negotiations.

The Thirty Years' War had devastated their territories, de-

populated the cities, impoverished the inhabitants, destroyed
the monetary system and interrupted trade relations with for-

eign countries. The Empire's enemies were in possession of all

her outlets to the sea: Sweden had gained the Baltic region

and Lower Pomerania and dominated not only the Baltic but

also the mouths of the Oder and Weser; Holland controlled the

mouth of the Rhine; Poland held the Vistula, France the Upper
Rhine and Denmark Holstein and Oldenburg.

Despite all this the German princes sought to reorganize
their States in the spirit of absolutism and mercantilism, to

unify the separate regions that they had inherited, annexed,

gained in war or through exchange, to create a standing

army and a modern governmental apparatus and to transform

their Courts into little Versailles in imitation of the Court of

Louis XIV.
With this goal in mind they paid special attention to the

Jewish problem and, with a German sense of system and or-

ganization, they attempted to find as thorough and fundamen-

tal a solution as the period permitted.

Jewish competitors had been expelled from the German
commercial centers and from most of the larger territories in
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the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. They had settled in the

villages and towns of the knights, bishops and barons, where

they eked out an existence as pawnbrokers, money-changers
and peddlers.

Only in some of the larger cities, like Frankfort, Worms,
Fuerth, Vienna and a few others, were they granted the right
of domicile. German Jews had no part in the commercial and
financial undertakings which contributed to the development
of the cities in Upper Germany. These enterprises were almost

without exception in the hands of Christian merchants.

The situation was radically altered in the seventeenth cen-

tury. Jews were accepted in larger numbers and under more
favorable conditions in most of the German states and cities,

and were granted the right to found their own communities

and to practice their religion without hindrance.

Ideas of tolerance played a very small role. The motives

which compelled the princes to accept Jews were of a finan-

cial nature: to increase the population of their lands and to

gain an additional number of productive taxpayers. They
hoped at the same time to be able with the help of the Jews
to combat the guilds and to establish the modern monetary
and credit systems. Still, whatever the motives may have

been, this attitude on the part of the princes helped make
the position of the Jews more secure.

The German prince of that period, however, needed more

than someone to educate his subjects in the economic field

and to serve as a means of carrying out his commercial and

fiscal policies. This was a period in which there was not as yet
a science of political economy, in which there was no public

credit, in which Court and State economy had not yet been

separated, in which the tax system and budget were disor-

ganized and the State revenue was pledged as security. The

princes needed, therefore, capable and experienced financiers

and organizers who could procure the sums of money necessary
to carry out experiments in the field of politics and econom-
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ics, to wage wars and to maintain the army and the Court

budget.
In the sixteenth century the South German merchants, in

particular the Fuggers, had lent the Emperor large sums of

money. They had constituted an independent power and for

a period of time had influenced the destiny, not only of Ger-

many, but of Europe as well. With their financial help Charles

V was able to have himself elected German Emperor and de-

feat Francis I of France. They supplied money to the Euro-

pean princes and to the Popes and cardinals. They owned

mines and factories and their commercial activity extended

to all parts of the world.

This bold, enterprising type of merchant no longer existed

in the seventeenth century. As a result of the religious distur-

bances and conflicts and especially in consequence of the

change in the trade routes from the Mediterranean, Italy and

Southern Germany to the Atlantic Ocean and the West,
German commerce was rapidly declining and no longer in a

position to compete with the western States. The proud, high-

spirited patrician of the Free Imperial Cities, who had helped
determine the outcome of wars and the fate of the Reforma-

tion, had become a spiritless and penniless bourgeois who feared

to take any risks, who spent his energy in petty intrigues over

who should receive various town posts, and who bitterly op-

posed the economic and political innovations of the mercan-

tilist State.

But a large section of the other citizens also regarded the

penetration of the authoritarian State into their spheres of

interest with mistrust and animosity. While the mercantil-

ist writers and the liberal officials praised the experiments
of absolutism, the representatives of traditionalism and anti-

capitalism refused to take part in State enterprises* They
believed in the theological and scholastic theories of the Middle

Ages or in the Lutheran ethical doctrine of economics. They
saw in the natural organization of "estates^the system in which
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every class found the work assigned to it by God and protected

by the ruling body. They still thought that money was un-

productive, that taking interest should be forbidden, that

credit should not be extended, and they therefore fought

against monopoly, free initiative and the free professions.

The prince who wanted to rescue his State from its pre-
carious financial position had consequently to seek an entre-

preneur who was free of corporative and religious connections

and who could, as a result, regard economic and political

problems with as sober and unprejudiced an attitude as he

himself did. The entrepreneur also had to be a man who knew
the international money market, who was acquainted with

the most important European financiers and who therefore

was in a position to obtain the necessary sums of money.
The Emperor had rewarded the Fuggers for their loans by

granting them titles of nobility, giving them the right to coin

money and to exploit mines, so that they gained a monopoly
over the silver mines in Hungary and the mercury mines

in Spain. The Jew who lent money to the princes could be

satisfied by less expensive rewards. It was sufficient to im-

prove his oppressed political position by giving him economic

concessions and by granting him special privileges and exemp-
tions. In this way the banker and financial agent became the

army contractor, the Court purveyor and the commercial

entrepreneur. Nor was this all. His financial activity, which

was at that time closely bound up with diplomatic affairs,

brought him into contact with higher politics. He was used

in secret missions, political councils, armistice negotiations

and military operations. Through his personal mediation,

lands and positions were bought and sold. Through his finan-

cial transactions, electorates and crowns were acquired, and

through his agents the latest news and most reliable informa-

tion could be obtained. In this way the Court Jew took over

the functions of a secret agent and spy, of a reporter, consul

and diplomatic courier.
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The loans he made to the State treasury brought him into

close contact with the inner government of the countries. The
financial adviser soon came to draw up budgets, administer

the treasury, collect taxes, coin money, plan all sorts of proj-

ects and promote domestic production.
If we today wonder how it was possible for one man to

supply the Court with luxury wares which he bought in France,

Italy, Holland or at the fairs in Germany; to provide the army
with munitions which he obtained in Poland, Bohemia, Mo-

ravia, or the Ukraine; to procure money from the various

banks and bourses of Europe; to keep up an extensive corre-

spondence with his business friends and agents; to calculate

the expenses of the princely treasury; to draw up projects for

increasing the State revenues; to establish factories and to

import and export all kinds of goods, we must remember that

the wholesale and retail trade, moneylending and manufac-

turing, importing and exporting had not yet become differen-

tiated and specialized. The great Renaissance merchants in

Italy and Upper Germany had in the same way united banks,

factories, mines and trading companies in single firms, and

at the same time served as financial and political advisers to

the princes.

That the Court Jew was an indispensable innovation, just as

the officialdom and the standing army had been, and served to

complete the unified state and the mercantilist system, is shown

by the fact that we find him in practically every Court and

in practically every country. In a century in which JesuitvS

fought against Jansenists, Puritans against Anglicans, Luth-

erans against Calvinists, in which France drove out the

Huguenots and Austria the Protestants, and in which a destruc-

tive war was waged for thirty years for religious reasons, the

religion of the Court Jews played a subordinate role* Austria

had expelled all its Jews, but it became the land of Qppen-
heimer, Wertheimer, Sinzheimer, Hirschel and d'Aguilan

Saxony, which from an early period had fought for one of the
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most intolerant forms of Protestantism in Germany and which

allowed Jews to remain there only during the period of the

Leipzig Fair, was forced to receive Lehmann, Levi and Mayer.
It was in Lutheran Wuerttemberg, from which Jews had been

banned centuries earlier, that Jud Suess played his famous

role. It was in East Prussia, once the land of the Teutonic

Order, that Israel Aron, the Court purveyor of the Great Elec-

tor of Brandenburg, began his activity. Mecklenburg, Bruns-

wick and Hanover, which had formerly been closed to the

Jews, witnessed the rise of Hinrichsen, Hagen and Behrens.

Jews are found at Courts like Munich and Vienna which were

ruled by Jesuits; they served enlightened and tolerant princes
like the Great Elector and Karl Ludwig of the Palatinate,

rigidly orthodox Calvinists like Frederick William of Prussia,

mild Lutherans like the Counts of Hesse, fanatical Catholics

like the Wittelsbacher in Bavaria, warlike prelates like the

Bishop of Muenster, indifferent and frivolous princes like

Ernest Augustus of Hanover and Frederick Augustus of

Saxony, and zealous converts like John Frederick of Brunswick-

Luneburg and Queen Christina of Sweden.

Though the Court Jew was a product of his time, a product
of the particular combination of Court absolutism, mercan-

tilism and baroque culture, he was nevertheless not merely an

automaton created by the ruler and blindly carrying out his

will. He was an individual with clearly marked features and

definite characteristics, the first fully recognizable personality

to emerge in modern Jewish history. He differed from the

Court Jew of the earlier period not only in that his activities

were of a more varied nature and embraced finance, diplomacy,
commerce and politics, but also in that he possessed a remark-

able degree of industriousness and restlessness, a great interest

in speculation and action, a strong desire for success, a lust

for money and profit, an ambition to climb higher and higher
and to assimilate as completely as possible to his environment

in speech, dress and manners. He differed from the Court Jews
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of the Age of Rationalism and of the nineteenth century
who were no more than bankers and financial advisers to their

princes and fulfilled their tasks in a very level-headed and

business-like manner in that he feared no danger and took

plenty of risks, sharing the bizarre love of adventure of his

time, traits which remind us of the condottieri of the Renais-

sance period or of the early American pioneers.

Capitalism has been described as the dominance of capital

over man and the economic function over the human heart.

The Court Jew was never a homo capitalisticus in this sense.

He constantly identified himself with his work and he placed
his capacity for sacrifice and devotion at the service of his

prince. This very personal relationship between the prince and

the Court Jew, which rested on the complete trust of the prince
and the complete loyalty and fidelity of the Court Jew, was

strengthened not only by the interests they had in common.
There was something else which made their very fates simi-

lar. Despite the great differences in social position, culture,

racial background and tradition which separated them, they
both lived in the same isolation: the prince because of his omni-

potence and inaccessibility and the Court Jew because of his

birth and religion, which caused him to be isolated from all

classes of society and to be avoided by them all.

One finds in the Court Jew traits which characterize the

modern entrepreneur and distinguish him from the merchant

of the Middle Ages. Nevertheless, he remained a Ghetto Jew,
whose experience and fate bound him to his community and

kept him confined within its religious and social organization*
He could therefore utilize his privileged position at Court to

serve as the good advocate and protector of his people, to or-

ganize and lead their communal life and to prepare new dom-
iciles for them. He could use the political experience which he

had gained in the service of the state to fight for universal

rights for all Jews in place of the special rights granted to a

few privileged Jews.
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These noble traits of the Court Jew could at times be replaced

by pride and arrogance, by a desire to dominate, by a spirit

of vindictiveness; but even this combination of good and evil

traits, this lack of stability and balance, are characteristic of

the Jew of that period who combined in himself the Jew of

the Ghetto with the Jew of the emancipation, the religious

belief of the Middle Ages with the nascent rationalism of

modern times.

The tragic fate,
l

a however, 'which befell many of the Court

Jews and plunged them into poverty and despair was caused

not by any fault of their own but by the chaos of the period in

which they lived. They fell because they were bearers of a new
and revolutionary political and economic conception which

was bitterly attacked by the old legitimatist powers.





CHAPTER I

THE COURT JEW AS COMMISSARY

THE epoch of Court absolutism that extends from about

1640 to 1740 has also been called the epoch of Louis XIV,1

since the theory of the divine right of kings and the identifica-

tion of the ruler with the State found its clearest expression
and fullest development in this French monarch. Most of the

European states were modeled after the French form of gov-
ernment: French culture and the French language became the

culture and language of all the European Courts; and the eti-

quette and ceremony of the Court at Versailles became the

pattern for practically every prince*
The period of Louis XIV is, however, also the period during

which France sought to win a position of hegemony over almost

all the other states and turned Europe into a battlefield during
the course of decades. These long fa-ars were for the first time

fought with standing armies whose training, maintenance,

provisioning and equipping with newly invented weapons,
involved the expenditure of huge sums of money.

France's interest in these struggles lay in her desire to break

the power of the Hapsburgs, who since the time of Charles V
had ruled in the Old and New Worlds. The European princes

fought at times on one side, at times on the other, depending
on the amount of money they were promised for their aid and

on the size of the booty.
The head of the House of Hapsburg was Leopold I. He was

ruler of Austria, Bohemia, Moravia, Silesia and a part of Hun-

gary, and from 1658 on had been Emperor of Germany. The

early death of the Crown Prince had suddenly and unexpec-
15
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tedly, and at a most crucial point in Austria history, placed
the government in the hands of this eighteen-year-old prince
who had been destined for the clergy. The young monarch
felt himself entirely unprepared for the difficult task of com-

bating powerful internal and external enemies. His internal

enemies consisted of the German princes who, aided by France,

the guarantor of German liberty, sought more and more to

limit the power of the Emperor in the Reich, and of the Hun-

garian Magyars who year after year rose in rebellion against

Hapsburg domination. His external enemies were the Turks

in the south who renewed their attacks, and Louis XIV in the

west who threatened the Austrian and South German posses-
sions on the Rhine.

The great question of Leopold Fs reign was whether he

could protect the vital interests of his own State as well as

those of the German Empire against both their powerful ad-

versaries whether he would be able to defeat the one with-

out having the other attack him, or resist one without having
the other destroy him.

The victory of the Turks would have meant the loss of the

southeast corner of Austria, the important Donauraum; the

victory of the French would have resulted in the loss of the

mouths of the Meuse and the Rhine and would have led to the

complete hegemony of Louis XIV in Europe.

Despite the gravity of the situation the weak and irresolute

Emperor, who had a propensity for evading issues, hesitated

a long time before making up his mind to go to war. For

whereas Louis had at his disposal excellent diplomats and

generals, the resources of a sound financial system and a flour-

ishing economy, Austria was almost in a state of disintegra-
tion. The Hapsburg monarchy was a federation in which the

various countries and provinces, each with its own government
and constitution, were loosely bound together only through
their common ruler.

In the ministry, official opposed official, intrigue followed
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intrigue. The State finances were in hopeless confusion,

crown domains had been leased and the crown jewels pawned.
The officials were unreliable and positions could be obtained

only by bribery.

When, therefore, Louis XIV attacked the Low Countries

in 1666 and, at the same time, the Turks moved against Hun-

gary, the Emperor remained neutral as far as France was
concerned and tried to drive the Turks only from his own

territory.

A decisive change in Leopold's attitude occurred only in the

year 1673. Louis XIV entered into an alliance with several

German princes and renewed his attack on Holland. He

quickly overran a number of provinces and seized control of

the right bank of the Rhine. If the Emperor did not want still

further to weaken his position in the German Empire he had
to take some effective action. He allied himself with Spain,
Holland and Denmark, thus forming the first great coalition

of European nations designed to stem the expansionist tenden-

cies of France and to maintain the European balance of power.

It was at this period that the Emperor decided to entrust

the task of provisioning the army and supplying it with muni-

tions to Samuel Oppenheimer of Heidelberg, "Jew of Haydel-

berg," as he signed himself. We must suppose that Leopold
did not reach this decision easily and that the counsels of his

generals and the "Court Chamber" (Hofhammer), as the

Finance Ministry was then called, must havej finally prevailed.

For Leopold was almost fanatical in his adherence to the

Catholic Church and was constantly surrounded by Spanish

Jesuits and bigoted priests. Only three years earlier he had

driven the Jews from Vienna and Lower Austria and from

then on had not allowed a single Jew to reside in the capital

of the Empire.
If Leopold now entrusted the important task of War Com-

missary to a Jew, he did so because there was no Christian
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merchant who was prepared to assume this difficult position.

The Thirty Years* War had ruined many of the large commer-

cial houses, severed their business relations with the other

countries, destroyed their capital and discouraged the mer-

chants from embarking on risky enterprises. The roads in the

Empire had become unsafe, wagons were often plundered by
soldiers and wares frequently spoiled during the long journey
from one country to another and from one front to another.

These facts as well as the countless customs barriers and

the disorganized state of currency and weights all made
business ventures unattractive.

There were in addition various psychological factors which

dissuaded many merchants from engaging in the business of

furnishing army supplies. The war commissary was every-
where an object of great mistrust. He was the scapegoat who
was held responsible for the mistakes of the generals, the

failure of the State machinery and the depletion of the State

treasury. If the soldiers were given poor food, insufficient pay
or inferior equipment, the war contractor was blamed. If the

harvest was poor and the peasant did not have enough to eat,

the large grain purchases of the State purveyors were re-

sponsible. If a general was defeated in battle, the fault lay with

the war commissary who had not supplied food and munitions

in time.

It was, therefore, much easier to obtain a Jewish contractor

than a Christian one. The Jew could be attracted by the

promise of titles and privileges and, since he possessed no

rights, the State could bring various kinds of pressure to bear

upon him. Moreover, the Jew seemed to be better qualified

for the position of war commissary than the Christian. He was

in close contact with his coreligionists throughout Europe.
He was therefore able to maintain agents and correspondents
in all countries and could receive through them necessary

goods and important news. For example, the Jews in Poland,

Russia and Lithuania could buy in their countries the mass
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products which were indispensable for the army and deliver

them to the purveyor at the Breslau and Leipzig fairs. The

many Jews who lived in the villages of the Empire were like-

wise in a position to obtain various foodstuffs and to send

them to him.

In the wars during the period of Reformation the services

rendered by a Prague Jew to Maurice of Saxony had become

well known. The famous intercessor for the Jews, Josel of

Rosheim, received a royal letter of protection in the year 1548

because he had procured for the king money and provisions in

France, During the Thirty Years' War the Jewish contractors

had made themselves indispensable to the Swedish and Impe-
rial armies. "All Jews are commissaries and all commissaries

are Jews": so we read in Moscherosch's Gesichten des Phil-

anders von Sittenwald, which describes the Thirty Years' War.

When the army leaders first became aware of Samuel Oppen-
heimer, he was a finance agent and army contractor in the

service of Elector Karl Ludwig of the Palatinate. He was then

forty-four years old and came from an old and respected Frank-

fort family. He was known for his honesty and good credit;

the fact that he had close connections with Christian firms

was a point in his favor. When the director of the imperial

supply commissariat commissioned him at the very beginning
of the war against France (1673-1679) to provide the imperial

troops with food and ammunition from permanent depots, he

joined with several Christian firms into a consortium, a so-

called trading company. He seems to have carried out his

commission to the satisfaction of the generals and officials.

The High Commissioner of the Imperial Army reported to

Vienna that his prices were reasonable and that his terms were

fair. On another occasion he praised him as being a Jew of

means and good credit. He called attention to the valuable

services which Oppenheimer had rendered in these campaigns
when several years later he supported Oppenheimer's claims

on the treasury.
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Oppenheimer's first connection with the House of Hapsburg
ended, however, in bitter disappointment for him. He was,
it is true, named Kriegsfactor, but no one in Vienna thought
of paying his or his partner's claims which amounted to

200,000 florins, or of compensating him for the money he had

advanced. The paymaster of the War Ministry declared

bluntly that he did not have a kreuzer in jhis pocket. The
credit of the Court treasury, which had never been too strong,

had been completely exhausted by the demands of the long
war. An attempt was made to put Oppenheimer off with

worthless promissory notes on State revenues, while he himself

had to pay his subcontractors in cash. His creditors began to

press him, some even threatening to confiscate his personal

property. In this difficult situation Oppenheimer, in 1681,

wrote the Emperor a personal letter. This letter, the first of

many similar ones, reveals the man's personality. It is written

in an urgent and dramatic style, pleading and demanding at

the same time, but without any servility and not without a

certain pride in the important services he had rendered. He
asks the Emperor not to leave him in the lurch, to see that

the money owed him is paid, because otherwise he will be

ruined and will surely be forced to go into bankruptcy. For

three years he has unsuccessfully tried to collect money due to

him and his partner, who had in the meantime died of grief.

One of his business associates in Frankfort had already failed.

His entire credit, the foundation of his enterprises, was at

stake. Far wealthier bankers and merchants would ridicule

him and his business associate who, at a time when no one

was willing to lend the Emperor a kreuzer, offered him every-

thing they possessed in order to save the army from certain

defeat.

Even though the Department of Finance responded to his

request by giving him only a small sum of money and a few

promissory notes on State taxes, Oppenheimer offered, only
a year later, to take over the whole supply commissariat of the
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Empire and to manage it at his own expense. He was in a

position, he explained with proud optimism, to deliver 100,000

hundredweights of flour and any desired quantity of oats

anywhere they were needed. No other contractor was able to

make these deliveries on as favorable terms as he could. He
would supervise everything himself and would not give full

authority to a representative as he had formerly done.

He was now aided by the turn of events. Just as the French-

Dutch war had given him his start, so the new war with the

Turks now enabled him to reach the pinnacle of success. In

the same year (1683) in which Kara Mustapha overran the

Austrian territories and appeared before the gates of Vienna,

frightening the entire West, the Viennese government changed
its attitude to its former contractor. Whereas at the beginning
of the year he had been held in strict arrest as the result of a

denunciation, he was now given the task of supplying a mighty

army which was being recruited from all parts of the Empire.
Once again the Christian contractors had refused to help. A
Bavarian Count had to be turned down because he asked ex-

orbitant prices. Oppenheimer, however, the Department of

Finance reported to the Emperor, had offered the best terms.

Despite his open satisfaction at this commission and despite

the praiseworthy and almost humble attitude of the Court

treasury, Oppenheimer requested with a calm firmness that

he first be paid the money due him before he signed the new

contract. Now that the thunder of the Turkish cannons could

be heard in the city, his demands were met by transferring to

him the subsidies from the Empire as well as the proceeds
from various sources of State revenue. The Emperor, who had

fled to Passau before the advancing Turks, approved the con-

tract, though he felt it was dangerous to give so important and

responsible a position to a Jew.
There now followed a period of intense activity. Oppenhei-

mer was able to deliver, immediately after the signing of the

contract, 80,000 hundredweights of flour to the garrison at
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Linz, but had to work day and night to obtain as great a quan-

tity of oats as possible so that the cavalry might not be en-

dangered by a lack of fodder. When, after the liberation of

Vienna, the Austrian and imperial troops began to pursue the

fleeing enemy, Oppenheimer arranged to have handgrenades,

gunpowder, pistols and carbines sent on ships and rafts down
the Danube and by means of wagons and horses on the roads.

At the same time he secured rafts to move troops from the

Empire, transported an army from Hungary to Cracow, trans-

ferred cavalry regiments from Brunswick to Bohemia, and

supplied all the fortresses in Hungary, Albania, Transylvania
and Serbia. His chief problems were besieged Ofen, whose

army had to be supplied with provisions, munition, clothing,

tobacco, linen and brandy, and newly conquered Belgrade to

which he sent a hundred large ships, hospital and camp equip-
ment and materials for shipbuilding.

When, in 1688, Louis XIV began the War of the Palatinate,

Oppenheimer again undertook to supply the troops on the

Rhine, Main and Danube. At the same time that he was sug-

gesting the construction of a Danubian fleet, he was fortifying

the fortress of Philippsburg which was frequently attacked

and which was still constantly being threatened by the French.

Nothing escaped his observation. He followed political ma-

neuvers, the formation and dissolution of coalitions, kept
himself informed about methods of provisioning armies and

about the geographical position of garrisons, watched with

close interest the military movements of generals and calmly
calculated the economic difficulties of the government* He
drove his numerous agents, business friends and correspon-
dents throughout Europe, his son and his employees to ever

greater efforts. Whether he was ordering gunpowder and

cloth from Holland, wool and saltpeter from Bohemia, arms

and munitions from Carinthia, spices from Hamburg or grain
from Bamberg, he appeared as one driven to restless activity,

but also as one who refused to acknowledge defeat and for
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whom no obstacles were insurmountable. His ships were often

wrecked, his goods were confiscated or damaged, his transports
were delayed, shipments of money were lost, his funds were

depleted, his creditors pressed and even threatened him; yet
he never lost courage. He was attacked and reviled, "mali-

cious, unscrupulous, impassioned people," as he describes

them, tried to harm him. His home was plundered, his business

papers destroyed, his employees, his son and he himself spent
months in prison, his goods were disapproved, his accounts

were checked and payments were withheld from him; yet his

will was never broken. If anything, these difficulties only
served to strengthen his determination.

At the Court he was the center of heated debates. The

Emperor, whose conscience was troubled, tolerated him against
his will. He openly admitted that Oppenheimer had always
served him faithfully, that he was a reliable army contractor,

that he was always ready to cooperate and that the army
would have been lost without him. Still he would have pre-
ferred to see a Christian rather than a Jew entrusted with the

task of serving his troops.

The general who praised Oppenheimer's work most warmly
was Margrave Louis of Baden, the most honest and, next to

Prince Eugene, the most talented military man of his time,

In 1693 he assumed general command of all the troops on the

Rhine. Oppenheimer's support was indispensable to him, for

unless supplies reached him in time his small army could never

withstand an enemy so superior to his in numbers and equip-
ment as was the French. The Margrave had had unfortunate

experiences with small tradesmen who wanted to be paid as

soon as they had delivered their goods; he kept emphasizing at

the Court of Vienna that only important and well-established

merchants like Oppenheimer, who had sufficient capital or

unlimited credit, could be used as contractors. He requested

repeatedly that Oppenheimer be commissioned to set up a

warehouse from which the army could purchase supplies for
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cash, since he furnished better goods on more favorable terms

than the merchants in the towns. Whereas the latter in most

cases declined to supply goods, Oppenheimer accepted every
commission even when it meant, as it often did, a loss to him-

self. Without his help everything would have been lost. He
deserved therefore to be awarded the contracts.

The officials of the Department of Finance, who had in 1670

opposed the expulsion of the Jews from Vienna since they
feared that the resulting loss in revenue and the disruption of

Jewish activity would cause irreparable harm to the State a$d
the economy, also tried to protect Oppenheimer against every

attempt to slander him. They urged the Emperor to pay him
more promptly and warned him against listening to the innu-

endoes of those in his Court who were prejudiced against Jews.
Those who wanted to destroy Oppenheimer and this meant

destroying his Christian subordinates as well were break-

ing faith with the Emperor. It was perhaps regrettable that

Oppenheimer should have secured the commission of supply-

ing all the needs of the army. Still, as long as Christians did

not possess the ability or the desire to do the like, one had to

accept the services of whomever was able and willing to help.
While the generals and the high officials were trying to make

things easier for Oppenheimer, his position became highly crit-

ical when, in 1692, Cardinal Kollonitsch, the persecutor of

Protestants and Jews, became president of the Department
of Finance. Convinced that the Jews were a harmful weed
which had to be uprooted, he made immediate preparations
to break Oppenheimer's monopolistic position and to replace
him with other suppliers. At the very time when Oppenheimer
was experiencing the greatest difficulty in procuring foodstuffs

owing to the fact that the princes in various parts of the Empire
had forbidden the peasants to sell their rapidly dwindling

grain supplies, Kollonitsch commissioned several purveyors,

principally a certain Vogel, to provision the Margrave of

Baden's army on the Rhine. This measure was dictated not
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only by the Cardinal's enmity towards the Jews; certain mili-

tary and political points of dispute between him and the Mar-

grave also played their role. It was an attempt to injure not

only the Jew but also his friend and protector to whom the

Emperor had granted full power to make agreements with

Oppenheimer.

Margrave Louis of Baden, of whom the English ambassador

once said that he always spoke like a dictator, was not a

man to let such a challenge go unanswered. He immediately

placed his own credit at Oppenheimer's disposal and threat-

ened in his bold and forthright manner to give up his command
and enter the service of the English if his Jewish contractor

were replaced. Oppenheimer had always carried out his com-

mitments efficiently and punctually, whereas Vogel only caused

confusion and disunity and was not capable of bringing an

undertaking to completion.
In 1697 Kollonitsch made another attempt to remove the

Jews from this sphere by proposing all sorts of reforms in the

obtaining of supplies. He turned over the provisioning of the

army to the Bishop of Wuerzburg, whose activity, the Emperor
was told, could save him 100,000 florins. In this way, the

Cardinal wrote, purchases would no longer be made through

Jews and untrustworthy officials, but through Christians and

reliable contractors. Oppenheimer, who in these very weeks

had to pay some 70,000 florins in cash, at the Leipzig Fair,

was informed of the suspension of his contract.

This time he did not wait for others to go to his defense. His

credit, the cornerstone of his widespread enterprises, his honor

and his good name were all at stake. He reminded the Court

treasury of its pledged word. He protested bitterly against

the scoundrels who were trying to ruin him. He hurried to his

friends in the government and implored them to save him

from disaster.

But neither the imperial officials nor Margrave Louis had

to intercede for him. Only five days later his old privileges
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were restored. The Bishop of Wuerzburg had been unable to

carry out the agreement since he could not deliver the supplies

until he received cash. The Department of Finance, however,

was not in a position to advance him the money.
The years between 1697 and 1703, the year of Samuel

Oppenheimer's death, were for him, as has been said, a period
of teetering on the brink of the abyss. The peace treaty of

Ryswick, which in 1697 ended the War of the Palatinate, and

the peace treaty of Karlowitz, which in 1699 ended the war

with the Turks, were merely a prelude to a new and longer war,

wider in scope and more decisive in its effects, namely the War
of the Spanish Succession, in which the Emperor fought for

thirteen years with Louis XIV over the Spanish and Italian

inheritance, that is to say, whether the Habsburgs or the Bour-

bons would rule Europe in the future.

The army general who won the greatest distinction on the

Austrian side was the most brilliant hero of the eighteenth cen-

tury, the celebrated Prince Eugene of Savoy. In the years
1701-1703 he had to defend Austria against the French in

North Italy, but was almost defeated because his troops lacked

the most essential supplies lead and powder, horses and

wagons, food and pay. The long wars had plunged the Austrian

State into such great debt that it was often impossible to send

couriers because there was not enough money for their travel-

ing expenses. The officers spent the small pay they received

to buy shoes and stockings for the soldiers; but these officers

were themselves so poor that, as Prince Eugene wrote to Vienna
in 1702, many beggars did not lead so wretched an existence.

At another time he prophesied that the Emperor would lose

his crown; if things continued this way, the scepter would fall

from Leopold's hand and the monarchy would be destroyed.
Once again, as in the War of the Palatinate and the war

against the Turks, it was Oppenheimer to whom one turned in

the hour of crisis, after England, Austria's ally, had refused to

continue paying the promised subsidies. Oppenheimer was no
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longer the man he had been. The Department of Finance owed
him millions. The promissory notes which he had been given
on taxes and uncertain revenues and which he had to collect

himself he had, he complained, to collect it in driblets

were far from covering the payments he had to make. He often

did not have the money to pay his suppliers or to pay for the

transport of his goods, or even to meet his household expenses.
He asked the Emperor again and again not to consider him
whefi further supplies were needed, since he was plagued with

debts and had to keep out of the way of his creditors. An ugly

intrigue he was accused of having tried to overthrow Car-

dinal Kollonitsch in order that he himself might become pres-
ident of the Department of Finance had, it is true, ended

in his acquittal. However, the imprisonment of the most
famous merchant of the time, the confiscation of his corre-

spondence and personal possessions had not only caused great
uneasiness in business circles throughout Europe, but had

weakened his credit which for many years had been strained

to the limit and further affected his health which had already
suffered from his feverish activity.

Despite all this he now put forth every effort to supply the

armies in Italy, the Tyrol, on the Rhine and on the Danube.

"Everything came under his control," field reports of the time

relate, "the organization of supply wagons, the delivery of

grain, gunpowder and projectiles, the supplying of draft horses,

etc."

Oppenheimer's success was in the final analysis doubtlessly

due to his own personality, his great business ability, his rare

talent for organization and his inexhaustible energy. He had

indeed, as one reads in one of his petitions, often done the

superhuman for his Emperor.
2 But these qualities would after

all not have amounted to much if he had not known how to

organize around him a network of reliable agents, officials and

suppliers. They were located in all the most important trade

centers in Europe and supplied him with news and goods,
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while in return he secured for them charters and passes, con-

tracts and monopolies, and obtained for them permission to

settle in cities from which Jews had been excluded for centuries.

To a certain extent the members of his own large family served

him as aids and representatives.

His oldest son, Emanuel, who had from his earliest youth
aided his father in all his business affairs, served as his general

representative in the Empire. In Frankfort on the Main, which

served as the intermediary trading center between England,

Holland, the Baltic countries, Switzerland, Austria and Hun-

gary and as a center for military supplies, he used as his agents
his two sons-in-law, Emanuel Drach and Loeb Deutz, his grand-
son Moses Samuel Oppenheimer and his cousin Hertz. In

Heidelberg, he employed his brother Moses, the Court Agent
of the Elector of the Palatinate; in Hanover, his relative

Leffmann Behrens and his own son Wolf; in Italy, his grandson
Loew Oppenheimer, in Amsterdam and Cleves, members of

the Gumperts family, which was related to his.

He was also helped by well-known Court Jews: like the

Resident Aron Beer in Frankfort; Loew Sinzheim, the Court

Purveyor of the Elector of Mayence; Moyses Isaac, the Court

Jew of Bamberg; Lazarus Hirschel, the Imperial Mint-Pur-

veyor; the Model family, the Ansbach Court agents; Samuel

Ullmann, the Court Purveyor in Bavaria, whom he called his

most important correspondent and for whom he managed to

obtain the right of domicile in the Free City of Augsburg
which had until then been closed to Jews.
Samuel Oppenheimer's death in 1703, after a short illness,

led to a serious catastrophe for the Austrian State. That year
was certainly the most critical in the reign of Leopold, filled

though that entire period was with crises and dangers. For
the credit of the State, which was closely bound up with

Oppenheimer's credit, was gravely affected, especially since the

Emperor was blind enough to choose just this moment to throw

Oppenheimer's estate into bankruptcy.
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In the judgment of the clear-sighted Gundacker of Starhemberg
this was so terrible a blow that the Emperor's enemy, France,

could not have devised anything as harmful. The death of

Oppenheimer, complained Prince Eugene, meant new confu-

sion. All the merchants were so involved in this affair that

none of them wanted to sign any contracts. He himself would

rather eat black bread in a Hungarian village than continue

this sort of life. The bankruptcy of Oppenheimer, grumbled

Margrave Louis of Baden, made it impossible for one to

obtain money or credit anywhere.

Nothing reveals the lack of inner consolidation of the Aus-

trian State apparatus and the economic chaos of this period of

transition better than the fact that in this time of greatest

crisis the task of supplying and paying troops scattered over

Europe should have been entrusted to a single individual and

not to a governmental organization. On the other hand, noth-

ing reveals the importance of the position which Oppenheimer
had held and his indispensability better than the fact that

immediately after his death the Austria government was

thoroughly reorganized. That is to say, an attempt was made
to eliminate the lack of organization in the army and in the

economy, and to reorganize the two highest administrative

authorities, the War Commissariat - and the Department of

Finance. Prince Eugene, who was as talented a statesman and

politician as he was a general, became the head of the War

Commissariat, which had charge of the entire military organi-

zation.

The reorganization of the highest administrative authorities

did not entirely eliminate the need for army contractors. On
the contrary, during the War of the Spanish Succession, which

extended over a greater territory than any other war of that

period, it was necessary to supply not only the army and the

troops of the Empire but also the contingents of the Electors

of the Palatinate, Mayence, Treves and Saxony, and to subdue

rebellious princes like the ambitious Bavarian ruler Max
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Emanuel and his brother, the Archbishop of Cologne, who had

closely allied themselves with Louis XIV.

Oppenheimer, who had controlled all the operations himself

and had made his agents and subcontractors personally depend-
ent upon him, was replaced by a number of suppliers who were

to some extent united in a company and to some extent inde-

pendent of one another. Samuel's oldest son, Emanuel, who
had already given proof of his ability, and his younger brother,

Wolf, took over the management of the Oppenheimer firm. The
Court Treasury time and again praised the Oppenheimers'

honesty and punctuality, while Margrave Louis of Baden

praised Wolfs tireless zeal.

But Emanuel, a calm and mild-mannered man, lacked the

boldness and the self-assurance of his father. It is not sur-

prising that the martial Margrave Louis of Baden gave his

friendship to Samuel, whereas the gentle and humane Prince

Eugene was more drawn to Emanuel. Samuel Oppenheimer
had, in his autocratic manner, used his subcontractors only as

instruments of his will and had therefore been able to defeat

all his competitors at every turn. Emanuel, however, treated

them as equal partners and often entered into joint ventures

with them. During the War of the Spanish Succession and in

the last war with the Turks (1716-1719) he frequently under-

took to deliver supplies by himself; but for the most part,

especially in the provisioning of the armies on the Upper,
Middle and Lower Rhine, on the Danube and in Hungary,
he joined to himself former subcontractors like Simon Michael,
Lazarus Hirschel, Emanuel Drach, Wertheimer, Schlesinger
and Spitzen Christian merchants, like the antisemitic State

Councillor Mohr von Mohrenfeld, began more frequently than

before to take part in the provisioning of the army. The mo-

nopoly of the Oppenheimer firm was thus broken. Some of the

suppliers who had cooperated with Emanuel became more and
more independent and formed their own companies with rel-
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atives of theirs, while new men also entered the field and

joined one or another company.
For example, in the year 1709 Lazarus Hirschel supplied th^

armies in Hungary, Italy and Transylvania; Herz Lehmann, a

brother of the Saxon Resident, Bernd Lehmann, joined with his

partners, Abraham Spitz and Isaak Nathan Oppenheimer, in

delivering large amounts of provisions to the army in Hungary;
Abraham Ulm of Pfersee cooperated with Loew Sinzheim to

obtain horses and provisions for the regiments in Catalonia.

As the Department of Finance itself confirmed, Simon Michael

of Pressburg, in spite of a dangerous rebellion in Hungary and

the very great shortage of wagons, delivered 12,000 hundred-

weights of flour to the besieged fortresses of Raab, Ofen and

Komorn and charged a very reasonable price. Had he not

done so, the armies in the fortresses would have had to surren-

der to the Turks. 3

In addition to the Imperial Court Jews, the factors of the

smaller German princes also provided supplies for the armies

of the Empire. The Wuerzburg Court Jew, Seckelin, was the

purveyor to the Bamberg contingent of the Imperial troops and

to the entire district of Franconia. In Frankfort on the Main,
whose Jewish community had close connections with the Jew-
ish community in Vienna, the firm of Isaak Loeb Goldschmidt,

and the brothers Isaak and Samuel Stern, supplied the fortress

of Philippsburg in the years 1703, 1709 and 1711, while the

Court factor of the Elector of Pfalz-Neuburg, Lazarus von

Geldern, the ancestor of Heinrich Heine, supplied the troops

in the Empire in his capacity as representative of the Imperial
Court Jew Marx Schlesinger.

It would lead us too far afield to describe in detail the role

which the Court Jews played in each of the remaining German

states. In every case it was very similar to that which they

played in Austria.

Israel Aron, the first Jew to be admitted to East Prussia and
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Brandenburg, served efficiently and diligently as army sup-

plier to the Great Elector, who took part in all the European
wars of the period. The banker Elias Gumperts of Cleves also

helped the Great Elector by equipping the long-neglected

fortresses along the Rhine; he furnished stone, wood, palisades

and obtained uniforms, munition, food and money for the

Brandenburg troops.
4 His son, Ruben Elias, continued his

father's work and helped at the same time to provision

the troops of the Elector of Saxony and the Archbishop of

Cologne.
Abraham Isaak Auerbach of Cresfeld delivered supplies to

the restless and contentious Bishop of Muenster, Christoph
Bernhard von Galen, who fought on the side of England, Hol-

land and France as well as against them, and who attempted
to attack the Netherlands with his few troops. The Duke
of Wuerttemberg, Karl Alexander, at the outbreak of the

Polish-French War, commissioned Joseph Suess Oppenheimer,
the famous Jud Suess, to furnish war material and grain and to

obtain tents for the infantry and cavalry.

During the War of the Austrian Succession, the two Silesian

and the Seven Years' Wars we find Jewish purveyors with the

Bavarian army that at one moment fought on the side of and

the next moment against the Prussians, with the Prussians

who fought against the Austrians and with the Austrians and

Saxons who fought against the Prussians. In Munich Abraham
Maendle of Kriegshaber provided the Bavarian Electors for

decades with practically all of the cavalry supplies, and also

procured for them tents, cartridges, flour, oats, hay, straw and

wood.

Mayer Elias, the Court factor of the Elector Palatine, and

in particular Seligmann Loew and Anschel Levy of Schnaittach,
Court agents of the Upper Palatinate, had the thankless task

of provisioning the underfed, underpaid and poorly equipped
soldiers of the German armies of the Empire.

5

In every case it was the same story as in Austria. Attempts
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were continually made to replace the Jews by the Christians*

The Jews were held responsible for difficulties which actually
arose from the fact that the supply system was disorganized
and that the state officials were unreliable and corrupt* In

Bavaria it was decided in 1758 to entrust the supplying of

provision and munitions to a nobleman who was given the title

of General Director of Provisions. But it was necessary to

replace him after a short time because he had embezzled money
advanced to him. His successor had to be dismissed for

incompetence. However, because of the complaint that there

were too many Jewish purveyors, a Christian was made nomi-

nal head of supplies and given the title of Hauptadmodiateur

(Chief of Supplies) while the actual work was done, principally

in the years 1760-1762, by Anschel Levy and Seligmann Loew
of Schnaittach.

Lieutenant-Colonel von Seyboldsdorff requested the Bavar-

ian Elector, in the name of the officers and men of his contin-

gent, to commission the two Jews to supply his troops with

bread and forage since they were the most reliable purveyors to

be found. The Commander of the Imperial Army, Norawitzky,
testified in 1760 that Anschel Levy and Seligmann Loeb de-

livered their supplies in a most satisfactory manner despite

the fact that they were paid less than any of the other con-

tractors. And whereas other suppliers had left the troops in

the lurch during critical moments, the two Jews had accom-

panied the army into enemy territory at great personal risk.

The historian whose task it is to weigh the facts of the past

in an unbiased manner, sine ira et studio^ has to answer the

question: Was the Jewish commissioner, as many of his con-

temporaries and some of his later critics have described him,

the hardhearted exploiter who took advantage of the poor
soldiers to reap exorbitant profits? Or was he, as others have

maintained, an indispensable aid to the rulers whom he served

unconditionally? Had he unselfishly saved the State from

ruin and decline, while the proper supporters of the throne,
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the noblemen and the clergy, shamelessly deserted their

princes?
Whatever was disreputable and unhealthy in the supply

business lay in the nature of the activity itself. Even Christian

contractors like Mohr von Mohrenfeld, the Saxon Count of

Bolza and Heinrich Schimmelmann, Prussia's most important

purveyor in the Seven Years' War, did not escape the contempt
of the masses. It is noteworthy that the most prominent
Court Jews, like Leffmann Behrens, Samson Wertheimer and

Moses Benjamin Wulff, very rarely and then only very re-

luctantly, took part in this business and made no profit out

of it.

Even in times of peace, trading in wholesale wares such as

grain was considered a very risky affair, since one either made
a good deal of money or lost a good deal. In times of war vic-

tory in the field was to a great measure dependent upon the

food and equipment of the troops, and the skill and prudence
of the supplier, therefore, played almost as great a role as the

strategic genius of the general. If the army leader, as often

happened, was dependent upon the ability and dependability
of the commissary, the latter was able to fix whatever prices

he deemed best.

On the other hand, the supplier stood as much chance of

losing as he did of making money. The contracts that he made
with the general staff usually required him to put up his entire

fortune as security for the fulfilment of the agreement. Yet

he ran any number of risks. The enemy often seized his entire

shipment. His perishable wares were often ruined through

flood, fire or the chicanery of customs officials. He often

suffered heavy losses because of the disorganization of the

currency system in the Empire, which led to countless law-

suits, a fluctuating rate of exchange and the need to exchange

money every time one crossed a border.

Josef Suess Oppenheimer time and again bitterly complained
about the great difficulties he had to face. Instead of profit,
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all he could look forward to was loss, vexation and harm. 6

The business of furnishing supplies had been so difficult for him

that, in consequence of an intrigue on the part of his superiors,

he lost 185,000 gulden.
Another important factor responsible for the bad reputation

of army contracting was the corruption of the State officials.

It was the practice to pay them a bribe in order to receive

a contract. Before concluding a contract Samuel Oppenheimer
once had to pledge himself not to have anything to do with

dishonest officials. It often happened that competitors would

bid for a contract as at an auction, or one commissary would

replace another by offering more money for a contract than

had been asked.

The masses knew little about the intrigues, hatreds, set-

backs and discouragements to which the war contractor was

subjected. They saw only despised Jews, who only a short

time before had been expelled from the country, now return-

ing as distinguished gentlemen, speaking the language of the

country, wearing the clothes of the time, dealing with minis-

ters, politicians and generals, living in beautiful homes in

which they imagined there must be fabulous treasures. They
themselves were burdened with heavy taxes and duties, their

business had declined to the vanishing point, their fields lay

waste, their houses had been destroyed by the weapons of the

enemy, their soldiers suffered hunger and cold, went without

uniforms and were seldom paid.

The absolute ruler who planned and carried out the wars,

who levied and collected the taxes and who was little con-

cerned about the lot of his soldiers, was far removed from his

subjects. He was as infallible and as unapproachable as God
Himself. To him they owed blind obedience. The Jew who

lived in their midst, however, could be reached. He was a man
like themselves, only weaker and more vulnerable. He might

possess a title, but he held no position. He served the powerful,

but he held no power himself. He might possess some special
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rights, but not the full rights of the ordinary citizen. Was it

any wonder then if the full rage of the masses was loosed

against the man whom they believed responsible for all their

burdens and sufferings; or if they did not content themselves

with threats and oaths, but at times attacked and robbed and

even murdered him?

The following incident in the life of Samuel Oppenheimer
reveals how dangerous was the position in which war com-

missaries found themselves.

The incident took place in the year 1700, shortly after the

end of the great war with the Turks and several months before

the beginning of the War of the Spanish Succession, at a time

therefore when the masses were in an extremely tense state.

For an entirely insignificant reason a chimney-sweep had

made fun of a friend of Samuel Oppenheimer's a wild mob

plundered Oppenheimer's house on the Bauernmarkt in Vienna.

In their rage they broke windows and doors, destroyed the

costly furnishings, looted everything they could carry away
and tore up or stole almost all the business papers and ledgers,

contracts and correspondence. Many persons were wounded
and several killed. Samuel and his family had the good luck

to escape from the raging mob by hiding in an underground

passageway. The police succeeded several hours later in sup-

pressing the riot and restoring order by hanging the chief

inciters of the riot a chimney-sweep and a swordcutler

from an iron railing at the entrance to the house. An official

announcement issued the next day ordered the return of all

the stolen property. But the damage done was too great to

be compensated for in this way, for besides the material dam-

age which amounted to some 100,000 florins, there was the

enormous loss caused by the destruction of the business

documents and ledgers.

We may now attempt to answer the second question: What

importance, from the standpoint of historical development,
did the activity of the war commissary have for the polit-
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ical growth of the State at whose disposal he placed his

services?

It has been said of the Portuguese Jews in Holland that the

supplies they furnished the Netherlands in their struggle for

existence against France saved her from ruin, Fernando

Antonio Carvajal, who supplied Oliver Cromwell's armies,

was regarded by his contemporaries as "the great Jew" and

has lived in the memory of succeeding generations. Salomo

Medina, the war commissary of William of Orange was hon-

ored as the "great contractor'* and elevated to the nobility

by his grateful ruler. 7

Apart from a few worthless titles, Samuel Oppenheimer
received no reward from the Emperor. His contemporaries
did not honor him nor did succeeding generations even remem-
ber his name. Still he deserves to be ranked with the famous

commissaries of his time and he himself might properly have

boasted that, in a period when no one else came to the rescue

of the Emperor, he had helped maintain armadas and fort-

resses and helped conquer countries and provinces.
For if it is true, as Frederick the Great's maxim has it, that

in building an army the stomach is the foundation and food

the compass, then one may justly claim that the Jewish

contractors, in particular Samuel Oppenheimer, helped to

strengthen this foundation and save it from ruin.



CHAPTER II

THE COURT CONTRACTOR

JL H E princes who, during the period between the end of the

Thirty Years' War and the War of the Spanish Succession,

ruled over the two hundred and forty territories of the Holy
Roman Empire were restless, overbearing and ambitious men,

burning with a desire to perform great deeds and experience
colorful adventures. It was a hard and reckless generation
whose violent natures knew no bounds and whom no divine

or human laws could restrain. They often ruled territories no

larger than a middle-sized provincial town of today. But many
of them were convinced that they rightfully held complete

sway over the lives and possessions of their subjects and that

they were, as it has been put, little Jehovahs on earth. The

prince was the sun about which the planets had their orbits;

his land was the universe which his will had brought into being
and whose destiny was subject to his whim. His Court was the

heart from which the blood circulated through the body of the

State. Or else it was the center which like a magnet irresistibly

drew everything to it. In this solemn and aristocratic century,
in which the citizens of the once flourishing free cities had lost

their political power and the universities lacked vital force,

the Court became the real bearer of culture, the source of

social life and refinement, "the only and indeed the best school

to stimulate and awake the minds of the men," or as Mosche-
rosch described it, "a compendium of life and human activity/'

1

But in order that a Court might possess splendor and gain
a reputation, "the chief means of statesmanship in those days/

1

38
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it was necessary to make it a showplace such as had never been

seen before. And so one built huge castles with high stairways,
fluted columns, winding halls, colorful ornaments and decora-

tions, fagades and long arcades, filled them with precious fur-

niture, oriental carpets, gilded or brocaded tapestries, and

priceless vases, laid out wide gardens with rich fountains and
cascades and with bronze statues, and collected paintings by
the most famous masters and manuscripts of bygone centuries.

One arranged noisy feasts and banquets, operas and comedies,

sledding parties in the summer and hunting parties in the win-

ter, brought singers from Italy, dancers from Spain, actors

from France, filles dejoie from Turkey, planted tropical flowers

and trees in the mountains, made artificial hills on level ground,
built Greek temples and Indian pagodas or turned towers and

summer houses into Turkish seraglios.

The Court not only became the social and intellectual center

of the country but its ceremony and etiquette and the manners

of its officials served as models which the subjects eagerly tried

to imitate. To have the least connection with the Court was

a source of pride, whether it meant serving as court musician,

court painter, court poet or court physician, or even merely
as court baker, court shoemaker or court tailor. This unhappy
and apathetic generation, depressed by the events of the time,

had lost all sense of self-respect and dignity. It was weary of

controlling its own destiny and wanted to have someone guide
it. If a young man wants to serve his country, a contemporary
writer advised, he must try to gain the esteem and favor of

the princes and nobles; thus the way will be open for him to

obtain a position.

Is it any wonder then that active, clever and ambitious Jews
should have been filled with the desire to share some of this

splendor and to win the recognition of princes and noblemen?

Is it any wonder that they tried to adapt themselves to the

spirit of their epoch, in which title and rank had become ends

in themselves, in which the important thing was not one's ac-
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complishment or character but one's social position and con-

nections with the Courts, and in which even Christian mer-

chants were overjoyed to receive a patent of nobility or a coat

of arms from the Emperor or a prince? Is it any wonder that

the Jew should long to escape from the narrow Jewish quarter
where nothing ever changed, where his horizon was bounded

by his home and his business, the synagogue and the commu-

nity, or that he should wish to free himself from the social,

economic and political restrictions which segregated him from

the people around him ?

For the political status of the Jew was not very different at

the end of the Thirty Years' War from what it had been in

earlier times- Most of the free cities still would not admit him,
and in order to reside in the few territories which did accept
him he had to pay heavy taxes and secure expensive letters of

protection. Most of the professions were closed to him and
the various merchant and trade guilds excluded him.

Christian society was just as prejudiced against him as it

had been in the Middle Ages. While a strict and intolerant

orthodoxy ruled the masses, the belief in demons, witches and
devils was still rampant. As in the Middle Ages, the old accu-

sations against the Jews were repeated: they blasphemed
Christ and Christ's name, desecrated the Host, poisoned wells,

used the blood of Christian children and brought on plagues.
Almost every day Jews walking in the street would be followed

and mocked. A Jewish peddler riding on a pig was a stock

figure in the caricatures of the time; the petty Jewish
dealer greedy for money or the crafty war contractor were
stock figures in the novels and plays of the period.
The attitude of a number of the princes was, however, quite

different. Many had been influenced by the French-Dutch
culture of the time and the new doctrine of religious tolerance

and spiritual freedom.2 At the Court of Hanover, where the

philosopher Leibniz was endeavoring to unite the Christian
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denominations, people read the writings of Descartes with ex-

treme interest and were enchanted by the philosophy of

Spinoza. If the ideas of Spinoza were followed, wrote Sophie,
the wise Princess of Hanover, then all the Christian sects would

soon become united.2*1

Her brother, Karl Ludwig of the Palatinate, the same prince
under whom Samuel Oppenheimer served his apprenticeship
as Court agent, earnestly endeavored to persuade Spinoza to

come to the University of Heidelberg. His declaration of full

religious freedom attracted French Huguenots, Dutch Anabap-
tists, Polish Socinians and German and Portuguese Jews to

Mannheim, which he had newly founded on the basis of self-

government of the citizens and economic independence of the

individual.3

The Great Elector of Brandenburg, Frederick William,
4 who

during his youth had lived in Holland and been influenced by
the spirit of religious tolerance, opposed the belief held in his

day that there must be only one denomination in a State.

Convinced that the essence of tolerance is tolerance of every-

one without exception, he held the modern view that religion

must be separated from politics and the Church from the

State. He accordingly accepted Arians and Socinians, Men-

nonites, Huguenots and the Jews who had been expelled from

Austria. He assisted Catholics, corresponded with Jesuits and

considered founding a university in which all those who were

persecuted because of their religious or political convictions

could find freedom of religion and conscience.

The Jew who wanted to achieve a certain standing at Court

could feel encouraged by this tolerant attitude of the princes.

There was also another factor which could aid his efforts* The

Courts during this century needed all sorts of luxury wares,

precious stones, pearls, silk, velvet, damask, brocades, carpets*

paintings, tapestry and porcelains.
5
They needed rare spices

for their tables pepper, ginger, nutmeg the so-called
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colonial wares, which were difficult to procure and which

were extremely costly. It did not matter who furnished these

luxuries, whether Christian or Jew, native or foreigner, they
were ready to reward generously anyone who was able to

obtain them.

To the clever and ambitious Jew who was familiar with

this development it seemed not impossible to satisfy the wishes

and caprices of these luxury-loving princes who were fascinated

by the gleam of rare and precious stones. The trade in jewels,

which had never been forbidden by the guilds, had been for

a long time one of the main business activities of the Jews who
were considered the best gem experts. As in the field of army

contracting, their family and business connections in various

countries proved of great help to them. Holland, for example,
6

where relatives of the Gumperts of Cleves and of the Berlin,

Frankfort and Viennese Court Jews lived, was then the trad-

ing center for gems and pearls which were brought there by

Portuguese sailors and sold to Sephardi and Ashkenazi Jews
who sold them in turn to their coreligionists in Germany.
Amsterdam was at that time the center of the diamond industry
which was almost entirely in Jewish hands.

The same was true of the luxury goods for which Holland

set the fashion. Fine Leyden cloth and spices from the colonies

were disposed of by the Jews at the fairs in Brunswick and

Leipzig, in particular at the fair at Frankfort on the Main,
which has been called the chief staple market between Western

and Eastern Europe. Moreover, the Jew could buy at the

Leipzig Fair choice products manufactured in Italy, Switzer-

land, Bohemia, Silesia, France and Spain, as well as goods

produced in Nuremberg, Augsburg or Saxony.
7

Moreover, many governments actually forced the Jews to

take the products of the luxury industries which had recently
been founded by religious exiles, the Huguenots and the Belgian

Protestants, and to sell them both in the domestic and foreign

markets. As a result, the warehouses of the Jews were filled
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with brocades, velvet, silk, clothes embroidered with gold and

silver, gilded laces and other costly goods, and thus offered the

prospective purchaser a wide choice. 8

Trading in wares of this sort also entailed trading in money.
Ever since the great trading companies of the Middle Ages
had become the bankers of the English and French kings, and
the North German firms of the Renaissance had begun to

finance the German emperors and princes, moneylending re-

mained a branch of business conducted by merchants. 9 Even
at the end of the seventeenth and beginning of the eighteenth

centuries, when public banks arose like those in Hamburg, Am-
sterdam and Vienna, and when stock exchanges were founded

in many cities, the private banker was still indispensable.
In fact, in this period he became even more necessary, since

trade and traffic were increasing, international relations were

multiplying, and the fairs with their visitors from various

countries grew in scope and importance. The public banks

were deposit and transfer banks or else state institutions which

served only the Crown. The private banker or, as he was

then called, the money dealer and money changer served

therefore as a credit intermediary.
The same factors that favored the Jewish dealer in luxuries

favored also the Jewish dealer in money, namely his connection

with Holland, which was then the banker of Europe, his con-

tacts in Leipzig and Frankfort, the great money centers in

Germany and, above all, his familiarity with the monetary

system from the time of the Middle Ages. Many Court Jews

began their careers as money and luxury dealers and became

known to princes and noblemen through this purely private

activity. In the Middle Ages the Italian companies, the chief

moneylenders to the princes, protected the money they ad-

vanced by gaining control of the state revenues, the taxes,

mines and mints, and finally of the entire government. We
can watch a similar process in the case of many Court Jews

who, from private bankers and tradesmen, became money lend-
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ers to the State and in this capacity influenced the monetary
and tax system of countries and, in recompense for their serv-

ices, were finally able to obtain special rights and privileges.

The best example is found in the life and activity of Jud
Suess. 10

Josef Suess Oppenheimer was born in Heidelberg in

the last decade of the seventeenth century. The Oppenheimer

family, of which the Viennese army contractor was the most

famous member, had for three centuries been wealthy and

respected gem-and money changers in the Frankfurt Jewish

quarter.
11 The business ability of the family, which reached its

highest development in Samuel Oppenheimer, is also to be

found in Suess; the matter-of-factness of the trader who care-

fully weighs every venture, the pursuit of wealth, the lust for

power that knows no mercy or regard for others, and above all

the delight of the born speculator in bold and daring under-

takings. That Suess used the luxury and money trade as a

springboard to the world of society and as a card of admit-

tance to the chambers of princes is evidenced by the fact that

he began his business activity in the two cities of Frankfort

and Mannheim. For Frankfort was not only a great money
market and a central trading point for the East and West.

The city was also the residence of deputations and missions of

the imperial and French business emissaries and the meeting

place of the nobility that lived in the neighborhood of Frank-

fort and spent the winter months there. In Mannheim there

was the luxurious Court of the Elector Palatine, Karl Philip,

which attracted strangers from all the regions of the Empire
and Europe and where, Ijy supplying state officials with the

objets d'art they were so fond of, or by lending money to offi-

cers who happened to be financially embarrassed, one could

win their gratitude.

One sees from his business ledgers that Suess very soon

learned how to make contacts with the Court and that his

best customers were Court officials, barons, counts, princes
and princesses. Thanks to their intercession probably, he was
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installed as army contractor and cabinet factor12
by the Land-

grave Ernst August of Hesse-Darmstadt,
13 the Elector of Co-

logne and the Elector Palatine and that he was able to make
the fateful acquaintance of Prince Karl Alexander, the future

Duke of Wuerttemberg, and to be appointed the Prince's Court

purveyor and administrator of his privy purse.
In this capacity he lent large sums of money to Karl Alexan-

der who was then in the Austrian service as Field Marshal and

Governor of Serbia and whose income was rather small. He
furnished him jewels, redeemed diamonds which the princess
who was always in need of money had given as pledges, settled

accounts she owed to various merchants, paid the physician
who assisted at her confinement, and supplied her with silks

and satins, laces and embroideries, thread and buttons, car-

pets and portraits.

At the time Suess represented the great business entrepre-
neur and not the Court official. He was constantly traveling

from one place to another: at one moment he would appear
in Stuttgart, at another moment in Heidelberg or Frankfort;

at one moment one would find him in Vienna, at the next

moment in Belgrade. He had business dealings with the large

banking houses of his time, those of Togni in Mannheim,
Notter and Stueber in Amsterdam, Caspar and Haider in

Augsburg, Gontard and Grimmeisen in Frankfort. He had

money transactions with almost all the Jewish firms in Ger-

many. He corresponded with the Palatine Court agent, Mi-

chael May, the Palatine Court and army agents, Emanuel

Mayer and Jacob Ullmann, with Lazarus von Geldern, the

Court factor of the Elector Johann Wilhelm of Pfalz-Neuburg,

with the Gumperts in Frankfort, in Cleves and in Berlin; he

lent money to and borrowed from, sold to and bought from the

Frankfort firms of Baer Hertz Oppenheimer and Lazarus Wolf

Oppenheimer, the firm of Drach, the richest and most distin-

guished family in the Jewish quarter, the firm of Goldschmidt,

who became famous as the Frankfort correspondent of Samuel
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Oppenheimer. He was always hurried and always restless. He

spurred on both his horses and servants, dispatched couriers

and dashed off letters, and severely punished negligence or

laziness on the part of his employees; he dunned his business

friends and threatened them in short, cutting notes; he re-

turned inferior goods and replaced suppliers who did not meet

his standards; he drew a bill on one and bought wine and grain

from another; he possessed the most valuable jewels, the most

beautiful lace, the most magnificent velvet. He was the re-

pository of hundreds of secrets, a fact which lent his character

a certain air of taciturnity and impenetrability.

Even when Karl Alexander took over the government of

Wuerttemberg and named him his resident, agent and financial

advisor, Suess remained the banker and merchant he had al-

ways been. His firm continued to exist during the time he held

office in Stuttgart. He had just as large a home in Frankfort

as in the Seestrasse in Stuttgart and maintained both in the

same magnificent style. The letters which he sent his secretary

in Frankfort almost daily show that he gave his business deal-

ings as much attention as his political and economic activities.

The business activity of the Court Jews, which led to their

connecting their transactions as merchants with governmental

politics and their private interests with the public interest,

made their precarious position even more precarious and kept

lending support to the intrigues constantly being hatched

against them. On the other hand, the same business activities

enabled them to amass great fortunes; and these great fortunes

gave the men who were excluded from all groups and organiza-

tions, who possessed neither hereditary titles nor landed

property, a feeling of independence and of inner security. Their

activity as merchants gave them, in addition, a certain practical
outlook and a sober sense of reality which removed any Uto-

pianism from their economic reforms and political actions and

endowed them with common sense with ton sens, to quote

Jud Suess.
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As in the case of Suess, members of the Gumperts family of

Cleves,
14 who served six Prussian rulers in unbroken succes-

sion as army contractors, commercial agents and mint purvey-

ors, began their political activities as owners of a large, widely-
known bank and discount house. "Elias Gumperts, Jode,"
as he signed himself, the wise and illustrious ancestor of the

family, had founded the firm in the second half of the seven-

teenth century in Emmerich and from there transferred it

to Cleves, from which, according to an exaggerated statement

of one of his contemporaries, his business connections spread
over the whole of the Old World. Elias, his son Jacob and his

son-in-law and nephew Levi, the real successors to the Cleves

bank, were moneylenders to the Great Elector rather than

Court purveyors; while the industrious Ruben Elias, another

son of Elias, who moved his residence in 1698 to Berlin, supplied

the Court of the Elector with jewels. When he had obtained

for the prince a very rare diamond worth 100,000 talers and

the prince found himself unable to pay this high price, Ruben

Elias was given the post of chief tax collector of the province
of Cleves. He was also promised that he and his descendants

would be protected in this influential position until the reve-

nues covered the cost of the jewel.

A contemporary of Gumperts, Israel Aron, whom we have

already met as an army contractor,
15 is a more typical example

of the Prussian Court Purveyor. This stern and cross-grained

man was the first Jew who dared to request that he and his

family be admitted to East Prussia and the March of Branden-

burg. Since the days of the Master of the Teutonic Order,

Siegfried von Feuchtwangen (1309), no Jew had been allowed

to settle in fanatical and intolerant East Prussia.16
They were

driven out of the Brandenburg province in 1573, after the mint-

master Lippold had been falsely accused of having poisoned

the Prince Elector Joachim II and been racked and quartered.
17

Israel Aron, however, who came from Glogau, gained in the

year 1655 the right of residence in East Prussia. On October
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6, 1657, he was given express permission to conduct business

there, then in Landsberg-an-der-Warthe and finally in Berlin,

where on February 18, 1665, he was appointed Court Jew and

Court official of the Great Elector and was promised a yearly
income of 200 talers. He lived with his family and servants as

the only Jew in the capital until the year 1671, the year in

which the Great Elector granted the Jews who had been ex-

pelled from Austria the right of domicile in the Mark of Bran-

denburg* He vigorously opposed this generous act on the

part of the ruler and, since he could not persuade the Great

Elector to cancel his decree, Aron saw to it that the Viennese

Jews should at least be asked to pledge themselves not to com-

pete with him in his business. He was an army contractor,

a luxury dealer, like Jud Suess, and had close business relations

with Pomerania and Mecklenburg, with Amsterdam and

Hamburg, just as did Elias Gumperts and his sons.

But he was more one-sided than the others; he was essen-

tially the servant of his prince. He provided the Court and
the officials, the kitchen and the servants with food and wine,

grain and spices; above all, he supplied liveries. Between the

years 1665 and 1667 he furnished goods for which he claimed

121,554 talers. He was paid by notes on future revenues or

had land from the State domain ceded to him. Very rarely

does he seem to have collected any money on his notes. For

when he died, in the year 1673, his widow had to request the

Elector to grant a two-year moratorium on the debts her hus-

band had left behind. The debts were so large that she later

renounced the entire inheritance.

There are only a few official documents and two satirical

poems extant which throw light on the life and activities of

Israel Aron. But they reveal enough to give us some familiar-

ity with a type of pioneer unknown in Jewish history until

that day.
His fearlessness and determination are revealed by the way

in which he was able to secure the right to settle in East
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Prussia and Brandenburg despite the will of the estates and the

city bourgeoisie. That despite the opposition of his enemies

he could prevail upon the Great Elector to bestow many rights

upon him is evidence of his business acumen, his honesty and

ability. That he was able successfully to maintain himself in

the midst of a population that hated him worse than "plagues
and serpents," shows his great courage and equanimity. That
he could so stubbornly oppose the admission of the Viennese

Jews, and try by every means to keep them out, shows, how-

ever, a hardheartedness and lack of concern for his coreligio-

nists such as we find in the case of no other Court Jew. We can

therefore understand why the Jews who, despite his protests,

settled in the country should have feared him as an evil and

dangerous power standing outside their circle.

While Israel Aron, who came from the East, was a man who,

possessing neither secular nor Jewish education, had won his

high position solely by virtue of his talents and reliability, Jost

Liebmann, his successor in the favor of the ruler and the man
who married his widow, was his opposite in many respects. He
came from Western Germany, from Goettingen.

18 His father,

Eliezer Liepmann, called himself Aschkenase, stressing his

German origin. His brother was Isaak Benjamin Wolf, who in

1685 became the Chief Rabbi of Brandenburg and Pomerania.

He was closely related to Leffmann Behrens, the financial agent
of the Duke of Hanover; his first wife, who died very early,

was the daughter of Samuel Hameln who from 1650 had served

as the Rabbi of Minden, Halberstadt and Ravensberg and

whose brother, Chayim Hameln, was the husband of Glueckel,

author of the famous memoirs.

Jost Liebmann, then, came to Berlin as one related to some of

the most learned and distinguished Jews of the time. In 1677

he married Esther, a member of the Prague family of Schul-

hoff and the widow of Israel Aron. She brought him very little

wealth as dowry, for she was at that time involved with rela-
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tives and creditors in various lawsuits over her late husband's

property. She did, however, bring Jost Liebmann what was

equally important for a beginner, namely, Israel's business con-

nections, his contacts at the Court, which she had kept up
after IsraePs death, and the right of residence in Berlin.

As a young man without any capital of his own, Jost Lieb-

mann served his business apprenticeship with his relative

Chayim Hameln in Hamburg. His position was to some extent

that of an employee, to some extent that of a business partner.

He dealt in precious stones and pearls, visited the fairs at

Leipzig and Frankfort, either in Chayim's company or else as

his representative, bought articles in Amsterdam and sold

them in Danzig. The partnership was dissolved after a short

time because Jost was not in a position to fulfill his commit-

ments. There was a certain amount of ill-feeling at the dis-

solution of the contract, since Chayim and Glueckel had lost

a great deal of money. But they had been much more greatly

disillusioned by Jost's unreliability. Though Glueckel had

prevailed upon her husband to take Jost in as a partner and

therefore never ceased to blame herself for the loss, she always
remained well-disposed towards him. In her memoirs she

praises his cleverness, his knowledge of the Torah and of

business; she also relates with what faithfulness Jost nursed

Chayim when the latter became seriously ill during a business

trip. She follows his rapid rise with avid interest and tells with

a certain satisfaction that the small amount of money Jost had

made in their business formed the basis for his great fortune.

Jost, we may assume, had a pleasant personality, a persuasive

manner, a certain flexibility, and probably knew how to use

these qualities to attract people, especially women, to win

their confidence and, if he desired, to retain their friendship.

Underneath the suavity there was, however, an irritable

disposition and an unusually strong drive for power which

made him want to be the center of his circle, the most im-

portant person in his community and the most influential Jew
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at the Court. He was a good husband and father and was al-

ways ready to help relatives; indeed, he constantly saw to it

that members of his family received the best positions. But he

was also a dangerous person to have as one's enemy, for he

never forgot an insult or setback, persecuted his opponents
and relentlessly drove his business competitors to the wall.

According to Jost's own statement, he first came into con-

tact with the Elector's Court in 1673. The earliest mention of

him in the Courts records, however, is 1678, at which time the

Great Elector purchased some jewels from him and assigned
him 100 ducats in payment. In 1685, Jost was paid 31,200
talers for goods he had furnished. He received a similar sum
for gems which he had obtained for other members of the no-

bility, such as the Duke of Holstein, the Duke of Sachsen-

Eisenach and the Prince of Anhalt.

It is evident that Jost Liebmann was more cautious than

Samuel Oppenheimer, Israel Aron and Ruben Elias Gumperts
had been. He skillfully managed things so that he did not have

to supply the army or even furnish food and livery to the

Court, risky undertakings which had proved ruinous to his

predecessors. He dealt only in gems, a business he knew well,

and through it became the richest Jew in Prussia in 1690,

Glueckel estimated his wealth at 100,000 taler. For the jewelry
trade was exceptionally profitable in those years. The bank-

ruptcy of many credit institutions at the end of the great war

discouraged people from investing their liquid capital in bonds

or in depositing it with individuals or corporations in return

for interest. As always happens in times of uncertainty, people

bought precious objects, especially jewelry, which could readily

be converted into cash. It was not therefore ostentation and

prodigality that led the Crown Prince of that time, who later

became the first Prussian king, to assemble a "fabulous collec-

tion of gems," in which undertaking he found the Court

jeweler and his wife very willing to help him. When Frederick I

ascended the throne in 1688, he owed Jost Liebmann some
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52,000 talers; by 1696 the debt had risen to 209,000 talers and

had to be paid in annual installments. It is probably as a

result of these obligations that in 1694 Jost Liebmann and

his wife received the "privilege of Christian merchants" since,

as the decree states, their business was more extensive than

that of their Christian competitors.
19

In almost all the documents of the time the name of Esther

appears along with that of Jost Liebmann. 20 One gathers from

the records that she was closely associated with him in his

business activities, those at the Court as well as his private

ones. Like her contemporary, Glueckel of Hameln, she was

a capable business woman who possessed a very keen intelli-

gence and a high ethical sense. But she had none of the liveli-

ness, warmth, deep religious feeling or communicativeness of

Glueckel. She was twice married to men whose brilliant posi-

tion placed her far above the other women in the Jewish com-

munity. But she dominated both of them : Israel Aron because

of her quicker intelligence and better education; Jost Liebmann

because of her greater strength of character, her greater

sureness of judgment and her greater self-restraint.

Like Glueckel she had, in sudden changes of fortune, known

bereavement, poverty and misery after a period of wealth and

happiness. She bore everything bravely and stoically, not

relying as Glueckel had done on God's help alone, but on her

own spiritual strength and boundless energy as well.

When Israel died she was penniless and yet had to provide
for her two children, her elderly parents, the Schulhoffs of

Prague, for Israel's mother and sister and for her stepsons
from her husband's first marriage. Instead of trying to help
her clear up Israel's tangled affairs, the whole Aron family was

openly antagonistic to her. They stubbornly insisted that she

pay them their part of the inheritance in spite of the fact that

it consisted of worthless notes and obligations. Year after

year they brought lawsuits against the young woman in court
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after court; they contested dowry and marriage matters before

rabbis and leaders of the community and estate matters be-

fore the civil court. Aron's creditors tradespeople, artisans

and merchants were just as stubborn and unappeasable in

their demands for payment. One of the chief creditors finally

forced his way into her home in Stralauerstrasse and illegally

removed furniture, beds, copper vessels and clothing, burned

letters and business ledgers in the street, so that, as Esther

complained to the Elector, she and her small children had to

sleep on the ground and borrow tableware.

Despite all this she did not for a moment lose control of the

situation. She was a good judge of men, skillful and shrewd,
and knew how to manage people who were useful to her. She

created within the Berlin community a clique which was en-

tirely dependent upon her. The rest of the community feared

and hated her, persecuted her when it could, and yet submitted

to her tyrannous will. As she dominated her husbands, so she

dominated her sons, stepsons, sons-in-law and other relatives.

She obtained trade concessions and letters of safe conduct for

them; she helped make one of them rabbi of Halberstadt,

another rabbi of Neumark and Pomerania. For herself she ob-

tained exemption from all the limitations imposed upon Jews
and from the authority of the newly installed Jewish Commis-

sion. She so intimidated the Solicitor General Duhram who
had supervision of the Jews in Berlin, that he asked the gov-
ernment to save him from the plots of a person as dangerous
as this.

She fascinated by her spellbinding influence, not only her

family and friends, but the court officials and judges who pre-

sided at the lawsuits in which she was involved. Like her bib-

lical namesake, she found favor in the eyes of her contemporary

monarch, Frederick, the first Prussian King, who did not

remain unaffected either by her great beauty or her strong

personality. She had the privilege, it was reported, of visiting

the king's private chambers unannounced and at any hour
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and she was always received by him with courtesy and friend-

liness. Jost Liebmann's death did not interrupt Esther's

connection with the Court. She continued to supply jewels
to the king, who in payment of his debts granted her the right

to coin money.
At the time of his death Jost Liebmann was a rich and im-

portant man, one of the few Court Jews who had reached the

pinnacle of success. Esther, however, lived to experience the

vanity of all earthly pursuits. For Frederick William I, the

soldier king, who succeeded Frederick I in 1713, was a hard

and violent prince, in every respect the direct opposite of his

gallant father. The object of his reign was, not to increase the

splendor of his Court, but rather to organize the State, balance

the budget and amass wealth. 21 As soon he assumed control of

the government he began to reorganize the Court from the

ground up, stopped work on the building projects started by
Frederick I, dismissed artists, actors, scholars and servants

and reduced Court expenditures to a minimum.

These changes naturally affected the fate of Esther Lieb-

mann, the Court Jewess. We are not well informed about the

events following the death of Frederick I. Earlier historians

held that, immediately after the announcement of the king's

death, Esther tried to flee, but was captured and brought to

the fortress of Spandau. Recent investigations have revealed

this story to be a figment of the imagination". The soldier king
contented himself with ordering a ten-week house-arrest and

hastily setting up a commission to examine her business rec-

ords. The charges which were finally brought against her

were of defrauding the Court in her sales ofjewels and attempt-

ing to smuggle money abroad.

Esther Liebmann for her part charged that the former king

had, at his death, been in debt to her and that she therefore

was entitled to demand that the new king pay her the sum of

106,000 to 186,000 talers for supplies she had furnished and

not been paid for. These claims on the State Treasury were
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vigorously rejected by the investigating committee as well as

by the king. Esther was even compelled to renounce these

claims formally and publicly. She was also forced to return

most of the 200,000 talers which she had recently received

from the State loan bank in payment of a debt which the late

king had owed her for jewels. The return of this money to the

bank and the cancellation of the debts were considered as

penalties. All in all, her losses appear to have amounted to

some 100,000 talers.

As soon as she made the payment her arrest was terminated.

In a royal patent dated September 1, 1713, in which she once

again was promised the protection of the king and State offi-

cials, she received permission to continue her business as Court

purveyor in its former scope.

But Esther, who had stoically borne her earlier misfortunes

the death of her husbands, dissensions and tragedies in her

family, sudden poverty after years of wealth could not over-

come resentment at the injustice which had been done her now.

She died in 1714, one year after the death of King Frederick,

still a wealthy woman despite all the money she was forced to

return to the State Treasury. Before her death she asked that

the costliest gift Frederick I had given her, a gold chain, be

buried with her*22

Jost Liebmann's position as sole supplier of jewelry to the

king was contested for a short period by another Jew, Moses

Benjamin Wulff. Jost Liebmann had been born in Germany
and took great pride in this fact; his connection with many of

the most prominent families was to him a source of great self-

confidence and self-assurance. Moses Benjamin Wulff, on the

other hand, typifies the homeless, persecuted Jew, who had

been forced to emigrate from the East.

He himself was probably born in Germany, sometimes after

1661, but his grandfather, Simon Wolf of Vilna, a descendant

of Moses Isserles of Cracow, had in the 1650s been forced to
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flee from Lithuania by the attacks of the Cossacks, Swedes and

Russians. The prominent leader of the Vilna community had

found refuge in Hamburg where, as an old man in a strange

environment, in a city in which Portuguese and German Jews

quarreled with one another, he had to try to win new standing
and gain a livelihood. His strength of character was such that,

despite all his misfortunes and all the obstacles in his way, he

managed to strike root in his new homeland in an astonish-

ingly short time.

One of Simon's sons, Bernd Wulff or Baruch Minden, had

gone to Berlin, where in 1672 he became the Court purveyor of

the Great Elector and furnished food supplies to the Court. He
was a learned and ambitious man. He immediately assumed

a prominent role in the newly-founded community and was

careful to have his sons and daughters marry into the most

prominent German Jewish families. But he had a restless

temperament and liked change. After a while he left Berlin

for Halberstadt, then Halberstadt for Minden, Minden for

Halle and finally returned to Berlin where he died at the be-

ginning of the eighteenth century.
Little is known about Bernd Wulff's brother, Benjamin, the

father of Moses Benjamin Wulff, except that when the Cos-

sacks attacked and the Jews stood in peril of their lives he

became a convert to Catholicism which he later renounced on

his arrival in Germany. Like Bernd he settled in Berlin, be-

came one of the leaders of the community and founded, with

the elders of the congregation, its Hebra Kaddisha. But he

never became wealthy. His son often speaks in his letters and

documents about his father's poor financial condition and his

many debts. This son, who was so tall that he was nicknamed

"the Tall Jew" by Berliners, married his cousin, a daughter of

Bernd Wulff, an intelligent and well-educated woman who

proved a faithful and courageous life companion. But "the

Tall Jew" did not surpass his coreligionists in height alone.

As so often happens with immigrants who do not possess
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means or important family connections, he displayed a greater
interest than many of the German Jews in the political and

economic situation of the country and adapted himself more

completely than they to the culture of his surroundings.
His attempts to make his family name as prominent in the

Prussian capital as it had been in the Lithuanian soon brought
him into difficulties. It was not easy for anyone to take root

in the newly-founded Berlin community where the most diverse

groups Jews from Austria, Bohemia, Poland, Lithuania,
the Rhineland, Central and South Germany lived side by
side without any common past or tradition. It was doubly
difficult for an individual who tried to contest the exclusive

position of the most powerful Court Jew in the community.
That young Moses Benjamin Wulff should have tried to

compete with Jost Liebmann, the favorite of the Electors, the

leader of the community, the head of a family that was spread
over all of Germany, and to do business as a dealer in gems
with important personages, reveals, not only the naivete of an

inexperienced person, but also the bold venturesomeness of a

man for whom no goal was too high and no obstacle top great.

Jost Liebmann, who was indispensable to the Court, enjoyed
the confidence of the officials and had become familiar with

all the Court intrigues, soon found ways to frustrate the plans
of his young competitor and undermine his position in the

business world by various charges, denunciations and lawsuits,

even by imprisonment. Young Moses, who gladly accepted
the challenge and returned blow for blow, finally had to yield

before his more experienced opponent. After they had ex-

changed words and later blows in the residence of the President

of the Department of Finance, Liebmann secured an order

from the Elector which expelled Wulff from Berlin and the

March of Brandenburg. In the middle of the winter he had to

leave Berlin with his wife, his two small children and his par-
ents. All his property was confiscated.

The principality of Anhalt-Dessau, in which Moses Ben-
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jamin Wulff found refuge, was not to be compared with the

Prussian State. Its princes were large landowners rather than

absolute rulers and governed their territory in a patriarchal

fashion. Moses Benjamin's activity in Dessau, where he was

named Court Purveyor shortly after his arrival, was not similar

to that of the Court Jews in Vienna and Berlin, but rather to

that of the Jewish factors in Poland and Italy who were en-

trusted with the administration of the estates of the nobility

and concerned themselves with the personal affairs of their

lords.

Prince Leopold, who became the personal friend of Moses

Benjamin Wulff, has survived in history and song as the "Old

Dessauer." He had taken part in fourteen campaigns as a

famous marshal; he was known as a bold victor in battle and

as a rough, witty, good-natured soldier in camp. But he was

also a hot-tempered, irascible man and, like his friend Frede-

rick William I, the soldier-king, he did not care for refinements

and ceremonies. He had defied all the conventions of his time

to marry the sweetheart of his youth, a beautiful girl of ex-

cellent character who came from the bourgeoisie and to whom
he remained a devoted husband.

As a strict and thrifty political economist, a great "Oeco-

nomus," as he called himself, he had taken an active part in

all the inner reforms of the Prussian State. But he had also

zealously endeavored to reorganize the government and im-

prove the economy of his own land. He organized the mone-

tary and commercial systems, built villages in the country
and houses in the towns, erected dikes like those in the Nether-

lands and encouraged the cultivation of gardens and orchards

on the Italian model.23

In all these military and domestic undertakings, as in all

his personal needs, Leopold found in Moses Benjamin Wulff

a sympathetic and indefatigable collaborator and a wise and

dependable advisor. Wulff was taken so completely into Leo-

pold's confidence that he was familiar, not only with all of his
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plans, but with all of his intrigues as well and was sent on

secret political missions to the courts of the neighboring capi-
tals. He was sent to Gotha where he also rose to the position
of Court Purveyor, to Dresden where, as the Court Jew of

Augustus the Strong, he was active in his private business, and
to Vienna where he managed through difficult negotiations to

have Leopold's wife elevated to the nobility.
In Dessau itself he brought order into the disorganized cur-

rency system, established a good postal system on the model of

the Prussian one, equipped the troops and supplied the Court,
took care of the sale of lumber from the forests and the collec-

tion of the Elbe toll, bought for the prince hunting grounds,
mines and salt works, properties and estates and exchanged or

bought properties belonging to other princes or noblemen.

The same sort of friendly relationship developed between

the prince and the Court Jew as we have seen in the case of

Jud Suess. It found expression in their visits to one another,

in their correspondence, in many evidences of favor on the part
of the prince, who did not desert his Court Jew in the hour of

need, and in the acts of unshakable loyalty on the part of the

Jew who remained devoted to the entire princely house. This

affection between the prince and the Court factor also had its

source in the contrast between their natures. The energetic,

unrestrained soldier took a liking to his calm and prudent advi-

sor, who in turn was captivated by the vitality and lightheart-

edness of the warrior, for physical bravery often fascinates

intellectual and meditative men. If this friendship did not,

as in so many other cases, end in tragedy, the reason lay in the

fact that the principality of Anhalt had a very simple structure

and constitution which could not be violated by the prince and

his Court Jew.



CHAPTER III

THE FINANCIAL AGENT AND
RESIDENT

JL H E princes of this period did not devote their energies

only to long wars; they did not satisfy their desire for luxur-

ious surroundings with expensive buildings alone or their lust

for adventure merely with trips to foreign courts and to strange

countries. Many of them worked very hard to reorganize the

government of their lands, to create a modern army and an

enlightened officialdom, to increase the population by settling

colonists in their sparsely settled territories, and in particular

to order the finances by reforming the tax system and consol-

idating the princely domains and regalia. For success in war

and the welfare of the State, the economists of the time taught,

depended on well-organized finances. 1 The power and repu-

tation of the rulers, they declared, were very closely bound up
with their financial policies. It was incumbent upon the princes

to obtain money and to keep it in their countries, since finances

were the nerves of the State. If the government wants to

make the State powerful, the German philosopher, Christian

Wolff, wrote, it must see to it that the country has a great deal

of money.
2

But money was the hardest thing in the world for the prince

of that period to obtain. The upheavals of the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries had brought about a catastrophic deval-

uation; large fortunes had been lost during the long war; old

banking firms had failed and capital had been destroyed*

What made matters worse was the state of complete disorgan-

ization of the public finances. Court and state economies had

not yet become separated and there existed no accounting sys-

tem to examine the receipts and the expenditures. The state

60
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treasuries were never audited, expenditures were not yet reg-
ulated by the amount of income, and the domains and regalia
were burdened with debt. The financial system itself, moreover,
had in this transitional period not yet completely lost its medi-

eval semi-private character, with natural economy as its basis,

just as the dualistic, feudal structure of the State had not yet

entirely disappeared. Thus, control over the State finances did

not rest, at least at the beginning of this period, entirely in

the hands of the prince. He was ruler of the country and its

people only in name; in reality he was merely the largest land-

owner who had to pay the expenses of his Court out of the

revenue from his domains and regalia. The estates, namely,
the nobles, the clergy and the city patriciate, had almost more

power than the prince. They met at fixed intervals, had the

right to levy money, declare war, make peace and conclude

treaties, just as members of parliament do today. Indeed, they
were allowed to collect taxes themselves and to pay them into

the so-called treasury of the estates over which they alone had
control. Imbued as they were with the separatistic tendencies

of their century, the estates presented in practically all coun-

tries a solid front which was bitterly opposed to the princes.

Lacking contact with the world about them, without knowl-

edge of other states and their institutions, their immediate

neighbor was for them the measure of all things. Events that

took place outside their borders had no meaning for them.

They wanted peace and order, the preservation of their an-

cient liberties and their religion as it had been handed down
to them by their fathers. They wanted to avoid foreign wars

or any involvement in the problems of the German Empire;

they did not want to assume new burdens or to grant the

prince any loans unless they received new privileges in return.

Some of the more energetic rulers, like the Great Elector of

Brandenburg, succeeded after dramatic struggles, often lasting

for decades, in breaking the power of the estates and in estab-

lishing their own authority; but in other states, like Mecklen-
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burg, Hanover, Saxony and Wuerttemberg, the rights of

consent and taxation lasted until late in the eighteenth century.

Therefore, in order to avoid being dependent on the estates

and in order to escape from the heated, usually fruitless de-

bates in the provincial diets, the monarchs gradually became

accustomed to resort to private financiers.

In this money-hungry period, in which the taking of inter-

est ceased to be considered sinful, a special relationship devel-

oped between the prince and the entrepreneur. Representing
the two most powerful and progressive forces of their time,

possessing the same vital interests and needs, considering eco-

nomic questions not in the light of ethics and church morality,

as in the Middle Ages, but rather from the standpoint of utility,

they both had the same enemies to combat. Both were opposed
to the narrow trade and customs policies of the guilds which

limited production and markets and eliminated all competi-
tion from their respective spheres of economic activity. We
know of a long list of Christian entrepreneurs and financiers

who joined forces with the princes and tried to help them with

money when they were in need: for example, Weiler, Kraut

and Meinders who supported the Great Elector; Schreyvogel
who advanced money to Leopold I; Duve who was the banker

of John Frederick of Hanover; Raumer and Gullmann, both

of Augsburg, who raised money for Duke Karl Alexander of

Wuerttemberg; and Johann Jacob Guenther, who was the fin-

ancier of Saxony, Gotha and of the Hapsburg Emperors.
But these loans did not provide sufficient money to main-

tain the Court and the army or to carry out reforms in the

governmental organization. In those years, when there was a

lack of capital everywhere, the State did not need the regular
financiers and bankers as much as it needed commissioners

and agents. That is to say, it needed men who had good credit

with foreign banking firms and who could arrange loans. Sec-

ondly, there was need for men who could transport money
from State to State, from border to border, and not attract
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the attention that official personages would. Thirdly, the sub-

sidies which foreign rulers, especially Louis XIV, paid to the

princes in return for military or diplomatic aid, had to be

placed in the princes* treasuries without attracting notice.

The theories of the mercantilist writers about the special

aptitude of the Jews for dealing with money, and the favor-

able experience of Holland, England and the cities of Mann-
heim, Hamburg and Glueckstadt with the Spanish Marranos,
combined to create a conception of the Jew as a modern Midas
at whose touch everything turned to gold.

3 The financial aids

of the great statesmen also lent support to this conception.
The astute financial policies of the war contractor Antonio
Fernando Carvajal had recently infused new life into Oliver

Cromwell's republic whose finances had been strained during
the revolution and war. The Costa, Mendes, Silva houses of

Amsterdam had provided money to help the Stuart, Charles II,

regain his father's throne. Suasso, Pinto and Medina gathered

together in Holland the two millions which enabled William
of Orange to make the trip to England and assume its crown.

We find the same situation in the German territories.

Just as Samuel Oppenheimer here represents the war contrac-

tor, so three men represent the Jewish financial agent: Leffmann
Behrens in Hanover, Bernd Lehmann in Saxony and Samson
'Wertheimer in Vienna. As a result of their financial transac-

tions all three were involved, each in his own way, in the

important political affairs. Leffmann Behrens aided Ernest

Augustus of Hanover in his struggle over the ninth Electorate;
Bernd Lehmann helped Augustus the Strong win the Polish

crown; Samson Wertheimer supported these two friends of his

at the Emperor's Court in Vienna and supplied them with

money.

We happen to be very well informed about the characters

and careers of Samuel Oppenheimer, Samson Wertheimer,
Moses Benjamin Wulff, Jud Suess and other Court Jews. We
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have very little reliable information, however, about the per-
sonal life of Leffmann Behrens, whom his fellow Jews called

Lippmann Cohen.4 We know that his father was named Isachar

Behrmann, that his grandfather, Isaak Cohen, came from

Bochum, and that he was connected with some of the most

distinguished Court factors through the marriages of his chil-

dren and grandchildren.
The inscriptions on his tombstone and in the community

Memorial Book praise him as a friend of the poor and the

oppressed, and as a father to widows and orphans. He is

called a leader of his generation, one who loved the study of

the Bible and who made his home a place of worship. An

Italian, Gregory Leti, described him in 1687 as a man whose

countenance reflected honesty and dignity. Some anecdotes

relate that he used wisdom and tact in rewarding people for

their good deeds, and Jewish writers report that he was a

thoughtful guide of his coreligionists and an energetic organizer

of the Jewish community of Hanover.

Very little of his personality is revealed through his official

activity. A quiet and introspective person, an unworldly scho-

lar rather than a financier entrusted with the intrigues and

political affairs of the great, he disliked splendor and ostenta-

tion. In a time of exciting diplomatic and State activity,

Leffman appears oddly temperate and self-restrained, as one

who was amused by the sight of men hurrying busily about

their petty affairs.

Over the entrance to his house in Langenstrasse in Hanover

were written the Hebrew words for "Good Luck/' If by luck

we ttiean wealth, esteem, the favor of princes and the respect
of his contemporaries, then in one sense his luck remained with

him until his death in 1714. He was also fortunate in that he

did not live to see the bankruptcy of the banking firm he had

founded, the imprisonment of his grandchildren, the expulsion
of his descendants from their native Hanover and their gradual

impoverishment. On the other hand, he never experienced
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human happiness. All his children died before him. He buried

his oldest son, Hertz, who had married a daughter of Samson

Wertheimer, in 1709; his son Moses died suddenly on a business

trip when he was only forty years old; he lost his daughter
Gnendel, the wife of David Oppenheim, the rabbi of Nikols-

burg, in 1702, and his son Behrens in 1689. We do not know
whether his trust in God helped him bear these losses, but we
do know that these personal tragedies did not embitter him
and that he did not lose his inner harmony or his love of

humanity.
Recent discoveries have given us a good deal of information

about his activity in the service of the three Guelph princes,
Duke John Frederick of Luneburg-Celle, Electors Ernest

Augustus and George Louis of Hanover, who later became

King of England. When Leffmann Behrens began his career as

Court and Treasury agent, probably about the middle or the

end of the 1660s, Hanover was a land extending from the

Harz mountains to the North German plain and divided into

territories ruled by four competing dynasties. These dynasties
oscillated politically between France and Austria, exploited by
both and held in contempt by both. When he died, these four

lands had become a unified state with a well-organized financial

and economic system and with a centralized, absolutist govern-
ment. It had become an important factor in European politics,

a military power courted by friendly and enemy nations and

on the point of being connected with England by a personal
Union. In the following we shall describe to what extent

Leffman Behrens contributed to this development of a strong

Electoral principality out of a small and unimportant duchy.

John Frederick, the first ruler whom Leffmann served, had

inherited a portion of the Guelph territory in 1665 and set up
his residence in Hanover. He was a peculiar and enigmatical

ruler, who took his time about making decisions and whose

plans and political conviction were nevertheless always chang-

ing. He had, however, a very keen mind and a broad cultural
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background. Fascinated by the mysteries of the Catholic

Church during a stay in Rome, and by the sermons of the

Italian monks, he had become converted to Catholicism and

remained its devoted adherent all his life, but he made no

attempt to force his new belief upon others. In his Court

Catholics and Lutherans, Jesuits and Calvinists, Capuchins
and Free Thinkers, Italians, Frenchmen and Germans lived

together in harmony, and he even invited the liberal phi-

losopher Leibniz to become librarian at his castle in Hanover.

If Duke John Frederick extended his tolerance to the Jews
and took the newly-founded community in Hanover under his

special protection, it was because he possessed a deep under-

standing of every form of religion and because his moderate

nature abhorred every kind of fanaticism. But this opportun-
istic prince, who knew how to separate religion and politics,

was also guided by motives of a purely financial nature. Like

the Great Elector of Brandenburg, Colbert in France and

other rulers of the time, he showed favor to the Jews in order

to increase his revenues through their taxes, to put his fi-

nances in order with their help and to gain them as allies

against the estates which were suspicious of the renegade and

definitely opposed to his foreign policy. For, while the other

Guelph princes fought on the side of the German Emperor
during the war between the Empire and France, John Frederick

in 1672 entered into a close military alliance with Louis XIV
and allowed French troops to march through Hanover. This

is not the place to try to determine the reasons for this step.

Perhaps he was tempted by the large sums of money that Louis

paid him month after month for his military help Leibniz's

statement that German princes cannot resist money may have

applied especially to this ruler. Perhaps the autocratic prince,
who wanted to be the "Emperor" of his own country, hoped
with the help of these subsidies to be able to carry through
his cherished plan of establishing a large standing army. The
means of his own country were, however, not sufficient to
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enable him to indulge so costly a whim. The only source of

income completely at his disposal were the revenues he derived

from his domains and regalia, while the actual taxes were im-

posed and raised by the estates without the concurrence of the

duke. It was understandable that they took advantage of their

ancient privileges and did not support the Catholic duke's

policy which was in their eyes unpatriotic. So John Frederick

availed himself of the time-proven solution: he had recourse

to the Jews. "The Jew/' as Leffmann Behrens is called for

short in all the official documents, correspondence and accounts

of the Privy Purse, had the task of filling the private treasury
of the prince, the so-called Propellerkasse, into which flowed

all the sums of money whose source one wanted to conceal.

During John Frederick's reign Leffmann Behren's activity was
not yet that of banker and financier. He first achieved this

position during the reign of the duke's successor, Ernest

Augustus. At the beginning of his career he was only an agent
and commissionaire, that is, he was an intermediary who
obtained sums of money from various sources and transferred

them to the duke's treasury. His chief mission was to send

from France to Hanover, in as swift and secret a manner as

possible, the subsidies which Louis XIV paid in Paris, subsidies

that were usually paid late and only after numerous requests
from John Frederick. In order to make certain that the

transfer of the money took place without any delay or diffi-

culties, Leffmann sent his son Hertz to Paris. In close co-

operation with the Hanoverian Resident, Brosseau, to whom
Hertz had to turn over the receipts, he personally received the

money from the French treasury. With two Portuguese Jews

serving as intermediaries it was then brought to Amsterdam,
then to Hamburg and finally to the Propellerkasse in Hanover.

Leffmann's profit consisted of five percent of the sum plus any
increase in value through the exchange rate.

When John Frederick died, in 1679, he was succeeded by
his younger brother who was completely different in character.
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A realistic politician, with both feet firmly planted on the

ground, a shrewd diplomat who at times used devious means,
a brave soldier with polished manners, Ernest Augustus was

one of the first nobles of the Empire and one of the most

ambitious princes of Europe. The proud history of the House
of Guelph inspired him to dream of expanding the boundaries

of his country, as his ancestor Henry the Lion had done, up
to the shores of the North Sea.

He hoped to make his country an important power by greatly

increasing the army which John Frederick had so well organ-
ized and equipped, by placing it at the disposal of the Em-

peror and by allowing it to fight on all the battlefields of

Europe. In addition, he hoped to consolidate his country

internally by unifying the Guelph lands which for centuries

had been split up into tiny dominions and bishoprics.

John Frederick had been able to obtain money for the main-

tenance of his troops through his alliances with France. Ernest

Augustus could not avail himself of this source of money. As
a patriotic prince, closely allied with the Emperor, he had in

1681 openly condemned Louis XIVs sudden attack on Stras-

bourg. He tried therefore to obtain the money he needed by

increasing the farm rent from his domains, by introducing a

more equitable tax system and by reorganizing the mineral

and salt mines of his country. Despite the fact that the finances

of Hanover were considered the soundest in the Empire, the

money gained from these reforms or received as loans was not

sufficient for the financial needs of the duke.

Different as Ernest Augustus' policy was from that of his

predecessor, in one respect he completely agreed with him,

namely, in his full confidence in Leffmann Behrens, whom he

had taken over from John Frederick as Court and financial

agent, and in the high respect in which he held the pious Jew,

though he himself was indifferent to, if not cynical about,

religion.

The role which Leffmann played at the Court of Hanover
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is reflected in the official expense account book which records

year by year, month by month, the ever-increasing sums which

Leffmann obtained for the treasury of the prince. While until

now he had been only an agent and an intermediary in trans-

fering subsidies, he became at this point an indispensable
banker and financier of the Court, indeed, the real controller

of the finances and treasury of the duke. Through his busi-

nets connections with Portuguese coreligionists in Amsterdam,
like Nunez da Costa and Mesquita, and with Texeira in

Hamburg, through his family connections with German Court

factors like Jost Liebmann in Berlin, Elias Gumperts in Cleves,

Wertheimer and Oppenheimer in Vienna, he was almost always
in a position to obtain large sums of money (often running
into many thousands of Reichstaler).

Leffmann Behrens* name is bound up with Hanoverian his-

tory, however, not because of the loans he helped secure. Other

Court Jews had also served their princes in this way and filled

their treasuries. His specific contribution was the help he gave
Ernest Augustus when the latter attempted to gain the title

of Elector.

The duke, who was so proud of the "grandeur" of the

Guelphs, and who stood in the line of succesion for the English
crown his wife, Sophia, was a Stuart on her mother's side

must have found it intolerable to remain a small, unknown

prince while the right to choose the Emperor and to take

part in Empire politics at the Reichstag in Regensburg lay

with the eight Electors the six Catholic Electors of Cologne,

Treves, Mayence, Bavaria, Bohemia and the Palatinate,

and the two Protestant Electors of Saxony and Branden-

burg. From the very first day of his reign, all the thoughts
and plans of Ernest Augustus revolved around this ambition

of his to become a member of this Collegium, that is, to become

the ninth Elector and share all the privileges of this high sta~

tion. His motive was not mere personal vanity or even the
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interest of his State, but rather the fact that the weakened

Protestant party had only two votes in the electoral council.

It was just this prospect of a strengthened Protestantism

that aroused the most energetic opposition of the Catholic

Electors, since they looked upon such a change in the consti-

tution as representing a threat to their Church. Even the

Court of Vienna did not respond to the memoranda of the

philosopher and Court Historian Leibniz or to the open and

secret proposals of the clever Hanoverian Minister Grote.

Calling attention to the services of the House of Guelph, which

had made so many sacrifices in blood and treasure for the

Empire, and paying large bribes to officials of the Emperor
and "the favorites of the Rhineland archbishops were equally
fruitless in breaking down the opposition of the Catholic front.

Ernest Augustus was not the man to give up easily. If he

could not gain his end by using honorable means, he was quite

ready to use dishonorable ones. The patriotic prince, who just

then was aroused by the destruction of the Palatinate by the

French, entered into a secret treaty with Louis XIV at a mo-

ment when his German allies were being hard-pressed by
their enemies in the East and West. In this so-called Treaty
of Neutrality of 1690, Ernest Augustus declared himself ready
to remain neutral in the War of the Palatine Succession and

to withdraw his troops from the battlefield. The French king
in return pledged himself to pay a yearly subsidy of 400,000
talers and to repay 36,000 talers he had owed the late John
Frederick.

At the same time Ernest Augustus entered into an alliance

with other German princes to form a third party in the Empire,
to persuade the allies to desert the cause of the Emperor and

through these intrigues to compel Leopold to come to terms

with France as quickly as possible. Attracted by the French

subsidies, several princes entered the third party, with the

secret objective of helping Ernest Augustus gain the electoral

title.
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What did the pious Jew, Leffmann Behrens, whose favorite

occupation was to support poor talmudic scholars and to make

possible the printing ofHebrew books, have to do with all these

alliances and treaties, all these negotiations and pacts? Until

a short while ago we knew only vaguely that Leffmann played
a role in this diplomatic struggle, but new archival discoveries

reveal that his contribution in this complicated affair was ex-

tremely important.
As in the time of John Frederick, Leffmann Behrens together

with the Hanoverian ambassador at the French Court took

care of all the details of the financial transactions, transmitting
the money between Paris and Hanover and between Hanover
and the allies of the duke. These large payments (they are

said to have amounted in the year 1691 to 109,000 pounds
monthly, that is, 1,526,000 pounds or 508,666 talers annually)
were paid partly in banknotes and partly in cash, which

Leffmann packed in wine barrels and transported by boat

from Metz and Coblenz to Hanover.

The documents of the time do not tell us whether Leffmann

was drawn into the political discussions of the third party or

took part in the conferences which Ernest Augustus and his

minister held with the shrewd French agent, Asfeld. We can

assume, however, that in affairs such as these, in which polit-

ical matters were so closely bound up with financial ones,

the advice of the financial agent was frequently asked for. In

any event we know that Leffmann accompanied the Hano-
verian Minister, Grote, and the French agent, Asfeld, on their

trip to Dresden when both were engaged in a bold diplomatic

campaign to win over the Saxon Elector as an ally.

All the participants knew that the formation of the third

party and the so-called neutrality policy of Hanover was,

despite the large revenues the French subsidies provided,

merely a bold maneuver on the part of Ernest Augustus to

overcome the opposition of the Emperor. Even the French

agent, Asfeld, was aware of the fact that "the chief object of
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Ernest Augustus* desire" was the attainment of the electoral

title, and that this was the "keystone" of the structure of the

third party.
Two years after the secret treaty between the Duke of Ha-

nover and Louis XIV had been concluded, the Emperor, who
was being pressed both by the Turks and the French and who
was dependent upon the money and weapons of the Guelphs,
was ready to give in to Ernest Augustus and to name him

the ninth Elector with the title of Reichs-Erz-Panner-Herr

(Arch-Banner-Bearer of the Empire). It goes without saying
that this elevation to the highest rank was not attained without

the greatest sacrifices. The ninth Kurhut (elector's hat) was

jestingly called the most expensive Hut (hat) in world history.

Ernest Augustus not only had to pledge himself that while the

war lasted he would equip 6,000 troops and place them at the

disposal of the Emperor for the Hungarian campaign, but he

had also to pay Leopold the huge sum of 500,000 florins.

It was Leffmann's mission to raise this money. In addition

to the payment to Leopold, it was necessary to satisfy a num-
ber of the princes, in order to have them recognize his electoral

title. The Palatinate, for example, did not grant recognition

until Leffmann Behren's son, Jacob, who was a brother-in-law

of the Palatine Court Jew, had won over the most influential

minister of the country by paying him a considerable sum.

It has been estimated that by the year 1692 some 1,100,000

talers had been paid for the electoral dignity. That Hanover

was in a position to raise this money was the achievement of

its financial agent, for the subjects were not able, as a foreign

observer then wrote, "to carry the very heavy burden of their

duke's new honor."

Every people likes to weave legends about its great men,
to reinterpret their unique historical appearance and to give
an allegorical significance to the sober facts of history. Thus

Jud Suess, who was in reality a far-sighted statesman with new
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and bold ideas, became for two centuries, for Jews as well as

Christians, the embodiment of evil, the living Antichrist, a

sinful soul doomed to eternal perdition. Even as Suess is sur-

rounded with mystery in the historical tradition, so that ac-

cording to one legend his spirit still haunts the chambers and

passage-ways of his old house in Stuttgart, so the legends about

the Polish Resident Bernd Lehmann portray him as a second

Joseph of Egypt. He appears as the chosen of the Lord, who
warns him about the machinations of his enemies and miracu-

lously rescues him when he is in dire straits.

If legend contains some kernel of historical truth, then the

many stories about the life and death of Suess reveal that this

gracious and spirited representative of the baroque was con-

sidered by his coreligionists as an outsider and a stranger,

unfaithful to their ancient religion and its holy laws. On the

other hand, the founder of the Claus in Halberstadt, the pub-
lisher of the Talmud, the man who defeated the first Prussian

king at chess and who even in the glittering world of the Court

never forgot Eternal Truth, corresponded to the ideal which

Jews at all times have had of their great men and leaders.

There existed, for example, a popular legend that Suess,

who did not observe the dietary laws and did not attend the

synagogue, was the illegitimate son of the Field Marshal and

Knight of the Teutonic Order, George Eberhard von Heiders-

dorff, and the pretty and flighty Michal, the wife of the tax

collector of the Palatine Jews, Suesskind Oppenheimer. On the

other hand, a story relates that the pious father of Bernd Leh-

mann, as soon as he learned of the death of Menasseh ben

Israel, prayed God to give him a son who might be like this

great man. A year after Menasseh's death Lehmann was born,

who as the Shtadlan ha-Gadol obtained justice for his people
and interceded in their favor in the palaces of kings and

princes.

Suess* ignominious end seemed to many to have been a

merited punishment for the pride and arrogance of a man who
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tried to rise above his destiny. Lehmann, however, the humbl<

Polish Resident, who observed all the laws and customs of hi,

religion, was, we are told, miraculously rescued from an at

tempt upon his life. The spiritual heads of the bishopric o

Halberstadt, it seems, found that the reversion of their lane

to Prussia greatly diminished their revenues. They therefon

decided to rid themselves secretly of their chief creditor, th<

Jew Lehmann. They sent him to a Bohemian bishop under the

pretext of an important business affair, asking him to deliver

a sealed letter to the bishop personally. The letter containec

instructions to the bishop to put the bearer to death so thai

the ecclesiastical rulers of Halberstadt might have their debts

wiped out. Lehmann, however, became severely ill during the

course of the journey and sent a servant ahead to deliver th<

message. When his servant did not return, Lehmann went or

to Bohemia himself and learned the fate of his messenger.
In his business affairs, Suess never made any distinctior

between Jewish or Christian associates. He demanded the

same hard work and efficiency that he demanded of himselj

and he mercilessly criticized and punished any carelessness 01

negligence. Bernd Lehmann, on the other hand, did, not

punish even clear cases of wrongdoing on the part of his fellow

Jews. When a large sum of money and a valuable piece oi

jewelry were once stolen from him in Brunswick and two Jews
were suspected of the theft, he asked the city magistrate tc

show clemency to the defendants and obtained their release,

Suess is accused in many pamphlets of having oppressed the

people of Wuerttemberg through his financial policies and oi

having brought poverty and misery upon them. In contrast 3

Saxon chronicles relate that during the winter of 1719~1720
3

when food was very scarce, Lehmann brought in 40,000 bushels

of grain from Russia and Poland and sold them at a very low

price to the Dresden inhabitants who surrounded his house

day and night.

Like Samuel Oppenheimer, Samson Wertheimer, Jost Lieb-
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mann and the Gumperts, Bernd Lehmann was born in Western

Germany. His family came from Essen. His great-grand-

father, Cossmann Moyses, is mentioned as a creditor of the

magistrate of Essen. Several members of the family wandered

to Friesland and the Rhineland, merchants for the most part,
but also rabbis and writers. A cousin of Bernd, Josef Kosmann,
who was a grandson of Juspa Hahn and the son-in-law of the

famous Rabbi Juda Mehler, was the author of several learned

works. Judah Lehmann, the son of Elia of Essen and the

grandson of Cossmann Moyses, a pious, humble and charitable

man, was the father of Bernd Lehmann.5

Historians disagree about Lehmann's birthplace. Some
maintain that as soon as the bishopric of Halberstadt passed
over to Prussia, Judah went from Essen to the city of Halber-

stadt and that two sons, Bernd and Herz, were born to him
there. Others believe that Judah remained in Essen and died

there in the year 1694, and that Bernd alone moved to Hal-

berstadt where he married Miriam, the daughter of Joel, the

leader of the community.
As a young man Bernd Lehmann entered^ into business

relations with Leffmann Behrens and came through him into

contact with a number of German princes, in particular with

Frederick Augustus, the Elector of Saxony, who made him

his Court factor in 1696 and a year later Resident of the Lower

Saxony district.

It is very difficult to determine whether the various titles

that were bestowed on Court Jews Court Factor, War

Factor, Cabinet Factor, Commercial Factor, Financial Agent,
Court Agent, Resident corresponded to different services

which they rendered the Court. 6 The title of Agent, which

originally designated a diplomat of secondary rank, had lost

its political character back in the sixteenth century. In the

period we are considering the title was given to people who

supplied the Court or army, or to the correspondents main-

tained in other states by all the great and petty princes to keep
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them informed about political developments, current events

and Court gossip. Their role has been compared to that of our

present-day newspaper correspondents. They had no inter-

national privileges and no political importance, since they were

merely private employees of their rulers.

We also learn very little about the actual activities of the

Court factors and financial agents from the letters-patent
which were written on costly parchment, bound in red velvet

and decorated with yellow ribbons. There they are instructed

simply to serve their princes loyally and to the best of their

ability and to see that the interests of their rulers are not

harmed or prejudiced. In return, they are promised a yearly

income, usually of 150-200 talers, the protection of the officials,

freedom from the jurisdiction of the courts, access to the Court,
freedom from various taxes and the right to trade and settle

wherever they wished.

The possessor of the title of Resident held a slightly more

important position. In the eighteenth century the title des-

ignated a diplomatic position of the third order. Residents

were originally assigned to Courts where one wanted to avoid

the heavier expenses and more elaborate ceremonial which an

ambassador would entail. The title was, however, often also

given as a reward for distinguished services, or was sold to

wealthy citizens who wanted the higher social position and
freedom from civil taxes which the title conferred. They usu-

ally had no diplomatic services to render, but, like the agents,
were entrusted with confidential missions, with the task of

buying various goods and objects d'art, and with transmitting

important items of news and information.

The letter-patent which the Court of Saxony granted in

1697 to Bernd Lehmann is no longer in existence. We may,
conjecture, however, on the basis of his activity, that it was
similar in content to that which Duke Karl Alexander of

Wuerttemberg granted to Jud Suess on March 18, 1734, nam-

ing him Resident in Frankfort on the Main at a yearly salary
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of 500 florins. 7 This document made Suess the Wuerttemberg
correspondent, that is, he was commissioned to report to Stutt-

gart all important events about which he learned in Frankfort

or which were reported to him there, in addition to carrying
out as diligently as he could all special and secret missions

which might be entrusted to him by the duke or his govern-
ment. At the same time, he had to take an oath of loyalty to

the Wuerttemberg government.
In the following section we shall describe some of the special

missions with which Bernd Lehmann was entrusted by the

Elector of Saxony.

Frederick Augustus, known to his age and to posterity
as Augustus the Strong, believed more than any other of the

contemporary princes in the divine right of kings. Convinced

that the purpose of the State and its subjects was to serve the

desires of the ruler, and that a wise prince never allows himself

to be influenced by moralistic considerations, he sacrificed his

land and people to his extravagant wishes. He was well edu-

cated and talented, a good mathematician and artist; and he

had on his many travels acquired a broad outlook and an un-

prejudiced mind, so that he could be tolerant of every religion

and creed and refused to persecute those whose beliefs differed

from his own. His Court historians and poets compared him

to Hercules because of his great physical strength, and to

Dionysus because of his joy in the various manifestations of

life and his constant pursuit of pleasure. He became famous

as the lover of many unusual women whom he brought from

Sweden, France, Poland, Austria and even Turkey, and who
all fell under his spell. He was reputed to be the father of

countless children, to all of whom he generously gave castles

and dominions, money and jewelry. He was the greatest

builder Saxony had ever had; he constructed the Zwinger,
that marvel of baroque architecture with its pavilions and

cascades, its grottos and baths and its Garden of Hesperides,
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He surrounded himself with sculptors, painters, poets, com-

posers, actors and dancers and kept alchemists busy until

they discovered the secret of Dresden china. However, he

never asked himself who paid for these buildings and artists

and never worried about the fact that the royal treasury was

in debt and the royal finances in a state of chaos.

As the ruler of the most intolerant Protestant country in

Europe, as the descendant of princes who had dared fight

against the Emperor and the Empire in defense of their new

faith, he was head of the electoral college of the Corpus Evan-

gelicorum\ however, he did not hesitate to betray his home-

land and his ancestors and to become Catholic in order to gain
the Polish throne. For the sake of this royal throne, he entered

into an alliance with Bernd Lehmann which was to outlive the

Resident himself. For the sake of this crown, he sacrificed

huge sums of money, the love of his subjects, the welfare of his

country and the respect of his contemporaries. Though eco-

nomic factors might have played some part in his decision,

Augustus* decisive motive was a personal one, for he himself

confessed that his greatest ambition was to be famous. He
dreamt of a personal union between Saxony and Poland be-

cause he wanted to outshine his two rivals the new Elector

of Hanover and the Elector of Brandenburg who was attempt-

ing to obtain the title of king.

The Polish State of the seventeenth century, like nineteenth-

century Turkey, was called "the sick man of Europe/* Bor-

dering on Russia, which was just then being reinvigorated
under Peter the Great, and on Sweden, the aggressive ruler of

the Baltic provinces, Poland had close trade relations with

Prussia, Saxony, Austria and Bohemia, all of whom were not

indifferent to her fate. France, which wanted to control the

northeast of Europe as well as the west in order to menace
more closely her ancient rival, Austria, followed every change
in the government of this vulnerable land.

For Poland's unsound constitution predestined her to become
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the center of European rivalry and to serve as an object of in-

trigues and cabals in a century in which intrigues and cabals

flourished. At the head of the republic stood a king elected

and completely controlled by the higher nobility who not only

possessed their own armies, but had the power to undermine

the authority of the head of the State and through the Liberum
Veto to thwart every decision of the Diet. These nobles, who
lived extravagantly and were usually heavily in debt, were,
as the sole electors of the king, quite willing to sell the honor

of their land to the highest bidden

When John Sobieski, of the House of Piast, the liberator of

Vienna from the attacks of the Turks, died in 1696, all of

Europe was aroused. Who would become king of Poland?

One of the sons of John Sobieski, whose mother was a French

princess? One of the great Polish nobles a Sapieha, a Lubo-

mirski, a Jablonski, a Radziwill? A favorite of the French king
or someone representing the interests of Austria? Or one of

the German princes in the pay of one or another of the great

powers? Louis XIV had, some years earlier, sent as his am-
bassador to Warsaw the charming Count Polignac, who not

only managed to win over the influential queen, but to remove

the king's oldest son from the succession and, by bribing some
members of the nobility, to gain their votes for the French

candidate, the wealthy Count Conti. When the other nobles,

under Brandenburg's influence, appeared to favor Margrave
Louis of Baden, who had been promised a loan of a million

florins by Samuel Oppenheimer, Polignac's skillful diplomacy
succeeded in defeating the Margrave and winning the votes

of his adherents for the French prince.

In this critical moment, when the issue still hung in the

balance, Augustus the Strong secretly became converted to

Catholicism in Vienna, thereby securing the support of the

pious Imperial House of Hapsburg. At the same time, he sent

his cabinet minister, the ingenious and unscrupulous Count

of Fleming, who was married to a daughter of one of the Polish
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nobles, to Warsaw to explore the situation, while Bernd Leh-

mann was ordered to furnish the necessary means.

Since the loans Bernd Lehmann obtained from his business

associates did not suffice, Augustus began to sell or to pawn
large and rich regions in Saxony for relatively small sums. It

became the Resident's task to carry through these difficult

financial and diplomatic negotiations, mainly with the Elector

of Brandenburg, with the Duke of Gotha and with the House
of the Guelphs,

8 transactions that were strongly opposed by
the Saxon people. We learn from letters of the Countess

Loewenhaupt, a sister of a former mistress of Augustus the

Strong, that Lehmann had in these negotiations full authority
to conclude agreements, a fact that distressed the two sisters

greatly, for they objected to having such important matters

entrusted to "Monsieur" Lehmann.

While IAugustus moved his troops to the Polish borders in

order to be in a position to back his claims by force, Lehmann

accompanied Count Fleming on his second journey to Poland,

carrying with him 30,000 taler in cash and large amounts in

banknotes. On June 15, 1697, the electoral assembly was

constituted. The election was to take place on the 25th of July.
While the foreign envoys held their election speeches and

campaigned for their candidates, and while Polignac was trying
to obtain additional sums of money from the French king who
had gradually grown more and more impatient, Fleming dis-

tributed generous sums of money to the lesser nobility. In

the meantime, Bernd Lehmann quietly consulted with his

coreligionists who, as tax collectors and property administra-

tors of the nobility, were often better informed about the

opinions and moods of the nobles than members of their own

party.

Polignac was so sure of his success that he never considered

the Saxon envoy as a serious competitor. How could a minister

of a medium-sized German State, the envoy of a prince dis-

tinguished for his lack of success in battle and all too great
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success with women, dare to compete with the cleverest diplo-

mat of the most powerful European king? How could an envoy
inexperienced in state affairs obtain the means to satisfy the

claims of an insatiable nobility? Even when Polignac learned,

shortly before the election day, of the secret activity of the

Saxon envoy, he believed that he could get him to return home

by grossly insulting him.

Fleming himself, on the eve of the election, could not be

certain of victory, considering the undependability of the

Polish nobility, the unpredictability of the masses and the

flexibility and financial resources of the French party. More-

over, it was not certain that the news of Augustus' conversion,
which was announced at the last moment, would be believed;

and there was even some question as to whether the Saxon

envoy would be accredited.

The night before the election all the electors remained on the

election field. The excitement had reached its peak. Men

argued and shouted, made speeches and intrigued, slandered

and bribed, threatened and tried to persuade.
That same night, Bernd Lehmann, unobserved by anyone,

quickly unloaded a large shipment of wine casks which had

reached him in Warsaw a few hours earlier. And that same

night, Fleming, under cover of darkness, distributed 40,000
talers to both the important and unimportant electors who
had already been bribed with wine and brandy.
The next morning General Sapieha, Polignac's most powerful

supporter, went over to the Saxon party and the followers of

Jacob Sobieski declared themselves on the side of the Saxon

envoy. A large part of the army as well as many of Conti's

friends were won over to Augustus the Strong's camp. Fleming
circumvented a last-minute attempt by the French party to

proclaim Count Conti as king without a vote by having Fred-

erick Augustus, Elector of Saxony, proclaimed king on the

election field by the Bishop of Kujawien.
Lehmann's role in this highly dramatic political event did
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not end with the election of Augustus the Strong as King of

Poland, an event which represented a complete victory for

Germany and a serious defeat for France. He now had to

gather together enough money for the Polish nobles who were

pressing Augustus for payment, as well as for the former

king's widow for help she had never given. He was asked

to obtain 200,000 taler which the Saxons had promised to

Jacob Sobieski, the candidate of the imperial party, as com-

pensation. He had to furnish bribes and gifts to the officers

of the Polish army to suppress a revolt which had been

planned. Above all, he had to secure the necessary millions for

the coronation in Cracow, which surpassed all previous coro-

nations in splendor and magnificence. It had been estimated

that it cost the* Saxons eighty-eight million talers, of which

Bernd Lehmann raised ten million, to secure and to maintain

Poland. This fact may have given rise to the legend that

Augustus the Strong had possessed the secret of making gold!

The Polish crown, which Augustus* bold maneuvers had so

quickly gained, proved to be a very disastrous burden for the

Electorate of Saxony. Only two years after his coronation in

Cracow, Augustus believed that, in order to protect his new

kingdom, he had to break the power of Sweden and win for

himself the Baltic provinces which then were under Swedish

domination. By allying himself with Czar Peter of Russia

and the King of Denmark, both of whom felt threatened by
Sweden's expansionist tendencies, he became one of the insti-

gators of the Great Northern War which lasted for twenty

bloody years.

But Charles XII, the young Swedish king, anticipated the

maneuvers of* his enemies. By overrunning Denmark and

forcing her to agree to his harsh peace terms, he robbed the

alliance of one of its important members. A revolt of the Baltic

Knights upon which Augustus had counted did not take place;
the Polish Diet declared itself against the war, and the Polish

and Lithuanian armies proved reluctant to take an active
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part in the fighting. Augustus himself had to hurry to Latvia

in order to take personal charge of the siege of Riga.

During these most crucial months, when the Russians, too,

suffered defeat in the Battle of Narva, Augustus commissioned

Lehmann, together with his brothers-in-law Jonas Meyer and

Herschel and his brother Herz Lehmann, an Austrian Court

Jew, to provision the entire Saxon army as well as to obtain

munitions and money for the troops. From correspondence
which Lehmann conducted with a Saxon official at that time

we learn that as royal treasurer he made one trip after another

during the spring and summer of 1700, stopping now at Hal-

berstadt, now at Hanover, now at Berlin; we find him in Posen,

Gnesen, Warsaw, Lithuania and Courland, as well as in Mitau,
where he was frequently received at Augustus* royal head-

quarters.
His correspondence in this period reveals how hard it was

for him to raise the ever increasing sums of money, how he

himself ran into financial difficulties and had to take advances

on tax-collector's receipts and other sources of income. He
complained that he lost many thousands of florins in these

transactions and had to strain himself to maintain his credit.

The king kept for himself money destined for the army and

turned a deaf ear to Lehmann's protestations; the Lithuanian

nobles took away money from his counting rooms and God
alone knew when, if ever, he would get it back.

The situation in the Electorate reached its most critical

point when Charles XII gained control of Poland, set up one

of the Polish magnates, Stanislaus Leszczynski, as king, finally

penetrated into Saxony itself and in the Peace of Altranstaedt

forced Augustus to renounce the Polish throne. While the

Swedish troops imposed heavier and heavier levies on the

impoverished Saxon population, Augustus continued to live

in splendor and luxury.

During these years Lehmann was sent to Hamburg, Berlin

and Warsaw to obtain money, negotiate loans and establish
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contact with Polish nobles on behalf of the deposed Saxon

Elector. He was assigned the task of negotiating with the

Prussian government and selling it the public domain of Gom-

mern, a mission which, despite his great skill, he was not able

to accomplish.
The battle of Poltava, in which Charles XII was for the

first time decisively defeated, saved Augustus from the gravest

danger. He declared himself no longer bound by the Peace of

Altranstaedt, renewed his alliance with the czar and the Danish

king and attempted to persuade Prussia and Hanover to join
the coalition. This time the Saxon government needed not

only Lehmann's financial but his diplomatic help as well. He
traveled between Dresden and Hanover on secret missions,

transmitted important information from one Court to the

other, tried to sound out the intentions of the secretive Ha-
noverian Elector and to explore whether or not Hanover would

join the allies. The intrigues of his enemies at the Saxon Court

to undermine his position and to shake the king's confidence

in him were unsuccessful; at that very period the king assigned
him the commission of repurchasing the domain of Borna and

the county of Mansfeld which had been sold in 1697. Again
and again Augustus publicly and eloquently praised the im-

portant services which his loyal and devoted Resident had

rendered him for so many years. This most unreliable and

most frivolous of all the rulers always remained faithful to his

Jewish servant, as did his son, Maurice of Saxony, whom
Aurora of Koenigsmark had borne him.

f Towards the end of his life, when misfortune and financial

reverses weighed heavily upon him, the old Resident had to

re-enter the world of politics in order to win the throne of

Courland for the son as he had won the throne of Poland for

the father. In 1726, after the death of the last duke of Cour-

land, a feudal territory of Poland, Maurice of Saxony had him-

self chosen by the estates of the country as their future duke.

The Polish Diet, however, opposed the choice and compelled
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Maurice's father, Augustus the Strong, to refuse his son's

request for military and financial assistance. Only Aurora

of Koenigsmark and the Parisian actress Le Couvreur, who
sold her jewels for her lover, and Bernd Lehmann, who made

heavy personal sacrifices, came to Maurice's aid.

Time and again the duke speaks of the help that he knows
Lehmann will be able to give him in his difficult situation and

of the full confidence he has in this man "who understands

how to manage important affairs." Lehmann once again suc-

ceeded in gathering together 20,000 talers with which to make
it possible for the duke to carry through his military plans.
But Maurice could not maintain his position. He left Cour-

land and the German Empire and some twenty years later, as

a famous general in the service of France, he died a hero's

death on the field of battle. History does not tell us whether

he ever returned the money lent to him by the Resident of

Lower Saxony.

During the negotiations which Ernest Augustus and Augus-
tus the Strong carried on with the Austrian government,
the envoys of Hanover and Saxony were greatly helped diplo-

matically and financially by their relatives in Vienna, Samuel

Oppenheimer and Samson Wertheimer. Whereas Leflfmann

Behrens and Bernd Lehmann always remained merely Court

financiers and only occasionally undertook to furnish army

supplies, Samuel Oppenheimer achieved his position as creditor

of the Austrian crown through his exclusive position as war

commissioner. It is necessary to consider separately these

two activities, which were actually very closely related, in

order to be able to evaluate the role that Oppenheimer and

many other Jews played in the economic structure of the

State.'

We have already mentioned in connection with Samuel

Oppenheimer's activity as army purveyor that the imperial

treasury was always empty and the state credit paralyzed, so
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that the Department of Finance was often not in a position
to pay the generals and the troops. Samuel Oppenheimer was
known far and wide as a "Jew with good credit." His name

inspired confidence throughout Europe. He was considered

the most resourceful merchant in Germany since the decline

of the House of Fugger. Could he not then be expected, when-

ever the government was in financial difficulty, to advance

money for some of its most urgent needs? Could not one prom-
ise him in return that he would be given preference over his

competitors? And was he not a man who liked to consider

himself indispensable to his ruler? Thus the war contractor,

who at first had given his financial help only occasionally and
out of friendship, eventually became the Emperor's heaviest

and most indispensable creditor.

He began by supplying Karl of Lorraine's war treasury with

money, by advancing money for the fortification of Vienna

and the building of the Danube fleet which he had himself

suggested; similarly he transmitted 100,000 florins to the gar-
rison at Philippsburg and a similar amount to organize an

army corps in Transylvania. He paid a part of the subventions

the Emperor had promised to Bavaria, Swabia, Hanover,

Brunswick, Cologne and Brandenburg. He sent 300,000
florins to Louis of Baden when the marshal was sent from

Hungary to the Rhine and found that the soldiers there had
not been paid. He furnished 150,000 florins to transport the

Palatine troops from the west to the east and 300,000 for

provisioning the cavalry in the years 1694-1695. In 1701 he

bore the costs of the Italian campaign, and in 1702-1703 he

financed the war in Germany to the extent of many millions.

In the 1690s Louis of Baden wrote that without Oppenheimer's
credit it would have been impossible to avoid defeat* Without

him, he confessed at another time, his plans could never have

been carried out; without him everything would have ended

in disaster.

Oppenheimer's loans were needed not only for military pur-
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poses* He was urged to pay the expenses of the envoys in

Madrid, Munich, Rome and Hanover, the pensions of generals
and officials, the civil list of princesses and royal widows. He
was compelled to raise large sums of money in Amsterdam,

Hamburg, Venice, Frankfort, Leipzig and Nuremberg. He
paid the expenses of the peace treaties of Ryswick and Karlo-

witz and in 1694 he covered the entire Imperial credit amount-

ing to several millions, though just at that period, despite all

promises and assurances, he was paid nothing for his deliveries

and saw himself faced with financial ruin* In 1700, at a time

when there was a shortage of money and it was impossible to

secure loans under 18% to 30%, the Treasury asked him to

help "as he had done in the previous twenty-three years."
Two years later he undertook, together with his son Emanuel,
to advance five million florins in ten equal monthly payments.

It was his name that enabled him to raise these necessary
sums of money. He received them from many sources, not

only from his fellow Jews in Germany, Holland and Belgium
and not only from Christian merchants and bankers. Great

lords and people of rank, princes and princesses, bishops,

ministers, even reigning princes, such as those of Mayence,
Treves and Saxony, secretly took part in Oppenheimer's

enterprises and placed their capital at his disposal.

Despite the fact that Oppenheimer usually took only 6%
interest, plus a few per cent for commission and for exchanging

currency, and had great difficulty in borrowing the money at

the banking centers of Europe, he still suffered, as he had in

contracting ventures, from intrigues and extortions by the

Court officials and his competitors. Once, in 1699, after he

and Wertheimer had finally secured a contract, the money
which had been expressly promised them was given to their

Christian competitor Schreyvogel. At another time he was

arrested on the pretext of some denunciation and released only
after he had promised to lend the Treasury 500,000 florins. As

the Department of Finance explained, one had to strike the
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iron while it was hot. Nevertheless all the attempts of the

Emperor and Cardinal Kollonitsch to replace him with Chris-

tian bankers had the same result as the attempts to give the

army contracts to Christian merchants.

In contrast to Oppenheimer's life, which was full of dra-

matic events and conflicts, the life of his relative and business

partner, Samson Wertheimer, was quiet and unexciting.

Whereas Oppenheimer's career oscillated between success and

failure, honor and imprisonment, the life of Samson Wert-

heimer was marked by steady progress. Samuel Oppenheimer
worked ceaselessly until his last moment and at his death was

threatened with disaster, his creditors pressing him and the

Emperor protecting him reluctantly and only because of his

indispensability. Samson Wertheimer, on the other hand,
retired at the height of his success, honored by Emperors and

sought after by the officials. The wealthiest Jew of Germany,
"the Jewish Emperor," as he was popularly known, enjoyed
the fruits of his labor in peace and contentment.

The impetuous Samuel Oppenheimer lent his money to every

one, foe and friend alike, generously and instantly. Samson

Wertheimer, on the other hand, avoided risky undertakings
and would weigh every business transaction again and again
before making his decision.

Samuel Oppenheimer was forever traveling: at one moment
he was on the Rhine, the next moment on the Danube; at

one moment he was in the north, the next moment he was in

the south. Samson Wertheimer seldom left Vienna and then

only for some very important reason, such as a secret mission

or else a foreign conference he might have been asked to

attend.

Samuel Oppenheimer was not a learned man. His letters

reveal that he loved deeds better than words and preferred

planning and acting to meditating. Samson Wertheimer, who
had been appointed by the Emperor as rabbi of his territories
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and who served as the rabbi of Bohemia and as the honorary
rabbi of Cracow and Worms, was respected as the "Prince of

the Holy Land" and the "Wise Man of the East." Some of

the sermons which he delivered on Sabbaths and holidays in

the synagogue at his home have been preserved; they are

mostly of an admonitory nature, reproving wrongdoing and

calling for repentance. He left behind manuscripts in which
he comments on problems of the Halacha and the Haggaday

the Midrash and the Cabala, and discusses various questions
in the vein of his age.

The character of Oppenheimer was one-sided, almost inflex-

ible. A portrait of Samson Wertheimer reveals his personality
even more than his writings do: his large bright eyes seem to

look upon the world with mildness and wisdom; his full, well-

formed mouth appears to know silence as well as eloquence.
It is the picture of a very proud patrician, alert, self-restrained,

fully conscious of his worth, at peace with himself and the

world.

All his life Oppenheimer strove in vain to receive from the

Emperor some outward signs of his favor, such as titles or

marks of honor. When Wertheimer died there were found in

his possession costly portraits of the King of Poland, the

Electors of Mayence, Bavaria, the Palatinate, the Duke of

Brunswick and ten golden chains which the Emperors Leopold
and Joseph, the Empress Amalia and other nobles had pre-

sented to him.

Oppenheimer^ services to the Emperor and the Empire were,

indeed, appreciated at times, but only under the pressure of

necessity. By contrast, Samson Wertheimer received a privi-

lege in 1703 in which tribute is paid to the helpful, tireless

and disinterested services he had rendered to the Emperor, the

Electors of Mayence, Saxony, the Palatinate and other estates

of the Empire and in which special mention is made of the

important missions which he had successfully carried out in

France, Italy, the Rhineland and Turkey.
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In his testament Samuel Oppenheimer admonished his sons

"to carry out the business affairs of the kind and generous Em-

peror faithfully, honestly and sincerely as he had done."

Nevertheless, he had never been able to get over the disillusion-

ment which Leopold's unfaithfulness had caused him. He had

fought bitterly against every act of injustice and had insisted

that promises made to him should be kept. Samson Wertheimer

served not only Leopold but his sons as well. He knew how to

get along with the fanatical, pedantic and serious Leopold,
with the high-spirited, vivacious and enlightened Joseph I and

with the reticent, formal and melancholy Charles VI, who
loved the Spanish language and Spanish etiquette and cere-

monial. This ability of Samson Wertheimer to deal with

people of every sort had probably led Samuel Oppenheimer in

1684 to bring his young nephew from the Rhineland to Austria

to act as his agent and representative.

Samson Wertheimer was born in Worms where his father, a

highly learned man, was a member of the council of the Jewish

community. Samson himself attended the Yeshiva in Frank-

fort on the Main and he always preserved a special affection

for that city and its Jews, an affection which constantly found

expression in rich endowments and in intercessions with the

Emperor. His marriage with Frumet Veronica, the daughter
of Rabbi Isaac Brillin of Mannheim and the young widow of

Nathan Oppenheimer, brought him into close contact with

the latter's relative, Samuel Oppenheimer. "Samson Wert-

heimer, employee of Oppenheimer, the Imperial Factor"

so he called himself became the manager of the Viennese

counting house, where his duties consisted principally of attend-

ing the daily business conferences and maintaining direct con-

tact with the Court by keeping in constant touch with the

government officials. He was promised a yearly income of

24,000 taler and agreed to conduct any private business only

through the firm. From the very beginning, however, he wisely
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refrained from taking any part in Oppenheimer's activities as

war contractor. He wrote, in November 1709, to the Depart-
ment of Finance that he had now lived in Vienna for twenty-
four years and had always avoided any business dealings which

might have brought him a large profit but would not have

accorded with his principles, and that he had never taken part
either in supplying natural products or in other business which

would have proved more advantageous to himself than to

the public treasury. This disinclination to engage in risky

undertakings did not spring entirely from ethical principles, or

his concern for the public treasury or his fear of losing the

favor of the Court as well as his good name. It was his nature

to avoid anything uncertain or speculative. Just as he pre-

ferred to receive an annual salary and know that his needs

were covered, so he refrained from participating in any busi-

ness ventures in which he was not completely protected against
accident or loss.

Though Samson Wertheimer never became a war contractor,

his business activity was from the very beginning closely bound

up with the military events of his time. During Oppenheimer's

frequent absences, Wertheimer, as his general representative,

served as an intermediary between the contractors and the

officials, that is to say, he had to try to obtain aid from the

Department of Finance when the suppliers had difficulties with

the customs or met with other obstacles, and, on the other

hand, he had to guarantee that various supplies would be

delivered on time. When, upon Oppenheimer's death, in 1703,

he was appointed Imperial Court Factor and Samuel's succes-

sor, he had to pledge himself to finance the army operations

in Germany, Italy, Hungary, Holland and Belgium and to pay
the suppliers, generals, officers and mercenaries as well as

finance the provisioning and recruiting of the troops. In the

petition of November 1709 mentioned above, he writes that

he has completed many important missions and negotiations
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for the late Emperor and his ministers and has advanced many
millions in cash, without which the prestige of the Court would

have suffered greatly and the armies never maintained.

Like Oppenheimer he was the banker and financial adviser

to the Emperor, though to quite a different extent. He paid
the salaries of the officials and diplomatic envoys and settled

the debts of the Empress; he advanced money to further vari-

ous economic undertakings, supplied dowries and trousseaux,

and redeemed crown jewels which had been pawned. At the

same time, he served as the financial intermediary between the

Royal Court and the princes of the Empire. He made the

payments which the Emperor owed them and managed the

credit operations between the Austrian government on the one

hand and the princes of the Empire and the bishops on the

other hand. Since he had been appointed as Court factor of

Saxony and the Palatinate, of Mayence and Treves, he could

in this capacity negotiate business arrangement between those

States and the Department of Finance, while as Imperial Court

Factor he could negotiate directly with the officials of these

lands or with the Court Jews of these provinces.

Activity of this sort, which presupposed an intimate knowl-

edge of the economic and financial circumstances of the foreign

states and which rested entirely on personal confidence in the

intermediary, would have been impossible for an Austrian offi-

cial who had no personal contacts in other countries and whose

government did not possess any credit.

Wertheimer's services were called upon not only in domestic

affairs but in foreign negotiations as well. When Emperor
Joseph's brother, Charles, who was a candidate for the Spanish

throne, came into conflict with the Spanish grandees and the

French pretender to the throne, Wertheimer placed his entire

credit at Charles' disposal. When Charles became Emperor
upon Joseph's death, he rewarded the diligence and loyalty
of the Court factor by presenting him with a golden chain.

When, in 1701, the Count Palatine, Charles Philip, became
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engaged to a Polish princess and there was some difficulty in

raising the dowry which amounted to several million florins,

Wertheimer was sent to Breslau to negotiate with the princes
and the royal widow of Poland. The Emperor was so pleased
with the result of these negotiations that he gave him a thou-

sand ducats with which to buy gold and silver dishes to com-

memorate this happy occasion. When the coronation of Em-

peror Joseph I took place, in 1710, Samson Wertheimer was

sent together with Emanuel Oppenheimer to Frankfort so that

advantage could be taken of his advice and credit. When Count
Zinzendorff traveled to the peace conference at Utrecht in

1712, Wertheimer paid the expenses of the trip, as well as the

costs of the congress.

Wertheimer thus served as an integral part of the State

apparatus in all its aspects. The organization of the govern-
ment had not yet developed to the extent that it could dispense
with entrepreneurs and intermediaries who stood outside the

hierarchy of officials. Prince Eugene characterized the epoch

very aptly when he wrote that one could see almost everyday

examples where a charming woman, or a black-robed church-

man, or an imposingly-bearded Jew decided the fate of whole

nations.

Through the confidence placed in them, through their wide-

spread personal connections, through their knowledge of secret

events and through their discretion, some Court Jews played
the same role in inner politics of nations that the Jesuits played.
But their credo was of a different kind. It was faith in their

credit which they asked from their business friends, their cred-

itors and their princely debtors. Their activity as moneylenders
and financial intermediaries for princes and states was in that

period of an undeveloped finance system even more important
than their activity as war commissioners.

Emanuel Oppenheimer, the son of Samuel, for instance,

lent the General War Commissariat 40,000 florins, gave 20>000
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for provisioning the depots in Friaul and 51,500 to settle an

Italian debt. The firm of Leffmann Behrens advanced to the

Department of Finance 300,000 florins; Wolf and Emanuel

Drach, a son-in-law of Samuel Oppenheimer, lent large sums

of money at only 6% interest. Loew Sinzheim, who lent many
millions to the Department of Finance, was in the year 1730

the chief creditor of the Austrian government. Similarly Lemle

Moses Reinganum, Isaak Nathan Oppenheimer, Abraham Ulm,
Lazarus Hirschel, Simon Michael, Herz Lehmann and Marx

Schlesinger procured loans amounting to seventy-eight million

florins between the years 1698-1739. Important government

policies were at that period closely connected with personal
financial policies, both of them possessing ramifications that

reached far across state borders. Both were governed by very
much the same laws. Rapid success would be followed by
sudden failure, which was not always the result of natural

causes but was often brought on by intrigues and open betrayal.

Broken promises played the same role in both realms. When
there was no longer any need to borrow from the Jews, the

help they had generously given was quickly forgotten and they
became the Jewish creditors of whom one wanted to rid one-

self by whatever means was at hand.

When, upon Samuel Oppenheimer's death, the Austrian

government drove his firm into bankruptcy, the whole busi-

ness world of the German Empire was shocked. Samuel's son,

Emanuel, estimated the claims of his father against the De-

partment of Finance at some six million florins. The latter

entered a counterclaim of four millions and thereby caused

the collapse of the firm. Such experiences, which were the lot

of most of the Court Jews, prompted Samson Wertheimer to

retire from business before he, too, had experienced the "grati-
tude" of the House of Hapsburg. His oldest son, Wolf, did not,

to his regret, follow the example of his father. The many
"hardships and suffering" of which he so often complained
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were caused him, however, not by the Hapsburgs but by the

Wittelsbachers.

Max Emanuel, the Elector of Bavaria, had married, when
he was quite young, a daughter of Emperor Leopold.

10 This

marriage awakened in him the hope of winning for his House
the much contested Spanish crown with its rich possessions in

Europe and America. The venturesome undertaking caused

him to lose his own crown and spend many years in exile. When
he regained his Electorate through the Peace of Utrecht, his

treasury was completely empty and his finances were in a cha-

otic state. So much money was due to Holland that the latter

threatened to sell the Bavarian crown jewels which she had

accepted as security for her loans* But the extravagant life at

Court did not change, and in 1722 it was necessary to make
elaborate preparation for the marriage of the crown prince to

a daughter of the Emperor.
The Munich money-changer, von Ruffin, and the 'Augsburg

banker, von Raumer, were prepared if given sufficient security
to lend the Electoral Court considerable sums, but these cov-

ered only a part of the expenses which the festivities threatened

to entail and they did not suffice to pay the overdue interest on

the loans from Holland. The religious zeal of the flighty prince
made it difficult for him to ask Jews for help. But in the sum-

mer of 1722 he began to negotiate with Wolf Wertheimer who
from 1709 had directed the banking firm of his father.

There is no evidence that Wolf was not prudent or that he

brought about his misfortune through vain ambition* His firm

had expanded under his management so that it was now even

more important than it had been in Samson's lifetime; he had

business dealings with all the well-known Jewish and Christian

banking houses of Vienna and of the German Empire and he

was held in universal respect. The letters of his which have

come down to us reveal, not only a kind heart and a great

sense of responsibility, but also keenness of observation and
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good judgment of human character. Nor was his downfall the

result of inexperience, for he was well acquainted with princes
and statesmen. As the son-in-law of Emanuel Oppenheimer he

knew how shamelessly the latter's father had been treated by
the Court of Vienna and he himself at that very moment saw

his close relatives, the grandsons of Leffmann Behrens, sub-

jected to gruesome torture.

We do not know what inner compulsions or outer pressures
caused him, despite all this, to sign a contract on August 25,

1722, with the Court of Munich. Apparently it was the baroque
element in the economics as well as in the politics of that epoch

by which he was influenced and which probably explains why
he entered into business transactions which eventually led to

his ruin.

In the contract with the Court of Munich, WolfWertheimer

obligated himself to lend 1,200,000 florins partly in cash and

partly in jewels. The Elector Max Emanuel, for his part,

promised to repay the money in six years. As security certain

domestic and foreign revenues of Bavaria were made over to

Wolf Wertheimer at whose disposal they were to be until the

capital and interest had been repaid. The rate of interest was

6%, but was to be considerably increased if the debt was not

repaid in time.

This contract must have seemed acceptable to even the

most cautious businessman, for the rate of interest was that

customary in the business world at that time and the revenues

which were given as security were among the most important
ones of the government. In order not to alarm the creditor,

the payments were at first made very promptly so that Wert-

heimer, who in 1723 had been appointed Privy Court Jeweler,

had no scruples about granting another loan in that same

year, this time in the sum of 540,000 florins.

But beginning in 1724, the Munich Court began to be late

in making payments. The Elector transferred Wolf's claims to

the Estates; but they, after a short time, were in no position
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to repay the loan from the State income as had been planned.
In 1727, by which time the interest had reached a fantastic

sum, Elector Charles Albert, who had become head of the

government in the meantime, declared that the solemnly prom-
ised rate of interest of 12% was inadmissible and offered only

6%.
The affair created such a stir that a commission was called to

settle the matter, but could reach no compromise between the

claims of Wertheimer and the offer of the Treasury. The dif-

ference amounted to almost two millions.

Wertheimer in desperation turned to the government in

Vienna for help. In several sharply worded letters (1728-1729)
the Emperor demanded that Charles Albert repay his debt as

quickly as possible because, not only was the credit of his

Court banker being threatened, but Wertheimer's creditors,

among whom were many Christian subjects, would be greatly
harmed. Severe measures were threatened against Charles

Albert's State unless Bavaria heeded the Emperor's warning.
In this way financial difficulties became interwoven with polit-

ical tensions in the German Empire. The Emperor's interces-

sion shows most clearly how essential his Court banker was to

the State economy.
The Court of Munich, somewhat sobered by the Emperor's

stern warning, made Wolf Wertheimer a payment in 1729,

then in 1732 and 1733, but the sums were so negligible in com-

parison with his claims that, when his creditors began to press
him in 1733, he had to close his firm. The famous banking
house of Samson Wertheimer ceased to exist.

From 1734 on Wolf Wertheimer stayed in Munich in order

that his presence might lend weight to his claims and help him

collect at least part of the debt. He frequently had with him

imperial commissioners sent by the Emperor to support him.

An investigating commission was established, but it could

achieve nothing. A deputation composed of scholars, jurists

and theologians explained in 1735 that Wertheimer's claims
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were just. However, various events made it impossible to

meet them. First it was the war between Austria and France,

then that between Russia and Turkey, then between Austria

and Turkey, finally the War of the Bavarian Succession (1742-

1745). In 1742 Elector Charles Albert of Bavaria was crowned

Emperor. Wolf Wertheimer could at last look forward to

having his claims satisfied. Instead, he was now completely be-

trayed; the charge was trumped up that, during the war be-

tween Austria and Bavaria, while Munich was being besieged

by Austrian troops, he had been in contact with Austrian gen-
erals and was therefore guilty of high treason. He succeeded,

it is true, in proving the charge false and in establishing his

innocence; but that did not prompt the Bavarian State to

acknowledge its debt and pay him the money it owed him.

When Charles Albert died in 1745, his successor, the Elec-

tor Maximilian III Joseph, could dismiss the claim of his chief

creditor by pointing out that the country had been so devas-

tated by war that it faced bankruptcy. And when, in 1747,

Wolf Wertheimer was summoned to Munich, where in a pas-
sionate speech he described the misery and financial difficulties

which Bavaria had caused him, it was again impossible to

reconcile Wertheimer's views and those of the Treasury on the

amount of money involved. Only in 1754 did the Elector feel

obliged to recognize Wertheimer's claims in the amount of

3,737,005 florins and to give him new promissory notes, the

first payment to be made in 1764.

But neither Wolf Wertheimer nor his heirs ever lived to see

the notes repaid. Wolf Wertheimer died in 1763, just as he

was preparing to leave on another trip to Munich. His heirs

received the first payment in 1764 when it was due; but in 1766

the payments again began to lag and in 1784, after some back

payments had been made in response to pressure from the

Austrian Emperor, they stopped completely. The official verdict

on the behavior of the Court of Munich was given by the Aus-

trian Chancellor Kaunitz-Rietberg in one of his letters to
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Munich: Bavaria was defending a principle which was com-

pletely contrary to the nature of the case and the true concept
of justice.

To another creditor of the Bavarian State, Court Factor

Samuel Isaak Noe of the Upper Palatinate, the connection

with the House of Wittelsbach was similarly disastrous. In

1722 he had lent the Elector a sum of 950,000 florins on terms

similar to Wolf Wertheimer's; a short time thereafter he had

increased the sum, and the State revenues of the most im-

portant salt mines were made over to him as a pledge. In

addition, he was given the concession of supplying wine to the

Court and selling salt in various Bavarian cities. Having been

promised that he would be allowed to supply the electoral

tailors with cloth and the cavalry with uniform, he lent con-

siderable sums to the Crown Prince and to the Elector him-

self. But as happened in the case of Wolf Wertheimer, it soon

became impossible to pay Noe the money he had advanced.

Despite all his petitions and bitter complaints, his claims were

never recognized. At his death, in 1757, the State owed him

2,115,784 florins. When his heirs asked that the debt be

settled, they were informed, in 1762, that the State did not owe
Noe a large sum of money, but that, on the contrary, Noe
owed a large sum to the State. After years of wrangling with

Noe's descendents, the Bavarian government finally renounced

its so-called claim on Noe.

How is one to explain this lack of a sense of honor on the

part of the State? The traditional attitude of the Middle Ages
toward Jews and their property persisted. The absolutist

ruler, in a sense, merely extended the same attitude to all his

subjects. Everyone's property not only the Jew's was

potentially the ruler's. In the case of the Jew, however, when

his property was confiscated, the ruler was even sure to have

the sympathy of his other subjects. This was therefore the

easiest way for the State to wipe out its debts after the death
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of a creditor. How great then must have been the inducements,
how strong must have been the pressure exerted upon the Court

Jew to beguile him into making his credit as well as his busi-

ness talents available to the State !

In all the smaller states, the dukes, margraves and bishops
all had their Court Jews who arranged loans for them when

they were in financial difficulties or when wars or lawsuits had

thrown their government into debt.

In the Margravate ofAnsbach11 the Court factors were Marx
and Elias Model, Elkan and Gabriel Fraenkel, David Rost and

Isaak Nathan; in the Upper Palatinate12
they were Nathan

Moses Schwabacher and Jacob Joseph; in the Bishopric of

Bamberg
18 the Court Jew was Secklein; in the Margravate of

Bayreuth
14

they were Salomon Samson of Baiersdorf and his

sons; in Oettingen
15
they were Hirsch Neumark, Daniel Oppen-

heimer, Joseph Loew Zacharias and Zacharias Model; in

Wallerstein the Cabinet factor, Abraham Elias Model, was the

chief creditor of the prince. In Frankfort, Isaak Kann, who was
also the Court factor of Bayreuth, and Abraham Drach took

care of the financial needs of the neighboring princes. The
factor Liebmann, who also lent money to the Bavarian Court,
and Elkan Moses zum Vogelsang were the financial advisers

of the Bishop of Wuerzburg. Aron Beer zur Armbrust, the

Resident of the Elector of the Palatinate and Court Jew to

Brandenburg and Bayreuth, probably the most important
financier in Frankfort in the first half of the eighteenth cen-

tury, accomplished many important missions in the service of

the Elector of Mayence. We know that he, too, like Wolf
Wertheimer and Noe, was finally ruined. In the end the

Palatinate and other states refused to pay their debts*

The role which Jews played in Prussia as financial advisors

and moneylenders was not as important. The monetary
system of the State was in a very primitive state of develop-
ment at the end of the seventeenth century and private money-
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lenders were even more necessary here than in other States*16

As an agricultural country it had a decidedly undeveloped

economy which, until the time of Frederick the Great, managed
without banks and bourses. Though Prussia was therefore

dependent on credit intermediaries and though the many wars

which the Great Elector waged ate up the large sums which he

borrowed from the merchants of his capital, his generals, minis-

ters and Court servants, he nevertheless knew how to reduce

expenditures by reorganizing the officialdom and by reforming
the government. Like the other princes of the time, he was
convinced that the Jews provided as useful a source of reve-

nue as the domains and regalia. But unlike the other princes,

he regarded only the regular and supplementary taxes he

imposed upon them as a source of state income, but never

exploited the credit of his Court Jews for his own selfish inter-

ests. Thus he turned only to two Jews for loans, namely,
Bernd Levi and Ruben Elias Gumperts.
Bernd Levi,

17 who came from Bonn and was also known as

Baer Warendorf, had as early as 1647 received from the Great

Elector the right of domicile in the city of Emmerich. He was

one of the most remarkable man of the period following the

Thirty Years' War a clever and enterprising adventurer,

but also a stern and imperious character, "a rough and clumsy

bear," as Phoebus Cans, playing on his name, calls him in his

writings. Levi's own letters reveal him as vain and self-con-

scious, humble in dealing with the nobles but imitating the

harsh attitude of the State officials as tax collector of the Jewish
communities in the provinces of Cleves and Mark. He seems

to have been a good business man. The Great Elector had a

good deal of respect for him, allowing him to participate in

many diplomatic and financial transactions and frequently

acting on his advice. Thus he played a not unimportant role

as moneylender to the Prussian diplomatic mission during the

peace negotiations at Muenster, helped the Elector and the

estates of Brandenburg later on with loans, freed the Duchy
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of Cleves from troop movements through its territory and

raised large sums of money through his connections with the

merchants of North Germany.
Bernd Levi was an irreconcilable enemy of Elias Gumperts.

As long as he lived, Gumperts had close business relations with

the Great Elector and as a reward for his services obtained the

right for one of his sons, Ruben Elias, to settle in Berlin. It was

Ruben Elias* sad fate to be accused of having planned, together
with Samuel Oppenheimer, to assassinate Samson Wertheimer.

The accusation was later shown to be groundless and he was

declared innocent. However, this association of the names of

Ruben Elias, the Court Jew of the Rhineland and of Branden-

burg, with Samuel Oppenheimer, the Court factor of Austria,

has a certain symbolic significance. Many of his traits remind us

of the more important man: his indefatigability and many-sided

activity, the manner in which he conducted his monetary and

commission transactions, his undertaking to supply war mate-

rials and jewels, secure loans and carry out diplomatic missions,

the service he rendered not only Prussia but also Saxony,

Bavaria, Cologne, the Palatinate and Baden, his willingness

to combine in himself the activities of an agent and commis-

sioner, intermediary and purveyor. Like Oppenheimer he

lost heavily through his recklessness and rashness, suffered

bitterly from people who slandered him and intrigued against

him, and spent months and years in prison for presumed legal

violations of which he was not guilty.

The Resident Bernd Lehmann of Halberstadt had helped
the convert Augustus of Saxony win a crown. The Resident

Diego Texeira of Hamburg
18 enabled the convert Christina of

Sweden to abdicate a throne that her people, her councillors

and many princes strove to have her retain.

Diego (alias Abraham) Senior Texeira de Sampaio was born

in the second half of the sixteenth century to a Portuguese
noble of the Marrano family Mello. He was the descendent of
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influential statesmen and financiers. After the death of his

father in the wars against the Moors in North Africa, his

mother became lady-in-waiting to the queen dowager and gov-
erness of Don Sebastian, the future King of Portugal.

In the middle of the seventeenth century we find Diego
as Spanish consul in Antwerp and as one of the highest officials

of the Spanish province of the Netherlands. He remained a

faithful communicant of the Catholic Church; he went to

confession and attended mass. His first wife, who died in

Antwerp while she was still quite young, was buried in a mag-
nificent church and many masses were said for the salvation

of her soul. His second wife, however, Donna Anna, or Sara,

as she later called herself, the daughter of the Marrano,

Roderigo d'Antrade, was able to awaken in her husband an

awareness of his heritage and a desire to be again identified

with the religion and destiny of his people. From a report
sent to the Imperial Court of Vienna we learn that on Good

Friday, 1647, two years after he had settled in Hamburg, he,

his wife and his two sons became converted to Judaism. The

Hamburg Senate, which was probably better informed, an-

nounced that Diego had openly declared himself "a Spanish

Jew" as early as 1646.

When Diego and his family came to Hamburg, the Portu-

guese Marrano community, which had received the right of

domicile in the city about half a century earlier, already pos-

sessed some importance. Their connections in Spain and Por-

tugal had enabled them to establish trading relations between

these countries and the Hansa city. They imported articles

like tobacco, wine, cotton and spices, started shipping raw

sugar from the Spanish and Portuguese colonies in the New
World to Hamburg, helped found the Bank of Hamburg and

made themselves indispensable as shipbuilders, brokers, whole-

sale merchants and bankers.

Diego Texeira, who after his conversion called himself Abra-

ham, and his son Manuel, his partner in his banking business,
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soon became the center of the community, in which there were

not a few distinguished men. Jacob Abensur lived there as the

Resident and moneylender to the King of Poland, and Jacob

Curiel, alias Nunez da Costa, in spite of the fact that he had

openly declared himself a Jew, was the representative of the

King of Portugal.

Nevertheless, whenever the "rich Jew" is spoken of, it in-

variably refers to Texeira who, shortly after his arrival, began
to lend money to neighboring princes and other important

personages, principally to the King of Denmark. Himself a

nobleman and grand seigneur, he dealt with the nobles and

patricians as one who was their peer; and there was, indeed,

such dignity in his bearing that he might easily have been

taken for an Elector or a duke.

It is related that the learned preacher Balthasar Schuppius,
who had never met him, once saw him driving through Ham-

burg in his magnificent carriage accompanied by his many serv-

ants. Under the impression that this must be, at the very

least, the Elector of Saxony, the good Balthasar took off his

hat and bowed in respect. One can imagine how shocked he

was upon hearing from an old woman who was standing nearby
that the person who had just driven past was neither the Elec-

tor of Saxony nor the Duke of Mecklenburg, but the "rich

Jew" of Hamburg.
Texeira's experiences in Hamburg were not all as amusing

as this one. Having but recently escaped from the terrors of the

Spanish Inquisition, he now found that the Hamburg bour-

geoisie was not making it easy for him and his fellow Jews to

forget the sunny south in the fog of the Hanseatic city* The

Senate, it is true, convinced of their indispensability, attemp-
ted to protect their rights in so far as it could. But the new

inhabitants, with their different customs, speech and demeanor,
constituted a source of annoyance to the citizens. They com-

plained that Texeira had had himself circumcised in Hamburg,
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that he rode in his carriage on solemn Church holidays and

that he appeared in Christian funeral processions.
The enmity did not stop with accusations, but often found

expression in overt acts. A year after Texeira's arrival in

Hamburg, the Court of Vienna ordered the Hamburg Senate

to confiscate the wealth and property of the apostate who had

deserted the Catholic Church at the prompting of the devil

and to surrender them to the Imperial Treasury as a penalty
for lese majesty. The Senate, well aware that the Austrian

Government was more concerned about the two to three

million florins it hoped to gain than about the welfare of

Texeira's soul, sharply rejected the Emperor's demands and

requested that in the future it be spared requests for inquisi-

torial trials which simply could not be carried out in important
commercial centers; for such events would adversely effect

trade and would compel the Jews to move to other places.

In the year 1660, the Court of Vienna once again began legal

proceedings against Texeira. This time, however, the Senate

won an ally in Queen Christina of Sweden. When Queen
Christina first came to Hamburg, in 1654, she had just created

the greatest sensation of her century by abdicating the throne

of the House of Vasa. She gave up the throne not because she

had found the burden ofgoverning too heavy for her or because

she was not able to rule with wisdom and justice. She had, as

a very young girl, successfully concluded the greatest war of

the century, won new lands for the State of Gustavus Adolphus
and made it the dreaded ruler of the Baltic Sea, indeed, of all

of Northern Europe. She had turned her capital into a modern

Athens and her Court into an academy of poets, artists and

scholars. She herself was considered the most learned woman
of her age. She had studied the classics, scholastic philosophy,

astronomy, mathematics and history; she corresponded in

Latin, Dutch, Spanish, Hebrew and French with the most

famous men in Europe. She had disputed about the original
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text of the Bible with the professors at the University of

Uppsala and had discussed with Descartes, whom she had in-

vited to her Court, the derivation of his philosophy from the

Platonic ideas.

The news that the Queen, the "Divina Princeps," the

"Coelestis Heroina," the "Second Minerva," was coming to

Hamburg, brought princes, officers, nobles and scholars from

all parts of Germany and Denmark to see her. Everyone
wanted to pay homage to this new Queen of Sheba who had
renounced a secular throne in order to reign more independ-

ently in the intellectual world. The spiritual leaders of Ham-

burg, who knew nothing of her approaching conversion, at

first received the daughter of the most famous champion of

Protestantism with enthusiasm and admiration. The Senate

welcomed her with the honors due a reigning prince and

placed a magnificent house at her disposal. She, however,
declined the offer of the city officials and spent the three weeks

of her stay in Hamburg at the home of Texeira on the Kray-

enkamp, directly opposite the Michaelis church. She answered

the remonstrations of the clergy by remarking that Christ

himself had been a Jew and that he had selected his followers

from the ranks of the Jews.
What induced the Queen to decline the hospitality of the

Senate and to outrage the clergy of the city? Was it one of the

strange caprices in which she so often indulged? Did she want
to discuss with the learned man and his learned daughter
various contradictions in the Bible that Menasseh ben Israel

had tried to point out to her in his book Conciliator which was
dedicated to her? Or did she wish to demonstrate the true

nature of tolerance which makes no distinction between sup-

posedly good and bad peoples, or supposedly good and bad

religions, but only between good and bad men ? Was she moved

by sympathy for the oppressed and persecuted, the same sym-

pathy she manifested when she interceded for the Huguenots
banished from France and the Jews expelled from Austria,
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or when she took the Jews of Rome under her protection?
Or was it simply the curiosity of a woman involved in religious

controversies who wanted to become acquainted with a man
who had renounced his position, his titles, his possessions and

the favor of his king in order that he might openly acknowledge
the religion of his fathers?

It is possible that all these considerations had a part in her

decision to stay at Texeira's house. The real reason, however,
that she was so eager to win the friendship of the "rich Jew"
was not a religious or philosophical but rather a very practical
one. Before her abdication she had discussed with the Swedish

government and with her cousin and successor, King Charles X,
the question of her financial security. Though no longer a

queen in name, she wanted to live in a royal and impressive
fashion and to reward those who served her loyally in as gener-
ous a manner as possible. But these extravagances of Chris-

tina, who as a Queen had spent fortunes on precious books and

paintings, rare coins and manuscripts, and the endless wars

which Sweden had been involved in for decades had left the

finances of the country in a chaotic state. It was therefore

impossible for the government to place at her disposal a sum

large enough for her to be able to live on the interest. The

only thing the Swedish government and Charles X, who had

sought her hand in vain, could agree to do was to grant her the

income from several provinces and domains, amounting to

200,000 talers annually, and to allow her a certain degree of

sovereignty over these territories.

But it was not easy to administer these regions which were

separated from one another and governed partly by Swedish

and partly by German commissioners. Christina's conversa-

tions with Texeira had to do with the administration of her

property and the investment of her revenues. Towards the

end of her stay in Hamburg she appointed Texeira her banker

and representative, that is to say, she directed that the income

from her German and Swedish territories be turned over to
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his Hamburg banking firm, while Texeira, for his part, under-

took to negotiate with the Swedish government on her behalf,

to sell the various products of her domains and to send Chris-

tina the money he obtained from their sale. Since the Queen
had no fixed place of residence but traveled restlessly from

country to country, one of Texeira's chief tasks was to effect

the exchange of Swedish riksdalers into Hamburg Reichstaler

and these in turn into Dutch guldens, French livres, Venetian

ducats or Roman scudi. Texeira was to receive for his trouble

a yearly income of 1,000 talers, but he had to lend the Queen
money at the low rate of 6% interest whenever the Swedish

revenues did not arrive on time.

During these weeks Texeira and his guest did not discuss

business matters only. Christina's first visit to Hamburg laid

the foundation for a life-long friendship between her and the

house of Texeira. In all her needs, whether financial, political

or personal, she later on turned to her "wise counselor," chiefly

to Manuel, Diego's son. The quarrelsome, dominating woman
who boasted that she had never been governed by any man did

not at that time reject the advice of this worldly-wise and ex-

perienced banker. When she confided to him her religious con-

flicts and her approaching conversion to Catholicism, Texeira

pointed out to her the serious consequences of the step. He
vividly described to her the disastrous effect that the conver-

sion of the daughter of the foremost champion of Protestantism

would have on the Swedish people who had always been loyal

to her. He called her attention to the possibility that the

Swedish Government, which had been placed in a predicament

by Christina's abdication, and her successor who had been

hurt by her rejection of his marriage proposal, might not feel

themselves obligated to carry out their agreement with the

Queen once she had been converted to Catholicism. When he

saw that she remained determined to carry out her resolve,

he advised her not to offend the king who was still in love with

her but to keep on friendly terms with him and remind him
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of his promise from time to time. Christina never regretted

following his advice. She also accepted his suggestion to ap-
pease the Hamburg clergy by appearing at one of the Prot-

estant church services.

Texeira's fears about Christiana's appanage soon proved to

have been justified. It is true that Charles X, as Texeira had

foreseen, was appeased by Christina's friendly attitude and
wanted to keep his promise, even when a short time after her

Hamburg visit she became a convert to Catholicism. But at

the very time the Queen was stirring up the Courts of Europe
with her wild political projects, Sweden was engaged in a war
with Poland. Pomerania, where most of her domains lay,
was devastated by war. The 90,000 talers, which the Swedish
Government paid her despite the war and its heavy debts,
would have enabled her to live in a style appropriate to her

rank. But she continued to maintain her extravagant style
of life, and her expenses in Rome, where she finally settled,

were so high that she was faced with one financial crisis after

another.

"I wish", she wrote Texeira who had given loan after loan,
"that you would send me money or else teach me how to live

without it. No one pays me, but everyone, I find, expects me
to pay him/'

To add to her troubles, Charles X, the only man in Sweden
on whom she could rely, suddenly died, leaving behind him
a child of five, a land at war with several of its neighbors and
a treasury burdened with debt. Christina could not expect
the tutelar Swedish Government, which included some of her

bitterest opponents, to keep its pledges to an apostate who had
alienated even the sympathy of the masses by her scandalous

behavior. Christina left Rome, hurried to Hamburg to consult

with Texeira and then traveled to Sweden where she received

a ratification of her deed of abdication (1660), but was openly

requested to leave the country as soon as possible with her

Catholic priests*
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She returned to Hamburg and stayed at the house on the

Krayenkamp, this time for close to a year. On July 8, 1661,

she signed a formal contract with Manuel Texeira, placing the

complete administration of her property in his hands. She

obligated herself to give Texeira's banking firm the 107,000

riksdaler which had recently been promised to her by the

Swedish Government, while he in turn agreed to pay her a

monthly sum of 8,000 taler. At the same time she appointed
Manuel Texeira her official Resident, had him accredited to

the Hamburg Senate and asked that he be placed on the same

footing as the envoys of other rulers. Whoever offends him,
she wrote the Hamburg Senate, offends her, a Queen. She

wishes that she were as influential as she formerly was so that

she could properly emphasize her dissatisfaction with the way
he was being treated.

Though she was no longer a reigning queen she had an op-

portunity just then to exert her moral influence to help her

friend. After having allowed the suit against Diego Texeira

to rest for twelve years, the Emperor suddenly ordered the

Supreme Court of the Empire, in May 1660, to resume the

legal proceedings. In August 1663, the Controller of the

Imperial Poll Tax Office was sent to Hamburg in an attempt
to extort a considerable sum of money from Texeira. At the

same time an imperial rescript ordered the Hamburg Senate

to seize Texeira and confiscate his property.
The Senate once again determined to defy the imperial

order. It now called attention to the autonomy the city had
won through the treaty of Westphalia and to the fact that

Texeira, as Queen Christina's Resident, enjoyed diplomatic

immunity. The Queen herself protested against an order de-

priving a person in her service of freedom of movement. At
the same time she asked her old friend, the Field Marshal

Montecuculi, to protect her Resident by procuring for him
a general absolution from the Austrian Government.

During these legal proceedings Diego Texeira suddenly died.
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But even the death of the defendant did not close the case*

The Austrian Government transferred the charge from the

father to the son. Christina once again energetically inter-

ceded, while the envoys of France, England, Holland and
Prussia protested in the name of their Governments against
the unjustified action of the Emperor. This time the Emperor
sent a member of the bourgeoisie to Hamburg to suggest to

Manuel Texeira that, if he were to pay a "reasonable sum,'*
the whole unpleasant business would be dropped once and
for all. Manuel, however, did not allow himself to be intimi-

dated and stood firm. His father, he declared, had never been

a Christian and therefore had never been converted from

Christianity to Judaism. He himself was under the protection
of the Queen and the Hamburg Senate, a privilege for which

his father had once had to pay a great deal of money. When
the foreign envoys declared themselves entirely on Texeira's

side and professed to regard the attack on their colleague as

an affront to themselves as well, the Austrian mediator had no

choice but to make a settlement with Texeira. It consisted

of a promissory note on a Spanish grandee and some 2,000 taler

to be paid to the Imperial Treasury.
If Christina believed that the agreement with Texeira would

solve her financial problems, she was very soon disillusioned.

From the very outset Texeira complained that the revenues

from Sweden and Pomerania were sent to him at irregular

intervals and that the administrators seemed to be squandering
Christina's property. She finally sent a man devoted to her

interests to Sweden to disclose the embezzlements of her ad-

ministrators, check her accounts and see that the guilty per-

sons were brought to justice. She herself spent this time

1666-1668 in Hamburg in order that she might, with

Texeira's help, liquidate her debts which had reached alarming

proportions.

Reading the emotionally unrestrained letters Christina

wrote during that time to her friend, Cardinal Azzolino in
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Rome, we can surmise what a trial this proud, high-spirited

and undisciplined woman must have been to the reserved

Spanish nobleman, Texeira. She was then ill, irritable, sus-

picious and subject to fits of melancholia. She hated Germany
and the Germans. She longed for the pleasant society she had

known in Rome, particularly for the company of Azzolino,

the only man she had ever really loved and whose love she

had at that time every reason to doubt. She would retire from

society for days and weeks at a time and, paying no attention

to her personal appearance, spend all day and often all

night as well going over her accounts and writing letters.

Then she would suddenly reappear in society, as clever and

charming as ever, and once again plunge into political adven-

tures or into philosophical and religious discussions with the

princes of the neighboring North German Courts or with the

cultured Jews of the Portuguese community in Hamburg.

Many of her thoughtless actions made Texeira's position

even more precarious than it had been. When a new Pope was

elected, she did not hesitate to give a banquet in his honor,

despite the fact that the city was intensely Lutheran. She

invited her friends to an elaborate feast, held High Mass in

one of the large salons of her house, had nine cannons fired to

commemorate the event and for six hours provided wine for

the crowd that streamed to her house from all parts of the city.

When it grew dark, more cannons were fired to announce the

beginning of the illuminated display and then the crowd, which

was half-drunk by this time, saw six hundred lamps spelling

out the name of Clement IX and representing the papal insig-

nia. Enraged, the mob stormed the house, shattered windows,
tried to break down the doors, fired pistols and rifles and threat-

ened the life of Christina and her companions. There was a

considerable delay before the soldiers arrived and only after

some skirmishes, during which several people were killed and

a number wounded, was order restored. This banquet in honor
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of Clement IX was not soon forgotten and Texeira's position

suffered considerably from the tactlessness of his guest.

Yet despite incidents of this nature and the great social and

religious differences between them, as well as differences in

character and temperament, the friendship between Christina

and Texeira lasted thirty years; for they had more in common
than just business interests. There was a tragic element in

the destinies of both. Both stood at a crucial point in their

lives and lived in a critical time for their epoch. They had

turned away from one world and turned towards another,

and yet they had not entirely broken with the old world and

they did not completely belong to the new one. Because of

their beliefs they had sacrificed what was dear to them; because

of their creed they had endured hardship and suffering. Texeira,

the Marrano, became a pious Jew who carefully observed

the customs and ceremonies of his religion, an adherent of the

cabalistic movement. He had left his native land voluntarily

and deliberately; he hated it because of the numberless Jews
who had been burnt at the stake, because of the tortures they
had endured, because of the deceptions he had been forced to

practice by a cruel Inquisition. But we also know that he had

received the knightly education of a Spanish nobleman, that

he had absorbed the humanistic, that is to say, the Christian

culture of his time, and that he always preserved the language,

the customs and the manners which had been also the lan-

guage, the customs and manners of his ancestors and of the

land of his birth. Thus he lived between two worlds and be-

tween two eras a Jew bound to his people by necessity,

by blood and by destiny, but also a Spanish knight by educa-

tion, by memory and by tradition. As within him his Catholic

upbringing was in conflict with his Jewish heritage, the human-

istic spirit with talmudic learning, scholastic philosophy with

the law of his God, so Christina too experienced the same inner

struggle and discord. She hated the narrow and dogmatic
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Lutheranism of her country and she gave it up almost as gladly

as she gave up her throne. But, on the other hand, her critical

and searching spirit never felt entirely at home in Catholicism,

and she did not really find comfort or peace in either faith.

Thus the two very dissimilar people were strongly bound to-

gether by the unique spiritual experience which they shared.

Christina sought to resolve the duality of her mind by trying

to penetrate the secret of the inscrutable in astronomy and

alchemy. Texeira sought deliverance from the dissension of

his soul by dreaming of a Messiah who would unite all mankind

and redeem the world.



CHAPTER IV

THE CABINET FACTOR

MANY of the Court Jews of whom we have spoken for

example, Samuel Oppenheimer, Samson Wertheimer, Leffmann
Behrens and Bernd Lehmann in their capacity as bankers

and moneylenders, often participated in political councils,

in secret diplomatic missions, in the negotiation of peace
treaties and in military conferences. In this way they often

contributed to the shaping of events, tied loose ends together,
established new relationships and carried through important

plans and projects. They acted, however, in a personal, never

in an official capacity, never on their own initiative, but always
on the order of their prince. Despite their special privileges

and their titles, they remained the advisors and aides, ofttimes

the friends, of their rulers, but they never developed into

independent statesmen. Their political role was confined to

that of an agent, courier, reporter, or consul quietly working
in the background.
The only Court Jew whose activity in the service of his

prince and country far exceeded that of all these men was

Joseph Suess Oppenheimer of Heidelberg. Suess is the first

and until Lassalle practically the only Jew who influenced,

even if only to a limited extent, the course of German history.

He is the first example in Germany of the Jews in politics and

the first Jewish representative of the new spirit of Enlighten-
ment. He is the first Jew who through the favor of a prince

grew from a dealer and banker into a political economist, and

from a political economist into a widely-known statesman;

the first Jew who undertook to transform not only the eco-
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nomic structure of a state but its political structure as well.

His activity in the service of Wuerttemberg, though it led to

his downfall, is closely bound up with the change of an unde-

veloped agricultural and patrimonial country ruled by Estates,

guilds and corporations into a unified, centralized, industri-

alized and capitalistic state body governed by an absolute

monarch.

We have already met Jud Suess as commercial entrepre-

neur and as Court factor of the Elector of Cologne, the Pala-

tinate and the Duke Karl Alexander of Wuerttemberg. If we
now devote a special chapter to his activity in the service of

Wuerttemberg it is not only because it differed radically from

that of the other Court Jews, but because we believe that it

is a matter of historical justice to clear his name of the false

charges that have been brought against him and to uncover

an unavenged judicial murder.

Karl Alexander, with whom Jud Suess's name is associated

in history and legend, was, as a member of one of the collateral

lines of the ducal house, subject to the fate of all such ag-

nates. In order to support himself he was forced to enter into

the service of Austria. He fought under Prince Eugene in the

war against the Turks and in the War of the Spanish Succes-

sion, in the Netherlands, on the Rhine and in Southern Ger-

many. His bravery won him the title of General Field Mar-

shal and the governorship of newly-conquered Serbia. He was

a strong and energetic person, celebrated in song as the

"Bayard of Swabia," a "martial Grandseigneur," as Suess once

described him, and he was passionately devoted to Prince

Eugene. He became a convert to Catholicism in 1712 in order

to strengthen his ties with the House of Hapsburg and to

marry the rich Catholic Princess of Thurn and Taxis. For his

title and governorship brought him so little that a contempo-

ray estimated his annual income to be not quite 15,000 florins.

Though Suess was not the first Court Jew with whom he

had come into contact he had already had business dealings
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with Samson Wertheimer in Vienna Karl Alexander ap-

pointed him his Court factor and administrator of the Privy
Purse. With an eye ever on Wuerttemberg and the possibility
of gaining its throne, he employed his factor during the Serbian

governorship to keep him informed about the attitude of the

elderly duke and the Estates to the ducal succession, the posi-

tion of the neighboring rulers and the sentiments of the coun-

try. Suess reported to him what was happening in Stuttgart,
in Frankfort and in Mannheim and went on confidential miss-

ions for him to the Courts at Darmstadt or Wuerzburg. The

Jewish banker who dealt with the nobility and the merchant

who supplied princes and their wives with luxury goods and

jewels was in a much better position than an official envoy
would have been to sound out the situation, transmit letters

and carry out secret missions. Karl Alexander was loud in his

praise of the cleverness, dependability and energy of his factor.

This man, he wrote at that period to the Crown Prince of

Hesse, can be of great service to people of rank.

The early death of the Crown Prince and the sudden death

of Duke Eberhard Ludwig enabled him to ascend the throne

of Wuerttemberg in 1733. 1 One of his first acts was to call his

factor to Stuttgart in order that he might now, as duke, avail

himself of Suess's services as he had done when he was governor
of Serbia. Here in Stuttgart, Suess rose from a merchant and

banker to a financial administrator, then to an administrator

of domains and taxes, to a mintmaster and finally to the most

influencial position in the State.

That a Jew could attain so high a position in a land which

until then had been closed to Jews was the result, not only of

his extraordinary intelligence and great ambition, but, to an

even greater extent, of the special constitutional structure of

Wuerttemberg. The British minister, Fox, once expressed the

opinion in Parliament that there were only two constitutions

in Europe, that of Britain and that of Wuerttemberg. The

chief characteristic of the Wuerttemberg constitution was that
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it still retained in a pure form the medieval dualistic type of

state in which the Estates played the most important role.

Since the nobility had withdrawn from the sovereignty of the

dukes the prince was opposed only by the representatives of

the clergy and of the cities, who clung to their ancient privileges

even more stubbornly than the knights. They were the real

rulers of the country and possessed so high a degree of inde-

pendence that people used to speak of a "double absolutism."

The duke needed their permission to join alliances, declare war

or make peace. Even the plans of the generals had to be sub-

mitted to the Landschaff, which also was empowered to con-

duct negotiations with foreign monarchs, even to supervise
the government.
What may at first glance appear to be a democratic consti-

tution was actually only a narrow oligarchy which put all

power into the hands of a few specially privileged groups and

enabled them to paralyze every action of the princes. Whereas

elsewhere the restless activity of the absolute monarchs served

to stimulate the political and economic energies of the popu-

lations, Wuerttemberg was in a condition of stagnation. The

Thirty Year's War and the wars with Louis XIV had laid the

country waste. Yet the requests of the princes for money to

establish a standing army were always sharply rejected. It is

necessary to bear in mind this situation in Wuerttemberg in

order to understand the rise and fall of Suess in the light of

the governmental, political and economic conditions of this

country.
Karl Alexander ascended the throne of Wuerttemberg

with the intentions and aims radically to transform the

Wuerttemberg State. His service in Austria had given him

a broad outlook and an understanding of economic and poli-

tical needs. But he required the inventiveness and prudence
of an advisor in order to carry out his plans. For his concepts
of the necessity of converting his country into an absolute

monarchy were not the result of careful reasoning, but rather
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the expression of his blunt and dictatorial nature which would
brook no opposition and which refused to have its decisions

questioned. Nevertheless, his own desires were identical with

the interests of his country and his personal ambition served

as an invigorating force in the State of Wuerttemberg. He had
a very definite purpose. Wuerttemberg, which had been con-

sidered of little consequence but which in his opinion was the

most important country in Southern Germany, was to become
the most powerful State in the south, just as Prussia had

become the most powerful State in the north. Through the

establishment of a strong standing army and the building of

fortifications, this most vulnerable corner of the Holy Roman

Empire would be strengthened so that it could be defended

against ever-aggressive France.

His domestic policy was dominated by the same desire,

namely, to make Wuerttemberg a unified and centralized

State, one of the important German principalities. The reign
of his predecessor, Eberhard Ludwig, had been an expensive
one. The economic situation was so desperate that, as Suess

later said in his written defense, there was often not enough

money to buy food for the duke's table. The crown lands were

heavily in debt; many of them had been sold; the finances

were in a chaotic state; and wages were not being paid.

Karl Alexander considered it his chief task to bring order

into the economy, pay off the country's debts, restore its

credit and adjust expenditures and revenues.

It was, however, even harder for a Duke of Wuerttemberg
to obtain money from the Estates than it was for any other

prince of the German Empire. The taxes granted and collected

by the Estates were deposited in their own special treasury

over which they had complete control. Even the excise taxes,

which in practically all the other states were under the control

of the ruler, were in Wuerttemberg paid into the treasury of

the Estates.

This dependence on the Estates, which had proved a stumb-
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ling block to all the Dukes of Wuerttemberg, was an even

more serious one for Karl Alexander because his conversion

to Catholicism had made this Protestant country deeply
mistrustful of him. The Landschqft had even made the at-

tempt, shortly before the death of the old duke, to give the

throne to Karl Alexander's younger brother, thus sharpening
the traditional enmity between the princes and the Estates.

There was of course little likelihood that the ministers would

side with a prince who was bent on introducing innovations.

Shortly after assuming control of the government, Karl Alex-

ander began to complain that the Estates were conspiring

with his councillors, that his orders were not being carried out,

that his ministers did nothing but criticize, look out for their

own interests and those of their relatives and that, as a result,

he was forced to do everything by himself.

But, on the other hand, how was one to make a breach in

this system of inherited privileges ? How was one to hammer
modern ideas into stubborn and prejudiced minds? Was
there not someone who, unlike these councillors, was young,

enthusiastic, desirous of trying the new? Was there not a man
who was not tied to the past with its traditions, one who had

no connection with this reactionary bourgeoisie, one who was

a bearer of the new spirit of the time? History has made Suess

appear as the author of all the reforms and has attributed the

transformation of the State of Wuerttemberg to his influence

on the duke. But in reality he for the most part merely carried

out Karl Alexander's plans, though he may often have made
the duke's vague and indefinite ideas more concrete and hence

easier to apply.
The first step was to remove the old members of the Privy

Council, the highest ministry, which was responsible to the

Chamber of Representatives (Landschafi) for all the measures

of the prince, and to replace them by men who would be inde-

pendent of the Estates and compliant with the wishes of the

Court* We can clearly see from Suess* letters that he purposely
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stirred up the hatred of the duke, cast suspicion "on the coun-

cillors, intrigued against them, made ironical remarks about

individual ministers and about the nepotism in the councils,

jeering in his sarcastic manner at their Swabian slow-wittedness.

On his advice the old ministers were dismissed, the Privy
Council was deprived of its former importance and replaced

by a so-called "Conference Ministry," which meant that the

Prince was surrounded by a few confidential ministers whom
he could consult about very important and secret affairs of

state. This "Government by the Cabinet," which circum-

vented the constitutional officials, has been described as the

most pronounced form of autocratic rule.

The Wuerttemberg Conference Ministry, which consisted

of five departments headed by five men, was entirely Suess'

idea. He confessed at his trial that he had advised the duke

to establish such a ministry on the model of other governments
and himself had chosen the members, most of whom came
from foreign countries.

As in many other States, the Wuerttemberg treasury and the

whole accounting system were in great disorder. Suess called

the duke's attention to this situation. Though he felt that

it was necessary to set up a general treasury for all the princely

revenues, he did not dare to attack the Wuerttemberg Consti-

tution which, as he put it, differed from that of all the other

States. He therefore proposed a more complicated way of

bringing some order into the financial system. He asked each

treasury to report to him on its financial condition, so that it

would be possible to estimate the princely revenues. At the

same time he requested that a general comptroller be installed

who could keep the duke informed of the state of the treasuries,

that is, the amount of money and the supplies of natural pro-

ducts on hand. The installation of a general comptroller, in

1736, provoked bitter complaints, despite the fact that France

had long benefited from the activity of such an office and

Frederick William I of Prussia had, in 1714, established a
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general Department of Accounts, headed by a comptroller

general, to inspect the accounts of the treasury.

Suess also set up a Court Treasury on the Prussian model,

which he himself directed, and at the same time proposed a

revision of the Court regulations and a new ordering of the

Court employees.
This establishment of a Court Treasury led to the accusation

at Suess' trial that he had tried to gain control of the Treasury
so that he could exact exorbitant rates of interest, superintend

the State revenues and eliminate all the other treasuries. But

if the setting up of a comptroller general meant in reality the

establishment of the first State budget for Wuerttemberg, then

the installation of the Court Treasury really meant the com-

plete severance of private and governmental finances and of

the Court and State economies.

There was one way in which the prince could achieve his goal

despite the opposition of the country: he could use the income

from the crown lands and regalia for governmental purposes.

Just as it was completely impossible for him to levy taxes

without the consent of the Estates, so it was impossible for the

Chamber of Representatives to have a voice in the use of the

crown lands and revenues. They were the prince's personal

property over which he had complete control. It was up to

him to decide what sums he wanted to spend for State purposes
and what sums for maintaining the Court.

The crown lands of Wuerttemberg, which consisted of sev-

eral hundred thousand acres, were quite considerable for a

German prince. The income they brought him in normal

times was sufficiently large for the duke to be able to govern
even if the Estates did not vote him any money. However,
because of the many wars, the foreign occupations and mis-

management by the old duke, regions and populations, estates

and houses had been sold or pawned. Karl Alexander there-

fore considered it his most urgent task to improve the crown

lands and to increase the revenues from them. Several days
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after assuming control of the government, be declared that he

intended to regain for his House all the properties that had
been sold, and to acquire for the princely chamber all the pos-
sessions which had fallen into the hands of creditors.

A collegial authority which served as a Ministry of Finance,
the so-called Rentkammer, had charge of the domains and re-

galia. Karl Alexander naturally called upon it for help in

reorganizing the State. But all well-meant orders, all discipli-

nary measures taken against officials, all attempts to eliminate

irregularities within the government and to pay back salaries

of the servants proved of little avail in face of the enormous

debts, the many urgent projects that had to be undertaken

and the uncooperative attitude of the Rentkammer which was

opposed to all reforms.

In 1734 the duke asked the Rentkammer to work out a

project to increase the production of gunpowder and saltpeter
in order to increase the State revenues. The very vague plan
of his councillors, which consisted of firing the lazy and un-

trustworthy saltpeter makers and prohibiting the importation
of gunpowder, furnished the duke with conclusive proof of the

incompetency of his officials in economic matters. He was so

troubled that several days latter he requested Suess to submit

proposals for improving the production of gunpowder and

saltpeter.

In a memorandum of November 1734, Suess, happy to have

been asked for his opinions, tore apart the proposals of the

Rentkammer. The quantity ofgunpowder and saltpeterjit hoped
to produce seemed to him far too small, and the estimated

revenue quite insufficient. He was confident that, instead of

225 to 230 hundredweights, which had been produced until

then, he could in the future produce 2,000 hundredweight or

more and improve the quality, thereby increasing the revenue

to 2,000 florins a year. At the end of his memorandum he

became more the calculating merchant than the circumspect

economist and advised the duke to utilize his position as prince
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and negotiate with the Emperor in an effort to obtain the con-

tract for supplying gunpowder and saltpeter during the War of

the Polish Succession*

The chief concern of the duke's advisor, whose activity until

now had been confined to banking, was the reorganization of

the finances of Wuerttemberg. Like most statesman of his cen-

tury, he considered the financial policy the central problem
and concern of every government. Nowhere was Suess as bold

and creative as in his financial policy; and, on the other hand,

nowhere else was he as unscrupulous. It was his financial pro-

gram which was responsible for the ill repute in which he was

held by his contemporaries and which made them regard him

as the wicked Haman of his century who deserved death on

the gallows.

Apart from the indirect excise taxes, which did not arouse

much opposition, there were no regular taxes in Wuerttemberg.
The taxes which the Estates granted the prince consisted of

assessments on the land one owned, on one's house and on one's

trade or profession. They were a sort of voluntary gift which

they were not legally compelled to make. Even the money
which the duke repeatedly requested for building fortifications

was regarded as an unnecessary expenditure for a personal

hobby of the prince and not as something important to the

country as a whole.

Karl Alexander was not a man to be troubled by such views.

Despite the opposition of the Estates he organized, at the end

of the war, an armed force of 12,000 men and invited General

Remchingen, who was both a foreigner and a Catholic, to head

it. He believed that even without the consent of the Estates

he had the right to levy taxes and to use the money of his sub-

jects as he saw fit. He was not under any obligation, he ex-

plained many times, to consult with the Estates in certain

matters, such as, for example, the raising of money. The
maintenance of a militia was a concern of the ruler and rested

entirely with him. If the Estates refused to submit, then he
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would send a company of grenadiers and seize a few of them

by the head.

As a result of his belief that he had the right to levy taxes,

the duke, on the advice of his Court Jew, prepared a general

rescript which ordered every person with a steady income to

pay a certain tax to Joseph Suess Oppenheimer. It was ex-

plained that the purpose of this tax, which became known as

the "Jewish groschen" or the "hell groschen," was to enable

the government to carry out a complete reform of the pay
system.

In a similar manner the duke repeatedly made levies on
the treasuries of the city corporations which had maintained

their right of self-government. As in Prussia and Bavaria, a

charge of maladministration was made and the money which

had been collected by the communities was ordered paid dir-

ectly into the prince's treasury and the administration of the

community placed under the strict control of his government.
The duke's move to share control of the excise revenues with

the Estates displeased the people even more than his previous
measures. Suess was accused, at his trial, of having been the

author of this plan. The judges called this project, perhaps
not incorrectly, a breach of the constitution. For, whereas in

most other states the excise taxes were paid exclusively to the

ruler and served as an important means of equipping and main-

taining the standing army, in Wuerttemberg they were, on the

contrary, the chief source of the revenue of the Estates. They
had originally been approved on condition that they be paid

only to the treasury of the Estates who were to determine the

use to which they were to be put.

Even more important was the establishing of two new

authorities, the so-called "Gratialamt," Office of Grants, and

"Fiscalatamt," that is, a Fiscal Office. The former, which was

set up in October 1736, had as its purpose the granting of titles,

offices and positions in return for certain payments to the

duke's treasury. Needless to say, the amount of money offered
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rather than the merits of the candidate was the determining
factor. The function of the Fiscalatamt was to investigate

denunciations and then to drop prosecution if large sums of

money were paid as a penalty.

It was this bartering of posts through the Gratialamt that

did more than anything else to hurt Jud Suess' reputation.

Still we must not lose sight of the fact that the officials of the

eighteenth century cannot be compared to those of later times.

The moral level of the officials was then much lower than in

the century following.
2
They were avaricious, looked only

after their own interests, groveled before their superiors and

tyrannized over their subordinates; they were poorly paid, apt
to lose their position with the next turn of events and there-

fore always had an eye to the main chance. Selling positions

was so usual a practice in that age that no one found it at all

objectionable. It was so official in France that certain positions

had their fixed prices; in Austria even some of the highest po-
sitions in the army were for sale.

Despite the large sums that the ducal privy purse and Suess

himself received from the sale of positions, money was not the

chief consideration. In a memorandum which Suess prepared
for the duke in February 1737, he wrote that the officials chosen

by the previous government were not of high caliber. To re-

ceive a promotion one merely had to be recommended to the

ministry. He, on the other hand, cared not whether the can-

didate was his friend or his enemy. Anyone could approach
him. He was constantly searching for capable men and giving
them important positions. His efficient administrators would

enrich the country by many millions.

The hatred in which the Fiskalatamt was held, though a sim-

ilar post existed in other states as well, has perhaps more jus-

tification. It sowed distrust, since each citizen might denounce

his neighbor; it served as a device for robbing the population,
since anyone could be called before the bar and told that he
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could go free for such and such a sum; it introduced a police

regime into a country whose proud and independent citizens

had always cherished their freedom.

While from the financial viewpoint the Fiskalatamt was a

means of squeezing taxes from the population, it was from the

standpoint of the development of the State a means of gradu-

ally transforming a patrimonial State into an authoritarian and

police State. By supervising the entire population and regu-

lating their habits and manners, it assumed complete authority
over the citizens of the State. By replacing independent insti-

tutions with new governmental ones, it violated the principle
that every organism, even the smallest, must be permitted to

have its own life and its special purpose.

Though the resentment in the country reached alarming pro-

portions and the complaints of the Estates began to take on a

threatening tone, the duke was not swayed from his purpose.

Instead, he rebuked the Chamber of Representatives for its

unseemly conduct and warned its members to use a more mod-
erate tone in their petitions and to refrain from questioning his

authority as prince.

And at the same time, as though to add insult to injury, he

appointed Suess his Privy Councillor of Finance. Because of

this title Suess had repeatedly been described as the Wuerttem-

berg Minister of Finance. In reality, however, his title had no

great importance. Because of the dual nature of the financial

system there was no position in those days comparable to that

of the modern finance minister. The director of the Ministry of

Finance (Rentkammer) was the closest approach to the present-

day head of the finance ministry. Moreover, the Wuerttemberg
director of the Rentkammer was never deposed; he continued

to function along with Suess and was, indeed, his superior.

Even if Suess may have been the person who really directed

the financial affairs, legally he was never a State employee of

Wuerttemberg.
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What explains the many marks of favor that the duke be-

stowed upon his Court Jew? How can we account for the fact

that, despite the growing dissatisfaction of the people, the

duke retained him ?

The relationship between Karl Alexander and Suess is as

interesting to the historian as it is to the psychologist. Even

their contemporaries tried to find some explanation for the

strong friendship between the prince and the Jewish merchant.

People spoke of cabalistic magic; they described the duke's

dependence on Suess as the mystic union between a weak soul

and the Tempter.
Suess's friendship for the duke did not spring from his desire

for power nor from self-interest. He was constantly being of-

fered better positions with other rulers. Nor did it spring from

the desire of a creative statesman to rule a country and its

people. His friendship for Karl Alexander had its roots in the

admiration of the guarded and cautious Jew for the insouciant

and unburdened warrior. He was fascinated by the fearlessness

and scrupulousness of the Swabian, whose attitude to life was

so very different from his own. He was attracted by the duke's

adventurous spirit which was in such sharp contrast to the

tradition-bound outlook of his coreligionists. He was enchanted

by the splendor of the Court and the lightheartedness and

gaiety of a world of which his ruler seemed to be the symbol.

He never openly expressed his admiration for the prince. His

shy reserve contrasted strangely with the warmth and enthu-

siasm with which the duke constantly praised him. In his

letters to the Emperor and the neighboring princes and bishops
the duke thanks Providence for having sent him a friend and

helper in his hour of need. Of an impulsive and immature

nature Karl Alexander felt himself dependent upon his wise

friend and subjected himself to his influence.

Suess, it is true, often spoke of his prince's independence
of character. But this independence was basically only the

stubbornness of a man who lacked breadth of mind and vision.
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What has been called Suess' power of suggestion and his amaz-

ing ability to get along with the duke was in the final analysis

simply the skill of a born psychologist who knew how to wait

patiently for the right moment and to present his suggestions

tactfully.

Suess was aware that everyone in the duke's entourage
wanted to put an end to this friendship. He saw through the

intrigues and plots that were being prepared against him. His
letters are full of bitter complaints about the animosity and

prejudice he is constantly encountering, about the envious

people who are trying to destroy the duke's confidence in him.

He asked Karl Alexander again and again to remain firm and

just and to do everything in his power to see that the projects
which had been undertaken were brought to completion. He
described the obstacles that the ministers placed in his way, the

difficulties the duke's subalterns caused him and the general
attitude of passive resistance on the part of the officials. He

sought to counter the criticisms leveled at him by calling at-

tention to the purity of his motives and emphasizing the self-

sacrificing zeal with which he served the interests of the duke.

In moments of depression he submitted his resignation. He

pleaded that he could not longer endure the plots of his

enemies, and wished to rescue at least his honor, more precious
to him than gold or possessions.

It was not in keeping with the duke's military character to

pay much attention to his friend's fears. He dismissed them

jestingly as figments of his councillor's imagination. What was

to Suess the premonition of a horrible fate was to Karl Alexan-

der merely the groundless anxiety of an oversensitive person
too much given to apprehension and suspicion. However, he

promised Suess that he would no longer have to worry about

false denunciations and malicious libels. He issued a rescript

against all those who through threats or intrigues harm the

duke's advisors in whom he has particular confidence. In a

famous decree (February 12, 1737) he rewarded Suess for all
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his services by absolving him from any responsibility for past
or future actions undertaken in the service of the State.

Despite their mutual admiration and interdependence, the

relationship between Karl Alexander and Suess became strained

during the last year. The reason has never been fully deter-

mined. Though it is true that the duke could not help being
influenced by the charges and accusations, the real reason seems

to have had little to do with the intrigues of the Court. The
alienation was caused most probably by the entirely different

political conceptions of the two men, and it came out into the

open when Karl Alexander began his ruthless battle against
the Estates.

,
Like most men of action Suess did little reflecting about his

conception of State and society. We can therefore deduce his

political theories only from his actions. Since every one of his

acts was the consequence of some immediate experience, it was

not as a result of abstract contemplation but rather as a result

of observing existing states that he came to the conclusion that

the absolute monarchy was a necessity for the German ter-

ritories. His study of the cameralists and of the philosophical
theorists of his period, whose works were found in his library,

doubtlessly also played a part in making him a proponent of the

modern doctrine of natural law.

The form of State which he wanted to establish in Wuerttem-

berg was the stern police state of the eighteenth century. He
believed that it could be constructed like a machine, according
to certain logical principles, without paying attention to the

organic development of the people, the constitution, the econ-

omy and the social order of the country. He unquestionably
was familiar with the history of the Wuerttemberg constitution

and he was well acquainted with the Swabian character.

Nevertheless it seemed to him that if one appealed to reason

it was entirely possible to replace the medieval dualistic state

by the sensible and utilitarian police and welfare state.
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This state was to be led by a monarch whose function he

considered to be of the utmost importance. The ruler was for

him identical with the State itself. Just as the State must pos-
sess complete power, so the ruler must enjoy unlimited author-

ity. He must consequently possess a large standing army so

that he can make his importance felt at home and abroad. He
must be in a position to dictate laws to the neighboring princes

and, if need be, to subjugate the surrounding imperial free

cities. To make his greatness evident he must maintain a

magnificent court and through his wealth and splendor be set

off from the masses and distinguished from ordinary mortals.

For in him rests complete sovereignty. The people, incapable
of determining their own fate, have no right to share in the

government or to question the monarch's acts. By virtue of his

absolute power, the prince can declare all previous agreements
null and void. Should the people offer resistance, the regent
was free to use force, intrigue and espionage to enable him to

attain his goal. "For whoever wishes to achieve his purposes,"
he asserts in a quite Machiavellian vein, "must use those ways
and means which are effective in that direction."

The chief goal was to make the State strong and invincible;

a subordinate one was to improve the education and the

welfare of the people. The ideas of the later Enlightenment
about elevating the masses through schools and cultural in-

stitutions were certainly still far from his mind. His primary
interest was to improve the finances and economy of the coun-

try, thereby indirectly making the people richer, and thus

happier and more content.

His conception of the State explains his attitude towards

the Wuerttemberg Estates. There is probably some truth to

the testimony of a witness at the trial that Suess had once

expressed the opinion that Karl Alexander ought to imitate

Louis XIV and have the members of the Landschaft, the rep-

resentatives of the Estates, beheaded. If Karl Alexander had

lived two years longer, it was supposed, there would no longer
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have been any Estates. There was similarly some grain of truth

in the remark that was attributed to him, namely, that the

duke was their ruler and everything the subjects possessed

belonged to their ruler. Karl Alexander had also thought
and said the same thing. He had, in his impatience with his

"co-governors," expressed himself in even more extreme

terms and had never concealed his desire to rule without any
constitutional limitations. For him the Estates were not only
what they had been for the Great Elector or for Louis XIV,

namely, reactionary elements, destroying the unity of the

State, but also the representatives of his former Protestant

faith. And as he had once considered his mission to be that of

defending Germany against France, so he now considered it

to be that of leading the counter-reformation in Southern

Germany and of winning Protestant Wuerttemberg for the

Catholic church. Despite all the assurances he had given
when he became duke, he began openly to favor the Catholic

creed. The Court chapel was prepared for the Catholic service

and Catholic officers were given preference in the army.
There were external influences as well. His old friend,

Friedrich Karl, Bishop of Wuerzburg, was responsible for the

decisions Karl Alexander took towards the end of his life.

Public opinion in Wuerttemberg maintained, as did historical

tradition, that the revolutionary plot to introduce Catholicism,

arrest several of the recalcitrant ministers and overthrow the

constitution was conceived and worked out in the Chancery
in Wuerzburg. Participants in the conspiracy were several

Jesuits and Capuchins, Joseph Suess Oppenheimer and Gen-

eral Remchingen, Commander of the Wuerttemberg militia.

During one of Karl Alexander's journeys, with his knowledge
and consent, the general's troops and those of the bishop were

to be moved to Stuttgart, where they were to arrest the mem-
bers of the Landschaft and establish an absolute government.

Only the sudden death of the duke in the most critical moment
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saved the country from revolution and prevented the intro-

duction of Catholicism.

What truth is there in this tradition and what was Suess'

part in this plot? Was he the instigator, as popular belief held,

the man who led the duke astray and planned to overthrow

the constitution? Or was he connected with the revolutionary
movement only through some accident of fate ?

It is almost as difficult for the present-day historian as it was

for the contemporary chroniclers to decide what elements of

truth there are in the many legends about Karl Alexander's

mysterious death. For, immediately after the duke's death,

the partisans of the bishop took possession of the correspon-

dence between Wuerzburg and Stuttgart and destroyed almost

all the papers relating to the plot. Nevertheless, through the

carelessness of General Remchingen, several documents escaped

destruction and found their way into the hands of members

of the Landschaft. They do not describe, as was maintained

at that time, bloody plots against the ministers and the

Estates, but they do reveal that all sorts of plans were made

between the duke and the bishop to put Catholicism and

Protestantism on the same footing and to limit the freedoms

of the people.

The charges made against Suess consisted of high treason

and participation in the intrigues of the Catholic party to

destroy the old constitution and the established religion. His

close connections with the revolutionaries, the judges empha-

phasized many times, pointed to his guilt. The Wuerzburg

councillors, Jesuits and Capuchins wandered in and out of his

house. General Remchingen dined with him almost every day,

at which time he would boast that with two or three bat-

talions he could put an end to the Estates. Also pointing to

his guilt were his secret trips to the Bishop of Wuerzburg and

his sarcastic remarks about the Landschaft.
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In his pre-trial examination and in his defense Suess ad-

mitted that he had often criticized the Estates because they
had opposed Karl Alexander for no reason at all. He also con-

fessed that in matters relating to the welfare of the country he

had often advised the duke not to consult with them* On the

other hand, he emphatically denied that he had ever known

anything about the military projects or the plans for the rev-

olution. It had always been a matter of principle with him

to remain strictly "neutral" in all religious questions. His

conversations with General Remchingen were only about a

contract; with the bishop he had discussed only certain matters

having to do with the monetary system.
In the judicial examination most of the witnesses confirmed

Suess's assertion that he had had nothing to do with the last

plans of Karl Alexander. The letters which the Wuerzburg
Resident in Stuttgart wrote almost daily to the bishop likewise

never mentioned Suess. The Resident went to great lengths
to obtain all the correspondence of General Remchingen after

the latter's arrest, but he did not trouble to confiscate Suess*

papers after Karl Alexander's death. Nothing was found in

Suess' documents, all of which were preserved, that indicates

any connection with Wuerzburg or with the military party.
Internal evidence also makes any participation on Suess'

part highly improbable. We know from remarks he made
that he was very much put out by the duke's attitude towards

him during this period. He complained bitterly to friends, and

even to Karl Alexander himself, that he was being openly

disregarded, and he several times submitted his resignation.

It is not easy to determine what prevented Karl Alexander

from consulting with his old friend in this important matter.

It is possible that the bishop or his advisers distrusted the Jew
or that the ambitious General Remchingen wanted to elimi-

nate a competitor for the duke's favor. It is also possible
that Karl Alexander was afraid that Suess would not approve
of his plans and oppose their execution. For as much as Suess
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hated the Landschaft and as much as he wanted to eliminate

it, the methods of Karl Alexander and his followers would not

have been to his liking. They tried to cut the Gordian knot

with an axe, that is, suddenly and brutally to destroy the

Wuerttemberg constitution. Suess, however, as we can see

from his total activity in the service of Wuerttemberg, wanted

to undermine it slowly and systematically.^ Whereas they
undertook to break up the Estates with soldiers and bayo-

nets, he had planned to establish the absolute sovereignty of

the duke by the more subtle methods of politics and diplomacy.

Just as he founded the Conference Ministry in order to elimi-

nate the old ministers, just as he took over for the State all

the taxes in order to deprive the Landschaft of financial support,
so his last move, that of attempting to have a representative

of the duke supervise the Estates, was a measure of purely

diplomatic nature.

The sudden death of Karl Alexander on March 12, 1737,

put an end to all plans and intrigues. It also put an end to the

political career of Jud Suess.

Karl Alexander's last day, which was at the same time the

last day of his Court Jew's fame and glory, is pictured in folk

legends as a day of signs and portents. It rained, hailed and

snowed, and all the while the sun shone, the chronicler relates.

A rumor spread throughout Stuttgart that the Wuerzburg

troops were approaching the city* There was an oppressive

sense of fear; people went to communion and the more cou-

rageous citizens armed themselves to defend their traditional

religion and liberty with their lives.

In the duke's castle at Stuttgart the duchess early in the

morning saw a cat with its young in its mouth and was almost

frightened to death. In the castle at Ludwigsburg, to which

Karl Alexander had just moved, a large mirror fell from the

wall and broke into a thousand pieces. The duke burned his

mouth while drinking some hot broth and in his rage dashed

the plate against the wall. Bells rang to announce a fire in a
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neighboring village. A magician with triangles and telescopes
stole secretly through the passageways in order to predict the

future for the duke. Twice a deputation of the Estates ap-
peared and was angrily dismissed.

It was natural that the people should have had their own
version of the death of the duke who, in these last days, was

engaged in celebrating a carnival with music and games. They
believed that an old servant of the duke's had been bribed by
relatives of his in the Landschaft to murder his master. He
had, the rumor went, made the duke's favorite stimulant so

strong that evening that Karl Alexander, weak from his over-

indulgence during the carnival, suffered a stroke and died.

Suess was arrested the same night. Immediately following
the duke's death he had gone from Ludwigsburg to Stuttgart
to inform the duchess of her husband's death. As he left the

castle he was arrested by General von Reischach, the future

commandant of the Wuerttemberg militia and was brought
to his house on Seestrasse* An attempt to escape led to his re-

arrest and imprisonment, this time in the fortress of Hohen-
neuffen. This was seven days after the duke's death.



CHAPTER V

THE COMMERCIAL AGENT

J_ H E international relationships of the Court Jews and their

connections with foreign banking firms and bourses equipped
them well for the position of financial agent. The financial

system was at that time not national in character; it did not

stop at the borders of a State. For that reason the financial

agent could, as the Upper German and Italian bankers had

done, serve various princes and states. Samson Wertheimer
was at the same time the Court factor ofAustria, the Electorate

of Cologne, the Electorate of Treves and the Palatinate.

Moses Benjamin Wulff conducted financial transactions for

Anhalt, Saxony and Gotha, as did Ruben Elias Gumperts for

Prussia, Saxony, Bavaria, Cologne, Baden and the Palatinate.

On the other hand, the Jewish commercial entrepreneur,
1

whom the mercantilist rulers employed for their trade and

manufacturing experiments, was exclusively concerned with

the national economy of a single State.2 In this century of

contrasts and tensions the idea of universal unity existed

side by side with the idea of national autarchy. At a time

when all nations had the baroque culture in common and people
dreamed of a universal script, a universal language, a universal

Church, and of international and interconfessional universi-

ties, when statesmen and generals often entered the service

of foreign or enemy rulers, the State attempted to set itself

up as an independent economic unit by means of trade bar-

riers, protective duties, and import restrictions. Convinced

that the economic welfare of one country entailed the econo-

mic decline of another, nations sought to eliminate foreign
137
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economic competition through trade wars, blackmail, intrigue
and chicanery, while they increased the trade of their own

country by regulating production and markets, supply and

demand, imports and exports.

The Jewish financial agent had acquired through the dif-

ficult conditions of his existence and through his strict reli-

gious discipline, certain characteristics which made him

successful in his financial operations. Through persecution
and martyrdom, want and suffering he had become secretive

and suspicious, silent and deliberate, cautious and discreet,

and a good judge of human character. When, after centuries of

isolation, he came into relationship with the world about him,
he also took on certain traits which were characteristic of that

epoch. The baroque period liked astrologers, alchemists, spec-
ulative philosophers, men who devised all sorts of projects
and experiments, who boasted they could discover the philos-

opher's stone, find gold and silver mines by divination, invent

methods for making porcelain, enrich the people through
lotteries and arithmancy and bring about the millenium.

The imagination and restlessness of these adventurers, their

desire for change and innovation, can also be found in the

Jewish financier and merchant of this period. But he possessed
in addition the creative drive of the great entrepreneur, the

ability to carry his plans and ideas into practice, the strength
and persistence to overcome all obstacles and, above all, the

devotion to his business, the obedience and humility which

the French writer, Jacques Savary, described (1675) as the

essential qualities for the "perfect merchant."

The mercantilist German prince, himself the most important

entrepreneur, who undertook to direct trade and industry

through state police and state controls, recognized these

business talents and very soon began to make use of them.

The close bond between the State as economic power and the

Court Jew as its commercial agent was strengthened by their

common opposition to the guilds and corporations.
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The efforts of the princes to unify their countries economic-

ally conflicted with the vested interests of the guilds which

had remained uninfluenced by the economic changes brought
about by the founding of overseas colonies, companies and

banks, and by the beginnings of industrial development. They
clung to their ancient privileges and used them to limit pro-
duction and markets, to divide the country from the city

and province from province, to fight every source of competi-
tion and to restrict trade with foreign countries. The patri-

cians who, as important bankers and merchants and as the

friends of emperors, popes, bishops and cardinals, had lived

like reigning princes, also openly or secretly opposed the state

regimentation or took no interest in the efforts of the rulers

to standardize weights and measures, build cities and canals

and establish banks and companies. By inviting Huguenots,

Flemings, Swiss, Dutch and Jews to their states the absolute

monarchs sought, not only to stimulate commerce, but also

to combat the old privileges of the corporations and the

economic dominance of the guilds.

The Great Elector of Brandenburg, who worked on the prem-
ise that trade had nothing to do with religion and should be

furthered by every conceivable means, urged his Court Jews
to utilize their connections with their coreligionists in other

countries to establish business relations everywhere. With their

help he attempted to unite the various Prussian provinces

economically, to develop the fairs and annual markets and

to make Berlin the commercial center of Northern Germany.
He became the protector of Elias Gumperts and his sons be-

cause they had widespread family connections in the Rhine-

land, Holland, England, Austria, Bohemia, Frankfort on the

Main, Hanover, Hamburg and Fuerth, and he granted Jost

Liebmann and his family extensive privileges because they

traded not only in the Prussian provinces but also in Mecklen-

burg, Hanover, Bohemia and Holland. 3
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The esteem in which the Great Elector held the Court Jews
can be seen from his attitude towards the Dutch commis-

sionaire, Moses Jacobson de Jonge, whom he appointed his

Court factor, though he never used his service as financial

agent or army contractor. He granted Jews the right of

domicile in Memel, despite the fact that he had repeatedly

promised the East Prussian Estates that he would not admit

Jews to their provinces.
4

It had always been the Great Elector's dream to make
East Prussia, "the Holland on the borders of Lithuania/' the

most important trading center between the East and the West

and the center of his shipping enterprises. With this goal in

mind he improved the harbor of Pillau, increased the amount

of navigation of the inland waterways and considered the

construction of a Prussian merchant marine.

But the Prussian merchant-lords stubbornly refused to take

any part in these projects. Lacking initiative and far-sighted-

ness, boldness and courage, they refused to embark on any
ventures that involved risk. Instead of making business trips

themselves and establishing contacts, they stayed at home,
had the merchants from Kovno and Grodno bring them the

products from the East, the Dutch and English commission

merchants deliver the products from the West, while they were

content to act as middlemen between the two groups. While

the Western states were no longer fettered by the medieval

trade restrictions, the East Prussian merchants still made

every effort to prevent any independent commercial activity

in their province.

The Great Elector, however, paid little attention to the

feelings and habits of these merchants. When the Lithuanian

nobles invited the Dutch merchant Moses Jacobson de Jonge
to rebuild the port of Heiligenaa, the Great Elector offered him

important privileges if he would come to his province instead.

He appointed him Court Jew, released him from certain taxes,
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granted him the right to purchase houses in Memel, visit the

annual fairs and hold religious services in his home.

We can obtain some idea of the extent of Jacobson's com-
mercial activity in East Prussia from the large sums of money
he paid as customs duties. In the years 1670-1697 they reached

50,924 reichstaler; according to a report of the customs director

Heidekampf, they increased by 26,798 taler in a twenty-year

period.

The Lithuanians tried again and again to get him to come
to their country, and the Polish king promised to release him
from all customs duties if he would settle in his State. His
warmest supporter, Customs Director Heidekampf, described

Jacobson as a pious and reserved man; his own reports show
him to have been clear-headed, thoughtful and self-confident,

a mixture of the cool Dutch Mynheer and the resigned and
ironical Jew. His stay in Holland had given him a wide

economic experience; he had traveled in Poland, Lithuania and

Latvia, whereas the inhabitants of Memel had never been

farther than Danzig and Libau, or at most Luebeck. In a very
short time he succeeded in building up the trade of Memel at

the expense of its rival Heiligenaa. He was the first merchant

to begin to trade in wood, wax, bristles and linseeds. He was

almost the only one who stocked wine, tropical fruits and

oranges; he practically monopolized the salt trade; and as the

East Prussian governor, Doenhoff, testified, he was the only

entrepreneur who possessed capital, credit, commissionaires

and correspondents.
For these reasons the Memel merchants attacked him bit-

terly and conducted a kind of guerrilla warfare against him for

decades. Goods he had ordered were confiscated. He was

arrested and kept imprisoned until he had paid heavy fines.

Attempts were made to expel him from the city. Citizens were

forbidden, under a penalty of one hundred talers, to receive him

in their homes. A ship carrying a cargo of salt was prevented
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from entering the port until the salt had spoiled. Once he

wrote to the Great Elector that he could no longer endure the

difficulties and unpleasantness to which he was being subjected.

The complaints against him increased year by year: he was

reporting everything that went on in East Prussia to his Dutch

correspondent; he had monopolized the supply of salt and was

selling it at a higher price than that at which it was being
sold in Koenigsberg and Danzig; he was trading with his co-

religionists in Kovno, Grodno and Vilna to the detriment of

Memel.

The Great Elector, however, who sided with Jacobson in his

struggle with the city of Memel, sharply warned the citizens

about their "mischief" and threatened them with a fine of a

thousand talers. The magistrate was ordered to see to it that

the Jew could carry on the salt trade without any hindrance

so that no harm would result to the state economy. When,
under Frederick I, the citizens openly revolted against Jacob-
son and the merchant guilds forced the other guilds to make
false charges against him, severe penalties were ordered in

Berlin against the magistrate, court, guilds and particularly

against the instigators, and after a long trial Jacobson was

declared innocent.

Both the Great Elector and his successors considered it most

important that Jews should be allowed to sell and export the

luxury and fancy goods which had just come into fashion,

especially expensive silk products. Jost Liebmann's extensive

business as gem merchant has already been described. His

son, Abraham Liebmann of Halberstadt, also conducted a

flourishing jewelry business in all the middle provinces of the

monarchy. His step-son, Jost Israel, the son of Israel Aron,
traded in jewels in Pomerania and Mecklenburg, and the Court

Jew, Bendix Jeremias, had a well-known jewelry store in

Koenigsberg.
When Frederick William I of Prussia, in contrast to the
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Great Elector, limited Jewish commercial activity, closed a

number of shops, prohibited the sale of certain goods
5 and

either put the Jewish merchant under strict control or expelled
him from his country, he expressly granted the Jews permis-
sion (in the general privilege of 1730) to deal in jewels, silver,

expensive materials and silk ribbons, that is, in goods produced
in Prussian factories.

The city of Halle offers a good example of the economic

policy of the mercantilist rulers who attempted to increase the

trade in luxury goods with the help of the Jews* In an effort to

make Halle, once an important trading center, into a rival of

Leipzig, the government of the first Prussian king built a

series of locks that made the Saale navigable up to the Elbe

and allowed French, Palatine, Lothringian and Swiss colo-

nists to settle there and found factories. 6

Closely connected

with these efforts was the policy of admitting a number of

Court Jews to Halle and patronizing them. Some of the best-

known and wealthiest Jews received the right of domicile in

the city; men like the Berlin Court Jew Bernd Wolff, who was

also the Court Jew of the Duchess of Sachsen-Merseburg,
Assur Marx, the army contractor of Saxony, Solomon Israel,

the son of Esther Liebmann, and two sons of Moses Benjamin

Wulff, the Court Jew of Anhalt-Dessau. Wulff himself prom-
ised to found a bank in Halle and to make the city the center

of the transit trade from Holland-Hamburg to the Courts and

states in the neighborhood of Halle.

In order to stimulate the trade of Minden whose citizens

lacked trade relations abroad, Frederick William I of Prussia

tried to attract to the province wealthy foreign Jews like the

two Court Jews of Bueckeburg, Isaac Heyne and Moses Loeser,

who were important traders in Schaumburg-Lippe, Muenster

and Osnabrueck. 7 In spite of the violent opposition of the

city magistrate, the two Jews received, in 1718, a letter of pro-

tection, but they seem to have left the inhospitable city after
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a short time, despite the fact that they had transported all

their wealth to Minden, had paid a large sum for their Geleit-

fcief (the letter of safe-conduct) and had spent a great deal of

money in moving expenses.

The situation in Saxony was similar to that in Prussia.

Though the German Empire was as a whole poor in industry
and its economic development lagged far behind that of the

western states. Saxony had a good many relatively important
industries. The chief problem of the Saxon Government was

to export the products of these industries, particularly textiles

and the newly invented Dresden china. Two important steps

were necessary: to acquire Poland as a market, since this

agrarian country was in a position to import a portion of the

Saxon industrial products; and again to build up the famous

Leipzig fair, where the Saxon factories could exhibit their

wares along with the foreign exhibitors.

The services of the Court Jews were also utilized in these

efforts. Augustus the Strong was supported by Court Jews in

his attempt to establish direct trade relations with foreign

countries, especially with Italy through Vienna, with Switzer-

land through Nuremberg, and with England, Holland and

France through Hamburg. Court Jews from all parts of the

German Empire were encouraged to visit the Leipzig Fair and

they were permitted to trade in Dresden and Leipzig in spite of

the fact that, ever since the time of the Hussite wars, Jews had

been forbidden to reside in Saxony.
8

Bernd Lehmann, for example, who traded in various goods,

principally wax and oils, in Halberstadt and who owned an iron

foundry in the Harz, received permission in 1698, that is,

shortly after Augustus the Strong had won the Polish Crown,
to maintain open stands at the Leipzig Fair. After a long

struggle with the City Council, the Consistory and the Privy
Council and despite the warning of the Cabinet Minister von

Hoym that he could not accept responsibility for the conse-
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quences, Augustus allowed Lehmann, in 1708, to settle in

Dresden and to begin dealing in money and goods on a large

scale. He was accompanied by his brother-in-law, Jonas Meyer
of Hamburg, and his sons; his business colleague, Assur Marx>

who administered his branch firm in Halle, was appointed
Court and Militia Factor of the king and Marx Hirschel, his

business representative in Vienna, was granted the same

privileges.

Unlike the Prussian Court Jews, however, the Saxon Court

Jews were not destined to lead a quiet existence. The king,
to be sure, tried to protect them from the persecutions of the

city merchants. When the city magistrate, in 1709, prohibited
Lehmann's and Meyer's employees from conducting business,

the king sided with the Jews and in 1725 renewed their con-

cessions. When, however, the Estates, the government and

finally the cabinet minister himself complained about the

penetration of the Jews, Augustus was finally forced, in 1728,

to forbid the Jews to trade in Saxony except during the fairs.

This act sealed the fate of the firm which had for years supplied
the Court of Dresden with luxury wares and which, through
its branches in Vienna, Hamburg, Hanover, Halle and Halber-

stadt had conducted Saxony's trade with the rest of the Em-

pire and with foreign countries. The firm went bankrupt and

old Bernd Lehmann, who did not die until 1730, lived to see

the fall of the house he had founded and built up.

The rise of Holland and the western states, and the new

trade routes to the West and to the Atlantic Ocean which

supplanted those to the Mediterranean and South Germany,
had led to the decline of Germany's commerce. In the smaller

states of western and southern Germany the mercantilist

rulers, as well as alert and progressive city magistrates (as,

for example, in Frankfort), tried to revive trade with the aid

of the Huguenots, the Belgian, the Dutch colonists and the

Court Jews.
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For example, the members of the Frankfort family Haas,
the Court purveyors of the Electors of Mayence, the best

known cotton wholesalers, made their purchases in Amsterdam,
had the raw cotton printed there and sold the goods at the

fairs of Mayence, Frankfort, Leipzig, Breslau and Brunswick. 9

The Court Jew Abraham Drach, who in the second half of

the seventeenth century was one of the most remarkable per-

sonalities in the Frankfort ghetto, had business relationships

with Samuel Oppenheimer and was famous in the Amsterdam

and Frankfort bourses for his honesty and reliability and his

rare talent for never missing a favorable business opportunity.

His two most important political and business rivals, the

Court factors Isaak Kann and Aron Beer, had their staffs of

employees, visited the Leipzig and Strasbourg fairs, attracted

visitors from Poland, Silesia and Bohemia to Frankfort and

possessed stores and warehouses not only in the ghetto but

also in the best business sections in the city. Anschel Levy
of Schnaittach, the Court factor in the Upper Palatinate, was

a real-estate broker who traveled to distant countries; the

Models in Ansbach were well known money-dealers and

merchants; Alexander David, the Court factor in Brunswick,
traded in English and Dutch cloth.

At a somewhat later period Frederick the Great similarly

exploited the special business talents of the Jews.
10

Quite in

contrast to the Jewish policy of his ancestor, the Great Elector,

and to an even greater extent than his father, the soldier-king,

he kept the Jews fettered with medieval restrictions, divided

them into "ordinary** and "extraordinary" Jews, restricted

their freedom of movement, limited their numbers, laid heavy
taxes upon them, introduced the principle of collective res-

ponsibility, which made each member of the Jewish community

responsible for any legal violation committed by another, and

promulgated laws that regulated their lives from birth to

death.
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In his Political Testament of 1752 he describes the Jews as

the most dangerous of all sects, as people who harm the trade

of the Christians and who are not to be used by the State. In

his Political Testament of 1768 he speaks of the harm the Jews
can cause through usury, smuggling and a thousand varieties

of fraudulent acts, if they are not closely watched. He con-

stantly reproached his General Directorate and other gov-
ernment officials for dealing too generously with the Jews
who did not merit "any special favor/* In line with his policy
of protective duties, he prohibited Jews from exporting most
raw products, and even from trading in wool, yarn, linen and

hides.

Nevertheless, in direct opposition to his principles, he

accorded to individual Jews various premiums, concessions,

privileges and general privileges and the rights of Christian

merchants and bankers; named several of them Court pur-

veyors and Court jewelers, entrusted factories and companies
to them, made them the intermediaries for transient trade, the

cornerstone of the export trade and the still undeveloped

money trade, and the most important distributors of the prod-
ucts of his newly-established factories. For this hard Real-

politiker was interested neither in Jewish usury nor in Jewish

morality.
11 For him the sole question was that of their use-

fulness. He was quite prepared to overlook his prejudices if

he could find a place for the Jews in the mechanism of his State

and if he could make effective use of them. s&,^ j

Thus, at the same time that he limited the trade of the Jews7
he demanded that they carry on their activities in the interest

of the home industries. For, as Frederick wrote in his Testa-

ment of 1752, industry was the wet-nurse of a State, but trade

was its life-giving soul. He therefore devoted his chief atten-

tion to encouraging trade in the home-manufactured com-
modities. In the interests of this trade he built many canals

to connect rivers and cities, provinces and seas, promoted
fairs and annual markets and attempted to develop export
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trade with Holland, Sweden, Poland, Russia, Spain and even

America and Turkey.
The Prussian merchants who until that time had acted as

commissionaires, or, as the king contemptuously described

them, as "handy-men," of English, Dutch, or Hamburg firms,

could not be encouraged to sell domestic goods at home and

abroad. The mercantilist writer Suessmilch complained that

they were wanting in diligence and initiative they lacked

cTesprit d'entreprise, as he put it. The king was finally com-

pelled to resign himself to the fact that the situation of his

State was such that he could not dispense with the Jews. He
forced them, especially the Court Jews, by means of laws and

regulations to engage in unrestricted trade in silk, velvet,

cotton and linen goods, in laces, ribbons and in gold and silver

jewelry, that is, in wares manufactured in Prussian factories.

Veitel Ephraim, the Berlin Court Jew and mintmaster, who

possessed the "privilege" for large-scale trade and who owned
his shipyard, was compelled to market the products of Prussian

factories in the Levant and France. Solomon David, the Bres-

lau mint commissioner, received a general privilege because

he was willing to export domestic products to Poland, Russia,

Lithuania, the Moldau and Transylvania. Moses Daniel Kuh,
the Breslau silver supplier, money-changer and dealer in wax
and cloth, who corresponded with the foremost European

trading companies, was appointed Court factor in 1742 in

order to maintain trade between Silesia and Poland.

In all the decrees and rescripts of the time, the phrase
nach auswaerts debitieren (to export abroad) recurs over and

over again. The term "abroad" refers primarily to Poland.

Frederick directed his attention from the start to this industri-

ally backward country. He considered it worthy of the "strong-
est reflection" how to make agrarian Poland the most import-
ant customer for Prussian manufactured goods and a source

of the raw materials needed in Prussia. Since, however, the

main agents for trade in Poland were Jews, it was convenient
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to make the Prussian Jews the intermediaries for the export
of Prussian goods to Poland. 12 Frederick accordingly encou-

raged the Jews in all his provinces to trade with Poland, faci-

litated their settling along the Polish border, particularly in

newly won Silesia which had always had close trade relations

with this country.
In the General Privilege for the Jews of Breslau (1744), who

werf lor the most part Court Jews or Jews endowed with

general privileges, special rights were granted to such as could

be of service in maintaining trade with Polish Jewry. When the

Breslau merchants complained that this would make Breslau

into a second Prague, the Silesian Commission for Jewish
Affairs pointed out to them the great harm that would come
to the city if the Jews were mistreated. For if the Jews were

to be barred from trading in those goods sold and purchasesd
in Breslau by the Polish Jews, the latter would be forced to

give up their trade with Prussia and take their important
Polish trade to places where Jews were tolerated. In another

report of the same Commission we find the statement that

the Jews are simply indispensable in Silesia. The most prosper-
ous must be retained in order to maintain the Polish trade.

The extent of the trade conducted by the Court Jews and

privileged Jews appears from the many reports of the provin-

cial governments, officials, merchants and the Jews themselves.

The finance department of the electoral province speaks of

the extensive silk-trade of the Jews; it was reported from

Halberstadt that the silk-trade was almost exclusively in their

hands; the Magdeburg finance department asserted13 that the

Jews had brought great benefits to the region; the West Prus-

sian finance office called the Jews "the sole supporters of

the cloth industry";
14 the Pomeranian Tax Commissioners

announced15 that their wares were being exported to Poland,

Russia, even to Tartary; and the important Berlin merchant

Samuel Ezechiel could boast that his exports reached England,

Moscow, Denmark, Bohemia and the adjacent countries.16
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The Jews of Halle declared in a petition of 1740 that they
had greatly increased the trade of the city. They had visited

the Leipzig, Brunswick and Naumburg fairs, dealt there with

domestic and foreign wares and had sold them in the province
of Magdeburg, in Saxony, Thuringia, Franconia, Brunswick,
and particularly to the Courts of Gotha, Eisenach, Weimar,

Merseburg, Weissenfels, Dessau, Coethen and in many cities

of the Empire.
17

The Court Jews of Berlin, especially Gumperts, Liebmann^

Ephraim, Itzig, Wulff and Marcuse, could justly maintain,
that they together with the Huguenots had, despite govern-
ment regulation and control, despite economic wars and trade

barriers, contributed most to transform the agrarian and eco-

nomically undeveloped State of Prussia, poor in credit and

dependent on foreign countries, into a great European com-

mercial and industrial power that had begun to play a leading
role in the world market.

Although commerce received due attention in the mercan-

tilist system, the economic writers of the time did not consider

it to be the real basis for the economic policy of the State. 18

It was looked upon only as auxiliary to industry; it was in-

dustry that one looked to for the solution to all social and

economic problems. It was considered one of the foremost

sources of national wealth, the best means for increasing the

circulation of money, quickening the domestic and foreign

markets, eliminating unemployment and turning unproductive
elements of the population to productive activity. At the same

time, it was hoped that with the creation of a large class of

entrepreneurs and an independent working class, the old and

obsolete handicraft system would be replaced by rational

capitalistic methods.

Unfortunately, all the efforts of the princes to create such an

independent entrepreneur class were bitterly opposed by the

merchants and the craft guilds. The princes thereupon insti-
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tuted a policy of bringing in Swiss, Italian, Bohemian and
French factory owners, specialists and workers and by means
of premiums and privileges sought to unite their interests with

those of the State. In this way they attempted to break the

hold of the old guild regulations and supplant them with new
and more appropriate economic institutions. The Jews, too,

were to play an important role in the new industrial policy of

the State. Public opinion of the time, for a variety of reasons,

supported such Jewish participation. The humanitarian ideal

of the age looked upon such industrial activity as the simplest
educational means of eradicating the "great evil of usury and
fraud/' Many of the mercantilists were convinced that pre-

occupation with industry would lift the Jews out of suffering,

persecution and segregation to moral perfection and to the

spiritual level of their contemporaries.
19

It cannot be supposed that the rulers were influenced by
such humanitarian considerations. They were motivated, not

by concern for the education and assimilation of a group with

which they had little sympathy, but by the fact that their

policy of industrial expansion had met with resistance on

the part of the native population. Frederick William I, the

soldier-king, who saw in the Jews about him the descendants

of the people who had crucified Jesus, was nevertheless forced

to entrust his first manufacturing enterprises to Jews. On

June 12, 1713, only a few weeks after the beginning of his

reign, he appointed Moses Levin Gumperts, of the famous

Gumperts family of Cleves, a grandson of Elias, as chief Court

and army factor. In 1719, he granted Moses and his cousin

Elias a twelve-year concession with the exclusive right to

prepare tobacco in the province of Brandenburg (Kurmark),

Halberstadt and Ravensberg. At the same time, he prohibited

the importation of foreign tobacco into any part of the country.

But the Gumperts enterprise failed because of the lack of the

proper industrial facilities. In 1723, Moses and Elias offered

to give up their concession if they were reimbursed for their
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expenses. Their monopoly was dissolved and free trade in

tobacco again permitted.
20

Other Jewish industrial undertakings, however, proved
more successful. In 17143 Levi Ulff,

21 a relative of the Gum-

perts, moved his ribbon factory from Wesel to Charlotten-

burg, brought Dutch artisans to Brandenburg at his own

expense and, despite the determined opposition of the native

artisans, developed his factory into one of the most important
of its kind. The king appointed Ulff his Court Jew and ordered

the royal regiments to secure their ribbons from this factory.

In 1720, when Levi's son, Moses, took over the firm, the order

was renewed. A short time later Ulff was required by the

Crown Prince Frederick to supply all the royal regiments
with the necessary braid.

Although this ruler would have preferred, as he wrote in

1754, to see his factories established by competent and reli-

able Christian merchants, he could not dispense with Jews in

industry any more than in trade, since there were not enough

entrepreneurs of this kind who had the requisite abilities. In

the very first years of his reign Frederick began to develop
the policies according to which economically poor Prussia was
to become equal to Italy, France and England. His plans called

for the improvement of existing factories, the establishment

of new plants and the manufacture in Prussia of all goods
hitherto imported from abroad. Though the king still refused

to allow Jews to establish any large woolen factories, since

these industries were being developed by Swiss and Huguenot
entrepreneurs, the participation of the Jews was very important
in the new enterprises set up by Frederick. This was especially
true in the case in the cotton industry. Lighter, cheaper and

more practical cotton goods were beginning to replace the

heavier and more expensive woolen goods. Frederick, who was
a .keen observer of changes in fashion, noticed the shift in

popular taste. In the second year of his reign he ordered a state

cotton factory to be erected, granted his protection to the
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cotton-spinning industry of the Bohemian and Saxon weavers

and, despite the protests of the old cotton manufacturers,
favored the establishment of new cotton factories. When,
therefore, Benjamin Elias Wulff, a descendant of the Dessau
Court Jew, Moses Benjamin Wulff, applied in 1752 for permis-
sion to set up a cotton and calico factory in Charlottenburg, he
was immediately granted a place in the Tiergarten and pro-
vided with the necessary materials for the construction of a

bleaching and dyeing plant and living quarters for the workers.

WulfFs memorials to the government reveal an amazing clarity
of purpose and keen understanding of the economic require-
ments of the time. The complaints of the Bohemian colonists

and the other Christian cotton-goods producers that Jewish

competition was harming their business found no response in

the government. Wulff demonstrated that his finished products
were the equal of Indian cloth in quality and that he was able

to produce his goods more cheaply and efficiently than the

Hamburg and Dutch manufacturers. He promised to expand
his enterprise so that it could supply all of Europe.

Benjamin's son, Isaac Benjamin Wulff,
22 was even more

enterprising than his father. He enlarged the Tiergarten plant

considerably and set up a plant for cotton prints. Despite the

great economic depression that immediately followed the Seven

Years* War, Wulff added twenty looms to the fifty he already
had and at the same time established a factory for cotton hats

and stockings. By 1785 he was considered to be the most im-

portant cotton-goods manufacturer in Berlin; he employed 100

cotton print workers, owned 110 looms and produced goods in

the value of 100,000 taler every year.

The Court Jew Pinthus Levi of Rathenow was similarly

active in the textile industry. He was the head of the elders of

the Jewish communities of Brandenburg and, during the Seven

Years' War, served as an experienced and highly regarded

purveyor of horses and grain to the government. In 1763, he

requested the king's permission to set up at his own expense
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a canvas factory in Rathenow and to bring in Saxon workers

from Chemnitz. Frederick granted him an extremely favorable

general privilege, since no such factory existed as yet in the

country.
23 Two years after the establishment of the plant,

Levi already had over three hundred looms in operation, em-

ployed more than 1,000 persons, owned several buildings and

an entire village of fifty debt-free double houses, exhibited

goods at the Frankfort fair worth 28,000 taler and possessed
a fortune of a quarter of a million reichstaler.

Shortly after the end of the Seven Years' War, Frederick pro-

posed to his mintmasters, Moses Isaak, Daniel Itzig and Veitel

Ephraim, that they establish new types of factories so that they
could in this way use the war profits for the good of the State.24

Veitel Ephraim immediately declared himself ready to take

over the State gold-and-silver-factory which had been' poorly

managed, but which had the sole right to produce gold and

silver braid and trimmings.
25

Ephraim wrote to the king that

he hoped to develop the factory to such an extent that he could

successfully compete against the better firms in Leipzig,

Coethen and Zerbst. As a matter of fact he succeeded in ful-

filling his promise. He was given this factory in 1762 in return

for 2,000 taler and he soon had increased its production

tremendously. It continued to prosper under his heirs until

1831.

Ephraim also purchased the silver and refining plant, which

had been administered by Daniel Itzig, and equipped it with

machines, melting furnaces and a new kind of laboratory. In

1775, this factory employed 1,063 men and in 1782 it did a

business of 300,000 taler. By 1764 Ephraim had spent 400,000
taler in organizing the foreign market. He built homes for his

workers in Berlin and Potsdam valued at 70,000 taler.

Ephraim's industrial activities were not only the result of

royal decree. The Court Jeweler had foreseen the trends of the

times. Already in 1745 he had set up in Potsdam a factory of

Brussels lace, the most popular fashion of the time. In 1749,
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he took over the workshop of the Potsdam orphanage and had

its two hundred orphans trained in the art of lace-making. He
made the orphanage without too much concern perhaps for

the health of the children a model factory, whose products

fully equaled the famous Brussels lace and aroused the admi-

ration of the king who was none too easy to please.

Daniel Itzig, Ephraim's associate, was appointed by the king
to direct the State leather factory which had been established

for some time but had not been very successful. The king prom-
ised to give him the concession for supplying the army, to free

products made in his factory from all duties and not to subject
him to the otherwise customary inspections of warehouses and *

factories. On April 6, 1773, he also granted Itzig a so-called

Prlmlegium PHvativum, that is, the exclusive right to set up
leather factories in Brandenburg.

26 By devising a special

method of processing the leather and by obtaining his raw

hides from Spain, Holland, Poland and Silesia, Itzig was able

to produce a superior quality similar to British leather and to

find a large market for it.

The Silesian minister Schlabrendorff followed Frederick's

lead in inducing the rich Jews of Breslau to invest their profits

in industrial enterprises. He persuaded the Breslau Court

factor Moses Heymann, a former colleague of Ephraim, to

found a cotton factory which became very important. Moses

also received a general privilege from the king granting him

the rights of Christian merchants.27

The best known Jewish firm in Breslau was that of Daniel

Kuh. He was the owner of a century-old commercial and bank-

ing house and also received a general privilege from the king.

Following the trend of the times he set up a wax-bleaching

plant and cloth factories.

The humane Silesian minister Hoym contrasted the indus-

trial activity of the Jews, which greatly aided the commercial

and economic development of Silesia, with the attitude of the

Christian merchants, not one of whom had set up a factory
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with his own means.28 Many other Prussian officials were
fully-

aware of these facts. Influenced by the ideas of natural rights,

liberty and equality, and by the humanitarian ideal of their

philosophical epoch, they repeatedly attempted to combat the

king's stubborn and unjust position towards the Jews. They
were able, where an appeal to tolerance or to reason was of no

avail, to point to the great benefits which the state derived

from the economic activities of the Jews. Councillor Manitius,
for example, once declared that it was senseless to order people
out of the country who promote trade and serve the king bet-

ter and more loyally than the Christians. The General Direc-

torate * 9
repeatedly pointed out to the king that it was impos-

sible to refuse the rights of nature and humanity to subjects
in whose hands were to be found the most important, most

profitable and most useful enterprises, who had so great an

influence on the taxes and the entire economy, without whose

activity trade would stop and factories remain idle.

In Wuerttemberg it was Jud Suess who influenced Duke Karl

Alexander to promote the industrial development of the coun-

try, the authorities of which were not interested in new eco-

nomic systems nor courageous enough to oppose the special

interests of the guilds.
30 The slogans of "Colbertism" and

"State protection" had found little response in this agrarian
land.

Shortly after the beginning of his reign, Karl Alexander

announced that he intended to promote the development of

trade and industry, found silk factories and cultivate mulberry
trees. A plan to manufacture porcelain similar to Dresden
china was also seriously considered. Suess provided his own
house in Ludwigsburg for the experiments and contributed

2,000 florins. Upon his advice a tobacco factory was estab-

lished, as well as a house of correction and a workhouse where

prisoners and orphans cleaned, combed, spun and prepared
wool.
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A further step in promoting the capitalistic system was the

establishment of national banks31 which were intended to regu-
late the national economy, stimulate the circulation of money
and bring order into the chaotic monetary system.
The first Court Jew who proposed the founding of a public

bank was Simon Michael of Poesing in Hungary, also known as

Simon Pressburg. At the end of the seventeenth century he

owned an important trading firm in one of the suburbs of Press-

burg. After he moved to Vienna, in 1710, he was appointed
Court factor in appreciation of his services as army contractor

and silver supplier. Together with mintmaster Lazarus Hirschel

and HirschePs son-in-law, Herz Lehmann, brother of the Saxon

Resident, he submitted to the imperial government a plan for

establishing a .public bank in Pressburg. This bank, Simon

Michael explained in his memorandum, would give new impetus
to the declining Austrian trade, would take care of currency

exchange with other states and place Hungary on a par finan-

cially with the western powers.
We have no way of knowing whether this proposal was exam-

ined by the government circles. Twelve years later Simon

Michael, who had in the meantime become famous as a finan-

cier, attempted once again to win the support of Emperor
Charles VI, who was interested in all sorts of economic proj-

ects. The Court Chancellery found the plan completely accept-

able and warmly supported the Court Jew, This time, however,

the plan failed not because of any lack of understanding on the

part of the imperial government but because of the stubborn

opposition of the Pressburg city magistrate who refused to

grant a Jew the right of residence in the Hungarian capital.

The cosmopolitan Juspa von Geldern, an ancestor ofHeinrich

Heine and financial agent of the Elector of the Palatinate,

Johann Willhelm of Neuburg, was, at the beginning of the

eighteenth century, at least indirectly connected with a banking
institution.82 In order to raise the necessary funds for the
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maintenance of his Court, the Elector set up a bank of issue in

Duesseldorf on the model of the French bank In Paris estab-

lished by the famous Scot, John Law. The bank issued

notes which had to be accepted as currency and for a while was

able to satisfy the ruler's monetary needs. Juspa has no part

in this enterprise- He had been able, however, through his con-

nections with Lemle Moses Reinganum of Mannheim and Aron

Beer of Frankfort, to raise many hundreds of thousands of ta-

lers for the bank, thus improving its credit both at home and

abroad.

Jud Suess tried to found in Stuttgart a public bank similar

to the Banco del Giro and the city bank of Vienna. In October

1735, the so-called Bankalitaet was established in accordance

with his plans; its purpose was to prevent domestic capital

from being sent abroad and to draw foreign capital into the

country. All businessmen and private individuals were invited

to deposit their money in the new bank at 8% interest. The
considerable gold and silver reserves of the Stuttgart mint

and other important sources of State revenue were offered as

security.

The institution did not last very long. It suffered the fate

of many banking institutions of the early capitalistic period
which failed because of the mistrust of the officials, the greed
of the merchants, and mismanagement caused by inexperience.

Just as the Prussian merchants declined to take any part in

Frederick the Great's financial enterprises, so the banking proj-
ect of Jud Suess met with fanatical opposition. His courage
deserted him in face of the malicious accusations that he wanted
to use the bank funds for his own purposes. He dissolved the

Bankalitaet, returned the deposited money and declined the

capital offered to him by foreign investors.

The failure of his banking project always rankled in Suess.

He defended his plan with the utmost zeal during his trial,

pointing out the great benefits- the country might have derived

from such an institution.
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Just as the mercantilist rulers strove to increase their power
and wealth by stimulating commerce and founding banks and

factories, so they sought to increase the crown revenues by
granting monopolies to prosperous merchants. Salt and to-

bacco monopolies and also wine, leather and iron monopolies
were granted to Court factors in the second half of the seven-

teenth and all of the eighteenth centuries, often as a reward
for previous services but also as a kind of payment for debts

the government was not in a position to repay.
Noe Samuel, who had furnished close to a million taler for

the wedding celebrations of the Bavarian Crown Prince, was

promised the revenues of three Bavarian salt mines as part

security for his loan. As the authorities were not able to pay
him in cash, he was offered the salt in natura. Salt was one of

the chief sources of revenue in the eighteenth century and Noe
was able to increase its retail sale by improving transportation
facilities in Bavaria and by gaining new markets abroad.38

Lemle Moses Reinganum, who for many decades served

several Electors of the Palatinate, became a lessee of the salt

monopoly in Mannheim. In 1698, he was given the exclusive

right to trade in salt, for which privilege he had to pay 120,000
florins.

Samson Wertheimer conceived and carried out the most

striking project of all, namely, the improvement of the salt

industry in Siebenburg, increasing of salt exports by removing

many of the customs barriers and leasing the State salt mines

to competent merchants. In a similar manner he organized
the monopoly of the Polish salt trade, advanced the necessary

money himself, took care of the transportation of salt from

Wieliczka to Silesia and Hungary, and in this way providing
the state with considerable revenues.34

Although the Wuerttemberg constitution prohibited any
sort of monopoly, Karl Alexander asked Jud Suess to draw up
a salt-lease project and to introduce a salt monopoly. From
the many proposals submitted to him Suess selected the project
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of Noe it was probably the same Noe who was the salt

purveyor of Bavaria because he promised an annual pay-
ment of 30,000 florins.

The tobacco monopoly the manufacture of tobacco hav-

ing become very important during this century also played
an important role. The rulers made every effort to grow do-

mestic tobacco and to improve its quality so that it could

compete with foreign tobacco and so that the money spent for

the importation of foreign tobacco could be kept in the country.

Mecklenburg, for example, which through the peace treaty of

1648 had lost its costal regions and consequently any possibility

of engaging in trade, tried to rebuild at least its long-neglected

tobacco industry. The duke invited Abraham Hagen and

Nathan Bendix of Hamburg to his capital, appointed them

Court Jews and leased them the tobacco monopoly. A few

years later the duke transferred the monopoly to the Portu-

guese Jew, Hinrichsen of Glueckstadt, known as Master

Michel or "Master Tobacco Twister," under whom the Meck-

lenburg tobacco industry reached a high degree of develop-
ment.35

In Austria, Charles VI, the only political economist among
the Hapsburgs, invited the Portuguese Marrano, Moses Lopez
Pereira or Diego d'Aguilar, as he was known in Lisbon

to reorganize the Austrian tobacco industry. D'Aguilar leased

the tobacco monopoly on the condition that he be given an

eight-year contract, the right to set the tobacco prices and

to establish tobacco factories. In return he pledged himself to

pay the Treasury 400,000 florins during the first five and

500,000 during the last three years. Though d'Aguilar met with

great success, he was, like Oppenheimer, not spared unpleasant
incidents and disappointments. He gave up his lease in 1748,

embittered, it seems, by the intrigues of the Bohemian Estates

and the native merchants and by the machinations of the

envoys of Spain, France, Turkey and the Vatican, who sue-
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ceeded in breaking his monopoly by bringing large quantities
of foreign tobacco into the country.
The granting of monopolies to the Court Jews increased the

people's hatred of these privileged Jews.
36 The real reason for

this hatred was not the great wealth the monopolists acquired
or any harm they caused domestic trade. The reasons for the

antagonism were deeper and of a different nature. In Prussia,

for example, the population fought bitterly against the intro-

duction of monopolies which Frederick the Great granted only
to Christian entrepreneurs, and in England one could combat
the Stuarts most effectively by stirring up the opposition of

the masses to such new institutions. It was the monopolies
that were hated because they served as an instrument by which

the old political and economic forms of the State were being

destroyed. By freeing the monarchs from their financial de-

pendence on the Estates, they increased the power of the

absolutist ruler and threatened the feudal organization of the

State. By making the prince the most important entrepreneur
of the country, they endangered the exclusive privileges of the

guilds and furthered the interests of the capitalist and mercan-

tilist systems.
There is no question that Jud Suess, for example, knew the

value of this weapon and used it most effectively. He rejected

the complaints of the Estates against the monopolies by calling

attention to the monarch's eternal rights. "This is like having
the hand complain that shoes are being made for the feet or

the feet complain that the hands are being provided with

gloves," he answered the communes. "Is not the entire duchy
one body and does not each member of the body depend upon
the other?"



CHAPTER VI

THE MASTER OF THE MINT

JDOTH the contemporary world and posterity had as little

understanding of the activity of the Court Jews as mint

purveyors as they had of their activities as war commissaries

and commercial agents. They were charged with counter-

feiting and with violating the monetary regulations; they were

accused of money-clipping, a practice very prevalent at that

period; they were blamed for the disorder in the currency

system, for the fluctuations in the value of money and

for the resultant impoverishment of the subjects of the

realm.

In the following pages an attempt will be made to deter-

mine whether the Jews of the Mint actually disrupted and

disorganized the State apparatus, or whether their activity

was not rather dictated by the needs of the states and can

easily be understood in the light of the money and minting

policies of that epoch.
Ever since the right to mint money had passed, in the

Middle Ages, from the Emperor to the Estates of the Holy
Roman Empire, each prince and each bishop as well as each

city magistrate had the right to coin his own money and to set

up his own monetary standards. The confusion which resulted

from the large number of mints was increased by the fact that

no relationship existed between the gold and silver standards. 1

The value relationships, determined partly by the lawmakers

and partly by the State and city mints on the basis of the price

of raw materials and of precious metals, led to a constant
162
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fluctuation in currency values. Sometimes one type of coin

was preferred, sometimes another. At times the heavier metals

would be melted down into lighter metals, premiums paid for

the better coins, and the coins of lesser value exchanged for

those of higher value. 2

The fatal consequences of such an inflationary policy were

not realized at the time. The depreciation of current coins,

the melting down and recoining of heavier mints into lighter
ones without changing the nominal value, the coining of large

quantities of small coins with which neighboring countries

were flooded, did not appear either to the princes, who were

ever in need of more money, or to the economists of the time

as harmful or reprehensible practices.
The most difficult problem was that of obtaining the neces-

sary silver for the State and city mints. Supplying silver was
a very risky business at that period. The production of silver

had been stopped during the Thirty Years* War and the

German mines had been worked out. The rulers were often

forced to buy part of the precious metal on the world market

and to pay very high prices. As a result the export of precious
metals was strictly forbidden, transports were closely super-
vised and the law in some countries compelled the sale of all

precious metals to the State mints. These measures were

seldom successful, since the price of silver rose from year to

year and the established price could not be maintained, the

result being that the citizens everywhere refused to sell precious
metals to State mints.

For the same reasons that they were equipped to serve as

army purveyors, the Jews were well equipped to play a very

important role as suppliers of gold and silver to the State and

city mints. They alone enjoyed good trade relationships with

Poland, which, it is true, had no silver reserves nor her own

currency standard, but whose nobles were from time to time

forced to sell their supplies of foreign silver coins in order to

maintain their extravagant style of living or to pay their
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debts. The Polish Jews were the commissioners of these Polish

magnates, and the Leipzig fair was the center where Jews from

all countries came to trade in gold and silver, as in other goods.

It is impossible to describe in greater detail the activity of

the Jews of the mint who supplied precious metals to the

imperial, royal, electoral and princely mints, since it is not our

purpose here to give a history of the monetary system of that

period.

The chief purveyors of the imperial mint in Vienna during
the reign of Leopold I were the Court factors Simon Michael,

Marx Schlesinger and Lazarus Hirschel. The latter was also

appointed supplier to the mint in Breslau and mintmaster in

Brieg, because "he had restored the almost ruined monetary

system in Silesia." Gerd Levi of Hamburg received a yearly

income of 100 taler from Augustus the Strong for his supplies

to the Saxon mint. His successors were Simon Bondi, Solomon

Duchenes of Prague and Hertz Oppenheimer of Dessau, The
Bavarian Court factor Seligmann Loew and his son furnished

the necessary materials to the Upper Palatinate mint in Am-

berg; the Resident Seckel was the mint purveyor of Bayreuth;
Baruch Hollander supplied the mint of the Electorate of Hesse.

The Court purveyor Jacob David of Mannheim was the lessee

of the mint in Saxe-Meiningen.
Moses Benjamin Wulff, who was also the silver purveyor of

Gotha and Altenburg, administered the monetary system of

Anhalt-Dessau which had been completely disorganized during
the Thirty Years' War. The coins produced in the mint accord-

ing to his instructions were so excellent that they became cur-

rent throughout the Electorate of Saxony.
Like many of the mint entrepreneurs Jud Suess began his

career as a gold and silver purveyor. After having furnished

gold to the Hesse mint in Darmstadt in 1733,
3 he concluded

a contract with the Wuerttemberg government in 1734. As
chief supplier to the mint as well as lessee of the Stuttgart mint
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he had to obtain the necessary gold and silver supply from

abroad, negotiate with the agents and merchants and pay the

duke an annual sum of 90,000 florins. During his trial many
of the witnesses were reluctantly forced to admit that under

Suess' direction the monetary system in Wuerttemberg had
been immeasurably improved and that the small coins minted

by him were among the best the country had ever known.
In Prussia, the Great Elector, who had appointed Israel

Aron as supplier to the mint, had already made an unsuccessful

attempt to overcome the gold and silver shortage and to pre-
vent the circulation of foreign coins. A contract made with

Elias Gumperts, whereby he was to mint 20,000 taler, was
never carried out. On the other hand, Frederick I, in order

to pay Esther Liebmann for the jewels she had obtained for

him, gave her permission to mint small coins. Frederick Wil-

liam I placed the monetary system under governmental control,

appointed competent officials and tried to solve the shortage
of good currency by stamping new coins. Despite all these

measures he was not successful in obtaining the necessary
silver. Very reluctantly he finally appealed to Jewish sup-

pliers of silver.

Levin Veit, a descendant from an old Viennese family, an

honest and reliable dealer, had for some time supplied silver

to the Berlin and Magdeburg mints and to the gold and silver

factories.4 When, in 1718, the king suspended the govern-
mental subsidy to the mint, the General Directorate found it

advisable to put the administration of the mint in the hands

of an entrepreneur, "even if he should be a Jew." When Levin

offered to furnish all the necessary silver at his own expense
and to coin new talers under the supervision of a mintmaster,

the General Directorate found his proposals very reasonable

and advantageous to the king. Veit declined to accept the

right of coinage, and he assumed no responsibility for the

stamping. When he died, in 1720, the Berlin mint suffered

greatly through the loss of this respected and capable purveyor,
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all the more so since nobody else was in a position to supply
the S^OOO talers* worth of silver required again and again by
the king. The General Directorate accordingly was forced

once again to turn to Jews.

Moses and Elias Gumperts, the tobacco manufacturers,

declared themselves ready, in 1725, to mint 30,000 talers'-

worth of the so-called groschens. They asked that they be

given in return the tax and customs revenues of the province of

Cleves-Mark, while they promised the king a profit of 9,000

taler. But their activity lasted only a short time. The mint-

master complained about poor deliveries, the Gumperts

charged that the mintmaster was very negligent and that the

intrigues of the officials made their task practically impossible.

By July 1725 the Gumperts had minted over 125,000 taler.

But in November they had to confess that they could not

deliver the promised quantity of silver in time, since the price

was constantly rising. The king, determined to have 300,000

taler minted annually, angrily declared that he would no longer
have anything to do with the Jews. Although the General

Directorate sided with the Jews, admitting that it was impos-
sible to obtain so large a supply of silver in so short a time, the

king stubbornly refused to alter his decision. In 1726 the

contract with the Gumperts was dissolved on the grounds that

they had not delivered the quantity it called for.

Shortly after the beginning of his reign, Frederick pro-
claimed that he was resolved to make Prussia financially

independent ofother countries and to make Berlin the exchange
center of the world. 5 In accordance with his principle that the

mints should be directly controlled by the government, he

appointed a mintmaster in 1750. When it became apparent,

however, that the mints were not being administered efficiently,

he was compelled to lease them to Jewish entrepreneurs. The

importance of these entrepreneurs increased during the long
wars which followed. The details of their business practices

belong to another branch of history, but their personalities
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are interesting because they have a symbolic importance for

this period of transition from the Ghetto period to modern
times.

The two Fraenkels, lessees of the Koenigsberg and Breslau

mints, were grandchildren of Viennese Jews admitted into

Berlin by the Great Elector and brothers of Rabbi David

Fraenkel, the teacher of Moses Mendelssohn. Their sister was
the wife of Veitel Heine Ephraim, and this relationship doubt-

lessly formed the basis for their close business partnership> in

which the more energetic and progressive Ephraim became the

most important member.

Ephraim's ancestors on his mothers side also came from

Vienna. His father, Heine or Heinemann, however, had moved
from Hamburg to Berlin where he became one of the elders of

the community and a well-known money and jewelry dealer and

silver supplier.
6 But only after the son entered the business did

it develop into Berlin's most important money and jewelry

firm, whose success became almost proverbial* It counted

many officials and noblemen among its clients and debtors,

even Voltaire and Crown Prince Frederick, who appointed

Ephraim his court jeweler after he ascended the throne.

Another one of the mint contractors, Hertz Moses Guinperts,
the lessee of the Stettin mint, was a brother-in-law of Ephraim,

but, in spite of this close relationship, his worst enemy. He was

a son of the Court factor Moses and a member of an old

Cleves family
In contrast to these descendants of old and famous families,

Daniel Itzig was the son of a man who had come to Berlin from

the East and, as a supplier of horses to the royal stables, had

become quite prosperous. Through his marriage with the

daughter of Benjamin Elias Wulff, the founder of the first cot-

ton factory in Charlottenburg, he entered the circle of Court

Jews, and with him his brother-in-law and partner, the money
dealer Moses Isaak.
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In 1755 the king leased the six State mints to Itzig, Isaak

and to their associate, Hertz Moses Gumperts. They success-

fully competed against Fraenkel and Ephraim, despite the

fact that the State had had more favorable experiences with

the latter than with Gumperts, whose lack of success in admin-

istering the Stettin mint had been severely criticized by the

king. The reason the government gave for its strange attitude

was that the silver prices asked by Fraenkel and Ephraim were

too high. It is more probable though that Frederick gave the

contract to the three entrepreneurs who were also favored by
the director of the mint, Minister von Retzow, because they

promised him it was shortly before the beginning of the

Seven Years' War a higher mintage than their competitors.
In order to pay the 340,000 taler required by the king as

mintage, the contractors had to mint a very large number of

small coins at a monetary standard lower than the usual one.

In this way they took the first step toward the devaluation of

money, a step which was to have the gravest consequences for

the future.

Inflation, however, did not really set in until Frederick had

conquered Saxony and come into possession of the Leipzig and
Dresden mints. Since the local merchants refused to lease the

Saxon mints, Frederick had no alternative but to take Ephraim
and his sons back into his service and to entrust them with

their administration. The coins stamped in Leipzig and known
as "Ephraimiten" soon became the symbol of the unhealthy

inflationary policy of the time.

The Ephraims had just begun to take root in Leipzig when
the Gumperts and Daniel Itzig tried to drive them out of the

country by spreading wild rumors about them and placing all

sorts of difficulties in their way. But when Gumperts suddenly
died in 1758, the feud between the contractors ceased. Ephraim
entered into a new arrangement with Moses Isaak and Daniel

Itzig and the king leased all six Prussian mints and the two
Saxon mints to their company.
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We know very little about the results of the currency policy
of 1759, the year in which Ephraim became the acknowledged
head of the new company, since all the documents relating to

their activity were destroyed. It was only reported that the

amount of money minted that year reached 560,000 taler.

This sum was so large that it seemed impossible to increase it,

but the entrepreneurs managed to raise it to nine million

taler in 1760, though this was achieved only by a further

devaluation.

The financial difficulties in which Frederick found himself at

the end of the war and his desire to meet all the costs of the

war without raising too many taxes or obtaining foreign help
made it necessary to increase the mintage over and over again,

thereby constantly devaluing the money in circulation. From
a 14-taler standard for the fine mark, one came gradually to a

40-taler standard in 1761 for certain coins, a standard which in

1762 was extended to other coins as well.

How were the contractors able to obtain the raw materials

for the enormous amounts of coins they minted? For the most

part thay used their many family and business connections

abroad to purchase the necessary silver and gold in Holland,

particularly on the Amsterdam market, and in England and

Hamburg. They also obtained quantities of precious metals

from Russia, Hungary and Poland where their agents bought

up metal from private individuals or the better coins which

were still in circulation in these countries. The entrepreneurs
are said to have taken by 1761 some fifty million taler in gold

from the eastern states and to have made this amount avail-

able to the royal mints. Another source was the English gold

subsidies which were melted down and mixed with other metals

and the old talers which were still to be found in the Prussian

provinces, particularly in the country districts.

The agents of Itzig and Ephraim, who traveled throughout
the Prussian monarchy and exchanged the new shiny coins for
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the good old coins of the farmers and the petty bourgeoisie,

added to people's deep concern over the devaluation of money.
For the consequences of inflation were making themselves felt

more and more from month to month. Complaints came from

everywhere from the cities, the nobles and the farmers.

People grumbled about the rise in prices, the impossibility of

making payments abroad, the hoarding of good money by the

rich, the calling in of mortgages which were paid for with the

inferior money, the buying up of city and country properties

and the high premium that had to be paid for the better money.
Great confusion was caused by a government regulation

requiring all taxes and customs duties to be paid in the better

Prussian coins, which could be obtained from the contractors

only in very devious ways.
The entrepreneurs also had their difficulties to contend with.

The great wealth which their contemporaries believed them to

have amassed was very dearly acquired. Not only did the pop-
ulation hate them and their Christian business associates se-

cretly despise them, but the business they were engaged in was

a difficult and dangerous one. They had to pay the mintage
in good money, that is, in Prussian coins, and they could pur-

chase metal from abroad only by paying for it in better coins*

In order to have their inferior coins accepted they had to wage
a bitter struggle; other countries prohibited trading in Saxon

coins under a heavy penalty, and even Poland, the chief mar-

ket for these coins, took the bold step of depreciating^the in-

ferior money. Merchants sent good gold and silver out of the

country, to the disadvantage of the contractors, and brought
in inferior foreign money; orders were issued from the pulpit

forbidding the circulation of the "Jewish" money. Their agents
who purchased good silver under great difficulties were attacked

by the citizens and handed over to the officials [for punish-
ment, They themselves were subject to persecutions by the

Austrians and Russians and feared for their lives.

fc They had to contend with Prussian officials in order to have
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their most modest requests granted. They could obtain the

necessary passports for their agents only by spending days

negotiating with the officials. When their gold and silver

transports were seized by enemy troops, the government took

no action. It showed equally little concern when the price of

silver rose gradually, causing great losses to the lessees. The

transport costs, too, began to rise and the materials needed

for the mints became more and more expensive. They were
soon in such straits that, in 1760, they offered the king 200,000
taler to release them from the contract. But the State was
still not in a position to grant them their request. In 1762

they were forced to accept a new contract and, though in this

year an attempt was made in view of the approaching

peace to mint better money, it was not until 1764 that it

became possible to revert to the old pre-war standard of

fourteen taler.

The transition period brought further hardships and losses

to the Prussian population and, as always happens near the

end of inflationary periods, speculation, usury and fraud be-

came the order of the day. Despite all the regulations issued

and the severe penalties imposed for their violation, people
tried to obtain the new money which they hoped would provide
them with a measure of security. Despite the high premiums
that had to be paid, the king and his officials, manufacturers

and tradesmen, employees and property owners, all tried to

secure it the rulers in order to increase the State treasury,

the manufacturers in order to be able to buy goods abroad, the

citizens in order to be able to save money again.

One important question still remains to be answered. To
what extent were the mint purveyors responsible for the con-

ditions just described? Must they bear the blame for the fact

that the masses suffered hunger, the officials were impoverished,

people lost their life's savings and that the whole social and

economic structure of the State and the moral and spiritual
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values of the people underwent a radical change? Did they
enrich themselves enormously at the expense of the population?

Would Veitel Ephraim, their acknowledged leader, have shared

the fate of Jud Suess, if, as a contemporary pamphlet put it,

Jacob's angel had not overturned the ladder?

Though the greater part of the documents relating to the

king's minting practices have been destroyed, those that have

been preserved make it clear that the devaluation which took

place during the Seven Years' War was entirely the work of

Frederick the Great who acted on the advice of his confidential

ministers, Retzow and Schlabrendorff, General Tauentzien and

Privy Secretary Eichel. Frederick himself did not hesitate to

acknowledge that he was the author of the Prussian inflation,

which later historians described as an adulteration of money
manipulated by the State. He had no compunctions about

adopting this illegal policy because he wanted to save the State

from ruin, obtain the money required for the conduct of the

war and spare his subjects from even heavier taxation.

The Prussian and Saxon mints were leased to Jewish
contractors on his own instructions; he himself ratified all

the contracts, ordered the devaluation of the Saxon coins

and determined the amount of the seigniorage. He himself

found Ephraim's plans for the Dresden mint "very admirable"

and in 1760 expressly ordered the coinage to be increased as

much as possible, even if it meant issuing coins of an inferior

quality. Year after year he haggled with the lessees in order

to obtain an ever higher seigniorage, forced them to purchase
more and more silver, compelled them through threats and var-

ious forms of pressure to deliver larger and larger quantities
and thus caused the quality of the mintage to deteriorate month
after month. He was fully aware of the fact that the agents of

the contractors were buying up good coins that the mint les-

sees melted down into inferior ones.

"There is an entirely unfounded and erroneous belief exist-
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ing even now that the Jewish merchants, Ephraim, Itzig and

Moses Isaak, had the sole supervision of the mints, determined

the values of the coins and benefited the most from changes
in monetary values/' wrote the king's close confidant, Ritter

von Zimmermann in 1790. 7 This belief is completely false.

These famous Jewish merchants were simply contractors; their

profit on the metal they supplied the mints was not more than

8 per cent. They profited only from the exchange. The real

profit went to the king, or, more accurately, to the hard-pressed
State apparatus of the Prussian monarchy. The changes in

monetary value during the Seven Years' War were chiefly

responsible for saving the Prussian State. Frederick, who
cared very little for what others thought of his actions, and

who like all strong characters acted on his own responsibility,

took great pride in the success of his idea despite the fact

that half the world complained bitterly against his policy. He
himself confessed that this policy of changing monetary values

was as effective as it was dangerous, but it was the only one

that could help him to maintain his State. He was proud of

having been the discoverer of this means of saving the mon-

archy and strengthening his throne. More than once he was

heard to say with evident self-satisfaction: "I conceived of

this means of salvation myself and am not indebted to my
financiers. A king and statesman does not listen to academic

theories when he finds it necessary to adopt the most drastic

means to rescue his State/'

That Frederick never intended to make Ephraim and Itzig

bear the responsibility for his monetary policy is shown by the

many marks of favor he bestowed upon them during and after

the war. He freed their business from various taxes, gave them

passports, allowed their packages to pass unopened through the

customs and mail, granted them the rights of Christian mer-

chants in 1761, promised them in 1762 the full protection of

the government against denunciations, frequently asked their
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opinion about various monetary problems and in 1764, on their

advice and with their cooperation, changed the standard back

to the fourteen-taler one.

When Ephraim built his magnificent home in the Poststrasse,

In 1762, the king is said to have sent him, from the castle of

Count Bruehl in Saxony, eighteen monoliths which decorated

the balcony for a whole century.
There are many other clear indications that Frederick con-

tinued to be grateful to Ephraim for his services: for example,
he granted him a concession to set up a silver refinery, leased

the government gold and silver factory to him, gave him the

right to engage in the wholesale trade, allowed him to take

part in the founding of the first bank, sent his youngest son,

Benjamin Veitel, to Poland as a commissaire de commerce to

buy grain and to negotiate a salt contract. In 1767-1768 he

turned over the administration of the Magdeburg mint to

Ephraim and the French banker Clement*

There still remains the unanswered question of just how

wealthy the mint contractors became. The rumors of the time

had them amassing fabulous fortunes. To be sure, the busi-

ness at least in the early years brought them a good deal

of profit, otherwise they would never have undertaken it, con-

sidering the risks and dangers it involved and the odium in

which it caused them to be held. Minting according to a lower

standard was more profitable to them than minting according
to a good standard, since their expenses were less. By minting
coins that were inferior to those called for in the contracts,

they were able to make a considerable profit. They were also

in a position to buy silver at a lower rate than had been fore-

seen in the contracts, a practice that was perfectly legal and
was never considered usurious. However, their chief profit,

next to the 8 per cent which they received of all the money
minted, came from the exchanging of inferior coins into even

more inferior ones and the minting of seigniorage-free coins

which they were allowed to sell at a premium to the citizens
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who needed them. These profits, however, must be weighed
against the enormous losses they suffered, losses which are es-

timated to have reached 5,436,000 taler during the war.
If we consider the minting enterprises of Ephraim and Itzig

from the standpoint of business ethics, it appears that their

activity was perfectly in keeping with the commercial ideal of
that time. We know that many respected Christian firms be-

came enormously wealthy through currency manipulations, yet
they never came into conflict with the government regulations.
The army contractor Peter Frederick Damm made so much
money that he was able to build the most sumptuous house in

the capital. The businessman Heinrich Carl Schimmelmann,
who in 1756 alone gained one and a half million taler by sup-

plying fodder to the army, was a silent partner in the Holstein

mint which was responsible for the inferior quality of many of

the small coins. Gotzkowsky, who was known as the "patri-
otic merchant," made his millions by taking advantage of the

fluctuating currency values. 8

If we consider the activity of the contractors from the view-

point of the State, we find that practically all the historians of

economics agree "that the firm of Ephraim and Sons unques-

tionably rendered the State a great service by organizing the

minting system"
9 and that the monetary devaluation by means

of which a fourth or fifth of the budget was covered was

"simply necessary" in order to save the State.10

"We know today that, though the State income which kept

decreasing during the course of the war was about eleven million

taler, Frederick possessed a larger sum of money at the end of

the war that at the beginning, despite the fact that the treas-

ury reserves of not quite thirteen and a half millions had been

spent in less than two years, that he made no loans abroad and
collected less than four millions at home . . . ."" "For the first

time Jews were called upon to help secure the large sums of

money needed during the long war," writes Hugo Rachel, the

historian of the Frederickian epoch and a man not very sym-
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pathetic to the Jews.
12

"They performed their task very skill-

fully and became very rich in the process; but it is noteworthy
that, when the leases were withdrawn at the end of the war,
the Jews were able to leave the business without having in-

curred any ill will on the part of the government officials. The

currency devaluation which has been associated with them was
a governmental financial operation which was necessary be-

cause of the existing conditions and for which they bear no res-

ponsibility* The general lessees were merely mint contractors

and made only an 8% profit on the metal they supplied, while

the huge profits made by the mints naturally went to the State

and to the war treasury."

Moses Mendelssohn, however, disagreed as we might ex-

pect of one with his high moral sense with his contempo-
raries in his appraisal of the ethics of the situation. "Moses did

not have a very high opinion," wrote Frederick Nicolai, "of the

mint entrepreneur Heine Veitel Ephraim who had become so

famous during the Seven Years' War. The contracts for minting
debased money were given by the king to General Tauentzien

and, as a result, Lessing was directly connected with it. Moses
had contempt for this enterprise because he considered it un-

ethical He refused to have anything to do with it, even indi-

rectly, despite the attractive proposals which old Ephraim
made him. Apart from the fact that he considered the enter-

prise itself wrong, he disliked the attendant intrigues and de-

vious practices. For that reason he warned his friend Lessing.

Lessing's participation in the business, as everyone acquainted
with the matter knows, was marked by great probity and dis-

interestness." 1*

Ephraim's attitude towards the mint enterprise reflects the

political and economic spirit of his time; Moses Mendelssohn's
words reveal the spirit of Jewish ethics.



CHAPTER VII

THE SHTADLAN AND INTERCESSOR

J. H E activities of the Court Jew as army and Court purveyor,
as financial and commercial agent, as resident and mint con-

tractor, were, we may assume, very important to him because

they provided the economic base of his life, satisfied his ambi-

tion and desire for power, gave him position and prestige, priv-

ileges and rights, and above all a deeper insight into problems
of economies, finances and politics. But though these activities

were accomplished in a completely Christian world and within

a completely different cultural sphere, they did not alter his

close connection with his community nor his inner relationship
to it. On the contrary, he was completely himself only in his

community, and very few Court Jews attempted to evade the

responsibilities which membership in this community entailed.

Many of them made it a point of pride to contribute to the

development of Jewish communal institutions and to take part
in the spiritual and intellectual life of their coreligionists. As
in the circle of his family, so here, the stern countenance of the

great commercial entrepreneur took on a milder aspect and his

true character was revealed, 1

If in the intellectual sphere the Jews of that time lacked a

secular and humanistic educational ideal, which the Renais-

sance and Humanism had created and Enlightenment was to

complete, they compensated for it by sociological and psycho-

logical attitudes which revealed attachments to social and

religious institutions as strong as during the Middle Ages.
The characteristics of the ghetto Jew lay in the depth of his

communal experiences and his communal conscience and in the
177
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collective feeling of responsibility. The individual was ab-

sorbed by the community. The norms and observances, laws

and customs prescribed by it defined the path and the direction

of its members and left no room for personal development or

individual freedom. All achievements of a political, intellectual

and spiritual nature were achievements of the community.
Its organization made one person responsible for the other,

thereby creating a spirit of solidarity which filled every member

with the same will, the same interests, the same devotion. Only

membership in the community gave the individual dignity and

importance, made possible the practice of his profession, the

fulfillment of his religious duties, the preservation of his exist-

ence. The awareness of being a member of a large and famous

community gave even the most insignificant individual a

sense of importance. Whoever drew away from the community

simply withdrew from Judaism, lost the meaning of his life,

the basis of his existence. In the same way there were no

isolated accomplishments. Worship of God made the com-

munity necessary; the rabbi needed a congregation; study of

the Talmud, requiring question and answer, demanded teachers

and pupils. Even the great intellectual movements of the time,

Mysticism and Hasidism, were mass movements in which the

ecstasies, desires, dreams and emotions of the masses played
as important a role as the creative thoughts of individuals and

the religious consecration of their leaders. Indeed, even the

maggid and the prophet found significance only through a

mystical bond with the masses.

The medieval principle of self-government was preserved
in all parts of the Empire until the end of the seventeenth

century. The State did not consider itself called upon to inter-

fere with the independence of the corporate bodies or to de-

prive them of their religious, political and legal autonomy.
It still believed in the medieval doctrine that the social organi-

zation, based on descent, class, rank, position and profession,
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was ordained by Providence and therefore natural and un-

alterable.

Thus the Jewish communities in the period following the

Thirty Years' War represented everywhere autonomous, cor-

porate bodies possessing their own treasury, their own welfare

and educational institutions, their own legal and tax systems,
their own synagogues and cemeteries. They were governed

by elders (Parnassim) elected by the members of the com-

munity who also had the right to choose all the communal
officials. The elders were the spokesmen for the community
in its relations with the State, drew up the budget, obtained

loans, determined assessments and turned over the money
gathered by the tax collectors to the State treasury. To a

certain extent they even supervised commerce and the moral

behavior of the members of the community, utilizing at times

their power to fine or banish.

In contrast to the city communities, the settlements in the

villages and small provincial towns, especially in central,

western and southern parts of Germany, formed a unified

corporate body, embracing the entire territory, the so-called

Landjudenschaft or Provincialjudenschaft. They held periodic

assemblies at which the assessment of taxes was discussed,

the treasury accounts examined and the representatives,

rabbis and officials elected* Their head was the shtadlany the

most important personality of every Jewish corporation, whose

title corresponded to that of the syndicus in the cities or to the

chief elder of the Berlin Jewry.
This shtadlan> once described as the "sovereign guiding-

father of the community," possessed through his wealth, his

family name and his own influential position very extensive

powers. He was chosen as inspector or sentinel of the commu-

nity, a position he held for life, as well as chief tax collector and

treasurer. He called and conducted the assembly meetings,

where he revealed his plans and intentions. He had a decisive
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voice in the election of theparnassim and rabbis; he represented

the Jewish interests within the State; in short, he was the real

leader of the community, beside whom the elders played only
a subordinate role.

This complete self-government of the Jewish communities

began to be threatened at the end of the seventeenth century

by the absolutist theories. A brief glance at these concepts is

necessary in order to understand their influence on the cor-

porations and the manner in which they were imitated within

the communities.

In the theory of natural law, the State arose out of the com-

pact of free and equal individuals who voluntarily yielded up
their sovereign power to the man deemed most just and cou-

rageous. It implied, therefore, that every corporate body

interposed between the sovereign ruler and his subjects was

harmful and dangerous, on the supposition that every inde-

pendent organization endangered the unity of the State.2

The princes of that period were only too willing to make use of

this doctrine to destroy the local, professional and domestic

corporations in their States. Though they still did not attack

in the interests of the complicated tax systems the social

rights of classes, groups and organizations, they did gradually

deprive them of their political rights.

Starting from the principle that they had the power to re-

voke all privileges for the benefit of the country, the rulers

began to destroy the independence of the guilds and convert

them into instruments of the trade policy of the State. Simi-

larly they broke the autonomy of the free cities by interfering

with their constitutions and transforming the independent

magistrates into state officials supervised by and responsible
to the government.

In the same way they attempted to remodel the Jewish
communities and to place them under governmental control.

Using as a pretext for intervention such facts as inaccurate
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business records, disunity during elections, dissensions among
the representatives, the disorganized state of the treasuries,

the governments began to inspect the minutes, financial

records, and correspondence of the Jewish communities and to

investigate the competence of the elders and rabbis. Finally

they issued orders and regulations fixing the rights and obliga-
tions of the elders and officials towards the State as well as

towards the community. The elders were forced to submit

their financial and administrative reports to royal or princely

commissions, and the treasurers were ordered to write their

records in German instead of Hebrew. The traditional election

method was changed. State officials were placed over many
communities to keep an eye on the financial administration of

the officials and to be present during the assessment of taxes.8

While on the one hand the absolutist State for the first

time in the history of the Diaspora limited the rights of the

autonomous Jewish communities, it greatly increased the

power of the shtadlan and of the chief elder of the Berlin Jewry.

Just as the Prussian war commissioner was given the task of

supervising the tax system and the administration of the cities

in order to undermine their independence, so the shtadlan

was used as an instrument of the State in the process of placing
the Jewish communities under the sovereignty of the govern-
ment. The shtadlan became a kind of royal or princely official

in order that he might serve as a middleman between the gov-
ernment and the community and carry out conscientiously

all the commands of the authorities. For these reasons the

State, despite the right of free elections, would sometimes

demand that one of the Court Jews be chosen as shtadlan or

would autocratically place one of the Court factors as the head

of a community.
Berlin chief elders such as the Court Jews Jost Liebmann,

Marcus Magnus, Moses Gumperts, Veitel Ephraim, Daniel

Itzig and Marcuse4 who were appointed for life by the

Prussian government, were commissioned to take part "in the
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name of the king/* in all meetings of the community, to in-

spect all books, records and correspondence of the elders, tax-

receivers, and treasurers, and to see that no one violated any
of the Jewish regulations, practiced usury or offended the

Christian religion. The Berlin community was forbidden to

hold any meetings or take any decision without notifying

the chief elders.

In 1737 the Berlin government suggested to the Koenigs-

berg community that it choose the Court factor, Josephowitz,

as its representative, though as the royal order ran the

election of the elders was the sole concern of the Jews.
5 Prince

Kraft Ernst von Wallerstein declared an election in one of

the Jewish communities null and void and appointed his

Court Jew, Raphael, as chief parnass, "since a Court factor

should be given preference for this position."
6 The Princes

of Oettingen always installed one of their Court Jews as

leader of the Jewish community, "because of the many services

they rendered to the State." 7 The Court factor Anschel Levy
of Schnaittach, who was the chief parnass of the Upper Pala-

tinate Jews had to judge all cases of adultery and breaches of

civil law, to fit taxes and assessments and impose penalties

where necessary. The Sulzbach Court factor, Jacob Joseph, who
was also Court agent of Bayreuth and Bavaria, was nominated

by the authorities, in 1722, as shtadlan of Sulzbach Jewry for

life and with complete authority.
8

In 1650 the Great Elector made an interesting attempt to

organize the Jews of his western territories into one corporate

body and to place over them a Jewish official with almost un-

limited power.
9 He granted Bernd Levi's request that he be

appointed Befehhhaber and Vorgaenger of the Jews of Halber-

stadt, Minden and Cleves-Mark in order to be able, as we read

in the patent, to serve the interests of the Elector more dili-

gently and efficiently and to see that none of the subjects vio-

lated the government regulations. All governors and officials

were asked to assist him in every way possible, and the Jews
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were ordered to recognize his leadership and to obey his com-
mands under penalty of having their Geleitsbriefe revoked. All

legal matters were to be referred to him and he was to have
the sole right to decide how many Jews were to be accepted,
what payments they were to make, where they were to settle

and how much each person was to be assessed for Schutzgeld*
He was released from taxes and toll and given a salary as

though he were a Prussian official. What is more, he and his

family were given the right to settle in any part of the Prussian

State.

In the same way Levi was installed a year later as Vor$tehery

Hauptmann und Herr of the Jews of the bishopric of Pader-

born,
10 while his brother, the clever and prudent Nini Levi, was

nominated by the Bishop of Muenster, Christoph Bernhard

von Galen, as the head of the Jewish community of his terri-

tories. 11
Here, too, the officials were ordered to assist Nini Levi

at his request and the Jews were told to obey their leader, sub-

mit to him their complaints and not to settle in the bishopric
without his permission.

It is psychologically understandable that the power the

State placed in the hands of the shtadlans should have increased

their self-consciousness and their desire for power, so that in

their attitude towards their coreligionists they imitated the

attitude of the absolute rulers towards their subjects. Their

sense of duty and their desire to help their fellow Jews some-

times gave way to a desire to dominate despotically; they
wanted the members of their community to recognize their

superiority and authority and to look up to them just as the

aristocrat and citizen looked up to the absolute ruler of the

State.

Israel Aron, for instance, who until the admission of the

Austrian Jews was the only Jew in Berlin, managed to win the

right to be consulted in all matters pertaining to the Jews and

to be appointed as the sole arbitrator in the newly-founded
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community. No Jew could obtain a privilege without his per-

mission and he alone had the authority to examine the char-

acter and background of the Jews who applied for admittance

and to submit his observations to the government. Even the

most distinguished of the Viennese 6migr6s and the most re-

spected of the German Jews were compelled to sign a legal

pledge that they would not compete with Israel Aron in busi-

ness, a stipulation which was incorporated into their Schutz-

Mefe. The first Berlin rabbi, Salomon Kajjem Kaddisch, who,
at Aron's request, had been invited by the government to serve

as spiritual head of the Jewry in the March of Brandenburg,
was dependent on the Court Jew. In a pamphlet, the so-called

Pseudotestamtnfy that appeared after his death, Aron is de-

scribed as having been so corrupt that he became a veritable

Judas to his fellow Jews.

His successor, Jost Liebmann, also used his influence at

Court and in the business world to make, not only the Berlin

community, but also other Jewish communities dependent

upon him. His brother was appointed rabbi of the March of

Brandenburg and upon his death was succeeded by his son

who was married to one of Liebmann 's daughters. When
several Jews in Halle refused to appear before the tribunal of

his son, Abraham Liebmann, who was installed as rabbi of

Halberstadt, Minden, Ravensberg and Magdeburg, Jost was
able to have the Court order them to submit to the jurisdiction
of the rabbi and contribute to his support. Jost's widow,

Esther, the Court Jewess of Frederick I, inherited her hus-

band's position in the community along with his business. She

used her influence to have her son, Liebmann Jost, chosen as

chief elder; she secured for her son-in-law, Rabbi Arend Ben-

jamin Wolf, the right to settle all disputes about money or

debts; and she obtained for herself an exemption from all gov-
ernment orders concerning the Jews and from the jurisdiction
of the Judencommission. The Berlin community complained
to the government that her son was chief elder, her son-in-law
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rabbi, that the old leaders were subject to her orders and the

new ones owed their appointment to her, that she had taken

away every vestige of independence from them and made them
the laughingstock of all the other communities. 12

The bitterness reached its peak when the Berlin community,
at the suggestion of Esther's arch-enemy, Marcus Magnus,
Court Jew to the Crown Prince, decided to build a general

synagogue and the government eagerly supported the project.
Esther moved heaven and earth to prevent her opponents
plan from being carried out. She declared she would not make
the smallest contribution and threatened to use her credit to

see to it that none of the communities in the Empire contri-

buted any money for the building. Finally she offered to turn

over to the Berlin community her own private synagogue with

all its gold, silver and bronze and to convert it into a general
house of worship.
The community, led by the equally ambitious Marcus Mag-

nus, was swayed neither by her threats nor by her promises.
Esther's fine promises, they explained to the government,
were only stratagems to obtain complete domination over

Berlin Jewry. The whole community might be given posses-

sion of the synagogue, but she would in turn obtain possession

of the whole community. They, the Berlin Jews, were willing

to suffer any fate; they would rather pray to their God in

cellars than in the home of their worst enemy.
Esther succeeded through her influence at Court in having

the Prussian government forbid the Berlin community to

build the synagogue, although its foundations had already

been laid. When, however, Frederick William I came to power,
he put an end, not only to Esther's career as Court Jewess, but

also to her tyrannical position in the community. The Soldier-

King issued a strict order that the work on the synagogue be

continued and brought to completion.

In the West there was a similar opposition to the leadership

of Bernd Levi who, like a Prussian tax commissioner, acted
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solely in the interests of his ruler. In this case there was an

open rebellion; Jews everywhere were stirred up against the

Befehlshaber by pamphlets and speeches. The Jewry of Pader-

born accused him of embezzling community funds and deposed
him as their leader because of his "tyrannical behavior" and

his "lack of modesty/' In Cleves-Mark the movement was

headed by the Gumperts. The Jews of Halberstadt, Minden

and Ravensberg joined them, as did the Estates of Cleves-

Mark who declared the installation of a Jewish leader as a blow

to their prestige. The Elector finally had to yield to the com-

bined pressure of the Estates and officials and of all the Jewish

communities as well. By paying 1,200 taler the Jews were

freed from their tyrant.
13

The shtadlan himself did not find it easy to please both the

government and the Jews to satisfy the rulers by collecting

taxes energetically and the Jews by presenting their requests
and complaints forcefully and doing nothing to injure their

pride. A good example is the case of Elias Gumperts of Cleves,

who was guilty neither of the obstinacy of Jost Liebmann nor of

the tyrannical behavior of Bernd Levi. Time and again he

appealed to the authorities in Cleves and in Berlin to treat

the Jews more humanely and he frequently paid from his own

pocket taxes that were in arrears. Yet there was a near-

revolt against him in Cleves. When the Great Elector levied

an unusually high tax in 1685 and ordered Elias to collect it,

the opposition against him grew to such proportions that his

opponents called meeting after meeting and complained bit-

terly to the government about their shtadlan. They charged
him with rushing through tax assessments without any regard
to the means of the various community members; they even

attributed selfish motives to him, accusing him of having
raised the Jewish taxes for the benefit of his friend, the governor
of Cleves.14 In the face of this rebellion Elias had no choice

but to make the assessments without calling a new assembly
and to collect the Elector's tribute with the help of the officials.
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In the province of Magdeburg the smaller communities,
which were dominated by the newly-founded community of

Halle, complained about the "presumption" of their leaders,

the Court Jews Bernd Wolff, Solomon Israel and Assur Marx,
and refused to pay the taxes they had been assessed. A part of

the Halle community charged that the elders had harmed the

community by unnecessary expenditures. A few went so far

as to organize a plot against Solomon Israel, the respected
founder of the community, and tried to remove him from the

position he had held for twenty years.
15

Anschel Levy, the shtadlan of Upper Palatinate Jewry,

tyrannized over his community and struck fear into their

hearts. He liked to examine defendants and their witnesses

in his office and then pass judgment as though he were a judge
of the supreme court; he even went so far as to arrest anyone
in arrears with his fines or legal fees.16

The incorruptible Abraham Drach, one of the elders (Bau-

meister) of the Frankfort Jews, made himself very unpopular

by the severe penalties he frequently imposed on selfish or

objectionable members of the community. Frankfort Jewry

protested to the city magistrate that he acted like a despot. He
was so greatly feared, they said, that they would sooner live

in Turkey than in the Frankfort ghetto. No one dared to

contradict him or even to open his mouth in Drach's presence.
He regarded them all like geese to be slaughtered or slaves who
had to dance to his tune.

Drach's despotism was surpassed, however, a few decades

later, by the tyranny of Baer Loew Isaak, who was known as

Isaak zur Kanne, He came from one of the oldest families in

the Frankfort ghetto and was the Court factor of the Electors

of Mayence and the Palatinate, the Margrave of Bayreuth
and the Count of Hesse. Like Anschel Levy of Schnaittach,
he was able through clever tactics, and perhaps even more

through his sharp wit and his family name, to gain control of

the community. Such was his power that the community com-
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plained. The population of Venice, they asserted, could despite

its secret service feel freer than Frankfort Jewry under the

dominance of Kann. All existing laws were trampled under

foot; a veritable reign of terror had been instituted. Those

who were not his adherents had no rights or privileges. He was

destroying their old and sacred institutions; he refused to hold

new elections; he handled all the financial affairs of the com-

munity himself and no one was allowed to inspect the records;

his word was law and nobody dared oppose him.

Several members of the Jewish community of Berlin declared

that their chief elder, Veitel Ephraim, forced the entire com-

munity to submit to his laws. He held community meetings
in his own home so that he could refuse admittance to anyone
he disliked. 17 On another occasion complaints were made
about the nepotism practiced by the leaders of Berlin Jewry,
who appointed themselves or their relatives and friends as

elders and co-elders, with the result that the representatives
of the community consisted only of people who were bound

together by family ties or ties of friendship.
18

The broader issue underlying this struggle for justice was
the disparity in social position and importance among the

members of the communities, a disparity against which the

less privileged members rebelled.

Despite all ties of origin, sentiment and faith, the Jewish

community, like the Christian, was split up into several classes

strictly separated from each other into a patrician class, a

middle class and a lower class.

The patrician group was composed of the old-established

families with special charters of protection, like the Viennese

exiles admitted to Berlin and'Fuerth in 1671, or the old families

living for generations in Cleves, Halberstadt, Worms or Frank-

fort, and of the very wealthy Jews, the Court purveyors, mint-

masters, bankers, manufacturers, as well as the scholars,

rabbis, doctors, talmudic teachers and students. There existed,
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so to speak, an aristocracy of birth, wealth and intellect. Some-
times we find all these qualities in the same family. The Gum-

perts of Cleves, for example, combined wealth, long family
tradition and rabbinical scholarship; Samson Wertheimer was
both a Court factor and a rabbi and came from one of the

oldest communities of the Empire.
The Jewish patricians possessed the traits characteristic of

all patricians: a marked sense of their dignity and worth; a

feeling of solidarity, particularly when one of their group was

threatened; an insistence on form and ceremony. It also ex-

hibited obstinacy and a desire to dominate, self-importance
and a conservatism of outlook. Unlike other aristocracies,

on the other hand, birth and wealth alone were not of decisive

importance. The truly aristocratic Jews had to possess tal-

mudic learning and religious education; they had to prove their

superiority by their conduct and their ethical behavior and

by their preservation of tradition.

In contrast to the gulf between the patricians and the mid-

dle class, there was no great difference in the social relationships
between the middle and lower classes. The only thing that

separated these classes which consisted of merchants^ traders,

community officials and craftsmen was the degree of poverty
and the number of rights. The middle and lower classes posses-

sed the characteristics ofall groups oppressed by the surrounding

world, ruled by a superior class and living under unfavorable

conditions. If the community records of that century are filled

with endless charges, suspicions, intrigues and quarrels be-

tween the classes, if the lower class rebelled against the patri-

cians, the underprivileged (Unvergleitete) against the privileged

(Vergleitete)) and if the entire community opposed the suc-

cessful Court Jew, we do not have to look far for the cause.

At a time when money was the only weapon a Jew possessed in

his struggle for existence, when it was the only means to win

the good will of the authorities and to settle in a city, it was

small wonder that the lower and middle classes should look
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with envy and bitterness at the patricians who were exempt
from most of the crippling regulations, who alone were in a

position to engage in foreign trade, to found factories and to

gain for their children the right of domicile. Behind these com-

plaints and accusations was the psychological need of a people

suffering from centuries of persecution to express its resent-

ments and to struggle for change. Because the surrounding
world did not recognize them, they had to try to win recogni-
tion themselves. Because they were always considered inferior,

they had to compensate for their feeling of inferiority by de-

veloping an attitude of self-assurance and even arrogance
But not only did the middle class rebel against the patrician

class, the unprivileged against the privileged; the Court Jews

among themselves carried on bitter feuds in pamphlets and

satirical poems, in trials and persecutions, in intrigues and

denunciations. Though the common human traits of jealousy,

envy, fear of competition and of losing one's position were the

real reasons for these quarrels, there was another factor which

was bound up with the spirit of the age itself*

It lay in the nature of absolutism, which prized unification

and exclusiveness to such an extent as to assume that diversity
must give way to unity and that the individual must subject
himself to the domination of a single supreme and undivided

power. Just as the ruler now identified himself with the State,

so the community leader identified himself with the commu-

nity, tried to unify and regulate all forces of resistance, and

to place presumably public interest above private interest,

that is to say, to place themselves over their rivals and com-

petitors.

The quarrels in which the various Court Jews of Frankfort

were involved are typical of this disagreeable kind of warfare.

Abraham Drach and Isaak Kann (an ancestor of Baer Loew

Isaak, zur Kanne), both with many followers in the Jewish

quarter, were engaged in so bitter a feud that the whole com-

munity was divided into two camps, and eventually foreign
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rulers, even the Imperial Court, became involved.19 The real

cause of this feud, which destroyed the lives of both rivals,

created unrest and turmoil in the community for years and

estranged many families for decades, remains unknown. Kann
once declared that Drach had resolved to ruin him because he

was jealous of his growing wealth, his success in business and

the favor he enjoyed with the rulers. At first Kann, to whose

party the Palatine Resident, Aron Beer, also belonged, suc-

ceeded in gaining the upper hand. When he failed to overthrow

Drach in Frankfort, where Drach had the support of the city

magistrate, he turned for help to his debtor, the Archbishop of

Mayence. Once, when Drach was in Mayence, he was arrested

on the pretext that he had insulted the clergy of the city and
was thrown into prison like a common criminal. His property
was confiscated and all who tried to help him were warned

by Kann that they would enter into "an even more involved

labyrinth" than had Drach. However, Orach's wife refused to

be frightened by the intrigues and machinations of her hus-

band's enemies. She pleaded with the imperial commissioners,
with the Elector of Mayence and with the Frankfort magistrate
to help her and prevent her husband from being delivered into

the hands of his enemies. While important nobles promised
to help, but actually did nothing but swindle her out of large
sums of money, the Frankfort magistrate succeeded in getting
the Viennese government to release Drach under heavy bail

and to turn the case over to the civil court in Frankfort. The
next year, however, the imperial government renewed the

proceedings against Drach and ordered him re-arrested. Drach,
who had been warned in time, fled to Mannheim where he won
the Elector of the Palatinate over to his side by paying a large

bribe. But even in Mannheim, Drach was not safe from the

plots of his enemies. When the Court of Mayence demanded

that the government of the Palatinate surrender him, he sec-

retly left the residence of the Elector in order to present his

case in person to the Emperor. On orders from the Archbishop
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of Mayence he was arrested in Bohemia while on his way to

the capital of the Empire, and brought as a prisoner to Vienna

just as the Turks were approaching the city. Though he was

released after a few months, he was not able to hasten the

decision of the court. The verdict was in fact not announced

until four years later. Now that his health was completely

shattered, his fortune spent and his life ruined, he was declared

innocent, while his opponents, as a penalty for their "false

accusations," were forced to pay the huge expenses of the trial

and were finally arrested and sentenced to long terms of im-

prisonment. All the attempts of the Duke ofWuerttemberg, the

Margrave of Bayreuth, the Bishops of Bamberg and Wuerz-

burg to free their Court Jews, especially the indispensable Aron

Beer, were unsuccessful. They were finally released, two years

later, through an imperial edict, after they had promised to

pay a fine of 100,000 taler. A year later, in 1687, Drach died,

embittered and completely broken in spirit.
20

In many cases the enmity between two Court Jews did not

spring merely from personal jealousy or fear of competition.
Sometimes the enmity between two factors reflected the fun-

damental antagonism which divided the two political powers
of that period the absolute rulers and the Estates into

two hostile camps.
In Cleves, for example, where the Estates were for a long

time able to maintain themselves successfully against the

Great Elector's policy of centralization, Bernd Levi represented
the claims of the Berlin government* As leader of the Jewish

community, he sought to obtain for the Elector's treasury

large sums ofmoney for the settlement privileges (Geleitsbriefe),

thereby depriving the provincial government of Cleves of its

former right to regulate admission into the country and placing
the Jews of Cleves and Mark under the Berlin Court Treasury,

though they preferred to be controlled by the mild Cleves

government rather than by the harsh Berlin officials. On the

other hand, the Gumperts placed themselves unequivocally
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on the side of the Cleves government, chiefly on the side of

their friend, Governor Johann Moritz of Nassau. They de-

clared that turning over the supervision of the Jews to Bernd
Levi was an infringement of the constitutional rights of the

country, and they fought until they succeeded in having him
removed.

The two deadly enemies, the Fuerth Court Jews Marx Model
and Elkan Fraenkel, who fought for the exclusive favor of the

Margrave of Ansbach, were at the same time involved in

a battle that had raged for many years between the Bishop-
ric of Bamberg and the Margravate of Ansbach.21 In the free

Hofmark of Fuerth, which belonged partly to the City of

Nuremberg and partly to the Margravate of Ansbach, Jews
had been admitted as early as the sixteenth century both by
the Bishop of Bamberg and the Margrave of Ansbach. The

Jews formed two entirely distinct communities, an Episcopal-

Bamberg community and a Margravian Ansbach community.
The Court Jew Marx Model arranged an agreement between

the two communities in 1690, by which they were to share the

official posts and have a common cemetery and synagogue.
The agreement, however, did not continue in force, because it

was impossible to reconcile the two communities
1

leaders, each

of whom claimed exclusive control of the entire Jewish com-

munity. In this struggle, which was at the same time a struggle
between Catholic Bamberg and Protestant Ansbach, Marx
Model represented the interests of the tolerant bishop while

Elkan Fraenkel tried to strengthen the position of the Margrave
of Ansbach in relation to the city of Fuerth as well as to the

Jewish community. At his suggestion the Jewish community
in Fuerth was organized along stricter lines and placed directly

under the Ansbach government, although Bamberg Jewry far

outnumbered the Margravian Jews. And despite the vigorous

protests of the Bishop of Bamberg, a regulation was imposed
on the Fuerth Jewish community making the election of their

leader subject to the approval of the Margrave of Ansbach.
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Seven parnassim who protested against this attack upon their

traditional constitution were, on Elkan 's advice, arrested and

brought to the Fortress of Cadolzburg. As a reward for the zeal

witlTwhich he had served the interests of the prince, Elkan

was first made parnass, then chief parnass, and was promised
a gift of 600 and a yearly income of 200 florins. Not content

with this victory, Elkan now sought completely to break the

power of the Models, who together with the Fuerth Jewish

community persecuted the new leader by word of mouth and

in pamphlets, and to have them, as his brother Rabbi Hirsch

Fraenkel desired, led in chains to the Fortress of Wuelzburg.
His sudden fall, which will be described later, freed the Jewish

community of Fuerth from his dominance. His fall, however,

was the work of the Models who avenged their defeat by

secretly undermining his position at the Court of Ansbach.

It has often been maintained that the arbitrary rule of the

Court Jews, their position as intermediaries between the com-

munity and the Court and the compulsion they were under to

carry out all the orders of the governments, contributed to

weakening the political independence of the communities. It is

certainly true that their wealth and their desire to win the

rulers' favor were important factors in this development. It

became decisive, however, only because it was part of the

political tendency of the time to limit the freedom of corporate
bodies and to place them under the direct supervision of the

State.

The Court Jews opposed this tendency passionately, in so far

as it threatened the religious independence of the community.
Until the end of the eighteenth century they sought to avert

with all the means at their disposal the penetration of the State

into their own sphere. A characteristic example can be seen in

the case ofRabbi Moses Aron in Berlin. Shortly after Frederick

William I of Prussia had placed the Jewish community of Berlin

under a measure of State supervision through the regulations of
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1722, he attempted further to curtail its independence by lim-

iting its right of a free rabbinical election. In February 1729,

the community, which had not been at all consulted in the

matter, was ordered to elect Moses Aron of Bohemia as its

rabbi. We do not know what induced the government to force

upon the Berlin community this young and completely in-

experienced man who did not appear qualified to decide difficult

matters of ritual law.

The Berlin community, led by Heine Ephraim and his son

Veitel, refused to accept the royal order and recognize the

selection. The whole community offered passive resistance to

their young rabbi; there were disputes and acts of insubordina-

tion during meetings and finally open disobedience, exchange
of blows in the synagogue and in the streets and the arrest of

members of the community. But the unpleasant form it as-

sumed should not conceal the inner significance of the struggle,

namely, the revolt of a powerless community against the omni-

potent will of the State and its fear of losing its most valuable

possession its religious freedom and independence. The

government itself soon recognized that forcing a rabbi on the

community had been too rash a step- The community was

therefore given the right to dismiss Moses Aron and choose a

new rabbi in return for a payment of 1,500 taler to the State

treasury.
22

In the same way the Berlin elders rebelled against the many
acts of interference on the part of the State in the spiritual and

moral spheres, in the sphere of marriage and family customs

and in the sphere of their occupations. They complained that

the abrogation of the right of settlement of second and third

children, which was included in the 1730 General Reglement
for Prussian Jews, threatened to destroy the old family ties

and the authority of the parents. They pointed out that the

revisions in the electoral system conflicted with the customs of

the Jewish constitution and that the census which the State now

required did violence to their conscience, since Jewish ritual
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forbade the counting of the members of the community. Being

compelled to keep their records in the German language and to

have a Christian present at meetings during which confidential

matters were discussed seemed to them calculated to open the

ghetto to all sorts of harmful, external influences. In petition

after petition the Court Jews requested that they be permitted
to maintain their sacred traditions which were closely bound

up with their religion, and for which their ancestors had bitterly

struggled for centuries; and they asked that their previous

status be restored, since their entire welfare was involved.

Their welfare seemed to them particularly endangered when

Frederick the Great, in connection with his legal reforms, began
to reform the Jewish court procedure and to threaten the inde-

pendence of the Jewish judicial system. He ordered that the

Jewish courts use the new Prussian law code, the Codex

Fridericianus, and that the cases be conducted in personal

rather than in written proceedings. Upon the advice of his

Chief Chancellor, Cocceji, he made an attempt to remove cer-

tain cases, such as those having to do with marriage, inher-

itance and guardianship, from the jurisdiction of the rabbis and

to turn them over to the secular judges. Alarmed that even

the last sphere of their independence might pass to the State

and be influenced by the Christian spirit how could a secular

judge decide matters which were regulated by the Shulhan

Aruch and the Talmud and its commentaries? the elders

warned the Prussian government of the grave consequences of

so drastic a change. They finally succeeded in persuading the

government to allow the rabbis to decide not only disputes
about questions of religious ritual but also cases upon which

Jewish customs had an influence.

Where Jews were shtadlanim and chief elders, they fought
not merely for the preservation of rabbinical jurisdiction and

the maintenance of their religious customs and ceremonies. It

very frequently happened that they often in contradiction

to their role as the servants of their rulers utilized their
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position to improve the political, economic, financial and legal

status of their fellow Jews. Many of them fulfilled Samuel

Oppenheimer's beautiful testament to his sons, in which he

calls upon them to deal generously and kindly with their co-

religionists scattered all over the world because, through their

position at Court, they are able to look after their interests.

Since they were in the confidence of leading statesmen, the

Court Jews were often able to collaborate in the drafting of

edicts, orders, privileges and general privileges or to submit to

the government their own projects for improving the condi-

tions under which the Jews lived projects that were gen-

erally carefully considered and from time to time also acted

upon. When, for example, Frederick I placed a special tax

upon Prussian Jewry and threatened to drive them out of the

country if they refused to pay, the Berlin elders secured a re-

duction of the tax by their intercession.23 When Frederick

William I reorganized the Jewish tax system, in 1728, and de-

manded a very high sum from all the Jews of the monarchy,
the Jewish representatives of all the provinces, most of them

Court Jews, met in Berlin in order to consult with the govern-
ment about the possibility of a more equitable apportionment
of taxes.24

In the forties of the eighteenth century, when the Berlin

government was drawing up a general reglement for Prussian

Jewry, the shtadlanim of all the provinces strongly urged that

before the edict was published they be consulted on all its

points and be allowed to offer their objections. They had, after

all, obtained their privileges in conformity with the law and

had won concessions by undertaking heavy obligations and by

making heavy contributions. It was therefore only just, they

argued, that their agreement be asked to a law which would

affect their entire welfare.25

When, at the end of the Seven Years' War, Frederick the

Great forced the Jews to supply him with silver and demanded

the enormous sum of 30,000 marks from them, the Court Jew,
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Pinthus Levi ofRathenow, the elder of the Jewish communities

in the Kurmark, threatened that, if the sum were not reduced,

half of the Prussian Jews would emigrate and thus deprive the

king of his most important tax payers.
26

The Berlin elders likewise warned the government that, if

the king were to insist on the extraordinary increase in the sil-

ver deliveries, their credit would be weakened, their capital

diminished and they would consequently not be able to con-

tinue enterprises which were indispensable to the State.

The Jews in Cleves were indebted to Elias Gumperts, the

Jews of Mecklenburg to Michel Hinrichsen and the Jews in

Bayreuth to Aron Beer of Frankfort for the. lifting of the

LeifaolL Wertheimer secured important trading privileges for

the Hungarian community of Eisenstadt, as did the Bavarian

army contractor Abraham Maendle for the communities in the

Upper Palatinate, Jud Suess for the Jews in Wuerttemberg
and Solomon Samson of Baiersdorf for the Jews in Bavaria. By
paying large sums of money, Samson Wertheimer, Samuel

Oppenheimer and the Models of Ansbach saved the large com-

munity of Rothenberg in the Upper Palatinate from expulsion.
Aron Beer of Frankfort prevented the Jews in Upper Franconia

from being driven from their homes. Simon Michael succeeded

in depriving the Hungarian free city of Tyrnau of its ancient

privilege of refusing to allow Jews to enter its territory. Samuel

Oppenheimer was able to ransom Jewish war prisoners by de-

positing valuable pledges as security and to have the taxes of

the impoverished Prague community reduced. Samson Wert-

heimer induced the magistrate of Worms to revoke the order

he had issued, after the destruction of the city during the

French wars, forbidding the Jewish community to be re-

built. Together with his stepson, Isaac Nathan Oppenheimer,
Wertheimer tried to prevail upon the city magistrate to rebuild

the Frankfort Jewish quarter which had been completely de-

stroyed by two great fires. It was related of the Mecklenburg
Court agent, Daniel Jechiel Wallich, who repeatedly and sue-
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cessfiilly mediated between the Hamburg Jewish community
and the city and State authorities, that he once made an un-

broken journey of thirty hours from Hamburg to Schwerin

in order to intercede for an innocent Jew who had been con-

demned to the gallows.

The seventeenth century has been called the age of Hebrew
studies because of greater interest taken in Jewish literature.

Laymen corresponded in Hebrew, university professors became

acquainted with current Hebrew writings, pastors kept Jewish
teachers in their homes,and the Berlin Court preacherJablonsky

proposed a new edition of the Babylonian Talmud and sug-

gested the founding of a Hebrew press in the capital.
27 These

studies, which, on the one hand, contributed much toward a

better understanding of Judaism, were, on the other hand, used

by many writers, such as Wagenseil in his Tda ignea Satanae

and Wuelfer in his Theriaca Judaica, to find "scientific" support
for old accusations. Whereas these Latin works could be under-

stood only by scholars and did not reach the masses, the situa-

tion was different when it was announced that a book against

the Jews, written in German, was soon to appear. The author

of this libelous work, called Judaism Unmasked, was Johann
Andreas Eisenmenger, who had been appointed by the Elector

Johann Wilhelm as Professor of Oriental Languages at his uni-

versity in Heidelberg. Through his many conversations with

Jews, before whom he posed as one interested in their literature,

and through the study of 193 Hebrew manuscripts, he felt

qualified to enlighten the world about the religious tenets and

errors he had discovered in Jewish literature.28

This became known at about the time when a mob plundered
Samuel Oppenheimer's house in Vienna and destroyed his busi-

ness papers; when the Franconian population, suffering from

inflation and food shortages, attacked and robbed the Jews in

their homes, so that the Bishop of Bamberg had to send out

armed soldiers to restore order. If in this critical moment the
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population were again to be stirred up by a book of this sort,

Samson Wertheimer wrote on July 12, 1700, to the Emperor
in the name of all the Jewish communities in the Empire, a

general revolt could very easily break out which would threaten

not only the Jews but all the inhabitants of Germany. He
therefore urged Leopold to prevent the appearance of the book

and offered, together with Samuel Oppenheimer and Leffmann

Behrens, to compensate the author and to reimburse him for

the expenses he had incurred in having the book printed.

Some days later, on July 21, the Emperor ordered Eisenmen-

ger's book confiscated until well-known scholars, as well as fa-

mous rabbis, had had a chance to examine and approve it. The

Emperor did not alter his decision even when he was faced with

requests from all sides to allow the appearance of a book which

refuted Jewish errors. He did not even allow himself to be

beguiled by the argument of Frederick I of Prussia that the

Christian religion would suffer if Jews became so powerful that

they could prevent the publication of a book defending Chris-

tian beliefs. Judaism Unmasked continued to remain un-

revealed to the masses, and it was not until 1741 that

Eisenmenger's heirs were permitted to publish the book. It is

doubtful whether Emperor Leopold was greatly influenced by
Wertheimer's contention that Eisenmenger, who knew very
little Hebrew, had mistranslated many passages. It is much
more probable that it was his concern for his empty treasury
that led him to grant his Court Jew's request.

That his action was not the result of a kindly disposition is

evident from his order in 1670 expelling the Jews from Vienna.

Like the years 1492 and 1648, the dates of the expulsion of the

Jews from Spain and the persecutions in Poland and the

Ukraine, the year 1670 marks the third great upheaval in mod-
ern Jewish history. Though the expulsion of the Jews from

Vienna and Lower Austria and the destruction of the spiritual
and cultural center in the Empire did not find the reflection in
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literature that the flight from the Spanish Inquisition and the

massacres of the Polish and Ukrainian Jews had, the loss of so

important a community was felt as a great national calamity

throughout Europe.
All sorts of unlucky accidents at the Imperial Court a fire

in the castle which almost cost the life of the royal family, the

Queen's miscarriage, the death of the young Crown Prince

all these incidents were exploited by the magistrate of Vienna,
the guilds and the clergy in a well-organized plot against the

Jews. Cardinal Kollonitsch assumed the task of convincing
the ruler that all these signs and portents were a visitation upon
him for his continued toleration of the Jews and of entreating
the ruler and his advisors to order the expulsion of all unbe-

lievers. In order to make up for the loss which the Imperial

Treasury would suffer, the citizens of Vienna offered to pay
a lump sum of 15,000 florins and to make an annual payment
of 14,000 florins.

Despite the opposition of his Court Treasury, which did not

want to be deprived of the Jewish taxpayers, the Emperor, on

July 26, ordered all Jews to leave Vienna and Lower Austria by

Corpus Christi Day of the following year.

David Kaufmann,29 in his chronicles, has described the dread-

ful events of that period, the despair of those who were being

suddenly driven from their homes, their attempts to have the

expulsion order annulled by offering money and by pleading
with the authorities, their refusal to save themselves by becom-

ing baptized, their hasty sale of businesses and properties for

a fraction of their worth and the vigorous efforts of the various

Court Jews to save the community from destruction. It was

to Manuel Texeira in Hamburg that they turned with their

most urgent entreaties to try to prevent their being driven into

exile, exhausted and without means. For Texeira come from

Spain, the birthplace of the queen and the homeland of the

Jesuits who controlled the Emperor, and he still possessed in-

fluential friends among the grandees at the Spanish Court.
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In Rome there was Cardinal Azzolino, the friend of the Queen
of Sweden with whom Texeira was constantly in correspond-
ence and who possessed influence with the Pope. Christina

herself had won the favor of the Imperial Court through her

conversion and she was always ready, not only to help her Jew-
ish friend and his coreligionists, but to combat every act of

intolerance.

The moment he was informed about the threatening fate of

the Viennese Jews, Texeira tried to do everything in his power
to rescue the community. He wrote letters and sent messen-

gers to Spain, Austria and Rome. He turned to the president
of the Viennese War Council, Count Montecuculi, whom he

knew well; he asked Cardinal Azzolino to try to win the sym-

pathy of the Pope for the Viennese Jews; he asked Christina

to make an effort through the papal nuncio in Vienna to prevail

upon the queen and the Empress Dowager to show mercy to

the persecuted; he made use of the Spanish grandees to attempt

secretly to influence the queen's confessor and the Jesuits with

whom the Emperor was surrounded. While Texeira was suc-

cessful in postponing the expulsion for only half a year, a sim-

ilar attempt some seventy-five years later was more effective.

Much as they had been alarmed by the expulsion of the

Viennese Jews in 1670, the Jews of Europe were even more

greatly alarmed by the expulsion order by Empress Maria

Theresa in 1745 banishing all her Jewish subjects from Prague
and the Kingdom of Bohemia. It seemed incredible that the

most illustrious and respected Jewish community in the Em-

pire, the very crown of Jewry, should suddenly cease to exist,

Did not the Temple in Jerusalem continue its existence in the

Altneu synagogue? Had not, as the sages relate, God's angel

brought the Holy of Holies to Prague so that it might be re-

stored to its former glory in this new land? Had not the rev-

erent, the just and the faithful, century after century, here,

taken upon themselves the yoke of the fear of the Eternal?

Had not Rabbi Loew worked his wonders here, Yomtov
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Lippmann Heller promulgated his wise doctrines, David Cans

composed his Jewish chronicles ?
30

There was another factor which made people react differ-

ently to the event of 1745 from the way they had reacted

seventy-five years earlier. At that epoch, the time of the dog-
matic and intolerant Counter-Reformation, the necessity for

a confessional uniformity within the same state was accepted
as a political maxim by almost all the rulers of Europe. Now,
however, writers and philosophers began to proclaim that men
are born with unalienable rights, that all religious creeds must
be tolerated, that it was the duty of every statesman to try to

eliminate human misery, to lead his people towards moral per-
fection.31 If at a time when the Jews could hope for a steady
amelioration of their lot and could believe that they could grad-

ually become part of the State in which they lived, the might-
iest ruler of Europe were to destroy the greatest community in

her kingdom, then all the efforts of the Jews appeared senseless

and useless and the fate which now menaced the Prague com-

munity might befall all the other groups of Jews. If one could,

however, prevent the exile or at least spare a part of the com-

munity, one could, through this act, strengthen the position of

the remaining communities.

"All communities and lands are dependent on the holy com-

munity of Prague/' wrote Wolf Wertheimer to the rabbi of the

London community, "and if our aid is of avail here . . * then

the danger of expulsion in other countries and lands will natu-

rally be lessened, just as a vow even partially fulfilled may be

considered as having been completely fulfilled."

The tragic events took place in the following order. In

August 1744, during the second War of the Silesian Succession,

the powerful Prussian troops invaded Bohemia, defeated the

Austrians, and took the poorly equipped and poorly defended

city of Prague after a short siege. Though the Jews had helped

dig trenches and fight fires along with the Christian inhabitants

and had been forced to contribute to the heavy tribute which
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the Prussians demanded, they were charged, even while the

siege was still in progress, of being in alliance with the enemy.
When, after an Austrian victory, the Prussians were forced to

retreat, the Jews were openly accused of high treason. As soon

as the enemy troops had left, Hussars, Pandours and mobs
from Prague invaded the Jewish quarter, plundered homes, de-

stroyed the scrolls in the synagogues, wounded three hundred

Jews and killed fifteen.

On December 18, 1744, Queen Maria Theresa decided that

for "weighty reasons" all Jews must leave the city of Prague

by the 31st of December of the same year and that henceforth

no Jew would be permitted to remain in any part of Bohemia.

Only the most important of the Prague merchants were al-

lowed to remain near the city until the end of 1745 in order to

liquidate their businesses, sell their houses and pay their debts.

Despite the fact that her ministers informed her that the ru-

mors about the Jews were malicious, that the only thing which

could possibly be said against the Prague Jews was that, by
some accident, the Jewish section had not been hit during the

siege, and that, after some drunken soldiers had brawled in the

Jewish quarter, the Prussian commander had restored order

there and protected the inhabitants against further violence,

the bigoted queen stubbornly clung to her resolution.

A few days after the order was issued, the campaign to rescue

the Jews got under way. Wolf Wertheimer, Samson's son, who

happened to be in Augsburg to collect his Bavarian claims,

placed himself at the head. He assembled his forces like a gen-
eral about to storm an enemy fortress. Like an experienced

statesman, he drew all the threads together and managed to

weave about the queen a web that reached from Augsburg over

Swabia, Bavaria, Franconia, Saxony, Brunswick, Berlin,

Hanover, Holland, England, Denmark and Italy to Austria*

He called upon all of them, the Court Jews of the archbishops
and bishops, dukes, Electors, governors and margraves, to in-

tervene with their rulers and persuade them to induce the queen
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to withdraw her order. He was a gifted speaker and writer; he

played upon the sympathy and compassion of his friends; he

appealed to their conscience and to their religious and moral

emotions; he aroused their sense of responsibility toward their

fellow men. Help for the Jews of Prague had to come from

without, since a prisoner cannot free himself. Voices had to be

raised, voices of wisdom, aid, protection They must gird
their loins like warriors. Runners, dispatch-riders, couriers

had to be sent from Court to Court; extra subventions had to

be raised; all to assuage the wrath of the queen.
Wertheimer did not content himself with appealing to peo-

ple's emotions. With the aid of his coreligionists he called the

attention of the various governments to the irreparable harm
that would be done to the economy, not only of Bohemia,
Moravia and Austria, but also to the trade of Holland, Saxony
and, indeed, all the commercial centers, if the Prague Jews, with

all their talents and connections, should be suddenly shut out

of economic life. And whereas Texeira, seventy years earlier,

had appealed to the humane feelings of the various statesmen

and rulers, Wertheimer insisted on the Jew's inalienable rights

as men. It was not a question of mercy or good will; it was a

question of justice. It was not support or charity he was de-

manding; it was a just and impartial judgment. It would have

a disastrous moral effect, he argued, if the queen should be led

by her advisors to drive out, in the midst of a war, so many
people whose ancestors had lived in the country for twelve

hundred years.

The feeling of solidarity which existed among the Court Jews
is revealed by the fact that all of them Sephardi and Ash-

kenazi, German, Dutch, English, Austrian and Danish all

united with Wolf Wertheimer and lent him their aid. In

Frankfort the learned Moses Loeb Kann, a brother-in-law of

Wertheimer, undertook to get the Archbishop of Mayence,
whose Court factor he was, to send a "cleverly-worded letter"

to Maria Theresa. At the same time he asked the Frankfort
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community to dispatch couriers to the Pope and to Rome,
Turin, Amsterdam, Nymwegen and London. He himself in-

duced the very influential Jew, Tobia Boas of the Hague, to

win the support of the States General and the British King.
In the same way, Benedict Gumperts, who as banker for the

Dutch government was employed as an intermediary in the

most important political and financial negotiations, was able

to induce the Dutch ambassador in Vienna to urge Maria

Theresa to alter her decision.

Moses Kann's brother, Baer Kann, the shtadlan of the

Frankfort community, persuaded his brother-in-law, Rabbi

Oppenheim of Hildesheim, to ask for a personal audience with

the Elector of Cologne in order to obtain a letter of intercession.

The Hanover Court Jew, Michael David, enlisted the help of

the Electoral College of his country. Moses Breslauer and

Aron Franks, two respected members of the London commu-

nity, went with the representatives of the Portuguese com-

munity to see the British king who promised them aid so that

"a whole nation might not be destroyed."
Alexander David of Wolfenbuettel, who had close business

relations with the Empress Dowager Elisabeth, the mother of

Maria Theresa, a Princess of Brunswick, was ordered by the

rabbi to shave his beard and to ride to Vienna in order to pre-
vent the calamity through his personal intervention.

Kopel Fraenkel, the representative of the Fuerth community
and the father-in-law of one of Wolf Wertheimer's sons, ap-

plied to the Bishop of Bamberg whose word had great weighfat
the Court of Vienna. Other Court Jews turned to the Danish

king, to the Duke of Blankenburg, the Duke of Weissenfels,
the Grand Duke Franz of Lorraine, the husband of Maria

Theresa, and to his brother. Prince Charles. Elias Halberstadt

of Dresden, who sought, as he tells us, to imitate his famous

father, Bernd Lehmann, in word and deed, asked his ruler, the

king of Poland, for help. In Vienna, Baron d'Aguilar, the di-

rector of the Austrian tobacco monopoly, who had many influ-
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ential friends, placed himself in the center of the movement

along with Wertheimer's oldest son, Samuel. Eisik Landau of

Ulm, who had influence with a brother-in-law of the Bohemian
Chancellor Kinsky, the chief-persecutor of the Jews, was
instructed by Wolf Wertheimer to drop all his business affairs,

to travel at Wolf's expense to Vienna and to try to have the

expulsion date postponed so that the Prague Jews would at

least not freeze to death on the open fields.

All these efforts and sacrifices of Wolf Wertheimer and the

others finally bore fruit, after some three years. The Jews who
had been driven out of Prague and Bohemia, and who had wan-

dered about practically destitute, were in 1748 allowed to re-

turn to the city of "nine magnificent synagogues and to the

graves of the saints/' but only after they had declared them-

selves prepared to pay to the queen's treasury the enormous

sum of 240,000 florins for this act of grace.

The proverb had, as it were, been reversed: it would seem

that, in the eyes of the rulers, the means justified the end.



CHAPTER VIII

COMMUNITY FOUNDER AND
PATRON

'HEN the Jews were expelled in the fifteenth and six-

teenth centuries from practically all the free cities of the

Empire, from many of the larger territories and from several

bishoprics, they found refuge in the villages and provincial

towns of the independent knights and mediatized princes in

central, south and west Germany. They were not granted

protection because people were prepared to give the innocent

victims of persecution a new home, but rather because they
wanted to gain new tax payers and to utilize their services. At
the same time, their new protectors desired considering the

sharp opposition between the city inhabitants and the peasants,
between the princes and the cities, between the nobility and
the patriciate to show their contempt for the townsfolk by
settling the Jews near the walls of the cities from which they
had been driven and to use them as effective allies against their

common enemy.
1

In this way there arose the great Jewish communities of

Pfersee, Steppach and Grieshaber near the gates of the free

city of Augsburg, the dense settlements on the Rhine and the

Mosel not far from Cologne and Treves, the community of

Breisach near Freiburg and Basel, the Black Forest commu-
nities near Offenburg, the communities in the principality of

Oettingen near the free city of Noerdlingen, and the Fuerth

community opposite Nuremberg.
When the Thirty Years' War ended there were numbers of

Jews spread over the villages and small towns of Germany who
208
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were organized in the so-called Landjudenschqften. Larger city

communities, however, were to be found only in Fuerth,
Frankfort on the Main, Halberstadt, Worms, Prague and, un-

til their expulsion, in Vienna.

Towards the end of the seventeenth century and in the first

half of the eighteenth century the situation was radically

changed. The Landjudenschaften lost their importance and the

provincial communities lagged behind the city communities.

Everywhere new settlements were arising even in places
closed to Jews for centuries which developed very rapidly,
increased greatly in population and became the spiritual, cul-

tural and economic centers of Jewry.

Many of these new communities owed their existence to the

mercantilist policies of the rulers. They were founded with

the intention of using the Jews for the economic experiments
of the States. The Jewish community of Berlin, for example,
was from the very beginning systematically encouraged be-

cause the Great Elector believed that their activity was useful

and promising for the commercial and economic development
of his capital. The community of Frankfort on the Oder was

supported by the government in the interest of the trade on

the Oder and the important Frankfort fairs. The Elector Karl

Ludwig of the Palatinate settled German and Portuguese Jews
in newly-built Mannheim because he wanted it to be a modern

city based on the principle of religious freedom, self-government
and free trade. The Jewish community of the newly-founded
residence city of Karlsruhe owed its existence to the fact that

the Margrave Karl Ludwig of Baden-Durlach was forced to

populate his almost empty city with as many economically

active inhabitants as possible. The Margraves of Baden-

Durlach and Baden-Baden settled Jews in Pforzheim, Sulzburg

and Rastatt in order to rebuild their lands which had been

devastated by war and famine. The bishops of Speyer accepted

Jews in order to improve the financial condition of their

territories.2
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On the other hand, cities like Dresden, Leipzig, Cassel,

Hanover, Brunswick, Schwerin, Stuttgart, Ludwigsburg, Bay-

reuth, Magdeburg, Halle and Breslau were opened to Jews as

a result of the tenacious efforts of the Court Factors.

That it was no easy task for the Court Jews to win the right

of residence and to found new communities can be seen from

the case of the Resident Bernd Lehmann of Halberstadt. In

1708, he asked the Elector of Saxony to grant him the perm-
anent right of domicile in Dresden and to allow him and his

family to fulfil their religious duties there. As a reward for the

faithful services his Court Jew had rendered him, Augustus
the Strong granted Lehmann

J

s request in the very same year,

with the proviso that he was not to overstep his privileges.

Scarcely had he settled in the city with his oldest son, Lehmann

Berend, the rest of his family, his Hamburg brother-in-law,

the general purveyor Jonas Meyer and his retinue of servants

and employees, than the city Council attempted to make it

difficult for him to perform any act required by his religion.

When a son was born to Jonas Meyer shortly after he had

taken up residence in the city, a Christian midwife was not

allowed to attend the confinement. The father was forced to

take the newly-born child in the dead of winter to Teplitz, in

Bohemia, because the city magistrate refused to allow the child

to be circumcised in Dresden. When he furnished a room in

the rear of his house for religious services, the prayer books and

ceremonial objects were confiscated by the city court which

declared itself enraged by this "godless enterprise." When his

daughter died, in 1715, she had to be buried in Teplitz because

the Jews were not allowed to have a cemetery in the capital.

Bernd Lehmann's resolution and tenacity were such, how-

ever, that he managed after a short time to overcome the oppo-
sition of the merchants, the guilds and the magistrate. The
ceremonial objects which had been taken from the synagogue
were ordered returned. The women in confinement were prom-
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ised midwives. He was given permission to use the garden he

had bought near the city gates as a cemetery. Religious serv-

ices were permitted in a private home, although they had to be

conducted "quietly and without shouting/' Thus Lehmann's

essential requests were completely fulfilled and the foundation

was laid for a new community.
When the number of servants and employees of the two

Court Jews was specified, in 1723, it appeared that Meyer had

brought with him forty-four and Lehmann thirty persons.

Jonas, as early as 1708, had brought his brother Rubens with

him as his bookkeeper and, upon his death, his clever widow

continued his work. Jonas' son, the Court and Treasury agent

Joseph Jonas Meyer, who rendered valuable services to the

Dresden government during the Seven Years' War, invited, in

1754, a distant relative to come from Hamburg to Saxony.
His daughter married Abraham Hirschel of Berlin, who was the

Saxon Court factor until his lawsuit with Voltaire cost him his

title and position. Another son-in-law, Gerson David Alexan-

der, received the title of Court factor, while many of the

employees, like Joel Elias Seckel, Lehmann Berend's book-

keeper, entered the service of the Court or, like Ephraim
Abraham of Hamburg and his sons, received from Minister

Bruehl, the "guardian angel" of the Jews, as they called him,

passports, titles and the right of domicile. *

In Leipzig the wealthy mint-contractor and Court factor,

Gerd Levi of Hamburg,
3 a relative of Moses Benjamin Wulff

and a son-in-law of the well-known Hamburg jeweler Jeremias

Fuerst, obtained in 1710 the right of domicile as gold and silver

purveyor of the government. Though the Leipzig magistrate,

charging him with devaluating the coinage and favoring his

own business at the expense of the State, requested his expul-

sion, Gerd Levi, who had provided Augustus the Strong's son

with the means of obtaining the second Polish crown, was never

actually expelled. After his death, his son Levi Gerd continued
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his father's business on the same large scale, while his son-in-

law, Isaac Jacob, made himself independent and opened the

gates of Leipzig to other Jews.

The first Jew to receive the right of residence in Cassel was

Benedict Goldschmidt of Frankfort on the Main, who was in

the service of the Landgrave of Hesse in the first half of the

seventeenth century. As shtadlan of the Hessian Landjuden-

schaft he protected them from persecution and suffering during
the Thirty Years' War and, as Court Jew, he managed to pro-
cure for himself the right to hold religious services in his home.

The real founder of the Cassel community, however, was

Abraham David of Halberstadt, a contemporary of Bernd

Lehmann, a brother of the Brunswick Court factor Alexander

and the Hanoverian Treasury agent Michael David. Through
the intercession of the Elector of Hanover, the Landgrave of

Hesse admitted Abraham to Cassel as a "protected Jew." Six-

teen years later he appointed him Court agent in appreciation
of his valuable services*

Like his brother Alexander, who re-established the Bruns-

wick community, Abraham possessed great organizing talents.

He soon became the leading shtadlan of the Hessian Landju-

denschaft or, as the Hessian Constitutenbuch called him, "the

famous Rabbi of Cassel." He was responsible for abolishing
the private chapels, which encouraged the formation of cliques,

and for founding a general synagogue which was soon to be-

come the religious and cultural center of the rapidly growing

community.
i In Hanover, Leffmann Behrens obtained the right to ap-

point his own rabbi, build a synagogue, establish a cemetery
and invite well-known merchants, scholars and rabbis to the

electoral residence. Here Joseph Hameln, the father-in-law of

Leffmann and Glueckel, spent his last years. The Rabbi of

Holleschau, Joseph Oppenheim, the son of the famous Mora-
vian rabbi and bibliophile David Oppenheim, a grandson of

Leffmann and a son-in-law of Samson Wertheimer, came to
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Hanover in 1721 as Imperial Court factor. He was followed by
Bernd Lehmann's two sons, Moses Kosmann and Mordechai

Gumpel, as well as by Simon Wolf Oppenheimer, a son of

Samuel, who married a granddaughter of Leffmann and

founded an important banking firm in the capital. Leffmann's

successor as leader of the community was Michael David.

After the bankruptcy of Leffmann Behrens' firm, he bought
the synagogue Behrens had founded and gave it, together with

its Torah scrolls and furnishings, to the community, which

honored him in its Memorial Book as one of the finest and

noblest men, one who had, through his intercessions before

kings, won the love and veneration of his brethren.4

The Mecklenburg Court Jew Michel Hinrichsen of Glueck-

stadt was the first Jew in two hundred years to be allowed to

settle in the residence city and to set up a synagogue in his

home. However, the Schwerin community was re-established

not by him but by the Court agent Nathan and his brother, the

Court seal-engraver Philip. It was these two brothers, the

Mecklenburg Magister Tychsen reported in 1769, who obtained

for the Jews the right to settle in all the cities of the territory,

except Rostock. 5

About the same time, Moses Seckel, the Resident of the

Margrave Frederick of Ansbach-Bayreuth, received a conces-

sion permitting him to settle twenty Jewish families in the res-

idence-city of Bayreuth from where they had been driven in

1515. The Margrave sold Seckel a house in the center of the

city which he turned into a synagogue for the immigrants.

Four years after its founding, the community numbered thirty-

four households; in 1771 the number had increased to sixty-

eight.

In Bavaria a strict law which placed a very heavy tax on

Jewish travelers had, from 1533 on, kept Jews out of the coun-

try. As a result of his poor financial condition, however, the

Elector Max Emanuel could not prevent his chief creditor,

Wolf Wertheimer, and his army contractors, Joseph and
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Abraham Maendle, from spending decades in Munich. Wolf

Wertheimer and the Maendles laid the foundation of the

Munich community, which gradually Began to be built up in

the second half of the eighteenth century under the leadership

of important Court Jews, like the general entrepreneurs of the

Bavarian army, Aron Elias Seligmann,
6 Isaac Seligmann and

Abraham Uhlfelder. 7

In Wuerttemberg the constitution had strictly forbidden the

settlement ofJews and the granting of ducal privileges to them.

Neighboring territories were asked to expel Jews and the Swa-

bian subjects were punished with banishment if they dared to

conduct business with them. It was only in the second decade

of the eighteenth century that a slight change took place, when

Eberhard Ludwig's mistress, the Countess Wuerben, managed
to secure for her Court Jew, Isaac Landauer, the right to reside

in Stuttgart and, at the request of her other Court factor,

Levin Fraenkel, to admit twenty-four Jewish families to

Freudenthal and Gochsheim, two territories given her by the

duke. Jud Suess obtained permission, in 1736, for two Jewish
families to settle in Stuttgart and six families in the second

Wuerttemberg residence, Ludwigsburg; these persons were

placed directly under his jurisdiction and that of the duke.

Samuel Oppenheimer has been called the founder of the new
Viennese community because he was the first Jew who was al-

lowed to dwell in the city after the expulsion of 1670. However,
the Viennese Court factors, the most famous and influential

in the Empire, were not permitted to found, as the official ex-

pression ran, a Jewish Communitaet. To spare the feelings of the

Christian population, which had renamed the Lower Werd, the

earlier Jewish quarter, "Leopoldstadt" in order to erase even

the memory of its previous inhabitants, the Court Jews were

forbidden to call themselves a community. They lived under

the protection of the Emperor as individuals, tolerated by him

and granted privileges because of his special grace. They
formed a kind of colony whose members had to pay the State
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an annual "toleration** tax of 6,000 florins. Should such a

privilege lapse, the tolerated Jew had to leave the capital

immediately. They were forbidden to build a synagogue or to

hold religious services together. Samuel Oppenheimer's request,
in 1687, to be allowed to set up a chapel in his home was

rejected by the Department of Finance. His position was,

however, strong enough for him to dare to conduct religious

services in his home for his family and for the large number of

his servants and employees without the consent of the authori-

ties. For it could not be called a synagogue, he wrote to the

Department of Finance when he was denounced, if he prayed in

his own house in accordance with the precepts of his religion, as

every man is obliged to do who does not want to live like an

animal. Samson Wertheimer, Hirschel Loeb Sinzheim, Berend

Eskeles and others secretly erected chapels in their homes, fur-

nished them with Torah scrolls, books and ceremonial objects,

and employed rabbis, cantors and servants. "Everyone had a

synagogue in his home/' reported the Jewish traveler, Abraham

Levi, who visited Vienna at the beginning of the eighteenth

century.

Despite the fact that a detailed list of their servants had to

be sent to the Department of Finance each week, that homes

were constantly being inspected and servants and book-

keepers not allowed to marry, engage in any activity on their

own or possess their own homes, the protected Jews were never-

theless able to hide a large number of illegal immigrants. If

we find the names of one hundred and twenty-one persons on

the official list of those covered by Oppenheimer's privilege in

1723, we can be sure that the number of those whose names

did not appear on the lists was as large or even larger.

Though the Viennese Jews could not organize a real commu-

nity, they attempted at least to provide the appurtenances of a

community by building hospitals and asylums, setting up
welfare organizations and institutions, founding a Hevra

Kaddisha, in order to strengthen the feeling of solidarity among
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the Jewish inhabitants of Vienna, a task which appeared
more important to Samuel Oppenheimer than an attempt to

gain the Emperor's favor.

When the City of Magdeburg, which during the Middle Ages
had almost had the status of a free city, fell to Brandenburg
in 1680 after violent resistance, it requested before its capitula-

tion that it be allowed to retain its Judenregal, its sovereignty

in Jewish matters. Although the Great Elector had taken away
from the Estates in all the Prussian provinces the usurped

right of the Judengeleit (that is, the privilege of settlement and

control of Jews), he was nevertheless compelled to give in to

the opposition of the stubborn city and to promise to spare

them in the future from the necessity of accepting Jews. This

privilege was confirmed by the Great Elector's successor,

Frederick I. He only succeeded in depriving the city of the

right it had formerly acquired to levy a tax on Jews traveling

through the city and in securing for Abraham Liebmann, the

son of the Court Jewess, the trading concession for the whole

province of Magdeburg.
It remained for the Gumperts family of Cleves to get around

this stubbornly maintained prerogative and to obtain the right

of domicile for Jews in Magdeburg, Frederick William I, who
allowed no encroachment upon his sovereignty and who paid no

attention to the opposition of the Estates, on June 24, 1719,

granted the owners of the Gumperts banking firm in Cleves, the

two Court factors, Levi and Jacob, and their partner Elias

Ruben Gumperts, the right to settle and trade in Magdeburg,
without interference from the magistrate, as a reward for their

faithful services to the royal house for many decades.

In the last year of his life (1688) the Great Elector was per-

suaded by his Court jeweler, Jost Liebmann, to give Solomon

Israel, one of Esther's sons by her first marriage, the privilege

of settling in Halle with all the rights and liberties of the Berlin

Jews. A few years later, the Saxon army contractor Assur

Marx, who had close business relations with Bernd Lehmann
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and who was in Israel's employ, was admitted to Halle along
with his son Marx Assur, the Merseburg Court Jews Bernd
Wolff and Elias Wulff. These experienced men, who were used

to dealing with officials, very soon succeeded in obtaining the

right to have their own cemetery and to buy a house and con-

vert it into a synagogue, and they finally received a very favor-

able general privilege which allowed them to trade freely in the

entire province of Magdeburg. Under the leadership of Solomon

Israel, who had inherited his father's business talents and his

mother's pride and self-assurance, the Halle community soon

attracted settlers from all parts of the Empire, so that by 1721

it numbered thirty-three and by 1733, forty-nine families.

In Koenigsberg at the beginning of the eighteenth century,
the Court Jew Bendix Jeremias of Berlin attempted to mediate

between the conflicting interests of the city magistrate and

those of the Prussian officials. While the city councillors

were violently opposed to the admission of Jews, the Prussian

officials strongly urged the founding of a Jewish community,
since Prussian trade was dependent on the merchants from the

East who complained bitterly that they were unable to fulfill

their religious obligations during the weeks they had to remain

in the city. As the official collector of the Jewish toll, Bendix

Jeremias requested that he be appointed leader of the Polish,

Lithuanian and Russian traders and the few Jews already living

in Koenigsberg, so that he might settle disputes, maintain

discipline and order, take care of religious services, the support
of the poor and the burial of the dead.

His ideas were carried out two years after his death. On

April 7, 1722, an order was issued from Berlin to the provincial

government of East Prussia to appoint a representative and

rabbi for the Koenigsberg Jews. A community recognized by
the State was in this way organized in Koenigsberg. In 1737

it consisted of thirty families, mostly well-to-do money-dealers,

manufacturers and commissionaires.

When the Breslau Jewish community was forced, in 1454, to
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leave the city, some of its members managed to settle in neigh-

boring suburbs from which they were able to visit the Breslau

fairs, together with Russian, Polish, Bohemian and Moravian

Jews.
8

Despite the opposition of the city magistrate, several pur-

veyors and lessees indispensable to the Austrian mints were

granted the right to enter Breslau freely and to conduct trade

there. During the time of Emperor Charles V, Isaak Mayer of

Prague administered the imperial Breslau mint and, during
the Thirty Years' War, Manasse of Hotzenplotz served as

its director. During the middle and at the end of the seven-

teenth century, Marcus Perlheffter of Vienna, Hertz Moyses of

Hamburg and Zacharias Lazarus regularly supplied the Breslau

office of the mint. While Perlheffter and Moyses soon left the

inhospitable Oder city whose citizens sought to hamstring their

activity by means of excesses and riots, Zacharias Lazarus set-

tled in Breslau (probably about 1656) as privileged purveyor
to the imperial mint. Since he was a nephew of the well-known

Hirschel Lazarus, the same man who had negotiated with the

Great Elector in the matter of the admission of the Viennese

Jews into Prussia, it is probable that he belonged to the circle

of Imperial Court Jews who controlled the trade of the mon-

archy until their expulsion. After he died, his son, Lazarus

Zacharias, was appointed imperial mint purveyor and, upon
the latter's death, his grandsons, Elias, Zacharias, Joseph and

Abraham, were named to the post. They were joined by their

relative Philip Lazarus, the son of Lazarus Hirschel, to whom
Emperor Leopold had granted the right of domicile in Breslau

as a reward for his reorganization of the almost completely
ruined imperial minting system.

In addition to these Jews of the mint there was a second

group whom the anti-Jewish magistrate could not refuse per-
mission to live in the city the so-called Schamoschim or

Schammesse. They were the oath-bound functionaries of the

Polish, Bohemian and Moravian Jews, whose task it was to
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carry on the entire Jewish-Polish trade, to carry out the assign-
ments of their employers, to purchase goods and to establish

contacts between manufacturers and contractors. Together
with their business employees, religious functionaries and
school teachers, they formed a large congregation, but one
which had no inner connection with the other Jews in the city
nor any communal institutions of its own.

As in the other cities, so here too the complicated and con-

fused affairs of the Breslau Jewry were regulated by the priv-

ileged Court Jews, like Zacharias Hirschel and Daniel Kuh.

Through their efforts the various elements which were con-

stantly competing and struggling with one another were united

into a strong, closely-knit group on the model of the other com-

munities in the Empire. From these beginnings arose the

Breslau community which was later to become so famous and

important.
9

The new communities founded by the Court Jews did not

differ in their constitution or organization from the other com-

munities in Germany. They were founded so that the Jews
could continue to live in the way they were accustomed and

so that the various groups which came from different countries

and spoke different languages might be welded into a homo-

geneous community. The Court Jews of this period did not

organize these communities with new ideas in mind; they did

not try to reform the communal life or to bring it into harmony
with the customs and modes of the surrounding world, as Herz

Samson, Israel Jacobson, David Friedlaender and others tried

to do decades later.

What impelled these men, who had adapted themselves in

dress, speech and mode of life to the world about them, to labor

so tirelessly to preserve the old community ties and traditions?

Nothing has come down to us which reveals what influence the

courtly environment had upon these Jews, whether they ad-

mired it or were repelled by it, whether they criticized it or
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came to accept it. We do not know whether their conscience

was troubled by having to support a political system in which

the end justified the means, or whether they had moral qualms
about serving a world in which the strong oppressed the weak

and in which this fact was accepted as being axiomatic in hu-

man society. Nor is it reported whether the Court Jews shared

in the fate of the land to which chance had brought them, or

whether they regarded themselves as unimportant cogs in the

mechanism of the State set in motion by a power for which

they were not responsible at all; whether the money they ob-

tained for the rulers was to them simply a number without any
real meaning, or whether they were interested in the ends for

which the money was used.

One thing, however, we do know: the moment the Court Jew
found himself among his fellow Jews, prayed in the synagogue
or read the Bible or Talmud, the world of the Court disap-

peared for him. He was no longer troubled by such things as

French subsidies, bribes for the Polish nobles, the conquest of

foreign crowns, or the provisioning of hungry armies. Here in

his own community were other laws and customs than those of

the Court. Wealth and the friendship of princes could not here

assure him of the undivided loyalty of his coreligionists, much
as they might flatter him to win his favor. In the Jewish com-

munity it was not the Court Jew who was the uncontested

leader, but rather the rabbi, the scholar, the saint. It was the

latter who served as the model for the community, as its ad-

visor, as the one who managed its affairs and resolved its con-

flicts. If the Court Jew desired to share the veneration in which

the rabbi was held, he, too, had to acquire rabbinical and tal-

mudic knowledge; if he desired to be worthy of his important

position in the community, his character and conduct had to

be above reproach.
Thus we can understand why it was that the Court Jews not

only preserved the traditional form of the community, but also

vrhy many of them were themselves ordained as rabbis or knew
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enough about the Talmud to be able to hold their own against
famous scholars. The Prague Jew who scolded his son in

Vienna for having entered business at an age when he should

still be studying the Bible and Talmud was not a rarity at that

period.
10 Much as the Court Jews wanted their children to

marry the children of their friends the Gumperts, Leffrnann,

Lehmann, Liebmann, Oppenheimer, Wertheimer, Hirschel,

Michael, Geldern, Reinganum, Beer, Drach, Kann, Wulff,

Itzig, Ephraim, and David were all related in one way or

another they desired still more that their descendants should

marry the children of learned fathers.

Samson Wertheimer, himself the son-in-law of a Mannheim
rabbi, was prouder of his position as a privileged rabbi of the

Jewish communities of the Empire and of his title as a prince
of the Holy Land than he was of all the titles and honors be-

stowed upon him by the Court of Vienna. In his testament he

expresses the desire that his youngest son should dedicate him-

self to the study of the Talmud and that, when the time comes
for him to take a wife, he should not choose a girl for her

beauty or money or social position, but should marry the

daughter of a distinguished rabbi. He even set aside some

25,000-30,000 taler for his future daughter-in-law, so that she

might be able to bring his son a dowry.
Leffmann Behrens, who was praised as a true son of Aaron,

devoted himself in the morning and at night to rabbinical

studies, despite the pressure of his business affairs. It was said

of the learned Simon Wolf Oppenheimer that his word was as

sacred to him as an oath. The royal Court factor, Joseph

Oppenheim, was well known as a rabbi in Holleschau and as a

learned bibliophile before he settled in Hanover and became a

financier and banker. The youngest son of the financial agent
Michael David was so well versed in the Torah that he almost

knew it by heart. His uncle, the Brunswick Court Agent
Alexander David, spent every leisure moment in the study of

the Holy Scriptures. His son-in-law, the Mecklenburg Court
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factor, Yechiel Wallich of Hamburg, was a pupil of Rabbi

Jonathan Eybeschuetz and the author of a learned work, Beth

ha-Levi. Elias Gumperts, himself the son and brother of a

rabbi, married his daughter to the Court Jew Loeb Cleve, who

bore the title of Gaon. One of Elias' grandchildren was Bendit

Gumperts, the first Silesian Landesrabbiner in Breslau.

The Portuguese Jew, Michel Hinrichsen, invited a Polish

rabbi to Schwerin in order to be able to pursue talmudic

studies with him. The historian of the city of Halle relates that

Marx Assur, the Saxon and Swedish Court factor, had been

an important scholar and possessed an extensive library.
11

Suess* parents, we are told,
12 wanted him to become a learned

rabbi, since it was evident that even as a child he possessed an

extraordinarily keen mind. We know from various statements

of his that, like the other Court Jews, he had a good command
of Hebrew. It is quite possible that his knowledge of juris-

prudence, his excellent legal counsels, his decisive refutation of

opponents, his skillful marshaling of arguments in his memo-

randa, all owe something to the talmudic studies of his youth.
The many synagogues erected by the Court Jews in Cleves,

Emmerich, Wesel,
13 Hanover,

14
Halberstadt,

15
Cassel,

16 Sulz-

bach,
17

Bayreuth,
18

Bayersdorf,
19 Brunswick20 and elsewhere

are all in the architectural style of the period. The bronze and

silver menorahs and Torah crowns, the marble columns, the

gilded ceremonial objects, the highly decorated tapestries, the

illuminated parchment manuscripts bound in fine leather, are

all products of the baroque, even though they were the work
of Jewish artists. 21 These synagogues were not built, however,
nor were these objects of art presented simply because the

spirit of the time laid such stress on form and color.

The motives of the Court Jews who built and furnished the

synagogues greatly differed from the motives which impelled
the nobility to erect elaborate structures and to present costly

gifts. Moses Benjamin Wulff has, in his simple piety, revealed

to us what led him to spend the bulk of his wealth for the ben-
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efit of the community: he hopes, he writes, that his gifts will

atone, not only for his own sins, but will hasten the day of

deliverance.

And when the Court factors competed with one another in

founding yeshivas where young men might study, and when

they provided gifts of money to enable scholars to write and

publish books, they were acting only in the spirit of Jacob ben

Asher,
22 the medieval scholar, who had urged all those who

could not themselves study to make it possible for others to

study. Whoever did so had it reckoned among his merits,

as though he himself had pursued the studies.

Added to these idealistic motives there were certain practical
considerations which induced the Court Jews to establish

schools and academies in the cities in which they lived. The

great catastrophes, which about the middle of the seventeenth

century had destroyed numerous communities in the Ukraine,
Lithuania and Poland, had left most of the scholars of these

countries homeless. While it had become customary, after the

expulsion of Jews from the German territories and cities in the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, to send children to Poland to

be educated in the yeshivas there, it now became necessary for

the German Jewish communities to support the refugees from

the East. By founding yeshivas in the Empire itself, it was

possible for German Jews, not only to enable the exiled scholars

to continue their studies, but also to enable their own children

to receive their elementary and advanced education in their

own country at less expense.
In 1698, Bernd Lehmann, with the approval of Frederick I,

built a house of study in Halberstadt and furnished it with a

large library and with a synagogue.
23 He wanted to provide a

place in which competent teachers could in the future instruct

the children of both the rich and the poor in Hebrew and in

Talmud. However, the principal purpose of the house of study
was to serve as a home for well-known scholars who could here

continue their studies without wordly cares or distractions and
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could devote themselves to the service ofGod and to charitable

deeds. Their only duties were to instruct the more advanced

pupils and to lecture on Aggada to the Halberstadt community
on the Sabbath.

Under similar circumstances and almost at the same time, the

Palatine and imperial army factor Lemle Moses Reinganum
founded a Klaus in Mannheim and endowed it with a fund of

100,000 florins, the interest of which was to be used for the

maintenance of ten Klaus rabbis and three teachers. 24

His example was followed by the Court factors Michael May
and Elias Hayum in Mannheim,25 Loew Sinzheim in Worms,
Solomon Mayer in Karlsruhe,

26 Daniel Jechiel Wallich in

Hamburg, and Ephraim and Itzig in Berlin. At an even earlier

period, Elias Gumperts in Cleves, Leffmann Behrens and

Michael David in Hanover, Alexander David in Brunswick,

Moses Benjamin Wulff in Dessau, Manuel Texeira in Hamburg,
Simon Michael in Pressburg,

27 Samson Wertheimer in Frank-

fort had founded yeshivas and Klauses which they supplied

with books and generously endowed with money.
In Texeira's house of study, Jacob Sasportas found the peace

(1666-1672), after years of wandering, to write his polemical

pamphlet against the false messiah. 28 Hillel Mintz, Samuel

Wolf and others composed their commentary on the Mishnah

in the Mannheim Klaus of Lemle Moses Reinganum. Solomon

Hanau, with whom a new period in the study of Hebrew gram-
mar begins, lived for a time in Cleves. Israel Samocz wrote his

commentary to the Kusari in Daniel Itzig's Klaus, to which

its founder had presented costly Hebrew manuscripts and

books.

Other Court Jews, like the Austrian Court factors Berend

Gabriel Eskeles, Raphael Sinzheim, Samson and Loew Wert-

heimer, bequeathed large sums to already existing schools, gave

money to scholars and their families, or, like Moses Jacob, Isaac

and Gumpert Leffmann, Elias Wulff, Herz Lehmann, Loeb

Cleve, Emanuel Oppenheimer and the Berlin Liebmanns, paid
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for the printing of the many commentaries on the Mishna,

Responsa collections, Talmud tractates and prayerbooks.

Many a scholar of the time wrote in gratitude that, without

the generous help of the Court Jews who valued learning and

prayer so highly, Jewish scholarship would have ceased to ex-

ist. As a consequence of the destruction of Jewish communities

in the East and a series of fires in various Jewish quarters in

the Empire which led to a scarcity of copies of the Talmud, the

Torah would have been forgotten, the Rabbis of Frankfort and

Prague testified, had Bernd Lehmann not presented his con-

temporaries with the "most precious gift in heaven or on

earth," namely, a new printed edition of the Babylonian
Talmud.

In 1697, the large Hebrew press of Gottschalck, in Frankfort

on the Oder, published the first five thousand sets of the Tal-

mud based on the Basle edition of 1581 and issued it in twelve

folio volumes. Jewish compositors, printers and proofreaders,

under the protection and jurisdiction of the University, had

worked on the project and Professor Bekmann of Frankfort had

supervised the printing. The publication costs, which amounted

to 50,000 talers, were borne by Bernd Lehmann, who had se-

cured the printing concession from the Prussian government.
29

As we can gather from the approbation of the rabbis when the

work appeared, the edition was printed in a clear and attractive

type, was provided with many commentaries and with nota-

tions of variant readings and had been carefully edited and

proofread.
A few years later (1721-1722), a new edition appeared in

Frankfort on the Main with the express permission ofLehmann,
who gave up his exclusive privilege. This edition was even more

complete and was supplied with many marginal glosses, com-

ments and explanations. It was published by Rabbi Yehuda

Arye Loeb, the son of Rabbi Samuel of Cracow,30 who aided

him, and the costs were borne by Samson Wertheimer and his

son-in-law Moses Kann of Frankfort on the Main.
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An edition of the Talmud similar to that issued by Bernd
Lehmann and Samson Wertheimer was also planned by Moses

Benjamin Wulff, Since he, however, was not in a position, be-

cause of business difficulties, to finance so expensive an under-

taking, he founded in 1694 in his own home in Dessau a Hebrew

press on the model of the Jewish presses in Sulzbach, Wilherms-

dorf, Fuerth, Altona, Dyhernfurth, Jessnitz, Hanau and Frank-

fort on the Oder. From 1696 on this press issued a series of

Cabalistic writings and of scientific works, as well as a large

number of carefully edited and printed prayerbooks, partly in

Judeo-German translation, which were intended to supplant
the old faulty edition.

Moses Benjamin Wulff's hope of printing an endless stream

of books was not realized. The press had to close down in 1703

as a result of the lawsuits in which the Court factor was forced

to engage at that time. But the printer, Israel ben Abraham,
who continued Moses Benjamin WulfFs work first in Coethen

and then in Jessnitz, found generous patrons in Bernd Lehmann
and Assur Marx.

Later on, Elias Wulff, the son of Moses Benjamin, opened
another press in Dessau and published the commentary on
the Palestinian Talmud composed by Moses Mendelssohn's

teacher, Rabbi David FraenkeL It was enthusiastically received

by the rabbis, one of whom described it as a "work such as

had not appeared since the days of Rashi."



CHAPTER IX

THE PERSONALITY OF THE
COURT JEW

D,"IFFERENT as the Court Jews were in character, in the

circumstances of their lives, in their destinies and in their tem-

peraments, numerous as were the cliques and groups they
formed and the conflicts which divided them, they nevertheless

possessed something in common: their way of life, their Lebens-

gefuehl and their Weltanschauung. In an epoch when societies,

orders, leagues and congregations with definite religious or lit-

erary and philosophical goals were arising, when members of

the same class banded together and differentiated themselves

from other classes by means of dress and various marks of iden-

tification, the Court Jews formed a closely knit patrician group

spread throughout Europe and infused with a common esprit

de corps. Just as the nobility of those days looked to the Court

for guidance and carefully followed its rules, regulations and

manners, so the Court Jews in turn modeled their attitude and

way of life on that of aristocratic society. They took over the

fondness for ceremony and formality, for ostentation and

display, for costly buildings and rich dress, for courtly manners

and speech, for titles and marks of rank, as well as the desire

to enhance one's prestige and to win fame. They also derived

from the aristocracy a certain generosity, breadth of outlook

and the spirit of noblesse oblige.

Just as the princes and lords arranged marriage alliances for

political reasons, in order to increase their territories, obtain

cities or provinces or to gain dominions for their descendants,

so the Court Jews arranged marriages with an eye to expand-
227
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ing their business, winning new support for their enterprises or

increasing the wealth and respect of their families through alli-

ances with other wealthy and distinguished families. Just as

baroque princes founded dynasties, united the scattered terri-

tories of their houses by means of a strict law of primogeniture,
so the Court Jews sought by means of legal restrictions, busi-

ness contracts, testaments and instructions to strengthen their

newly-founded firms and to secure them for their sons and

grandsons for all future time.

And just as the ruler or lord was described by his Court poets

and artists as Jupiter and Hercules, as Solon and Caesar, even

as a lesser Jehovah on earth, so the Court Jew allowed himself

to be praised by his followers as God's elect, as an angel of

deliverance, as leader and prince of the downtrodden and un-

fortunate, as a man ever ready to defend a righteous cause.

They were proud to be hailed as true sons of Aaron, to be com-

pared to Jacob, Joseph and other biblical figures, or to be cele-

brated, as was Samson Wertheimer, as the prince of Israel, the

wonder of his time, whose enlightenment, insight and wisdom

was like that of a celestial being.

Like the nobles who led lives of magnificence in their castles

surrounded by spacious gardens, so the Court Jews built or

bought stately homes in which they reigned in patriarchal fash-

ion in the midst of their numerous employees, clerks, servants,

business friends, talmudic scholars and yesMva students.

The Jews of Vienna, wrote Abraham Levi of Horn in Lippe-

Detmold, who visited the city in 1719, are the richest in all

of Europe. The most distinguished Jew there is the respected
and famous Herr Samson Wertheimer, whose house is guarded

day and night by ten imperial soldiers assigned to that duty

through the grace of the Emperor. This Wertheimer possesses

many palaces and gardens in Vienna, as well as property and

houses in Frankfort on the Main, Worms and many other

cities in the Empire.
1
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OfEmanuel Oppenheimer a contemporary writes that he had

"a pleasant palace in Vienna and several houses near the city

and had also built a beautiful palace in Mannheim on the

Rhine. This Oppenheimer is small of stature, wears no beard,

has many servants and is very rich. He daily provides a table

where the poor, as well as Jews from other countries, may eat,

and everything on the table is of silver plate. Anyone can take

his meal there. At the stroke of noon, the dinner bell sounds

and anyone who desires to may come. Servants attend the

table as though it were the table of their master. After the

meal each goes his way without even expressing his gratitude/'
2

Just as Samuel Oppenheimer had his own palace on the

Bauernmarkt in Vienna, and Wertheimer one on the Kaernter-

strasse, so Wertheimer's stepson, Isaac Nathan Oppenheimer,
built (1717) a four-story, beautifully decorated house in Frank-

fort, whose large windows, broad fagade and magnificent

baroque entrance aroused the displeasure of the Frankfort

magistrate who found the building alhu magnifies?

We still have the plan for "an unusually expensive house of

stone," which Emanuel Oppenheimer hoped to build in

Frankfort about this time, but for which he was unable to ob-

tain the permission of the city magistrate. The plans show a

three-story house with rich wainscoting, columns and pilasters,

and decorated with beautiful ornaments.4

Bernd Lehmann who, in 1717, paid Augustus the Strong

13,000 taler for the right to lease the Dresden Posthaus for a

period of twenty years, also owned a residence in Halberstadt

with a garden and summer house; in Blankenburg in the Harz,

where he owned eight to ten acres of land, he built a beautiful

house in the center of a very large garden.
The Mecklenburg Court Jew Nathan Aron, it is reported by

Tychsen, had a large house built on the Salzstrasse in Schwerin

which cost him close to 10,000 taler. In the cornerstone he

placed several Mecklenburg coins.

In her memoirs, Glueckel of Hameln praises the rich, beauti-
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folly-furnished home of Elias Gumperts of Cleves. It was "the

dwelling of a king, furnished in all respects like the palace of a

ruler."

In Berlin Moses and Elias Gumperts bought the home of a

Brandenburg Privy Councillor, which was located in one of the

best streets, quite near the royal castle.

The city magistrate of Mannheim bitterly complained of the

fact that the Court Jews lived in the most beautiful homes in

the best streets and drove about in magnificent carriages. In

Mannheim, Lemle Moses Reinganum built several large build-

ings and planned a "costly garden and a summer house for the

beautification of the city," not far from the Rhine. 5 The Karls-

ruhe Court Jew, Solomon Mayer, whose household was so

large that he had to order eighty pounds of meat a week, also

owned several houses.

Veitel Ephraim, who had inherited from his father a house

in Spandauer Strasse, one of the best residential streets in the

Berlin of that time, also owned a house in Koenigstrasse, an-

other in Poststrasse which was famous for its balcony with

eight monoliths. At the beginning of the 60s he built in

Schiffsbauerdamm, which at that time lay outside of the city

limits, a summer residence with two wings and erected an

orangery a great rarity in those days. In addition to other

houses on Spandauerstrasse and Wilhelmstrasse in Berlin

and on the Canal in Potsdam, he bought business houses in

Breslau, Magdeburg and in East Prussia property worth

some 400,000 taler in all.

Ephraim *s business partner, Daniel Itzig, had the architect

Neumann the Younger convert a row of houses that he owned
in the Burgstrasse into a stately residence which, in contrast

to the magnificently decorated baroque structures of an earlier

period, were built in the plainer style of his own time. Nicolai,

in his memoirs relates that the house had a valuable collection

of paintings, a well-built synagogue and a bathroom, and
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that various fountains had been constructed in the garden.
Next to the bathroom his contemporaries were impressed by
the "beautiful and large garden in Koepenickerstrasse" near

the Silesian Gate.6 It had been designed by the Court gardener

Heydert in the French style and contained, in addition to sev-

eral thousand fruit trees, an open-air theater similar to those

in the princely summer-houses. Even a hundred years later a

visitor to this park, whose weather-beaten labyrinths, dilapi-

dated bowling greens, pavilions, arbors, ruined greenhouses,
and broken statues still gave evidence of the rich culture of a

bygone day, felt himself "surrounded by an almost legendary

magic."
7

Jacob Hanover, one of Bernd Lehmann's descendants, who
fell into such straitened circumstances that he had to try to

obtain the position of a Klaus rabbi in Halberstadt, sadly re-

called the lost glories of his family: "As a child I lived in my
parents' home like a prince in a palace" before "the cup of

bitterness reached him."

In the Frankfort home of Aron Beer numerous paintings

portraits, landscapes, biblical scenes adorned the tapestry-
covered walls, even the well of the stairs. The floors were

spread with thick carpets, the tables were covered with silk

tablecloths, the armchairs were upholstered with plush. Glass

and brass candelabra hung from the ceilings. Knives and forks,

inkwells and walking sticks, pocket-watches and snuff-boxes,

were all decorated with gold, silver or ivory.
8

In the livingroom of the house in which the Viennese Court

Jew Meyer Hirschel lived, there were chairs and armchairs,

two English writing desks, two carved and gilded tables, a bed

of state covered with red velvet; on the walls were six candela-

bra and a mirror set in a gilded frame.

Jud Suess, who possessed homes in Frankfort and Stuttgart,

furnished them with Italian, Spanish and early German fur-

niture and with works of art which rivaled those of the princes

and bishops. His cabinets and chests of drawers were filled
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with precious Dresden china, rare etchings and copperplate en-

gravings, golden vessels, painted vases and snuff-boxes, copper
medallions and signets, as well as silk and velvet coats, vests

embroidered with gold and silver, costly lace and fine linens.

On the walls hung paintings by Rubens, Teniers, Jordaens,

van der Velde, Floris and Valckenburg; in his library were

beautifully-bound editions of the most famous authors, poets,

philosophers and historians and of writers on jurisprudence,

politics and national economy.
9

As in their houses and furniture, so too in their dress the

Court Jews tried to show that they were abreast of their times.

Instead of the long dark cloaks completely covering the body,
the men began to wear colorful short clothes in the French and

Spanish style and full-bottomed wigs like those of the lords and

nobles of those days. Their wives dressed in the many-colored,

heavy, baggy garments of silk and velvet with puffed wide

sleeves and long trains. 10

"They wear gold and silver jewelry, precious pearls and dia-

monds/' stormed Senior Mueller of Hamburg in a polemical

pamphlet published about the middle of the seventeenth cen-

tury.
11 A few years later the Hamburg Senate forbade Jews to

appear on the bourse with walking sticks, swords and pistols,

thereby causing disturbances and envy. In the Mannheim

Kleiderordnung of 1717,
12 the City magistrate prohibited the

Jewish population, which included many well-known Court

Jews, from wearing garments embroidered with gold, silver and

damask.

The rabbis, too, attempted in their regulations of dress to

stem the growing taste for elaborate costume. They forbade

the men to wear the luxurious silk and velvet coats and the

women to wear the fashionable crinoline, the stylish millinery
and fur caps, the gold and silver trimmings and colorful foot-

wear.
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That the Court Jews also. liked to surround themselves with

works of art of a Jewish or religious nature can be seen from

some of the art objects which were handed down to their de-

scendants* For example, Juspa of Geldern, the Court Jew of

a German prince famous as an art connoisseur, had the Mora-

vian artist Mose Jehuda, known as Loeb of Trebitsch, illustrate

a Haggadah on parchment. In one of the scenes we see Juspa
of Geldern, dressed in white and surrounded by his wife and

guests, celebrating the Seder.

One of Juspa of Geldern's relatives, Meier Michel Simon of

Pressburg, presented his wife with a prayerbook which Aron

Schreiber of Herrlingen had handlettered and beautifully illus-

trated.

The Seder table of the Hamburg Court factor Jechiel Wallich

was decorated with little silver wagons bearing small barrels of

wine which could be moved to each of the guests whenever his

glass was empty.

The Seder ceremony played a particularly important role in

these households, since it provided the best opportunity for

entertaining a large number of guests, including strangers pass-

ing through the city. Isaac Behrens of Hanover, a grandson of

Leffmann Behrens, described in his family Megillah a Seder held

in Elia Wulff's Dessau home which "like Abraham's house, was

open to all wanderers, whether of high or low degree/*

Other family occasions were celebrated with equal splendor.

The feast which the Mecklenburg Court Jew, Michel Hinrich-

sen, arranged when his son was circumcised and to which many
people of rank were invited, was so elaborate that it aroused

the displeasure of the duke. The Hessian Court Jew, Abraham

David, was also reprimanded because, while he was a guest in

the summer resort of Hofgeismar, he gave a great banquet with

music and dancing on the occasion of the circumcision of his

godson, the child of the local cantor* The Hamburg bourgeoisie
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complained about the rich Jew Texeira, whose cook had once

prepared for Glueckel of Hameln a meal "fit for a royal table,"

because he had his son circumcised mit Solemnitaeten.

It was the weddings that attracted most attention. They
were sometimes attended by the most important lords and

nobles and often lasted as long as nine days. The Mannheim

city magistrate once declared indignantly that they were al-

most as luxurious as the wedding celebrations of counts and

dukes. "At their weddings they eat out of silver vessels and

ride in carriages like those of people of the highest rank, with

outriders and a large retinue/' complained the crabbed Senior

Mueller. When Glueckel of Hameln's daughter was married

to Elias Gumperts' son, the Hameln family rode in style to the

Rhineland for the marriage ceremony. Glueckel relates that

she had no rest that day from the many distinguished guests

who came to admire her beautiful daughter. At the marriage

ceremony itself, the Crown Prince of Prussia, the future King
Frederick I, the Governor of Cleves and other nobles were pres-

ent, all of whom were entertained after the ceremony in Elias

Gumperts' sumptuous apartments where the choicest dainties

and wines were served. Towards the end of the festival, an

amusing farce was presented and then there followed a dance

macabre according to the fashion of the time. "The young

prince, Prince Moritz, and all the notables had an excellent time

and probably no Jew in a hundred years had seen such a wed-

ding. And thus the wedding reached its happy conclusion."

The marriage of a son of the Resident Isaac Nathan was cel-

ebrated in the court of the castle in Ansbach in the presence
of all the courtiers; at the wedding of the Ansbach Court Jew
Amson the noblemen and their ladies danced with the Jewish

guests; in Frankfort many counts and lords honored the Kann

family by their presence at the wedding of one of the members
of the family, and the marriage of two orphans which took place
in Heine Ephraim's home in Berlin was regarded by the Court

with particular "satisfaction and pleasure." When Frederick
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the Great's sister, Ulrike of Sweden, once attended a Jewish

wedding, she reported to her brother that she was so impressed

by the degree of culture of the Chosen People that she imagined
herself among the nobility.

13

It was not only during wedding celebrations that the aris-

tocracy visited Jewish homes. When Jonas Meyer, the Saxon

Court Jew, gave a banquet in Dresden, the Saxon Crown
Prince accompanied by his wife came to his magnificent home
in order to honor his father's factor. Frederick the Great's

brother-in-law, the Margrave Frederick of Bayreuth, who was
fond of Jewish cooking, often ate at the table of his pious
Chamber Resident, Seckel. When the Duke of Gotha was on

a journey through Anhalt, he made the home of Moses

Benjamin Wulff his headquarters during his stay in Dessau.

The hunts which Wolf Wertheimer arranged on his estates near

Vienna were attended by lords and nobles and by the envoys
of foreign states. The representative of the Frankfort Jews in

Vienna, Isaac Speier, was often unable for days to arrange an

interview with Wertheimer because the latter, as Speier re-

ported to Frankfort, was away on a hunting trip. Wertheimer

constantly had many important guests staying with him, such

as Prince Eugene, the English ambassador and the Prince of

Lichtenstein.

Jud Suess' noble bearing and distinguished manners im-

pressed even his enemies. Like the princes and lords, he chose

noblewomen and rich patrician ladies as the companions of his

idle moments; and like a reigning monarch he had an acknowl-

edged mistress. But it was not only in the matter of courtly

manners and decorum or love of color and form that the Court

Jews strove to imitate the fashions of their time. They also

took on certain qualities which were characteristic of aristo-

cratic society of that period: an exaggerated Ichgefuehl> an ego-

ism which found satisfaction only in ceaseless activity and In

personal success, and an extraordinary degree of self-confidence.
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One has only to compare Jost Liebmann riding in his carriage
drawn by twelve horses to a family celebration in Cleves, and

passing quickly through all customs points because of the free

pass granted him by the Elector, with the modest and penni-
less boy from Dessau paying the Leibzoll at the gates of

Berlin the same tax paid on cattle entering the city. Or one

may compare Jud Suess, dressed in his famous red coat of silk,

wittily and graciously conversing with the Duchess and the

ladies of Court in the castle at Stuttgart, with the humble

inhabitants of the cheerless Jewish quarter whose only pleasure

consisted of a visit to the house of study, or to the synagogue,
or the sanctification of the Sabbath.

Numerous documents and anecdotes, as well as a number of

letters, testify to the extent of this change. When a cultured

Christian doctor jestingly chided a Jew that his people was

too proud considering that it had no princes in its ranks, the

Jew replied: "We are not princes but we control them." The
Frankfort Court Jews, who resented having to pay a florin in

order to be able to travel on Sundays and holidays, protested

vigorously against this indignity. They even managed to ob-

tain their own post office because they did not feel it consonant

with their dignity to have to wait longer for their mail than

other citizens. Samuel Oppenheimer often declared with pride
that he had helped the Emperor conquer many countries and

provinces. Samson Wertheimer boasted of the many impor-
tant missions he had accomplished and called the attention of

the government to the fact that, without the millions he had

gathered together at critical moments, the army would not

have been able to maintain itself.

When Frederick William I of Prussia once replied in his gruff
manner to a memorial presented by the two Court factors,

Moses and Elias Gumperts, that he did not want to have any-

thing to do with cheats, they indignantly rejected the accusa-

tion. They declared themselves honest men who had served
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the king loyally and had never deceived anyone. They asked

that the memorial on which the king had written the insulting
words be returned to them so that it might not remain in the

records to their "eternal prejudice."
Veitel Ephraim could dare to confiscate 50,000 taler which

the famous merchant Gotzkowsky had brought into Prussia in

violation of the exchange regulations, without Gotzkowsky*s

being able to do anything about it despite the fact that he was
one of Frederick the Great's favorites.

The Berlin Court Jews proudly pointed to the fact that

through their agents abroad and through their excellent wares,
as well as through the factories they founded, trade and com-

merce had begun to develop in Prussia. It was through their ac-

tivities that trade had declined in Hamburg, Luebeck, Danzig
and Breslau and had increased in Berlin.

The Court Jews also shared the Baroque predilection for

self-expression and for giving detailed descriptions of states of

mind, emotions and inner conflicts. Their style was vivid, elo-

quent and impetous; they loved comparisons, images, parables,

superlatives, and often, as in the case of Suess, played on words

and witticisms; they also indulged in the deliberate and affected

mannerisms which we find in authors of the time, like Lohen-

stein, Hoffmannswaldau and Abraham a Santa Clara.

Samuel Oppenheimer's letters to the Emperor, the Court

Chamber and the generals are always dramatic and impressive
whether he is describing the threat of bankruptcy hanging over

his head, the despair of his family and employees, or the cred-

itors relentlessly pursuing him day and night. Equally moving
is the pathetic complaint of Suess that, because of his loyalty,

his life is endangered and he must spend his days in fear of

being poisoned, since there is not a councillor who does not wish

harm to him or to the duke. The correspondence between the

Ansbach Court Jew, Elkan Fraenkel, and his brother, Rabbi

Hirsch Fraenkel, also reveals a melancholy vein. Whether the
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subject is the character of the Margrave and his officials, the

behavior of their business friends, the intrigues of their enemies

or the low moral tone of the Court, they seem to be aware of

an impending doom which they are powerlesss to avert.

Of all the Court Jews it was Jud Suess who in his character

and manner of life adapted himself most closely to the baroque

period. The baroque culture has been called "a most magnif-
icent synthesis of antitheses/'

14 the time of the "dualism be-

tween the infinite to which people felt they belonged and the

finite which drew them irresistibly to the world/' The dualism

which we find in the men of the baroque period also character-

ized the personality of Suess. Just as the merchant in him was

in conflict with the statesman, the war contractor with the

economist, the adventurer with the government official, so the

Orient was in conflict with the Occident, the world of Judaism
with the world of the baroque. Just as he corresponded with

ministers, generals and princes, so he corresponded with Court

factors, Jewish bankers and merchants.15 While his affairs were

with the noblewomen and ladies of the Court, he desired to

marry the daughter of an orthodox Jew.
16 While he did every-

thing in his power to obtain a patent of nobility from the

Emperor, he confessed with pride and dignity that he was
a Jew.
Behind this external dualism there was an internal dualism

as well. His personality combined both good and evil elements,

kindness and brutality, softness and harshness, fantasy and

sobriety, idealism and cold calculation, tyrannical lust for

power and loyal devotion, sensuality and spirituality, paganism
and religious sincerity. It was not a lack of psychological

understanding nor a feeling of animosity that caused the

witnesses at his trial to give such contradictory reports of

Suess' character, some praising his goodness and humanity
and others expressing the greatest hatred towards him. The
contention of the ducal councillors that he had threatened

them with exile, imprisonment and execution17 was just as
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true as the assertion of his mistress that he had manifested

an almost paternal concern towards hen
His sarcastic remarks had often cost his friends and enemies

their positions. Yet, on the other hand, he placed his reputa-
tion and position, even his personal safety, in jeopardy in order

to save an unhappy woman, the Elector of Cologne's aban-

doned mistress, from distress and persecution. His conscience

was not troubled when he used threats and arrest to force a

business friend to sign a contract, and yet, when he was in

prison, he felt sorry for a poor Jew because he had never in his

life helped him;
18 and several hours before his execution he be-

queathed a thousand florins to his secretary because "the good
man had suffered such misfortune through him/*

We find the same kind of contrast between the importance
he placed on form and etiquette on the one hand and his com-

plete lack of discipline and breeding on the other. Whereas

some praised his chivalry, good manners and courtesy, others

reported examples of angry outbursts and unbridled rage.
19

He was lavish with gifts to his friends and presented pearls
and diamonds to the women he loved, and yet he carefully reg-

ulated his income and expenses and each day made an exact

inventory of his debit and credit. His desire for power eventu-

ally turned him into a despot, and yet he was always grateful

for any kindness shown him and remained devoted to his friends

and his family.
The same desire to dominate others that made those around

him slaves to his caprices also led him to dominate the women
and girls of the Court and the country. It is related that once,

in a fit of jealousy, he beat his maid black and blue because

she had made it possible for one of his mistresses secretly to

attend a masked ball. Yet the same motive that induced him

to hide his mistress from the world as though she were a costly

jewel made him generously provide the girl with clothes and a

dowry so that she might make a good marriage.
In matters of religion he was a skeptical and ironical free-
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thinker, one who mocked all institutions and customs. He
had completely absorbed the spirit of the early Enlighten-

ment; the common sense of Thomasius and the sober rational-

ism of Christian Wolff were the best guides for the practical

merchant and realistic diplomat. He was a voluntary member
of all religions, he once confessed, that is to say, he had no prej-

udice against any religion and was therefore neither attracted

nor repelled by any creed. Yet, in a kind of confession of faith,

he declared that he feared and reverenced the Almighty Ruler

of heaven and earth, honored the duke loyally and devotedly,
and gladly served his neighbors, rich and poor alike. Such

principles he held to be the best and truest religion.

Despite everything despite his jestingly making an alli-

ance with the Devil and once sarcastically ordering a greeting
to God from one of his friends he remained bound to the an-

cient faith of his forefathers. He had, to be sure, often spoken

contemptuously about Jews and his insolent arrogance had of-

ten been a great trial to his business friends. Nevertheless he

demonstrated his attachment to his people time and again,

even though he did not keep the dietary laws nor attend syn-

agogue on the Day of Atonement. Though he might often

have annoyed his coreligionists by his moods and caprices, he

after all did business only with them and gave the contracts

for army and silver supplies to them alone. Though he might
have become spiritually estranged from the world of the ghetto,
he nevertheless managed to obtain permission for the Jews to

settle in Wuerttemberg, thereby gaining for himself the enmity
of the people and the Estates. Though he might have felt

himself closer to a culture which was not that of his ancestors,

he still "wanted to remain a Jew and not become a Christian,

even if he could thereby become a Roman Emperor."
It was not the fear of death nor a sinner's repentance that

made Suess ask for a Hebrew prayerbook in prison or call upon
the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob as he mounted the scaf-

fold. Despite his mockery and freethinking, he possessed a
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deep religious strain which unified the conflicting elements in

his nature and which, in the last analysis, determined his char-

acter and his greatness.

This Jewish heritage, to which the other Court Jews were
even more attached than Suess and which was the innermost

core of their existence, made them remain despite their sum-
mer houses and gardens, their furniture and paintings, their

servants and carriages more Jews than Court factors.

Though they moved with assurance in palace circles, were

familiar with the political theories of the period and under-

stood the economic conditions of their regions, the Court Jews
were merely playing a role playing it at times, it is true,

with consummate skill. One of the poets of the baroque period
once declared that man is a chameleon, the world a stage, and
life a play that begins as a comedy and ends as a tragedy. One

can, by changing the comparison a little, describe the Court Jew
as an actor who tried to identify himself with a role which life

had forced upon him. Just as the novelists of that century
liked to set famous heroes and well-known rulers of the present
in the remotest past, disguising their character in the so-called

romans h clef, so the Court Jew disguised his real appearance
and hid his true self in the & la mode costume of his epoch.

When, at the end of the eighteenth century, the Jew achieved

some sort of synthesis between Judaism and European culture,

freed himself from the bonds and regulations of the ghetto and

yet remained loyal to his ancestral religion, this synthesis was

possible because his demands for civil, social and economic

equality were in harmony with the literary, pedagogic and

philosophical concepts of his age. The ideas of Reason and

Enlightenment, of Deism and Humanism, the doctrines of

Tolerance and Humanity were not foreign to the spirit of

Judaism. It was not difficult to reconcile and harmonize the

moral doctrines of Kant with the moral doctrines of the Tal-

mud, the fervor of Schiller with the fervor of the prophets, the
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language of Herder with the language of the Bible. What,

however, was possible for the Jews of the period of Enlighten-

ment when totally different spiritual, psychological and cultural

conditions prevailed, was denied to the Jews of the baroque.

What bond did a man who derived his education and culture

from the Bible and the Talmud, and whose life consisted of

learning and teaching, praying and suffering, have with a period

given over to pleasure and sensuality? What could there be in

common between his seriousness, circumspection, discipline and

attachment to tradition, and the ecstasy, restlessness, tension

and extravagance of the baroque way of life? What connection

was there between the unconditional demands of rabbinic

literature and the merry pastoral comedy of the enamored

Amadis, between the formless Zeena u-Reena and the solemn

courtly poetry of the Asiatic Banise?

What makes the lives of the Court Jews so dreamlike and

unreal is the fact that they were placed by Fate in a period

when a synthesis between Judaism and the Zeitgeist was com-

pletely impossible, so that they constantly moved between two

poles that had no connection with one another. As a result,

they did not even try (except for Suess) to understand their

own existence or to penetrate the surrounding world and come

to an understanding with its spiritual forces* The intellectual

world to which they belonged was not the world revealed by
modern science. They did not look upon man, as did the phi-

losophers and psychologists of the period, as a machine whose

actions and reactions could be explained in mechanical terms.

They did not believe that the causes and results of historical

events could be critically analyzed or that the course of their

history was determined by fate or Providence, as the baroque
historians maintained.

The basis of all intellectual existence was still the science

of the Talmud, guarded by the rabbis and scholars, studied

and pondered day after day, taught in the talmudic academies
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and transmitted to the younger generation. The Talmud was
for them school and university, Weltanschauung and science,

philosophy and inner experience. It segregated them from the

world, but guarded the traditional law for them. It was limited

and inflexible, but at the same time it gave them the powers
of patience, of endurance and of self-denial. It did not allow

for reverie and emotion, for one's private search for God and

knowledge, but it contained a complete and harmonious way
of life and a tradition hallowed by centuries.

In their leisure moments they read, not the courtly novels

popular at that time, the stories about Arminius and Thus-

nelda, Sophonisbe or the Adriatic Rosamunde, but rather the

earnest, edifying popular Judeo-German literature. They went

to the theater, not to see the Jesuitic martyr-dramas or the

melancholy tragedies of Gryphius, but the Judeo-German plays
about Esther and Ahasuerus, Joseph, or King David and

Goliath.20

At a time of momentous historical events, in which they also

played their role, they lived their true life either in the past

remembering the former glory of their people and the Holy
Land with its heroes and prophets or else in the future in

anticipation of the coming millenium. While the present was

filled with wars and the clash of arms and while they them-

selves, in a certain measure, made the conduct of these wars

possible, they were more moved by the controversy between

Kabbalah and Rabbinism, the struggle between mystical vision

and revealed Law, the movement of Sabbatai Zevi and the

betrayal of his people by this self-proclaimed messiah. While

important diplomatic actions kept the world in suspense and

they themselves often played a significant role in the negotia-

tions, they were fascinated by magic, prophecy and revelation,

by mysterious numbers and enigmatic formulae. While they
founded companies, factories, banks and monopolies and

seemed to be entering the economic and political life of the
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people whom they served, they longed for their return to the

Promised Land. While they governed their communities auto-

cratically and persecuted their opponents, they sought through

prayer and repentance to reunite the sinful world with God and

draw the Messiah down to earth.

Nothing reveals better the contradictions in their character

than the fact that the very sober and level-headed Court Jews
immersed themselves in the Kabbalah, this most emotional and

most esoteric teaching in Jewish history, which scorned the life

of this world, all success and material gain, and praised suffer-

ing, self-abnegation and humility for the sake of God's glory

and sanctification.21

While Leffmann Behrens, Bernd Lehmann, Samuel Oppen-
heimer and others did not deviate from the old traditions, we
know that Manuel Texeira was an adherent of the messiah of

Smyrna, that Jost Liebmann, Elkan Fraenkel and Jud Suess

studied the Kabbalah and that a series of cabalistic works were

issued by Moses Benjamin WulfFs press. When, for example,
several ofSabbatai Zevi's followers, Loebele Pressnitz, Nehemia

Hayun, and Hayim Malak, came to Berlin,
22
they were warmly

welcomed, especiallyNehemiah Hayun, by the Liebmann family
and stayed at their home. They gladly paid for the printing of

Hayun's cabalistic writings, and Liebmann's son-in-law, Rabbi

Arend Benjamin Wolf, authorized their publications so that

they could appear in 1713.

During the trial of the brothers Elkan and Hirsch Fraenkel

in Ansbach, a cabalistic book, written by Rabbi Hirsch him-

self, played a decisive role. He was charged with having learned

from this book how to conjure up spirits, speak with the Devil

and call upon him for aid, learn other men's secrets, rescue

prisoners and free men condemned to death, place a curse

upon his enemies, force his will upon rulers and make them de-

pendent upon him. Through such "abominable and pernicious
arts" he had made his brother a favorite at the Court and won
for him the Margrave's trust and confidence.
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Popular tradition has also considered Suess a cabalist. He
is supposed to have possessed a horoscope which enabled him
to prophesy that Karl Alexander would become Duke of

Wuerttemberg. His power and influence were attributed to his

magic arts and the duke's constant affection for him to a cab-

alistic secret.

Baroque art created the chiaroscuro, the mixture of light and

shade, contrasts that later intermingle and blend so that, as

Simmel once described Rembrandt's paintings, "the shadows
of death begin to creep into the life of men." The life of the

Court Jew was also marked by such contrasts of bright and

dark, but unlike the painters of his time he never succeeded in

dissolving the boundaries between the two worlds of light and

shadow; reality never merged into dream, nor darkness into

light. Because these boundaries remained sharply outlined, be-

cause the Jew is always visible in the Court factor and the

Court factor in the Jew, there is something unsteady and vacil-

lating about the figure of the Court Jew. Because he did not

belong to the circle which he served, but felt strange, isolated

and despised in the midst of the firmly-established ruling fam-

ilies with their ancient privileges and rights, the character of

the Court Jew is full of tensions and inhibitions. While, on the

one hand, his creativity arose from the inner tension which re-

sulted from his constant struggle against the powerful and hos-

tile world in which he moved, on the other hand, his inhibi-

tions filled him with a desire to compensate in wealth and

possessions for what he lacked in birth and rank.

Because he was conscious of his inner conflicts he clung to

the outward forms of courtly life as a kind of support. He
adorned himself with orders and decorations as a kind of armor

to cover his defenselessness. He appeared presumptuous and

arrogant so that one might not guess his lack of poise and self-

confidence. It is therefore difficult to do justice to the character

of the Court Jew, because the essential and inessential, light
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and shadow, appearance and reality, content and form were

never harmoniously united.

However, it is not the transitory Gestalt of the Court Jew
which we wish to evaluate in this study, but rather his career

and fate as an example of Jewish destiny, as a symbol of the

sufferings and martyrdom of the Jewish people over the

centuries.



CHAPTER X

DESTINIES

*NE OF the favorite themes of the baroque novelists and

dramatists was the capaciousness of fate: they liked to show
men upon whom fortune had bestowed fame, success and

happiness suddenly plunged by a mysterious destiny into the

depths of poverty and misery. A generation torn by long wars,

church schisms and social upheavals liked to invent heroes

whose lives demonstrated the vanity of all human striving.

Most of these heroes are shining figures, favorites of God and

man, to whom everything appears to be granted until

suddenly their fortune changes. Then envy and vengeance

pursue them, villains drive them from the favor of their lords,

fanatics torment them, usurpers send them into exile, despots

plunge a dagger into their heart and allow them to bleed on

the scaffold.

They do not, to be sure, succumb like martyrs, but fight

back against their enemies despite all obstacles. But even

though their spirit is not broken, they submit in the end,

aware that there is nothing they can do to escape their predes-

tined fate. Even princes who hold unlimited sway over lands

and people are subject to this dark power, which they are as

powerless to influence as the stars in their courses. It is not the

character of the hero which determines the plot, but rather

what the writers of the period called "Tyche," sometimes mere

chance and sometimes a capricious fate that led men to salva-

tion or destruction.

Such careers not only reveal that men are subject to an

omnipotent fate, but also show the reader or listener that

247
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greatness must be paid for with misery, happiness with un-

happiness, success with failure. "What seems most permanent

crumbles, what seems strongest breaks, what seems most

lasting comes to an end," wrote Grimmelhausen, the author

of Simplicius Simplicissimus> who was also aware at times

that everything in the world changes but Change itself. And
that there exist only Heaven or Hell, blessedness or damnation

was the last bit of wisdom spoken by Moscherosch's hero,

Philander of Sittewald.

These baroque writers might have used the lives and deaths

of various Court Jews as support for their theories, and they

might have pointed to the fate which overtook so many of them

as demonstrating that all earthly glory must turn to dust and

ashes. For most of them not only experienced bitter poverty
after years of wealth and splendor, but also suffered branding,

torture, even imprisonment and execution, as described so

graphically and movingly by Gryphius in his plays and by the

Jesuits in their martyr dramas.

To take but a few examples: Samuel Oppenheimer, the

"Fugger of his time," died without leaving any estate. Since

the Department of Finance, instead of repaying the millions

which it owed his firm, opened bankruptcy proceedings against

it, Samuel's descendants experienced bitter poverty. The suit,

which Samuel's son brought against the government, ended

in 1719 with the verdict that the Department of Finance did

not owe him many millions, but that he owed it that sum and
that also his outstanding claims were to be confiscated.

In 1721, Emanuel, the friend of Prince Eugene, died an early

death, a broken and ruined man. His widow, Judith, a courage-
ous and spirited woman, tried to prevent the decline of the

family, once the mightiest in Germany, by founding a new

firm, but she was not able to collect the debts which princes
and private individuals, and above all the imperial govern-

ment, owed her. Shortly after EmanuePs death, she was or-
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dered to leave the capital with her family and employees,
since her privileges had expired.

* ^

In a letter to the Department of Finance, in which she asked

that she be allowed to remain in the city until she had settled

all her business affairs, we find a moving description of the

tragedy which had befallen the Oppenheimer family. She

was so shocked, she wrote, by the expulsion order that she

preferred death to this disgrace. This was the treatment ac-

corded to a family that had rendered the State and the Court

the most important services during the course of forty-four

years, had obtained more than a hundred millions for the gov-

ernment, maintained its armadas and fortresses and had

helped it in perilous times when no one else would come to its

aid. She received permission to remain in Vienna until the

case against the firm had been settled. She does not appear to

have lived to see the settlement of the case, for, when she died

in 1738, she had in her possession only ten florins and thirty-

eight kreuzers!

Herz Loew Manasses, a son-in-law of Judith's and Emanuel's

and one of their most important business partners, was so poor
in his latter years that, when he died, his liabilities were greater

than his assets. The wife of Wolf Oppenheimer, Samuel's

grandson, died a pauper. Elias, Emanuel's son, had to leave

Vienna because he could not pay his debts.

Wolf Wertheimef, Samson's son, went bankrupt when the

Bavarian government did not repay him the money he had

lent it. Samson's step-son, Isaac Nathan Oppenheimer, who

was considered by everyone to be a very wealthy man, had

neither means nor credit in 1737. In his will (1758) Loew

Wertheimer, another of Samson's sons, asked his wife and sons,

"in view of his poor financial situation," to appeal to the im-

perial government for generous treatment. Samuel Wolf Wert-

heimer, a grandson of Samson's, died a poor man because of

various debts he had accumulated "through unfortunate

circumstances and bad luck."
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The Imperial Court factor, Marx Schlesinger, one of the

chief creditors of the Court of Vienna, received alms from the

Jewish community in his last years. In his will he asked his

relatives to take care of his children, who were still not of age,

and assured them that he did not squander his fortune but

lost it through unlucky circumstances.

The Court Jew Ruben Hinrichsen, son of Michel the "to-

bacco twister," could not get the spendthrift Duke of Mecklen-

burg to repay the money he had lent him. He had therefore

to request a moratorium, since he could not pay his creditors.

"He is as poor now as he once was rich," wrote Tychsen
about "the other Mecklenburg Court Jew, Philip Aron, "a

fate shared by almost all the Jews who became rich, and he has

lost the high respect in which the Jews used to hold him."

The Frankfort Resident Aron Beer ended his colorful life in

poverty and want, since the Margrave of Bayreuth did not

settle a debt for 120,000 florins and the Elector of the Palati-

nate one for 50,000.
1

Samuel Weil of Donaueschingen, the Court Jew of Prince

Egon of Fuerstenberg, found himself in serious financial diffi-

culties after the death of his ruler, since the government not

only refused to pay the prince's debts but made counterclaims

upon Weil and involved him in expensive and time-consuming

litigation. He finally had to confess resignedly that he had

lost everything through the "post he had held" as Court factor

and that, whereas he had formerly been a "well-to-do man,"
he was now quite helpless.

Lazarus of Geldern and his brother, the sons of the very

wealthy and envied Duesseldorf Court Jew, Juspa of Geldern,
suffered such heavy losses as a result of the great rise in prices
in 1739 and the large supplies of provisions which they fur-

nished to the electoral army that they had to confess at the

Diet of Dueren, in 1746, that they could no longer give a state-

ment of their income nor pay their taxes.2

Glueckel ofHameln tells us in her memoirs that the marriage
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of her son Moses to the daughter of the Court Jew Samson of

Baiersdorf had to be postponed for a long time because the

Court factor was involved in various difficulties as a result of

the intrigues of one of the prince's favorites. Fortunately his

competitor was overthrown and the Court Jew could again

enjoy the special favor of the ruler. When, however, some time

later, Samson's sons, the Court factors Veit and Solomon,

complained to the Reichskammergericht that a large claim of

theirs had not been paid, they were involved in an unpleasant
criminal trial and finally sent to the Fortress of Plessenburg.
When they had formally pledged themselves to bring no claims

against the margrave in the future and to renounce their pres-

ent requests, they were allowed to go free.3

A law-suit which Moses Benjamin Wulff of Dessau was

forced to wage for decades against the government of Gotha

it involved also various courts and universities, even the

Imperial Court of Vienna, as well as the governments of Prus-

sia, Saxony, Anhalt and Austria led to the Court factor's

repeated imprisonment. He had, at the earnest entreaty of the

government of Gotha, re-organized the chaotic financial [and

monetary system of that State and, in order to improve its

credit, had lent it many hundreds of thousands of florins which

he had raised by paying a high rate of interest and pledging
all his jewels and notes and all his personal wealth. Since Gotha

kept deferring the repayment of the loan, WulfFs credit suf-

fered greatly and his own creditors had him imprisoned for

debt several times. A protest on the part of the Saxon and

Prussian government remained without effect. The govern-

ment of Gotha finally declared that it did not owe Wulff any

money but that, on the contrary, he was debtor to it. It

brought him to court for "various disloyal undertakings which

were highly detrimental to the welfare of the country."

Though Leopold of Dessau energetically defended his factor,

though the Saxon and Prussian commissioners declared Gotha's

proceedings to be illegal, and though Wulff himself appeared
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before courts and commissions rendering a clear and undis-

puted account of the large sums of money he had lent, the

lawsuit was never decided. At the instigation of Gotha, Wulff

was imprisoned time and again on the pretext that he violated

currency regulations and was released only upon the payment
of large sums. He lost precious months, even years, in irritat-

ing negotiations; he sacrificed his wealth and his own business

enterprises 'without living to see justice done him. When he

died, in 1729, he bequeathed the still-unfinished lawsuit to his

descendants.

The fate which overtook Leffmann Behrens' grandchildren

sounds like a tale of the Spanish Inquisition. Gumpert and

Isaac Behrens the former married to one of the members

of the Kann family of Frankfort and the latter to a daughter
of Bernd Lehmann were, upon the early death of their

father, Moses Jacob, appointed Court and Chamber agents
of the Elector of Hanover. Like their grandfather, they en-

joyed the favor of, the House of Hanover. When Isaac Behrens

was traveling in 1720 through the territory of Anhalt on a

business trip and was seized by the wild soldiers of Leopold of

Dessau, as a kind of hostage, George of Hanover protested in

most vigorous fashion. He declared that he could not permit
a privileged merchant to be publicly discredited and insulted

and demanded full satisfaction and a high indemnity.
But only a year later the same Elector was guilty of an even

more incredible breach of law. It is still not clear why the

Hanoverian government, which had used the two factors in

the most important political negotiations, began proceedings

against them which Bernd Lehmann described as "horrible

and illegal."

1

The charge was brought against the two brothers

that they had tried to cheat their creditors by going into bank-

ruptcy after concealing their assets. They were arrested during
a business trip and brought to Hanover under military guard.
In the meantime soldiers were posted in their homes, their

papers sealed and their employees arrested. After the brothers
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had been kept prisoners in their own homes for a time and had

undergone a strict judicial examination, they were taken to

the city prison without any formal charge, put in chains and
forced to work out a plan for paying their creditors.

The University of Ingolstadt to which they sent their defense

brief, delivered a verdict in their favor and demanded that they
be set free. However, the creditors protested and appealed to

the highest court of the State. A year later this court delivered

a verdict in favor of the creditors and suggested that torture

be used against the brothers if they did not confess of their

own free will that they were guilty of fraudulent conversion.

Despite the fact that their Jewish creditors dropped their

claims against the Behrens' banking firm and Bernd Lehmann
and other friends declared themselves prepared to pay the

Christian creditors 80 to 90 percent of their demands, Gumpert
and Isaac were subjected to jevery form of medieval torture.

Even under torture the brothers refused to confess any guilt
and they were finally released in 1726. They were, however,
declared bankrupt and the grandchildren of the man who had

won the ninth electorate for Hanover were forced to leave the

city like common criminals. They wandered first to Halle and

then sought a means of livelihood in Hamburg and later in

Altona. Leffmann's elderly widow met a similar fate, though at

the bankruptcy proceedings she was granted a weekly income of

two and a half talers and sixty talers a year for rent. In order

to receive a similar allowance, Lehmann's daughter, Leah, had

to wage a vigorous fight, while Gumpert's wife was so affected

by the events that she died a few months after her husband

was freed.

Bernd Lehmann, Isaac's father-in-law, was also involved in

the tragedy of the Behrens family. In order to prevent the

firm's bankruptcy, he had lent large sums of money to the

brothers and had received, as was customary, promissory
notes and jewels as security. The official administrator of the

bankrupt's estate, however, declared that this action amounted
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to a fraudulent conversion of assets and demanded that the

Saxon Resident return the notes and jewelry or else pay an

equivalent sum of money. When Lehmann refused to comply
with this unreasonable demand, since he also was entitled to

present his claims upon the bankrupt's estate, the official ad-

ministrator had some of his property outside of Prussia con-

fiscated. Lehmann, who was effectively supported by the

Prussian government, died before a verdict was delivered.

His son, Lehmann Behrend, went bankrupt in 1731 because

his trading permit in Dresden was withdrawn. A Saxon report

of 1747 tells us that he had lost most of his wealth and that he

had, for several years, been imprisoned for debt. He himself

appealed to the symphatetic Saxon minister Heinecken,

declaring that he was old and did not know where to turn.

His brother, Elias Berend Lehmann, was arrested shortly

after the Prussian invasion of Saxony in 1745 (probably be-

cause he was a Prussian subject) and compelled to leave Dres-

den a short time later. "There are not tears enough to mourn

the disgrace he suffers/' wrote his courageous wife who tried

to rescue what she could from the ruins.

Ruben Elias Gumperts, the son of Elias of Cleves, also

suffered the bitter fate of so many of the Court Jews. Impris-

oned and even kept for a while in a dungeon, he learned that

"servants and mint masters rarely have friends at Court"

(Moses Mendelssohn).
In 1697 there was a certain Herr von Edelack in Wesel,

where Ruben Elias lived, who pretended to be a Savoy colonel

but who was actually a counterfeiter and a swindler. Through
his contacts with a few of Gumperts' relatives and through
some casual business transactions with Gumperts himself he

learned that Samuel Oppenheimer and Samson Wertheimer

were competitors at the Court of Vienna, that Gumperts had

business relations with Oppenheimer and that Cardinal Kol-

lonitsch was hostile to Jews. On the basis of this relationship
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between the three men and the cardinal's hostility to Samuel

Oppenheimer, Edelack worked out his diabolical plot. He

appeared in Vienna with a forged document purporting to

prove that he had been paid by Gumperts and Oppenheimer
to assassinate Samson Wertheimer and that Oppenheimer
wanted to become President of the Department of Finance in

Kollonitsch's place. The cardinal, who at that very moment
was trying to remove Oppenheimer as army contractor, became
the colonel's willing accomplice and demanded that the Elector

of Brandenburg, to whom he held out a minor territorial con-

cession, try Gumperts on the charge of plotting murder.

In August 1697, Ruben Elias was taken to the Wesel citadel

without being informed of the charge against him, and all his

records were confiscated, thereby ruining his credit in the busi-

ness world. A month later, Samuel and Emanuel Oppenheimer
were arrested, an event which caused great excitement in

business circles throughout Germany and Austria. Oppenhei-
mer's indispensability at this time was so great it was the

period immediately preceding and following the Battle of

Zenta that he had to be released, and his innocence was

publicly proclaimed. Gumperts, however, after spending four

months in the fortress of Wesel, was taken to the state fort-

ress of Spandau.
It would lead us too far afield to describe here the details of

the trial, the cardinal's demand that Gumperts be turned over

to the authorities in Vienna, the vacillating attitude of the

Prussian government and the intervention of the House of

Hanover and the Margrave Louis of Baden in Gumperts*
favor. Gumperts' health was so affected by the imprisonment
that six months later he was set free. The Prussian govern-

ment went so far as to publish a document declaring Ruben

Elias innocent of all charges that had been maliciously made

against him. As a kind of compensation he was appointed tax

collector in Cleves by King Frederick I, but unfortunately this
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appointment led to difficulties with the Estates and the govern-
ment of Cleves and to a new arrest. He was again taken ill in

prison and died an untimely death shortly after his release.

The fall of the Ansbach Court Jew, Elkan Fraenkel, in 1712,

was the result of one of the intrigues which were so common

during the period of absolutism and which were also often

directed against Christian statesmen and generals as well.

Fraenkel himself was well aware of this fact. During his trial

he declared that his fall was due to the calumnies of his enemies.

"One could find many examples in history books of men who
had served their rulers most faithfully and yet were removed

from their positions by enemies and intriguers.'*

The plot to remove Elkan involved Minister Appold, who
was also jealous of his influence with the margrave, the mar-

gravine and apparently also the Model family which hated him

bitterly. The accusations were concocted by two apostates

from Judaism: one of a generally unsavory reputation, the

other notorious for his antagonism to his former coreligionists.

Elkan and his brother Hirsch Fraenkel, the cabalist Rabbi of

Ansbach, were arrested and brought to trial on the charges
that Elkan had had blasphemous books in his possession, had

interfered in civil and State affairs, had lowered the margrave's
esteem in the eyes of the people by selling positions and offices,

had prepared dangerous documents for the margrave's signa-

ture and had embezzled ducal funds.

Elkan was able to reveal the background of the conspiracy,
while the investigating commission was not able to point to any
deficit in the treasury or to prove that he had enriched himself

at the expense of the State. Even Minister Appold, the chief

accuser in the trial, admitted that Elkan had rendered valu-

able services to the ruler. Despite all this, Elkan was given a

severe sentence, as unjust as it was illegal. On November 2,

1712^ he was led to the market place in Ansbach, was almost

completely stripped, tied with ropes to a stake and lashed in
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full view of the assembled crowd, while his "blasphemous"
book was torn and the pages trampled on the ground. Elkan

was then placed in a knacker's cart and taken to the fortress

of Wuelzburg to serve a life sentence, but died after eight

years' imprisonment. His fortune was confiscated by the State

and his wife and daughter were driven from the country*
His brother, Hirsch Fraenkel, was also sentenced to life im-

prisonment for witchcraft and blasphemy. The cabalist, who

spent his years in prison writing commentaries on the Psalms
and poems on martyrdom, was finally set free after twenty-
four years, and then only by a miracle. When a flood threat-

ened to sweep away the tower in which he was kept, his chains

were removed and he was brought to a safe place. At the re-

quest of the city burgomaster, who took pity on him, he was

released and allowed to return to his family. But neither the

sympathetic magistrate nor the miraculous flood could restore

his health nor the lost years. He died in 1740, lonely and

almost forgotten.

Just as Jud Suess lived a more colorful and exciting life

than the other Court Jews, so he died a more shocking and

tragic death than the others. Even the contemporary world

was greatly affected by the singular manner of his death.

Many pamphlets, poems and drawings of this period give a

vivid description of the last act in the drama of Jud Suess, the

days of his imprisonment in the Hohenneuffen and the Hohen-

asperg, his long trial as a criminal and finally his execution in

an iron cage.
4

Immediately after Karl Alexander's sudden death, Suess

was, as described above, arrested and led to the fortress of

Hohenneuffen. The triumphant Landschaft began at once to

remove all traces of his rule and to help restore the old con-

stitution and religion. Karl Alexander's testament was de-

clared invalid, the officials appointed by Suess were dismissed
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and their posts given to the former councillors who now com-

pletely controlled the elderly, incompetent administrator in

whose hands the government was placed until the duke's

children should come of age. The duchess, once Suess' close

friend, greatly affected by the treason she had witnessed,

wearily submitted to the victorious party. And these victors

were determined to exact full vengeance for the repression

they had suffered and to stabilize their power by making an

example of Suess.

Upon Suess' arrest his employees also were taken into

custody, his home was sealed, his property confiscated, his

business records and correspondence, contracts and private

letters were seized, his furniture, paintings, books and valu-

ables, his horses, carriages and wine were sold or auctioned off.

All his servants, business acquaintances and women friends

were called as witnesses and subjected to long and searching

interrogation.

On March 28, a few days after his imprisonment in the

Hohenneuffen, he was given the first provisional judicial ex-

amination, conducted by a personal enemy of his. The general

questions he was at first asked name, rank, activities he had

engaged in gave no indication of the gravity of the charge.

Suess therefore maintained his proud bearing and stated in his

answers that he had merely carried out the duke's orders and

that he had never acted except on the basis of governmental

rescripts. He indignantly rejected a request for the names of

his collaborators or the women he had known. He was still the

cavalier he had always been, imperious and self-confident,

aware of his importance and of his rights. He kept demanding
to know for what crime he was being deprived of Guth und

Bluth) Seel und Seeligkeit.

The confidence with which he faced the trial is shown by
his naive offer of a 1,000 taler for an audience with the admin-

istrator, Karl Rudolf, or his even more naive suggestion that

he serve the Regent as an advisor, so that the latter could be-
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come great and he, Suess, could in this way be of service to the

country.
The situation suddenly changed when a decree was issued,

on May 22, against the Jew under arrest in the Hohenneuffen,

charging him with various major crimes and ordering that he

be tried in criminal court. The bill of indictment listed lese-

majeste and high treason, bleeding the country through various

nefarious schemes, founding new ministries and offices and cor-

rupting justice, setting up monopolies, manipulating the cur-

rency, violating the constitution and oppressing religion.

Since it was feared that Suess and those arrested with him

might attempt to escape, they were taken from the fortress of

Hohenneuffen to the fortress of Hohenasperg. Here Suess was

put in chains and placed, like a common criminal, in a small,

dark, unheated room. Guards in the room as well as outside

prevented him from receiving any visitors or letters, and even

from writing.
In the judicial examination, which lasted for months and

which entered into his early life and his business activities in

the Palatinate, Hesse and Frankfort with the same thorough-
ness with which it entered into his political activity in the

service of Wuerttemberg, an attempt was made to confuse and

provoke him into making incriminating remarks about him-

self and into confessing his guilt. This was probably the only

trial in history in which a defendant was interrogated in the

most lascivious fashion about his amours and personal relation-

ships. It was probably also the first time that women were

arrested because they had known the defendant, forced to

undergo a boorish interrogation, mistreated and subjected to

indignities.

At the judicial proceedings in the Hohenasperg, Suess con-

tinued to maintain that he had taken no oath, had held no

official position and had assumed no responsibility of any kind.

The title of Finanzrat was merely a nominal one. He had

not become rich in Wuerttemberg; he had accumulated his
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wealth earlier and had bought expensive homes in Mannheim

and Frankfort where he had spent more for paintings, furniture,

coaches, horses, clothes and food than he had in Stuttgart.

His intelligent and considered explanations had as little effect

as did the long legal defense brief prepared by his lawyer,

Michael Andreas Moegling of Tuebingen. Suess had entreated

the investigating commission to allow him to secure a lawyer

who was not from Wuerttemberg. His request was sharply

rejected and he was finally allowed to be defended by a lawyer

serving "ex officio." The defense brief6 is the work of an up-

right man and Suess himself speaks of Moegling as an "honest

fellow." The defense brief describes in great detail the dili-

gence, zeal and loyalty with which the defendant served the

ruler, his readiness to sacrifice all his wealth and possessions,

his credit, even his life, in order to serve the state faithfully

and to the best of his abilities. But Moegling was, to use an-

other expression of his client, an "inexperienced doctor," a

man without initiative or aggressiveness. Above all, he was,

as Suess soon recognized, a Wuerttemberger through and

through and not unconcerned with his position there, so that he

could in the last analysis be of little help. In addition to all

this, the investigating commission did everything to make it

as difficult as possible for the defense. The most important

documents and the transcripts of the various judicial examina-

tions were withheld from Moegling, He was not permitted to

visit his client whenever he needed to, nor was he allowed to

receive letters from him.

These months in the Hohenasperg have been described at

length by eyewitnesses, principally by several clergymen and

the commandant of the fortress, Major Glaser, a coarse and

brutal man who cruelly tormented the prisoner.
6
Everyone was

struck by the extent to which the prisoner's appearance had

changed in so short a space of time. The elegant and handsome

courtier was now emaciated, his shoulders stooped, his hair

white, his clothes in neglect. The investigating commission re-
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ported that Suess had become so thin that even the smallest

handcuffs slipped from his wrists. He would either refuse to

eat at all or would eat so irregularly that it was feared he would

not survive a longer period of imprisonment.
It is evident that Suess* confidence had begun to desert him.

There were moments when his old self-assurance came to life,

when he was filled with contempt for the commission, the

Major, and the clergy, and plotted vengeance, when he rebelled

that "a man of such wealth, understanding and honor, who had

always moved in the company of princes, courtiers and noble-

men, who was so well known in the world, should die so miser-

able a death." There were also moments when he tried to

escape from his enemies by ending his life through starvation

or poison.
For the most part, however, his mood was one of weary res-

ignation. He would refuse to speak or eat and would sit staring

into space. In those days and nights he must have known the

depths of despair. All those in whom he placed the greatest

trust now deserted him. His associates, whom he had helped to

positions of power and influence, now turned against him and

testified for the prosecution. His Jewish friends, who had

achieved wealth and the right of domicile through him, either

refused to come to his aid or in cowardly fashion testified

against him. The duchess, on whose help he had counted, had

long since gone over to the party of the Estates. And the

bishop's party had enough on its hands merely trying to rescue

General Rechmingen from the hands of his enemies.

It was in these bitter days and nights that a great spiritual

change came over Suess. Shut off from the world, he was for the

first time able to meditate on the purpose of his existence. Re-

viewing his life, he realized how vain and futile it had been,

for all the wealth and power he had enjoyed. In these days

and nights he sought his way to God and he found Him, as his

forefathers once had found Him, in the desert. Though he had

until now been a Jew out of pride, out of dignity, out of a feel-
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ing of solidarity with the Jewish community, he now became

a Jew out of a deep understanding of his innermost being, of

his very identity with and the real nature of his people. While,

a short time earlier, he had declared himself a voluntary mem-
ber of all religions, he now was filled with the certainty and

knowledge of a just, merciful and compassionate God. Though
he had once striven to appear in his dress, speech and man-

ners like an aristocrat, he now looked like a humble and pious

Jewish scholar. So deep and genuine was this Jewish exper-

ience that he uttered Hebrew sounds he had not pronounced
for years and recited Hebrew prayers he had almost forgotten.

He had once boasted that he was not bound by the dietary

laws; now he refused to eat any food that had not been ritually

prepared. He had once lived as a free individualist responsible

to no one; now he became aware of the strong ties that bound

him to his fellow Jews. He was less disturbed by the thought
of his own death than by the fact that his death would disgrace

the honorable name of his family. Once he had cared to read

only modern philosophy and poetry; now he found consolation

in the teachings of the Bible and the figures of his people's

past. He thought of Job who, though sorely tried, never

doubted his God and of the Jewish martyrs who bore witness

to the Lord even in the moment of their death. "I am a Jew
and will remain a Jew," he told Pastor Rieger, who had

attempted to convert him. "I would not become a Christian

even if I could become an Emperor. Changing one's religion

is a matter for consideration by a free man; it is an evil thing
for a prisoner."

He knew a good deal about theology, he told the Vicar, Hoff-

mann, who also made a vain effort to convert him. He had long

ago read many evangelical and Catholic books against the Jews
and he had compared them with his Old Testament; he knew
well enough what to believe. He would like people to leave his

religion alone; he wanted to die as a martyr to his faith. He
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wanted to live and to die in the faith of Abraham, Isaac and

Jacob, which had been the faith of his fathers and his own faith

for over forty years.

Reconciled as Suess gradually became to the thought of

death, the final verdict still came as a shock to him* The bill

of indictment had, to be sure, charged him with the most seri-

ous crimes, such as high treason and plotting to overthrow the

constitution. The judges themselves, he was well aware, were

his personal enemies who had not forgotten that it was through

Suess that they had been dismissed by Karl Alexander. The

verdict, which was handed down on December 13, 1737, de-

clared that the bill of indictment was legally valid, that the in-

vestigation had substantiated the charges and that death by

hanging was the proper penalty.

The only person who did not concur in the verdict was Pro-

fessor Harpprecht, the most famous jurist in the country. When
the verdict of the investigating commission was placed before

the University of Tuebingen, he declared that the penalty was

not in accordance with the laws of the Empire and those of the

State of Wuerttemberg. Whatever could be proved to have

been stolen by Suess should be taken from him and he should

be banished from the duchy.

It is also reported that the administrator, Karl Rudolf, hes-

itated for a long time before he yielded to the demands of his

councillors and signed the death warrant. He did it with the

remark which became famous, namely, that it was a rare occur-

rence for a "Jew to have to pay the bill for some Christian

rogues." Another one of the contemporary opinions which have

come down to us was that made by the well-known Wuerttem-

berg writer, Johann Jacob Moser: "There are uncircumcised

as well as circumcised scoundrels, most of them guilty of far

worse crimes than Suess, who are considered honest men and

go about free and unpunished/' Similarly, the Wuerttemberg

Geheimrat Pfau wrote in an anonymous pamphlet that it can-
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not be denied that many illegalities had been committed in

Suess* trial. He had fallen into the hands of angry enemies

rather than impartial judges.
Suess was at first not informed of the death sentence. Sev-

eral weeks later, on January 29, 1738, he was told that he would

be taken to Stuttgart on the next day. For a moment his ear-

lier optimism reasserted itself and he felt certain that he was

going to be acquitted. But when he found himself seated cross-

wise and chained in an open wagon under heavy guard, then,

in the words of the chronicler, "his joy turned to impatience."

Surrounded by grenadiers holding their bayonets before them,
he ^as led through the crowds to the Assembly House of the

Landschajt and brought to the cell in which the condemned were

placed. The next morning a deputation sent by the criminal

court informed him that he would be executed on February 4.

He was still not told that he was to die on the gallows.

The only favor granted the condemned man took the form

of repeated visits by Christian clergymen and a converted Jew,
Lector Bernard, all ofwhom used every form of threat and per-

suasion to prevail upon Suess to accept baptism. Day after

day the priests appeared and day after day Suess asked them,
in the name of God's mercy, not to bewilder and confuse him
or he would be lost. He had made his peace with God. He
had repented and had humbled himself before his Lord. He
now knew that he would die in peace and that his blood would

be upon his enemies. If he was guilty, God would punish him;
if he was not, then God would avenge his innocent death. To
the overzealous Vicar Hoffmann he quoted the words of Jesus
of Nazareth: "I have not come to repeal the law, but to

fulfill it."

His only request was that he be given a Hebrew prayerbook
and allowed to see some Jewish friends. The chronicle relates

that the Jews at that time offered the administrator 50,000
florins for Suess's release, but that Karl Rudolf rejected the

offer.
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Early on Thursday, February 4, Suess was led into the au-

ditorium of the City Hall where, in the presence of a large num-
ber of spectators, the black-robed judges announced the verdict

of death by hanging. While Suess vehemently protested against
the sentence and cried that injustice and violence were being

done, the staff was broken and the cord tied about him.

He was once again led back to his cell, where he made known
to Jewish friends the provisions of his will. He made several

bequests to his mother, brothers and sisters, and to the Chris-

tian clergymen as a token of gratitude for their efforts. The
rest of his property he left to the synagogues with the request

that a memorial light be lit and prayers said for his souL He
entreated his friend, Rabbi Mordechai Schloss, to write to all

the Jewish communities that nothing evil should be said or

thought about him and to inform them that he had died for the

Holy Name of God*

Just before the knacker's cart came to take Suess away,

Vicar Hoffmann, made a last minute attempt to convert

him.

'The Jew wore a scarlet coat with a small golden lace, also

a jacket and trousers of the same color, a fine dress shirt with-

out cuffs, white silk stockings, a wig and a hat without braids.

As he refused to climb into the knacker's cart, he was forcibly

lifted into it by the knacker's men and chains were placed on

both arms and on one foot. To the right and left of the cart

walked two knacker's men, one bearing a pitcher of wine and

the other a beaker. The other knacker's men walked in file

behind the cart. The guard consisted of grenadiers, a hundred

in front, a hundred behind, and a hundred on each side, all

carrying bayonets before them. A hundred mounted troops of

the City Guard had already proceeded to the execution place

and made the customary circle. On the way, the cart was

stopped for a moment and the knacker's men asked the male-

factor if he wanted some wine, whereupon he answered: "You

want to mock me! Continue on your way!" When he had
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entered the circle, he was taken from the cart in which he had

been sitting by himself and only his shoes were removed ....

"The crowd of spectators was extremely large, since not only

people from the surrounding regions had come, but even stran-

gers from distant cities."

Suess mounted the steps of the ladder, praying in a loud

voice. Over the gallows had been placed, as a symbol of mock-

ery and scorn, a red cage on which the entire locksmith's guild
was supposed to have worked. In this cage Suess ended his life.

He died uttering the words "Hear, O Israel, the Lord our God
the Lord is one."

If a historian of the Baroque Period had been asked what

significance might be found in such an event, he would prob-

ably have answered that these Court Jews were merely "chess-

men on the chess-board of destiny," or that a blind Tyche had

arbitrarily and inexorably made use of them for its own

purpose.
Some of the Jews of that time would probably have an-

swered our question by declaring that God had punished those

who in their pride had challenged His ordinances and over-

stepped the bounds He had set for men. Others would have

seen in their fate the martyrdom by which their people had
been tried again and again and had sanctified the name of

their God.

When we today attempt to understand the phenomenon of

the Court Jew, with our present historical perception and in the

light of our personal experience, we believe that we can explain
his fate by considering it as the result of the historical juncture
in which he found himself.

The absolute ruler made use of the Court Jew as a tool to

destroy the feudal and patrimonial forces of the Middle Ages
which stood in his way. He used the Court Jew as a collabo-

rator and as an advisor in his program for establishing a

modern mercantilist economy and a unified, centralized State.
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Because of his role in eliminating the old order and in estab-

lishing the new, the Court Jew became for the reactionary
forces of his time a symbol of the revolution that was threat-

ening to destroy their position. Theirs was the bitter and im-

placable hatred of a class that sees its age-old privileges en-

dangered. Though ostensibly their hatred was directed toward
the Jew and heretic, it was not the stranger and infidel they
wanted to annihilate; they were really attacking the co-founder

of the banks, monopolies, industries and companies and the

exponent of the luxury and money trades. Though they
accused him to the world of being an enemy of Christ and
Christ's name, it was in reality not their Church and not their

religion that they sought to preserve, but rather the guild

system, the doctrine of fair price, the patrimonial state govern-
ment and the medieval society of Estates.

It was in this struggle, the scope and significance of which

were hidden from him, that the Court Jew fell. The forces

which had brought him into being to serve their ends destroyed
him as soon as he had completed his task and these ends had

been achieved.

Thus, both the life and the death of the Court Jew have

a symbolic significance for the Baroque Period in which he

lived a period which marked the transition from the medi-

eval to the modern world. Indeed, the career of the Court Jew
has a symbolic significance for the fate of the Jew in all ages.

For time and again the Jew has helped prepare the way for

a new era, only to find himself ground between the old forces

which had outlived their day and the new which, with his help,

were giving the world the promise of a better future.
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und Naturrecht in der Lehre vom Widerstandsrecht des Volkes gegen rechts-

tsidrige Ausuebungen der Staatsgewalt (Untersuchungen zur deutschen Staats-

und Rechtsgeschichte, Heft 126), Breslau, 1916. R. Stammler, Rechts-und

Staatstheorien der Nemeit, 2nd. edition, Berlin, 1925.

p. 181 3 Der Preussische Staat und die Juden, vol. II, chapter VII: "Der absolu-

tistische Staat und die Organisation der juedischen Gemeinden." Geh.

Staatsarchiv Berlin, R 21-205; R 21-207b 2a; Gen. Dep. LVII Juden-

sachen vol. 1. no. 4.

* Preuss. Staat ,1, Aktenbd. nos. 51, 268, 205, 309. The Jewry of

East Frisia was ordered to recognize and obey the Court Jew Aron Abraham

Beer as its head, parnas and judge. Cf, K. Anklam, Die Judengemeinde in

Aurich (Schriften der Gesellschaft zur Foerderung der Wissenschaft des Ju-

dentums, vol. 28), Frankfurt, 1927. J. Heymann, "Ueber die Familie des

Hofjuden Landesparnass Aron Abraham Beer und ihre Bedeutung fuer die

Geschichte Ostfrieslands und die Stadt Aurich," in Juedische Familienfor-

schung, vol. V, no. 4, 1928.

p.
182 5 Geh. St. Arch. Berlin, Gen. Dir. Ostpr. and Lit. Mat. Tit. LXXXIII,

Sect. 3, Nr. 1, vol. 2.

6 L. Mueller, "Aus fuenf Jahrhunderten: Beitraege zur Geschichte der jue-

dischen Gemeinden im Riess," in Zeitschrift des historischen Vereins fuer
Schwaben und Neuburg, vol. 26 (1899-1900). On the removal of Jonathan
Uffenheimer by Count of Hohenems and his replacement by Josele Levi of

Innsbruck cf. A. Taenzer, "Die Geschichte der Juden in Tirol und Voral-

berg," parts 1-2 of Die Geschichte der Juden in Hohenems und im uebrigen

Voralberg, Meran, 1905.
7 L. Mueller, Aus fuenf Jahrhunderten ....
8 M. Weinberg, Geschichte der Juden in der Oberpjalz, IV: "Sulzbuerg," V:

"Herzogtum Sulzbach," Sulzbuerg, 1927.

Der Preuss. Staat. . I, Aktenbd., nos. 81, 82-84 and Baer, Protokoll-

buch ... , Anhang no. 1.

p. 183 10 B. Altmann, "The Autonomous Federation of Jewish Communities in

Paderborn," in Jewish Soc. Studies, III (1941), pp. 159-88.
11 Carl Rixen, Geschichte und Organisation der Juden im ehemaligen Stiff

Muenster (Muenstersche Beitraege zur Geschichtsforschung, N. S., VIII),

Muenster, 1906. J. Raphael, "Der Judenbefehlshaber im Muensterland,"
Zeitschr. Gesch. der Juden in Deutschland, vol. II, (1930). Felix LazaruSj
"Der Judenbefehlshaber im Muensterland," ibid., VII (1935). Felix

Lazarus, "Judenbefehlshaber, Obervorgaenger und Landrabbiner im Muen-

sterland," in M.G.1P.J., LXXX (1936), pp. 106-117; LXXXI (1937),

pp. 444-45.

p. 185 " Der Preussische Staat . . . , Aktenband I, Nr. 327 and Anhang Nr. 13, 1

and 14.
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p. 186 ls In 1736 the association of Jewish rural communities in Muenster peti-
tioned the bishop to free it from its representative, not to appoint any repre-
sentative that would have more authority than any other member of the

community, and not to grant him authority to disburse money without

the knowledge of the other members of the community, or to issue other

privileges.
14 In Hesse-Kassel, in the first half of the seventeenth century, the rabbi

of the country attacked the Cassel Court Jew, Benedict Goldschmidt, as

a "self-proclaimed regent," indeed, as a traitor to his people.

p. 187 1S Petition presented by Bernd WulfF, Assur Marx, Solomon Israel, Sept. 2,

1720, in St. A. Magdeburg, Landesregierung Rep. A. 5, Nr. 736, Sect. II, 523.

In Halberstadt the question of electing the elders and the number to be

elected became the subject of a heated discussion. A part of the community,
which supported the Berlin Court Jew Marcus Magnus, wanted to increase

the functions of the representative, while the rest of the community opposed

any change. In Koenigsberg, Hirsch Lewkowitz, an adventurer and schemer,
tried to undermine the Court Jew Bendix Jeremias' dominant position in the

community.
16 Samuel Weil, the Court Jew of Prince Egon Anton of Fuerstenberg in

Donaueschingen (at the beginning of the eighteenth century), was likewise

the absolute ruler of the Jewish community; he demanded that he be obeyed
without question and that his orders be followed to the letter (G. Tuembuelt,
Das Fuerstenfum Fuerstenberg von semen Anjaengen bis zur Mediatisitrung
im Jahre 1806, 1908. Rosenthal, Heimatsgeschichte . . .). Marx Model, the

Ansbach Court Jew, wrote the community of Fuerth that, if it did not obey
him, he would have its representatives arrested and taken to Cadolzburg,
and that he would have a tax imposed upon it which they would have to

pay every time they wanted to leave their homes. The Karlsruhe Court Jew
Samuel Mayer was the most interesting personality, as well as politically

and commercially the most important, in the Margravate of Baden-Durlach

which, from the beginning of the eighteenth century, had two independent
associations of rural Jewish communities, a northern and a southern. For

fifty years he governed the southern group and sought to extend his control

over the northern one as well. He was an autocratic and self-assured despot
and yet, at the same time, a clever and energetic administrator of the com-

munity, for which he was able time and again to obtain concessions from the

prince. In Bruchsal, Suessel, the Court Jew in the Episcopate of Speyer, was

from 1704 on delegated to represent the Jewish community in the Episcopate
and fulfilled this responsibility for close to fifty years. In 1750 he complained
to the bishop about the difficulties he was having, since everyone wanted to

be his own master and refused to respect the regulations of the represent-

atives. The bishop immediately issued an order declaring that the members

of the Jewish community had to obey all Suessel's orders unconditionally.

p. 188 " Berlin Geh. St. A., Gen. Dir. Kurmark. Tit. CCXXXII, Nr. 15, vol. 1.

18 Cf. Eingabe der Aeltesten und Judenschaften aller Provinzen, May 11,
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1775. Geh. St. A,, Gen. Dir. Kurmark, Tit. CCXXXIII, Nr. 9,

Vol. 5.

p. 191 L Kracauer, Geschichte der Juden in Frankfurt a. M., vols. 1-2, Frank-

furt, 1925-1927, and Geschichte der Judengasse in Frankfurt am Main,

Frankfurt, 1906.

p. 192 ao Half a century later similar quarrels ruined the Frankfort community.
Cf. I. Kracauer, "Die Kulp-Kannschen Wirren: Ein Beitragzur Geschichte

der juedischen Gemeinde in Frankfurt am Main," in Archivfuer Frankfurter

Geschichte und Kunst, 1910, issues 3, 10.

p. 193 31 S. Haenle, Geschichte der Juden im ehematigen Fuerstenthum Ansbach:

mil Urkunden und Regesten, Ansbach, 1867. Dr. Fronmueller, Chronik

der Stadt Fuerth, Fuerth, 1872. H. Barbeck, Geschichte der Juden in Nuern-

berg und Fuerth) Nuernberg, 1878. Bernhard Ziemlich, "Eine Buecherkon-

fiskation in Fuerth im Jahre 1702," in Gedenkbuch Juer David Kaujmann,

Breslau, 1900. F. Neubuerger, "Verfassungsrecht der gemeinen Judenschaft

zu Fuerth und in dessen Amt im 18ten Jahrhundert," in M. G. W. /., 45

(1901). Georg Liebe, Das Judentum in der deutschen Fergangenheit, Leipzig,

1903 (Monographien zur deutschen Kulturgeschichte, vol. XI). M.

Weinberg, "Der Konvertit Friedr. Christian Christhold," in M. G. W. /.,

50 (1906). Documents of the Staatsarchiv Nuernberg and Stadtarchiv

Ansbach.

p. 195 M Geh. St. Archiv Berlin, Gen. Dir. Kurmark, Tit. CCXXXII, Judensa-

chen. Gen. Nr. 4.

p. 197 ^ Der Preussische Staat . . .
, Aktenband I, Nr. 205.

* Ibid. II, p. 44-5.
*

Ibid., II, p. 145. Berlin Geh. St. A., Gen. Dir. Kurmark, Mat. Tit
CCXXXII Nr. 9, Vol. 2, 3, 4. and Gen. Dep. Vol. IV, LVH, Nr. 3.

p. 198 2B Geh. St. A. Berlin, Rep. 104, IV, A. 72.

p. 199 27
Joh. Chr. Wagenseil, Tela ignea Satanae . . .

, Altorf, 1681. Idem,
Denunciata Christiana, oder Ankuendigung, an atte Regenten^ welche Juden

unter ihrer Botmaessigkeit haben, wegen der Laesterungen, womit die Juden

unsern Heyland schmaehen, Nuernberg, 1707. Johann Andreas

Eisenmenger, Entdecktes Judenthum, oder: gruendlicher und wahrhaffter Be-

richt) wekhergestah die verstockten Juden die Hochheilige Dreieinigkeit, Gott,

Vater^ Sohn und Heiligen Geist erschrecklicher Weise laestern und verun-

ehren
, vol. 1 and 2, no Place, 1700. Joh. Jac. Schudt, Juedische Merck-

wuerdigkeiten . . . .
,
4 vols., Frankfurt and Leipzig, 1714. G. Karpeles,

Geschichte der juedischen Literatur, vol. II, Berlin, 1886. G. F. Moore,
"Das Judentum in christlicher Darstellung," translated by R. Perles, in

Ost und West, Hefte 5-6 ff. (1922). F. Priebatsch, "Die Judenpolitik des

fuerstlichen Absolutismus im 17. und 18. Jahrhundert," in Festschrift Juer
Dietrich Schaefer, Jena (1915). In 1694 Levin David of Hanau received a

letter of protection for Berlin, because he had instructed many Christians,

doctors and theologians, m Hebrew, Chaldaic and Rabbinical literature.
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Charles XII of Sweden, the Princes of Dessau and Sulzbach and others gave
assistance to Hebrew presses.

** G. Wolf, "Der Prozess Eisenmenger," in M. G. W. /., vol. 18, N. S., I

(1869). M.Wiener, "Des Hof-und Cammeragenten Leffmann Behrens Inter-

vention bei dem Erscheinen judenfeindlicher Schriften," in Magazin
/. d. Wissensch. d. Judenthums, vol. VI (1879). L. Loewenstein, "Der Pro-

zess Eisenmenger," in Mag. f. Whsensch* d. Judent., vol. XVIII (1891),

pp. 209-40. Geh. St. Archiv Berlin, R 21-203; R 21-205.

p. 201 29 D. Kaufmann, Die letzte Fertreibung Idem, "Les victimes de la

prise d'Ofen, en 1686," in Revue des Etudes Juives, vol. 21 '(1890).

p. 203 30 D. Simonsen, "Daenemark und die Juden in Prag 1745," in Festschrift

A. Schwarz, Berlin, 1917. Die Juden in Prag: Bilder aus ihrer tausendjaeh-

rigen Geschichte (Festschrift der Loge Praga), Prag, 1927. S. H. Lieben,
"Briefe von 1744-1748 ueber die Austreibung der Juden aus Prag," in Jahr-

buch der Gesellschaftfuer Geschichte der Juden in der lechoslowakischen Repub-

lik, vol. IV (1932). J. Bergl, "Das Exil der Prager Judenschaft von 1745-

48," Ibid., I (1929). W. Dilthey, "Das 18. Jahrhundert und die geschicht-
liche Welt," in Deutsche Rundschau., vol. 27, 108th year. Selma Stern-

Taeubler, "Probleme der Emanzipation and Assimilation," in Der Morgeny

7th annual, Heft, 5 (1931).

CHAPTER VIII: COMMUNITY FOUNDER AND PATRON

p. 208 l Roth von Schreckenstein, Geschichte der Reichsritterschajt, 2 vols., 1859-

62. L. Loewenstein, Geschichte der Juden am Bodensee und Umgebung. Nach

gedruckten und ungedruckten Quellen, Gailingen, 1879. A. Lewin, Juden in

Freiburg i. B.
y Trier, 1890. A. Human, "Geschichte der Juden im Herzog-

tum Sachsen-Meiningen-Hildburghausen," in Schriften des Fereins Juer

Sachsen-Meiningische Geschichte und Landeskundey
vol. 30 (1898). E.

Nuebling, Die Judengemeinden des Mittelalters, insbesondere die Juden-

gemeinde der Reichstadt Ulm: Ein Beitrag zur deutschen Staedte-und Wirt-

schajtsgeschichtey Ulm, 1896. E. Th. Weiss, Geschichte undrechtliche Stettung

der Juden im Fuerstbistum Strassburg, Bonn, 1894. A. Nordmann, "Ge-

schichte der Juden in Basel," in Easier ZeitschriftJuer Geschichte und Alter-

tumskunde, vol. XIII, Heft 1 (1913). B. Rosenthal, Heimatsgeschichte der

Badischen Juden seit ihrem geschichtlichen Auftreten bis zur Gegenwart> Buehl,

1927. Selma Taeubler-Stern, "Die Emanzipation der Juden in Baden," in

Gedenkbuch zum 125 jaehrigen Bestehen des Oberrats der Israeliten Badens,

Frankfurt, 1934. Raphael Straus, Regensburg and Augsburg (Jew. Commu-
nities Series), Philadelphia, 1939

p. 209 2 1. Wille, "Bruchsal, Bilder aus einem geistlichen Staat im 18ten Jahrhun-

dert," in Bad. Neujahrsblaetter, vol. 7 (1897). I. Wille, "August, Graf von

Limburg-Stirum, Fuerstbischof von Speyer," in Neujahrsblaetter der Bad.

Hist. Kommission, N. S. 16 (1913),
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p. 211 3
Joh. Hartenstein, Die Juden in der Geschichte Leipzig*, Berlin, 1938.

p. 213 4 One of Leffmann's sons, Moses Jacob, was allowed to enter Lueneburg
in November 1680, the first Jew to be allowed to do so since the expulsion
of the Jews from the city in 1350. He was a son-in-law of Elias Gumperts
of Cleves, and one of his daughters married a son of Samuel Oppenheimer.

5 Otto Neumann, "Tychsens origineller Bericht ueber die Mecklenburger

Juden von 1769," in Jued. Familienforschung, 2-6, 1926-30. In Mecklenburg-

Strelitz, during the reign of Duke Adolf Friedrich, about the middle of the

eighteenth century, the Court agent Wolf organized a Jewish community
which soon numbered 130 families.

p, 214 * The convert, later the Baron von EichthaL
7 He was the grandfather of Friedrich Julius Stahl, who was to become

the originator of the idea of the Christian State and the founder of the Con-

servative Party in Prussia.

p. 218 8
Worbs, "Geschichte der Juden in Schlesien," in Schksische Provincial-

blaetter, vol. 74 (1804), pp. 209 ff. A. Geyder, "Zur Geschichte der Juden in

Schlesien," in Schksische Provinzialblaetter, vol. 108 (1838). C. Gruenhagen,
Geschichte Schlesiens, 2 vols., Breslau, 1844-1886. Christian Ritter d'Elvert,

Zur Geschichte der Juden in Maehren und Oesterreichisch-Schlesien mit

Ruecksicht auf Oesterreich-Ungam ueberhaupt u. d. Nachbarlaender, part 4

of the Beitraege zur oesterr. Rechtsgeschichte, Bruenn, 1895. M. Brann, "Ge-

schichte der Juden in Schlesien," part 1-6, in Jahresbericht des juedisch-

theologischen Seminars "Fraenckehcher Stiftung" Breslau, annuals 1896, 1897,

1901, 1907, 1910, 1917. I. Rabin, Die Juden in Zuelz, Zuelz, 1926. B.

Brilling, "Die juedischen Familien in Zuelz," in Juedische Familienforschung,

vol. II, annuals 4-6 (1928-30). I. Rabin, "Beitraege zur Rechts-und Wirt-

schaftsgeschichte der Juden in Schlesien im 18ten Jahrhundert," in Jahres-

ber. d. jued. theolog. Seminars in Breslau, annual 1931. B. Brilling, "Der

Prager 'Schammes* in Breslau," in Z. G. /. in der Tschechoslowakei, annual I,

Heft 3 (1931). Idem, Beitraege zur Geschichte der Breslauer Juden, part 1:

"Die Begruender der Breslauer juedischen Gemeinde," Breslau, 1933. E.

Kupka, "Die zwoelf von Friedrich dem Grossen 1744 privilegierten Juden-
familien in Breslau," in Jued. Familienforsch., vol. II (1928). Breslau

Staatsarchiv, Rep. 14. P. A. II, 43a; Rep. 199, P. XIV Nr, 5, Vol. I.

p, 219 fl B. Weinryb, "Eine Juedische Gemeindeorganisation in Breslau zu Beginn
des 18ten Jahrhunderts," in Z. G. /.

>., vol. II (1930).

p. 221 10 A. Landau und B. Wachstein, Juedische Privatbrieje aus dem Jahre 1619,

Wien and Leipzig, 1911.

p. 222 u
Joh. Chr. von Dreyhaupt, AusfuehrL diplomatisch historische Beschrei-

bung des zum ehemaligen Primat-und Erzstift, nunmehr aber durch den west-

faelischen Friedensschluss secularisierten Herzogthum Magdeburg gehoerigen

Saal-Creyses . . .
,
2 vols, 1755.

12
Merkwuerdige Staatsassembtte in dem Reiche derer Todten zwischen einem

ganz besonderen Kheblatt oder dreyen unartigen Staatsministern, nemtich dem
Due de Ripperda, dem Grafen von Hoymb und dem Juden Suess Oppenheimer,

Amsterdam, 1738.
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p. 222
I8 Elias Salomon and Ruben Elias Gumperts,
14 Leffmann Behrens in 1703.
15 Berend Lehmann in 1712,
16 Feidel David.
17
Jacob Josef in 1739 or 40.

i* Moses Seckel in 1760.
19 Salomon Samson in 1711.
20 Alexander David.
21 F. Landsberger, "New Studies in Early Jewish Artists," in Hebrew

Union College Annual, vol. XVIII (1943-44). Idem "Old-Time Torah

Curtains," in Hebr* Un. ColL Ann., vol. XIX (1945-46), Idem, A History

of Jewish Art, Cincinnati, 1946. R. Hallo, "Juedische Kunst und Kunstdenk-
maeler 5m Hessischen Landesmuseum," in Der Morgen, vol. IV (1928-29)*

Idem, Religioese Kunst aus Hessen und Nassau, Kassel, 1932. C. Ruelf,
"Das Museum der israelitischen Gemeinde Braunschweig," in Mitteilun-

gen zurjuedischen Volkskunde, vol. XIX, Heft 3 (1906). K. Wilhelm, "Die

Braunschweiger Gebethandschriften," in Menorah, vol. VII (1929).

p. 223 22 S. Baron, Jew. Comm., II, p. 169 ff.

23
Derpreuss. Staat . . . Aktenbd. I, nos. 363, 364, 369, 370. Isaak Unna,

Die Lemle Moses Klaus Stiftung in Mannheim, Frankfurt, 1908-09. P.

Hirsch, "Kurpfaelzische Hoffaktoren," in Mannheimer Geschichtsblaetter,

vol. XXIII (1922). Known as "Model'sche Stiftung."

p. 224 24 Ovidius Faust, "Die Juden und die Judengemeinden Bratislava in

Vergangenheit und Gegenwart," in Bratislava, ein Sammelwerk, ed. by
H. Gold, 1932. S. Bettelheim, "Geschichte der Pressburger Jeschiwah,"
ibidem. A. Cassuto, "Aus den Testamenten des Abraham Senior Texeira,"

in Jued. Familienforsch., vol. 8 (1932).
25 Der Preuss. Staat vol. I, p. 43 and vol. II, p. 161 ff.

^

B. Brilling,

"Gruendung und Privilegien der hebraeischen Buchdruckerei in Frankfurt

an der Oder," in Mon. Schr., vol. 80 (1936).
28 D. Kaufmann, R. Jair Chajim Bacharach (1638-1702) und seine Ahnen,

Trier, 1894.

CHAPTER IX: THE PERSONALITY OF THE COURT JEW

p. 228 1 He owned houses in Heiligenstadt, Nikolsburg, Marktbreit, Oberbreit

and Prague.
2 D. Kaufmann, Samson Wertheimer . . .

, p. 47.

p. 229 8
J. Kracauer, Die Geschichte der Judengasse in Frankfurt/M., 1906.

* Ibid.

p. 230 5
Rosenthal, Heimatsgeschichte . . .

p. 231 6
Hugo Rachel und Paul Wallich, Berliner Grosskaufleute und Kapitafottn,

vol. 2: "Die Zeit des Merkantilismus 1648-1806," Berlin, 1938.

7 Vossische Zeitung of May 3, 1865, no. 103.
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p. 231
8
Kracauer, Geschichte der Frankfurter Juden . . . .

p. 232 9 "Inventarium ueber des gewesenen Finanzien Raths Josef Suess Oppen-
heimer in Frankfurt vorgefundenen und gerichtlich versiegelten Effekten,

1. Oktober 1737," Wuerttemberg Staatsarchiv, Stuttgart, Krim. Prozess

Akten Bd. 38. S. Stern, Jud Suess, pp. 288 ff. Other Court Jews also pos-

sessed extensive libraries; e.g., Samuel Emanuel Oppenheimer, whose

mother, Judith, gave him a marriage present consisting of books worth 1,95(3

florins. The library of Berend Gabriel Eskeles was appraised at 2,000 florins.

Samuel Wertheimer's books, which were deposited in the house of study
he had in Frankfort, were worth 8,000 florins; those in the house of study in

Nikolsburg were worth 5,000 florins. The most famous library was that

of Rabbi David Oppenheim. S. H. Lieben, "David Oppenheim," in Jahrb.

<t. Jued. Lit. Gesellschaft, 19 (1928), pp. 1-38.

10 Ida Posen,
"
Judentrachten," in Menorah, VI (1928).

11 Judaismus oder Judenthum, das ist ausfuehrlicher Bericht von des juedi-

schen Folkes Unglauben, Blindheit und Ferstockung, Hamburg, 1644; cf.

I. Elbogen, Geschichte der Juden in Deutschland, Berlin, 1935.

12 Hochzeit-und Kleiderordnung der Hamburger Juden von 171$ und 1731,

ed. by M. Grunwald. See: Mitteilungen des Fereins fuer Hamburger Ge-

schichie, VIII, Heft 1, nrs. 3/4.

p. 235 13 PoUtische Korrespondenz Friedrichs des Grossen, vol. XXXII, p. 102,

Berlin-Schoeneberg, 1908.

p. 238 14
Quotation of Hausenstein in an essay by Waldemar George, "Frank-

reich, der Barock und die neue Gothik," in Frankfurter Zeitung> erstes Mor-

genblatt of August 25, 1927. Cf. A. Huebscher, "Barock als Gestaltung
antithetischen Lebensgefuehls," in Euphorion, 24 (1922), pp. 517 ff. M.

Wehrli, "Das barocke Geschichtsbild in Lohenstems Arminius,"5n Zuercher

Schriften zur Literaturgesch. y 31. M. Winkler, "Der Mensch des Barock/*
in Preuss. Jahrb., 216 (1929), pp. 296 ff.

15
Stuttgart Staatsarchiv, Kriminalprozessakten, Bd. 44.

16 The daughter of a banker, Nathan Caen from Metz. Kriminalprozess-

akten, Bd. I.

17
Kriminalprozessakten Bd. 14.

p. 239 1S
Kriminalprozessakten, Bd. 66.

19
Leben> Uebehhaten und gerechtes Urtheil des Jud Suess ...von einem

aufrichtigen Spiel-Wercks-Manne, 1738.

p. 243 20 M. Steinschneider: "Juedische Literatur" in Ersch und Gruber, Allge-
meine Enzychpaedie^ section II, part 27, pp. 357 ff. M. Steinschneider,
"Ueber die Volksliteratur der Juden," in Archivfuer Literaturgeschichte, II,

1872. Max Gruenbaum, Juedisch-deutsche Chrestomathie, Leipzig 1882.

Meyer Waxman, A History of Jewish Literature, vol. II, New York, 1933.

p. 244 21 Erich Bischoff, Die Kabbala: Einfuehrung in die juedische Mystik und

Geheimwissemchaft, Leipzig, 1903. S. A. Horodetzky, Religioese Stroemun-

gen im Judentum mit besonderer Beruecksichtigung des Chassidismus> Bern,
1920. Meir Wiener, Lie Lyrik der Kabbala: Eine Anthologie, Wien, 1920.
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Ernst Mueller, Der Sohar und seine Lehre, Wien, 1920. L. Gulkowitsch, Dtr
Hasidismus religionswissenschaftlich untersucht> Leipzig, 1927 (VeroefTent-

lichungen des Forschungsinstituts fuer vergleichende Religionsgeschichte,

Leipzig, 2te Reihe, Heft 6). Abba Hillel Silver, A History of Messianic

Speculation in Israel: From thefirst to the seventeenth century> New York, 1927.

G. Scholem, "Kabbah," in Enc. Jud, vol. 9. M. Buber, Die Deutung des

Chassidismusi Drei Fersuche, Berlin, 1935 (Buecherei des Schocken Verlags,
no. 43). G. Scholem, "Die 'Frommen Deutschlands': Ein Kapitel juedischer

Religionsgeschichte," in Schocken Verlag Almanack^ Berlin, 1938, no. 5.

G, Scholem: Major trends in Jewish Mysticism, Jerusalem, 1941. Julius H.

Greenstone, The Messiah Idea in Jewish History ^ Philadelphia, 1943.

p. 244 2 Max Freudenthal, "Michel Chossid und die Sabbathianer," i

76, N. S. 40 (1932).

CHAPTER X: DESTINIES.

p, 250 * The learned Moses Kann and his brother Baer Loew Isaac, the most

distinguished member of the Frankfort ghetto, shared the same fate. Their

debtors were the Elector of Mayence, the Count of Hesse-Homburg and the

Count ofHesse-Darmstadt. Liebmann zum Vogelsang, the Wuerzburg finan-

cial agent and factor, was forced to agree to a moratorium. The descend-

ants of most of the Ansbach Jews either went into bankruptcy or were in

great financial difficulty. The Frankels, who were descended from one of

the wealthiest Viennese families, as well as the families of the residents,

Isaac Nathan and Seligmann, were also ruined.
2 The government owed a large sum ofmoney to the very upright Sukbach

Court Jew, Jacob Josef, who was Court and Cabinet factor and also Court

agent and salt contractor in Bayreuth. When, many years after Jacob's

death, his son-in-law, the Palatine finance factor Nathan Isaac Schwaba-

cher, pointed to his father-in-law's services to the country and asked that

the debt be repaid, he was informed in a governmental memorandum that

the debts had fallen under the statute of limitations and could therefore not

be paid. The government went so far as to present a counterclaim of 21,000

florins to the penniless heir as compensation for so-called "embezzlements"

made by the creditor. Abraham Isaac Auerbach, the chief representative
of the Muenster Jews and the Bischop of Galen's factor, was imprisoned in

1674 during a period of political and social unrest in the bishopric, his prop-

erty was confiscated, and his family turned out of the country. The reasons

for this action are not clear. Auerbach himself claims, in the poems of con-

trition and praise which he composed in prison, that one of his closest

Jewish friends had denounced him. It is more probable, however, that he

was made a scapegoat for the popular discontent which even threatened

to lead to attempts on the Bishop's life. For as soon as the revolt had been

suppressed, Auerbach was released from prison.
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p. 251 8 In Bayreuth, Seckel, the Margrave's finance resident and mint director,

was overthrown by a Court cabal. One night a group of men, whom Privy
Councillor Schroeder had himself hired, made their way into his home, an-

nounced an investigation of the mint administration which consisted of their

appropriating silverware worth 40,000 florins. In the same way the finance

resident Simon Maennlein was robbed of his possessions at the instigation of

another Bayreuth minister. As the result of a denunciation penned by the

unscrupulous minister himself, Maennlein was arrested and kept imprisoned
for many years during which time his valuables were stolen. The investiga-
tion was postponed as long as possible and by the time it was held and his

innocence determined, he was a broken man.

p. 257 4 Der Juedische Schelmische Heilige und Schand-Maerterer Joseph Suess

Oppenheimer, oder Abdruck und Uebersetzung eines unter denen Juden herum-

gehenden oeffentlichen hebraeischen Ausschreibens, betltult: Relation von Aufloe-

sung Joseph Suess gesegneten und seeligen Gedaechtnuss . . . Frankfurt und

Leipzig, 1738. Guthe Arbeith giebt herrlichen Lohn, in einer Predigt ueber das

Evangelium Math. 20>
V

y 1-16 in einer eingeflossenen Anweisung, wie die an

dem verurtheilten Juden Joseph Suess Oppenheimer geschehene Exekutton

anzusehen und zu gebrauchen set, samt einiger Nachricht von dessen klaeglichem
und schmaehlichem Ende, gezeigt von M. Rieger, Pfarrherrn in Stuttgart,

Esslingen, 1738. Das lamentierende Jud Suessische Frauenzimmer unter

dem grossen eisernen Galgen vor Stuttgardt draussen, 1738. Des justifizierten

Juden Joseph Suess Oppenheimers Geist in den elysaeischen Feldern . . .
,

Frankfurt, 1738.

p. 260 B Rechtliche Defensionsschrift des Juden Joseph Suess Oppenheimer pcto

imput. diversor. Criminum Peinl. Beklagten an ein HochansehnlichPeinliches

Inquisitionsgericht zu Stuttgart Die 11. Novembris 1737 (Univ. BibL,

Tuebingen, M. h. 470).
6 Arnoldus Liberius, Von dem was mit Jud Suess der Bekehrung wegen auf

dem Hohen-Asperg vorgegangen . . . .
, 1738. Vollkommene Historie und Le-

bensbeschreibung des fameusen und beruechtigten Wuerttembergischen Avan-
turiers Jud Joseph Suess Oppenheimer, Frankfort and Leipzig, 1738.
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